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Note 

The present volume was substantially completed "by 

Manuel J. Andrade "before his untimely death in 19^1* 

During the war years S.L. Bradshaw pulled the materials 

together and completed the typing of the manuscript he- 

fore illness forced him, too, to return the material to 

the Mayan Linguistic Research Project. 

It was hoped that it would he possible to prepare 

a complete index of the contents of the volume before 

publication.  This, too, was frustrated, because of the 

press of other duties on the undersigned who inherited 

the responsibility. 

At long last, the manuscript is being made avail- 

able to the general public essentially in the form in 

which it was received from Bradshaw.  We have left a 

few marginal notes pencilled in during our first reading 

of the manuscript on the chance that they may be useful. 

We still hope to be able to prepare the index and to 

publish the materials in book-form at a future date.  We 

hope that this interim availability in microfilm will 

serve its purpose. 

Norman A. McQuown 
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PREFACE 

The program of investigation which the Division of 

Historical Research of the Carnegie Institution has been 

carrying out in Mexico and Central America Includes a 

study of the Maya family of languages. It is expected 

that a comparative study of these languages will provide 

information utilizarle In the main enterprise of which 

the linguistic project forms a part. An indispensable 

prerequisite in an inquiry of this sort is obviously that 

there should he adequate knowledge of each of the languages 

dealt with. The acquisition of such knowledge is for the 

present the chief concern in this project. 

The descriptive information available on the languages 

of the Maya family is for the most part inadequate to the 

demands of a historical study. On some of the languages 

there is hardly any information of the kind required, and 

that which is available for the rest is insufficient in one 
Jce*«..s« oA 

respect or another. ¿Due tojthe circumstances which preceded 

the formulation of a plan of research, the work of this 

linguistic project began where there was the least need of 

collecting descriptive data; namely, in Yucatan. But even 

there, despite the abundant literature available, there was 

a lack of unequivocal information on the sounds of Yucatec, 

and a need of describing the language as a whole in a manner 



that would facilitate comparison with, adequate descriptions 

of the other members of the family. In this publication an 

attempt is made to meet these requirements insofar as the 

Yucatec spoken at present is concerned. The Yucatec known 

to us through the literature of previous centuries will he 

the subject of a future study. 

The work of collecting data on Modern Yucatec was 

financed in 1930 by the University of Chicago, and in two 

subsequent years, 1931 and 1933, jointly by the Carnegie 

Institution of Washington and the University of Chicago. 

Thanks are due to the persons through whom the aid of these 

institutions was obtained, particularly to Professor Vay- 

Cooper Cole, head of the Department of Anthropology of the 

University of Chicago, and Dr. Alfred V* Kidder, chairman 

of the Division of Historical Research of the Carnegie 

Institution of Washington.' Much time and expert advice 

were generously given by Messrs. Salomon IT. Treviño and 

Ivar Kalberg, both of the University of Chicago, while de- 

signing and constructing the sound-recording equipment used 

in this research. The names of other persons to whom credit 

is due will be mentioned later in connection with that which 

they contributed. For numerous personal favors the writer 

is indebted besides to many residents of Yucatan and British 

Honduras to whom his gratitude has already been expressed 

orally. 

University of Chicago 

October, 1940 

Manuel J. Andrade 



INTRODUCTION 

1. The name Yuoatec 

The language dealt with in these pages is commonly 

called Maya, and equally common is the use of this name 

to denote the whole family of which this language is a 

member. Further ambiguity is involved in the use of the 

phrase 'a Maya dialect1, since by this expression sundry 

writers have referred to any member of the family, or to 

any but the Huastec dialects, or exclusively to any of 

the four dialects which, according to them, constitute 

the Maya division of the Tzeltal-Maya sub-group. Ordi- 

narily, the scope of the ambiguity is not so wide, but 

still to assert that this or that is true of Maya is equi- 

vocal whenever the context does not suffice to preclude 

ambiguity. 

Maps and various influential agencies have established 

quite firmly the habit of terming 'Maya* the whole linguis- 

tic family. An attempt to restore the old use of the word 

to designate exclusively the aboriginal language of Yucatan 

is likely to be futile.  It has seemed advisable, therefore, 

to call this language Yuoatec.  In so doing we conform to 

an old precedent, as shown in note 1, but the fact that 

this appellation precludes ambiguity may sufficiently jus- 

tify its adoption. 



2. Old Yucatec and Modern Yucatec 

Chiefly to facilitate reference, two periods of the 

history of Yucatec will be distinguished by the designations 

Old Yucatec and Modern Yucatec. By the former we shall re- 

fer to the language known through the literature of the 

sixteenth and seventeenth centuries (Note 2). Beltran's 

grammar, written during the first half of the eighteenth 

century, may conveniently be said to describe the language 

in the beginning of the transition to Modern Yucatec. The 

period of Modern Yucatec may be assumed to begin during the 

first half of the nineteenth century or thereabout. In the 

dictionary compiled by Pio Perez about this time, one finds 

usages of the sort which constitutes the main grammatical 

differences between Old Yucatec and the language spoken at 

present. It is true that some of the phrases chosen by 

Pio Perez to illustrate various special uses are now ob- 

solete or obsolescent, but the majority are not. 

Modern Yucatec differs from Old Yucatec at least with 

respect to vocabulary, morphology, and syntax. The syntactic 

and morphologic differences cannot be specified properly in 

these introductory remarks. Concerning vocabulary, one ob- 

serves that approximately one-fifth of the words listed in 

the Motul dictionary are now obsolete. With respect to the 

uses of those which constitute the main body of the present 

vocabulary, one notices that as a rule they retain most of 



the senses in which they were formerly employed. The main 

lexical innovations consist in the adoption and adaptation 

of Spanish words. 

As one would expect, there is more admixture of Spanish 

in and near the larger towns than in the more isolated dis- 

tricts, although there are some exceptions to this rule. 

But the extent of this admixture has been much exaggerated 

by those who deplore its occurrence. In a few samplings 

of discourse amounting roughly to 8,500 running words, the 

total number of different Spanish words, excluding proper 

names, was found to be 9. The samplings were chosen at 

random from phonographic records of extemporaneous dis- 

course. In some localities much of the Spanish admixture 

seems to have taken place within one or two generations. 

By way of experiment, we would occasionally point out to an 

informant the fact that he had used a Spanish word. The 

reaction varied roughly with the age of the individual and 

the locality. In Chemax, state of Yucatan, two of the 

oldest men would in most instances replace the Spanish word 

by a native term, and it would be done as readily as when 

one corrects a mere slip of the tongue. On the other hand, 

some of the expressions that were so readily recalled in 

this locality, and which conformed to Old Yucatec usage, 

were nearly as strange as alien words to our informants in 

other localities, regardless of the age of the individuals. 



Concerning phonetic differences "between the old and the 

modern language, it may be obvious that all that can be done 

is to infer with various degrees of uncertainty what is more 

likely than unlikely the case. It is commonly assumed, at 

least by implication, that Yucatec pronunciation has not 

changed much during a period of more than three centuries. 

Making allowance for differences of opinion as to what is 

much or little in this respect, we venture to say that there 

are more reasons for entertaining this assumption than for 

holding the contrary. This question is discussed at length 

In Note 3. 

3. Population and geographic delimitation 

Yucatec is spoken at present throughout the peninsula 

of Yucatan; in some villages of the districts of Corozal 

and El Cayo, British Honduras; and, according to some re- 

ports, in some localities in El Peten, Guatemala. From the 

census of Mexico of 1930 we extract the following data on 

the number of individuals 5 years of age or older who speak 

only Yucatec, or Yucatec and Spanish, in the three political 

divisions of the peninsula of Yucatan: 

Yucatec only  Yucatec and Spanish  Totals 

Yucatan ....   113,121        129,100 242,221 

Campeche . . .    16,213        15,091 31,304 

Quintana Roo .     1,862 1,825 3,687 

131,196 146,016 277,212 



Ní/1 

It is officially stated that no census was taken in some of 

the localities in the interior of Quintana Roo, where, ac- 

cording to all accounts, there are villages in which no one 

understands Spanish. In 1921 the Yucatec-speaking popula- 

tion of British Honduras was "about 6,000", according to the 

Handbook of British Honduras, London, 1925. With regard to 

Guatemala, we find that the census of 1931 classes a portion 

of the population as "Indians", but it does not indicate 

what languages they speak. The "Indian" population of the 

whole province (departamento) of El Peten is there said to 

be 2,471. This may include peoples whose native tongues are 

Mopan, Lácandon, and Yucatec. For the reasons stated in Uote 

4, we leave out of consideration the so-called Peten or Itza 

dialect which Dr. Berendt is supposed to have discovered in 

that region. Since El Peten and the portion of Quintana Roo 

not covered by the census are sparsely populated, it seems 

that roughly 283,000 individuals speak Modern Yucatec. 

4. Speech differences 

As one would expect, there are local and regional dif- 

ferences of speech within the area roughly delimited above. 

It would be idle, of course, to say that the differences are 

negligible, or that they are noteworthy, without attempting 

to specify the criterion with respect to which one chooses to 

evaluate them. If we choose to evaluate them with respect to 



v) U'i 

mutual intelligibility, it seems justifiable to hold that 

the local and regional differences in the use of Modern 

Yucatec are of negligible consequence. The natives of 

any two distant localities can understand one another 

adequately to their needs in nearly all instances» There 

are ocoasional difficulties in understanding a word or 

a phrase of some local vernacular, but the interlocutors 

can generally dispose of such momentary obstacles by re- 

sorting to paraphrase or explanation» 

It need scarcely be said that what is negligible 

with respect to the above criterion can be worthy of 

note with respect to the task of describing a given 

language or dialect» Consider, for example, what would 

be the case in dealing with American English. An Amer- 

ican from Alabama may understand another from Ohio satis- 

factorily, although one may pronounce a special kind of 

r where the other pronounces none. To say the least, it 

would hardly conform to professional standards to make 

no mention of this and many other differences in a des- 

cription of American English as it is actually spoken 

throughout the United States. Similar conditions prevail 

in the Yucatec speech-area. 

Many of the speech differences we must take into 

account in describing Modern Yucatec are apparently due to 

the circumstance that various linguistic devices and 



usages which became obsolete in some communities are still 

prevalent in others, or are preserved only in the speech of 

their oldest members. But we do not know whether all the 

differences observed are of that sort. When the differences 

are lexical, the Motul dictionary provides in nearly all 

instances the information required to decide which of two 

or more given variants conforms to Old Yuoatec usage» But 

when differences of some other sort are involved the matter 

is not so simple.  The grammars of the Old Yucatec period, 

San Buenaventura's and Coronel's, are too concise and other- 

wise inadequate. Additional grammatical information can be 

deduced from the legal documents, and other texts of the 

sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, as well as from the 

numerous sentences which illustrate lexical uses, particularly 

in the Motul dictionary. But the work required to deduce such 

information in a reliable manner remains to be done. The 

texts themselves cannot be assumed to be equally reliable» 

On general principles one must obviously discriminate between 

translations of the Catholic Catechism and texts which are 

not translations. The former may be reliable, but their 

reliability will have to be tested. Moreover, translations 

are not the only texts which require critical examination^" 

We all know that some of the Chilan Balam manuscripts are 

probably copies made by individuals who can justifiably be 

suspected of not knowing Yucatec. Thus, a careful scrutiny 



are/ 

of moat of the material available must be made before under- 

taking to deduce grammatical information from it. 

Assuming that in the future we shall possess more ex- 

tensive and reliable knowledge of Old Yucatec usage, it 

does not follow that we may be able then to decide in every 

case which of two given usages observed at present is a 

later development. Suppose neither of two given variants 

is found in the old literature. We cannot conclude that 

what is not found there did not occur, and it is possible, 

besides, that both variantsjbVlater developments. Also, 

in the Motul dictionary one finds references to the "speech 

of the coast", and to "the speech of Campeche", which in- 

dicate unequivocally what one would suspect on general prin- 

ciples, namely, that there were regional differences within 

the Old Yucatec speech-area* Some of the present variants 

may well be remnants of those differences, or later develop- 

ments from them. 

The procedures employed here in dealing with variants 

are expected to yield results which are non-committal with 

regard to the preservation of old usages or the development' 

of new ones. We have tried, however, to treat variants in 

as orderly a manner as our information permits. We regard 

as insufficiently informative a description which states 



Xl 

simply that such and such variants occur in a given speech-area, 

without indicating which of them concur in the speech of a 

single individual, and which concur in the speech of one or 

more specifiable localities or regions. The division into 

speech-types employed in our description rests on obser- 

vations of such concurrences. 

Throughout the description presented in these pages, 

variants are distinguished by the terms A-variant. B-varlant. 

and X-variant. As explained less loosely in Note 5, A-variants 

ooncur and are common in speech of Type A) ¿-variants are like- 

wise ascribable to speech of Type B, while X-variants are those 

which, so far as our information goes, do not distinguish 

either of those two speech-types from the other. Conforming 

to the procedures outlined in Note 5, this description of 

Modern Yucatec is based on Type A. It deals explicitly with 

Type B, and with X,-variants only when their deviations from 

Type A are discussed. As may be gathered from what is said 

in Note 5, the labels 'A* and 'B' do not imply any puristic 

evaluation. The fact that the speech we labeled 'Type A* 

seems to conform to older Yucatec usage in more instances 

than that labeled 'Type B' is purely accidental so far as 

our procedures are concerned! for, as stated in Note 5, the 

choice of the speech-type which can serve conveniently as 

the basis of the description is determined solely by the 

exigencies of the task. 



The following statements on the distribution of the 

two speech-types are "based both on the texts recorded and on 

information procured in the manner specified in Rote 6. 

Guided by the data available on the distribution of the 

Yucatec-speaking population and by our information on the 

speech-types, we conjecture that the individuals whose 

speech is prevalently of Type A constitute perhaps no 

more than one-fourth of the Yucatec-speeking population. The 

Yuoatec of the Corozal district of British Honduras, that of 

our Quintana Roo informants, and that of Lunkini, state of 

Campeche, is prevalently of Type A* In the state of Campeche, 

Type A seems to be common also in Bolonchen and other vil- 

lages of that district, but our information on that portion 

of the peninsula is of unknown reliability. In the state of 

Yucatan, Type B is decidedly prevalent. In some districts, 

however, according to various reports the speech of the older 

folk is Type A, or has some of the characteristics of this 

speech-type, while the speech-type of the youngAgeneration 

is prevalently Type B. So far as our own observations go, 

that is the case in the villages of Chemax and Chaczinkin. 

The same condition was observed in Calkini, state of Campeche, 

although this town is only a few kilometers from the village 

of Lunkini where Type A prevails. According to some of the 

oldest natives of Calkini, the differences between their 



speech and that of the people of Lunkini were greater fifty 

or sixty years ago. Some of the characteristics of Type A, 

particularly the suffix -il which is equivalent to the —. 

B-variant -i, occur under special circumstances in the 

speech of individuals whose discourse is ordinarily of 

Type B. When translating Spanish words or expressions, 

or when demonstrating how a given Yucatec expression is 

pronounced, some of our informants would use some A-variants 

which did not occur in the texts they dictated. It should 

he noted, however, that this does not hold for all the 

A-variants. 

5. Samplings 

The samplings of connected discourse on which our 

description of Modern Yucatec is based consist of folk-tales, 

autobiography, narratives more or less of a historical sort, 

descriptions of ceremonies, of agricultural and hunting tech- 

niques, and of several other pursuits. Some of these pieces 

of narrative and description, as well as a few dialogues, 

were recorded on 112 double-faced ten-inch aluminum discs, 

and the rest were taken down at dictation. To each narrative, 

description, or dialogue, recorded in either of these two 

ways, we shall refer as a text. The total number of texts 

is 214, and the length of each varies^ approximately^ from 



200 to 12,000 words. There are 13 texts of 5,000 words or 

more, and 98 containing from 1,000 to 4,000 words. 

Three-fourths of the folk-tales spoken before the micro- 

phone are at least twice as long as the longest tales re- 

corded at dictation. Also, the longest and most complex 

sentences occur in the texts recorded phonograph!cally. 

The texts are samplings of the speech of 32 informants 

whose ages vary from 20 to 93. All hut 2 of the informants 

were male. Two of the texts were dictated by individuals 

whose command of Spanish was about equal to that of their 

native tongue. All but 6 of the 32 informants were illit- 

erate, and 14 spoke only Yucatec. 

The localities where these texts were recorded are as 

follows: Merida, Chichen Itza, Chankom, Chemax, Valladolid, 

and Peto, State of Yucatan? Calkini and Lunkini in the State 

of Campeche} Fachacaan, Xaybe, and Paraíso, in the Corozal 

district of British Honduras. Some natives of other local- 

ities were brought to the above places, or happened to come 

there on a visit, or some errand, or had resided there no 

longer than five years. These were from Piste, Xocenpich, 

Sotuta, Chacsinkin, and Xbox, State of Yucatan; and from 

Chunpon, Bacalar, and Icayche, Quintana Roo. The above 

total does not include some informants who were utilized 

for phonetic observations and tests of other sorts. These 

informants were from the states of Yucatan and Campeche. 



PART      1 

PHONOLOGY 

1.1.    Pone on ants 

Plosive 

Nasal 

Lateral 

Labio- 
Bilabial  !dental    Alveolar 

P -P*  b 

Fricative      i 

Affricate 

Rolled ' 

Friotionless 
continuants j 

Palato-   1 
alveolar ¡Palatal 

t    t* d 

n| "  
 I 

1    \ 

ts   ts>      \ ^-i§> 

Velar Glottal 

" * 1 

Notes: 

(1) IPA symbols have been used throughout this work for 

Modern Yucateo sounds. 

(2) The sounds f, d, r, )i, and g are found only in words 

borrowed from Spanish. 

(3) ' indicates glottalization, or ejective articulation. 

(4) b is weakly articulated in medial position; in final 

position it íB unexplosive,.being released nasally with 

glottal closure. 

(5)' Final 1 is weakly articulated (and is frequently omitted 

in speech of Type B) . 

(6) ? does not occur initially. 



1.3. Vowels 

.1 

Notes: 

(l) The vowels i, e, a, o, and u in Yucateo are 

close to cardinal vowels 1, 3, 4, 7, and8, respec- 

tively, but somewhat lower, at approximately positions 

3, 6, 14, 34, and 37 in the IPA vowel chart. 

(3)  The diphthongs ei, ai, oi, and au occur. 

(3) All the vowels occur long (i:, e:, etc.) and 

doubled (ii, ee, etc.). The first element of a double 

vowel is normally (but not invariably) of greater in- 

tensity and higher pitch than the seoond element. 



Sound Change 

Study of the phonologic charaoteriBtios of Modern 

Yucateo showe a variety of sound changes, ranging from 

a few instances of phonetic ohange, through a number of 

phonologic changes of varying degrees of consistency, to 

a rather large number of variations, particularly in oon- 

neotion with vowels, regarding which no definite statements 

can be made. All the types of changes occurring in the il- 

lustrative material used in Part 4 are listed below, together 

with some indication of the consistency and frequency of 

their occurrence. 

1.3. Consonants 

(l)  Invariable change of ms to ns and of mt to nt 

ocours. 

leu 'jensik, he brought it down; j-em-s-ik; em-s, 

bring down; em, go down, 

tu 'kinsa,hi, he killed it; kim-s-ah-i; kim-s, kill; 

kirn,  die. 

'sansaitnal,   every day;   sam-sam-al;   sam~sam,   ;dupli-'. 

cated stem (4.69). 

'kit^banta,ko:b, they are beautiful; kirtj-nam-t-ak-otb; 

k±t$-pam, beautiful. 

u hentah'ma, it was hanging; hem-t-ah-ma; hem-t, place 

across. 

(2) k> as the final consonant of a few monosyllabic 

verb stems in speech of Type A occurs as ? in the same stems 



in speech of Type B.  In other steins'? is a variant 

of k' but the relationship to speech type is unknown, 

tan u 'pak*taal, he was awaited; speech of 

Type A. tan u 'pa'taal, speech of Type B. 

ho:p'  u 'hok'saal, they began to be brought out; 

variantj horp"* u 'ho^saal. 

(3) A very few examples are observed of long consonants 

which in the instances noted may be attributed to compen- 

satory lengthening; e.g., sun:a'hi, he came back (su(t)-n-ah-i); 

k  •feentikiiba, (in order that) we feed ourselves 

ftsen-t-ik-(k)-ba). 

(4) Loss of consonants 

The following losses are invariable in isolated stems, 

the occurrence of which in the texts is frequent: 

1 before s in ta(l)s, 'bring':  tai'sik, ta'sah, ta'saak, 

ta:'se. 

n before s in bi(n)s, 'take':  bi'sik, bisa'hetj", bis'bil, 

bi'se. 

1 before 13 in 'o(l)feil,   'poor':     'ki?<5t5¿l,   •hak>,ó&H, 

'o"6i,lil. 

These losses occur consistently in individual stems 

which are found infrequently: 

? before n in si(?)n,   'fetch firewood1:     'si:na,ko:b. 

t before n in su(t)n,   'return':     su'nak,e7. 

t before s in e(t)s,   'show';  we:s. 

b before  s  in lu(b)s,   'cause  to fall':     lu'sen. 

-t^before  s inku(-tj)s,  cause  (something)  to arrive:  k>u:si«ke?. 



The following losses are consistent in 95% of the 

examples of a number of different words: 

*? before -a?, -e?, -o7:  'ha, a7; ha7-a?.  4je, o7 ; -^e^-o •*. 

b before t:  'wa:katU|ba; wa(l)-ka(b)-t-u-ba.  ' ;iak'a:tal; 

i-ak'-a(b)-t-al. 

These losses are observed frequently but inconsistently: 

1 before t: wa'tal; wa(l)-t-al. -tf i'tal;-kfi(l)-t-al. 

1 before k: 'kukiri|taal; ku(l)-kin-t-aal; 4^ikun,taal; 

-tji(l)-kun-t-aal. 

Loss of medial h after k is observed in such stems as 

nok'hatsj 'hit with a club', and ok'han, 'baptize1: 

no'káléta: |bi; o'kanak. 

Final h and 1 are often drouped, particularly in speech 

of Type B. Examples: 

tu nan'ta, he ate it; han-t-a(h). 

tan in H|ee t    I am laughing;-^ee(ii). 

ho:p>  u 'nibtaa,. it is beginning to oook in pib; 

pib-t-aa(l). 

tin jo'ko, I am coming in; j-ok-o(l). 



1.4. Vowel8. 

Many instances are observed of the occurrence of the 

vowel of stems (3.1) and of certain suffixes, otherwise in 

quantity or quality than would be expected on the basis of 

their occurrences elsewhere. In some cases fairly definite 

statements may be made governing the conditions under which 

these "abnormal" forms occur; in others, however, only a 

general phonologic tendency may be described. Some types 

of vowel change seem to be morphologically determined. 

(1) A common phenomenon is the apparent lengthening of 

short vowels under certain conditions which can be specified 

for about one-half of the samples studied; a cross-check 

was made for each condition in order to determine the 

frequency with whioh lengthening occurred for that condition. 

Lengthening of vowels occurred in approximately 95$ of 

the following classes of morphemes:  (a) monosyllabic nouns 

ending, in any consonant except *? , when followed by -a?, -e*1, 

-o? (3.5); (b) pronouns of Class C, 1st. and 2nd. pers. sing., 

when.followed by -a7, -e?, -o?, or -i(?) (2.6, 3.5 ff). 

be:' lo"?, way; bel-o7. 

ka:'ha?, village; kah-a?«. 

jiiKfe?, eye; j-i-t£-e?. 

te:tje?, to you; tetf-e7, 

tej'na7, to me; ten-a'. 

About 80$ of the voxels of the following lengthen:  (a) 

jan, 'have' (3.5o), when followed by a pronoun of Class B (2.5); 

(b)  -en, 1st. ners. sing, pron. Clase B, when followed by 



-e?,  -e?, -o?, -i(?); (c) the suffix -ab (3.9), when followed 

by another suffix. If, however, -ab is either preceded by 

or followed by a syllable containing a long vowel, the vowel 

of -ab usually does not lengthen. 

ti? ja:'no:n, we were there; jan-o:n; -o:n (2.5). 

ka k1 u4ie: jne"?, when I arrived; k'u-^-en-e7; -en (2.5). 

i'latbi, it was seen; il-ab-i; -ab (3.9); but 'atlabi, 

it T^as said; »kinsa,bo:b, they were killed. 

In many instances, too numerous to list, short and long 

stem voxels of the same quality seem to be interchangeable, 

no determinants being apparent for the variations. The 

scattered and contradictory data at hand do not justify 

classification of these instances. 

,sama1le
i, 'saima^e?, tomorrow; sam-al-e""*. 

wa'ta,ne?, wa:,ta,no'?, wife; ^-at-an-e7. 

ju'mll, ju:'mil, owner; jum-il. 

nu'Ji, nu:'j*i, old, big; nu£-i. 

'jalan, 'ja:lan, under. 

in wo'hel, in wor'hel, I know it; w-oii-el. 

ka ta'sik, ka tai'sik, you bring it; ta(l)-s-ik. 

tan u ha'nal, tan u nar'nal, he is eating; han-al. 

ku ho' k7 ol, ku ho: ' k_> ol, he came out; hok' -ol. 

ts,*o:k u ' t"»ani|ken; is'o:k u f* a: ' ni ,ken, she had 

called me; t'an-ik-en. 



(2) Many exanroles are observed of variation between double 

and short vowels, between double and long vowels, and between 

double, long, and short vowels. 

In some instances, an obvious change in significance accom- 

panies the use of short or double vowel. 

kuk, elbow; 'kuuk, squirrel. 

kan, snake; 'kaan, sky. 

bul, lung; 'buul, bean. 

In emphatic speech, 'kuuk occurs as 'ku^uk, 'kaan as 'ka7an, etc 

For the doubling of the stem vowel in passive forms see 

3.48 and 3.49. For the variants of suffixes -aak and -aan 

see 3.13 and 3.47, respectively. 

The pronouns -e:£ and -o:b (2.5) occur as -eef and -oob 

when they are accented and in medial position. 

ti ka -tjun'kee,£ i, there is where you must start; 

-tjun-(i)k-e:J-i. 

a -tjunke:' Jo?, (when) you begin it; i^un-( i)k-e:J -o? . 

ku k'ut^'loobe7, by the time they arrived; k'ulj-iujl-ocb-e7. 

k'utj' o:b, they arrived; k'ut£-o:b. 

A phenomenon comparable to that observed for interchangeability 

of long and short voxels is observed for long, short, and double 

voxels. 

T5eel, "feel, side. 

Ifsnlnh   ¡-,;r-l ob, all right, good, 

au'kuun, su'kun, brother. 

ku 'hoon'ol, ku  'ho:p'.ol, it begins. 

ku  'ts'ookol, ku; 'fe'otkol, it ends. 



ma u ts-'atbal, ma u ""ts'aabal, ma u 'ts'abal, it 

was not given. 

u H^'atbak, u  "^'aaba1;, u '-^bak, (in order that) 

it will be fetched. 

•i|eehnahe,-^i, you laughed; 'tjehnen, Laugh I tan u 

"tfes'he7, she was laughing (3.53). 

1toone7, to:'ne7, to me. 

•heela7, he:'la"?, 'he :1a7*, here it is. 

No consistent behavior is found relating to the shifting of accent 

and the occurrence of a long vowel when suffix -a?, -ev, or -o? 

is added to a stem which contains a double vowel; cf. 'buul, 

le  'buulo7, "the beans', and 'heela7, etc., above. 

(3) A tendency is observed, particularly in speech of Type B 

toward elision of the vowel of an unaccented medial suffix. 

This nhenomenon is most nearly invariable when a reflexive 

oronoun (2.7) follows the unaccented suffix; its occurrence 

is considerably less predictable when other suffixes follow. 

Elision of the vowel of an unaccented medial syllable in 

noun forms is annarently confined to those instances in 

which the voxels of the stem and of the medial syllable are 

of the same quality. 

tu tmlhu'aa, he threw himself; nul-(a)h-u-ba;- -u-ba (2.7). 

ku 'helsku,ba, he rests himself; hel-s-(i)k-u-ba. 

jan u  'hantko:b, they will surely eat it up; han-t-(i)k-o:b; 

-o:b (2.4). 

wa ka k'utfketC, if you come; k'utj-(u)k-e:f ; -e:* (2.5). 

ma in won'li, I don't know; w-oa-el-i; -i (3.4). 

-a--.'fil, cow-like; wakaj-il. 

le "t5irr;'no:b, the horsep;tsimin-o:b. 
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1.5. Contraction 

Primarily in speech of Type B, frequent and in some case& 

extreme contraction is observed. Some typical examples are 

listed: 

iin  (1 in);   rna     (ma     a);   mu     (ma    u) 

kin (ka     in);  ka     (ka    a);  ku    (ka    u). 

tin (ti     in,  tan    in);   ta  (ti    a,   tan    a);   tu    (ti    u, 

tan u); t (ti k); te (ti le) . 

ha (he a), hu (he u). 

-&in (is'ojk in); "fe'u (T¡>'o:k u) . 

kan (ka bin); kun  (ku bin). 

ta:'ken (tal-ak-en);  wa:k'bal  (\cal-ak-bal);  wi ¡'ke7 (ft-il-ik-e-**) 

tik'nal   (tu     iik'r.al);   tja:l'he     (tu   • ¡jaila.he?);   'tjoTLal 

(ti loTlal) 

kin    (ka    bin    in);   nu    ku    (bin    u    kan    u) 

-tji ik   (ma    tetj"   in     'vra:lik) 

fe': 1 v.'a:itet£    (ts^o:!:     in :lik    tei tf> 
tik     0 tan lik) 



1.6. Accent 

Relative stress within a word has been indicated in this 

work by primary and secondary accents (' and ( ) preceding 

the stressed syllable. The relationship between pitch and 

accent in Modern Yucatec has not been studied sufficiently 

to permit generalization; it may be said, however, that 

frequent examples occur in which greater stress accompanies 

lower pitch and lesser stress accompanies higher pitch 

(e.g., le  'nuukulo:,bo?, 'the utensils', with high pitch 

on -lo:-, lower pitch on -bo7). 

Accent in Modern Yucatec appears to be determined 

lexically; with few exceptions, a sharp division can be 

made between those verbs in which the stem is accented, 

regardless of whether one, two, or more suffixes are added, 

and those whose stem is invariably unaccented. Regarding 

nouns, somewhat more com-nlex behavior is noted. 

The accent patterns which occur most frequently in the 

texts are summarized below. For convenience, stems and suf- 

fixes containing double vowels are treated as monosyllabic. 

(1) Words with one double vowel; the accent is always 

on the first element. Examnles: 

'hool, head 'taan, ashes 

'huun, paner, letter       'fuuf> basket 

'luum, ground. 'buul, bean 
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(2)  Disyllables 

(a)  The most frequent pattern for disyllabic noun and 

verb forms is that in which the ultima bears the acoent. 

Listed below are the noun forms, and the verb stems whose 

disyllabic forms (i.e., with one monosyllabic suffix) accent 

the ultima. 

A sampling of the noun forms follows:  the last two examples 

represent the normal pattern for monosyllabic noun plus suffix: 

-tja'mal, cigarette ta'man, cotton 

ta:'k'in, money wa'kaf, cow 

i'a'nab,   shoe k'a'no:b,   hammocks;  k*an-o:b 

Si'nik,  ant mar'ke?,   man;  mak-e? 

Two groups of verb stems follow; the first comprises 

stems which occur in the texts with great frequenoy and 

whose adherence to the pattern is therefore relatively 

certain; the second group includes stems which occur less 

frequently. 
Group 1 

be:t, make (e.g., be:'tah)    mat}", hold 

bin, go 

bis, carry 

bo:t, pay 

hant, eat something 

il, see 

jan, be, have 

ka[t, find 

kul, sit 

man, buy 

tal, come 

tas, bring 

uk"1, drink 

wen, be sleepy 

"fe'on, shoot something 

-tj"il, lie down 

-t^iñ, throw 

k'al, lock 

k'utj, arrive 
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Group 3 

han, eat (e.g., ha'nal) 

ha"t5', strike 

luk', leave 

ment, make 

ok, enter 

pak*, plant 

pul, throw 

sah, fear 

tah, boil, bake 

tin, dry 

Jul, end 

-fjakt, cut by striking 

k'am, accept 

k'aj, tie 

k'ub, deliver 

k'ujt, hide 

(b) The accent falls on the penult in a small number of 

nouns and verbs; and in all words which contain a double 

vowel in the penult. 

A list of noun9 which fall in this pattern follows: 

1makan, grove 'maskab, maohete 

'ulum, turkey ' i^am, husband 

'k' ek*en, pig 'uk'ul, drink 

As in the -pattern in which the ultima is accented, 

two groups of verbs, of greater and less frequency, re—~ 

Spectively, are given. 

Group 1 

al, say (e.g., 'a:lah) 

ho:t>* , begin 

hok', come out 

kirn, die 

lub, fall 

olt, fc.-> willing 

paht, be possible 

tujt, send 

u*£ happen 

"táa, give 

-tja> turn loose 

-cf'a, fetch 

k'at', ask, wish 



Group 2 

ka^, break 

lik's, lift 

man, pass 

narte', approaoh 

pa?t, await 

sas,. dawn 

tub, forget 

-t£ukt, waylay 

k'5a'i, pour 

Words with double vowel in penult include: 

•maalob, bad 

'siiüil, Bin 

'naak, climb (e.g., ' naaka'i, 'naskak) 

•saat, get lost ('saatal, etc.) 

'k'uum, soften by boiling ('k'uumul, etc.) 

(c) Primary and secondary accents are observed on penult 

and ultima, respectively, of compound nouns and of nouns 

which are followed by -a?,  -e?, -o?, or -ben (3.5, 3.41). 

'be,k'ik', vein; be, road; k5ik', blood. 

'nol^e7, carpenter; nol, head;-tfe'>, wood. 

•k'an,hocl, pillow; k'an designates an objeot 

used for comfort; 'hool, head. 

,ha,o«>, water; ha?-o? (1.3) 

'i^éja7, woods^e^-a* 

•naje7, house; na-e"? 

• V-^Ojben, kitchen; k' o-ben 

' u-tí,ben, ancient; utf-ben 



(d) The following verb forms represent accentual ir- 

regularities observed in the texts; most of the verb stems 

involved have already been listed in accordance with the 

preponderance of evidence pointing to their inclusion in 

one of the two patterns for disyllables. 

ku iskt'bal; ku 'is'arbal, they will be given it. 

in 'han,te; in han'te (in order that) I eat it. 

jan u 'kinsik, she has to kill it; tan u 

kin'sik, she is killing it. 

ki'men, he is dead; irregular V-aan form (3.47) 

(but 'kimi, 'kimil, etc.). 

ho'lc^en, Come out 1 (but 'hok*i, 'hok'ol, etc.). 

'hanen, Sat 1 (but ha'nal, etc.). 

lu'baan, it is fallen (but 'lubul, etc.). 

-tj'a'ben, I was fetched;-t^a-(a)b-en; (but H^'aik, etc.), 

ma t|uukul, it isn't caught (butrt^u'kik ). 



(3)  Trisyllables 

Trisyllabic forms fall with some exceptions into one of 

two accent patterns: (a) with an accent on the ultima (and on no 

other syllable), and (b) with a primary accent on the ante- 

penult and a secondary accent on the ultima. Almost' all verbs 

which in disyllabic forms are accented on the ultima, but 

only a few of the nouns so accented (about 15fc), adhere to 

the first pattern. All of the verbs and about one-half of 

the nouns which in disyllabic form are accented on the penult 

adhere to the second pattern. Examples of forms representing 

both patterns follow: 

binla'hotb, they all went (disyllabic forms include 

bi'no:b, bi'nen, bi'ni). 

ma be:ti'ko:b, don't make them (disyllabic forms 

include be:'tik, be:'tan). 

kati'lorb, chickens (disyllable, ka'Jil). 

«kimejne7, I died (disyllabic form, 'kimil). 

•nama.le^, at once (disyllabic form, • samal). 

•k'e.ie ,mo7, pozol (disyllable, Ice';! em). 

Examples of trisyllables which fall in neither pattern are: 

h'a'laanen, I am locked up. 

k'af'lantaal, they are tied. 

Bu'ku|ne
?, brother. 

bi'net^i,   you went. 

,okk"* i: ' ne? evening . 

::o|lelrteil,  highly  respected lady. 
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(4)  In the relatively few words in the texts which contain 

more than three syllables, the ultima is invariably accented; 

in most instances either the first or second syllable is also 

accented. Some examples follow: 

1 k* el-:1* eno: , bo7, pigs. 

a wo'belt ike i^e7, (in order that)it be known to you. 

^iikilan'kil, reference to excited activity of ants. 

1 maiiano: 'to?,   helpers , 

•pol^e'e: 4ji, you are. a carpenter. 

|bu*cint'mafo''> (yóü) were cutting on (clothes). 

~fa.k"bana'ko:n, we may talk. 

(5) In general Spanish words follow Yucatec patterns, 

li'bro, book. 

r>e: ' ro, but. 

mo:do'il, manner. 

ban j da' e^ side . 

1kainpa,na, bell. 

tu «huntar,tah, they gathered together. 

1sabado,ak, last Saturday, 

u  'enkantar'tal, they are enchanted. 
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PART  2 

BRIEF GRAMMATICAL DESCRIPTION 

This part is intended, as its title indicates, to serve 

as a brief presentation of the most important Modern Yuoateo 

forms and their uses, and to serve incidentally as an intro- 

duction to the detailed treatment of Parts 3 and 4. An atr 

tempt is made to relate the relatively familiar and inexaot 

classifications of Part 2 to the classifications based on 

usage whioh are employed in Part 4. 

Morphologic Elements 

2.1. Stems. We shall define a stem (3.1 ) as the lexical 

element remaining when in the prooess of analysis identi- 

fiable suffixes are removed from a form. Most Yuoateo stems 

are monosyllabio: ' hane, ne: [, Bat I —e :jj 2nd. pe rs. plur. 

ending; -en, imperative verb suffix; han, intransitive verb 

stem 'to eat'..han'lil, oooked food; -il, non-partioular 

noun suffix (4.60); -(a)l, noun suffix (4.52); han, stem. . 

2.2. Prefixes. When the «Mfe stem begins with a vowel, 

prefix w- is required after pronouns in or a, and prefix 

j- is required after pronoun u (3.X). in wi'le, I see 

it; u ji'le, he sees it; il, see. 

2.3. Suffixes. For convenience, suffixes are classified 



*.aocording to their position in the form.^Ai mmm++ 
Terminal suffixes are preoeded by pronominal suffixes, 

verbal suffixes, stem formatives, and stem suffixes, tan u 

no'hot$talo:,be?, They are getting large. noh-otf-t-al-o:b-e'?; 

-e?, terminal suffix; -o:b, pronoun 'they'; -al, verbal suf- 

fix; -t, stem formative; -ct[, stem suffix; noh, •large', stem. 

2.4. Pronouns of Glass A. Three sets of personal pronouns 

are identified; they will be oalled pronouns of Class A, 

B, and 0. Pronouns of Class A are used as subjeots of 

certain verbal constructions and as possessives: 

Singular     Plural.. 

1st. person      in       k, k ... -e:f 

2nd. person       a       a .., -e:J 

3rd. person      u       u ... -o:b 

The notation '... • in the plural pronouns represents the 

verb or noun stem and the suffixes whioh intervene between 

k, a, or u and -e:[ or -o:b. 

k, «we', the exclusive form of the 1st. pers. plur. is 

employed (1) when the listener is exoluded: 'he and I 

(but not you)'; k 'atlik tet£ we (he and I) say to you; 

(2) when k includes only one listener: 'you (sing,) and 

I'; tan k tal, we (you and I) were ooming. k ... -e:£, 

'we', the inclusive form, includes more than one listener; 

•you (plur.) and I»; (tu • jo?lal) k -fe'oni'ketf, (in order 
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that) we (both you two and I or we) may shoot. The oontezt 

of the communication must determine the persone included or 

excluded in 'we'. 

The terminal component -o:b of u ... -oib is omitted in 

about half the examples of its use as a pronoun of Class A. 

When -o:b is omitted there is usually some sign of plurality 

in the oontext. ~£s"o:k u lah tal in maha'notb, tat. 

All my helpers have oome, sir. lah, all; in maha'no:b, my 

helpers; expected verb form, "fe'otk u tal-o:b (4.15). 

Where a verbal suffix and a direot objeot pronoun (2.5) 

are required, the order for the plural pronouns is: 1c, a, 

or u ' verb stem+verb suffix + direot objeot pronoun + -e:J* 

or -o:b. jan a 'teentiko:,ne: f, you have to feed us; "feen, 

to feed; -t, formative; -ik, verbal suffix; -o:n, 'us', ob- 

ject pronoun; -e:]", terminal oomppnent of pronoun of Glass A 

a ... -e:C, 'you'. Por jan see 4.18. 

Pronouns of Class A are used as possessivee: in na, my 

house; a na, your house; a na'etf, your (plur.) house; etc. 

When there is both a thing possessed and a possessor, the or- 

der is: pronoun of Glass A+ possessed item+ possessor, u 

p'ok in su'kun, my elder brother's hat; u p^ok le pat'lo?, 

that boy's hat. Similar to these but without a possessor in 

the strict sense axe: u 'hahal le i^e7, the ohips of the 

tree; u hoi 'k'oiben, the kitchen door; u -^i? k'l'wik, the 

mouth rf the plaza. 
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2.5 Pronoune of Olaee B. These are used as subjects of 

certain verbal constructions and as direot object pronouns: 

Singular   Plural -: 

1st. person     -en     -o:n, -o:ne:f 

2nd. person      -e-t£     -e:f 

3rd. person       •;„      -otb 

The 1st. pers. plur. pron. Glass B has both an exolusivs 

and an inclusive form. -o:n, 'we1, 'us*, exoludes the 

listener or includes only one listener; 'lubotn, 'he and 

I fell* or 'you and I fell*, depending on the context. 

-o:ne:J", 'ire', includes more than one listener; 'lubo:,ne:£, 

you (plur.) and I fell. 

The 3rd. pers. sing, pron; Class B is a null sign. 

lu'k' ak, he had left; luk'., to leave; -ak, a verbal suffix; 

null sign for «he1. The 3rd. pers. plur. -o:b is omitted 

in a third of the examples, many of which have another 

plural sign in the context; e.g., hel u 'papto:b, thsy 

stopped (hel) to wait; expected form: hel-o:b. 

A pronoun of Class B used as subjeot or object follows 

the verb stem and its suffixes.  'alkabna,ho:b, they were 

running; 'alkab, to run; -n-ah, intransitive suffixes; 

-o:b, they. As indicated above, pronouns of Glass B are 

followed by the terminal components of plural pronouns 
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of Class A and by the terminal suffixes: u 'hat5>,eno:lbe
?, 

they hit me; hats', to hit; -en, .'me', pronoun of Class B; 

-o:b, terminal oomponent of u ... -o:b, 'they', pronoun of 

Class A; -e«>, terminal suffix. 

When pronouns of Class B are used as direot objeotff, only 

the exolusive form -o:n is found for 'us». There is frequent 

omission of the 3rd. pers. plur. pron. -o:b, 'them'. S^'a,e, 

'Take him' or 'Take them';-^^, to take; -e, verbal suffix 

for imperative; null sign for 'him' or 'them'. 

2.6 Pronouns of Class 0. Except for the 3rd. person, pro- 

nouns of Class C are the pronouns of Class B with prefix t-: 

Singular      Plural 

1st. person       ten      to:n, to:'ne:f 

2nd. person       te-tf     te:£ 

3rd. person    le:'ti?      le:'tio:b 

Pronouns of Class C have tiro primary funotions. They 

are used as devices for emphasis, signifying 'you yourself, 

•it is he who', 'as for me', etc. te^ 'k'askun,tik. It 

is you who are spoiling it; le:'ti? in koni,»ke?, That's 

what I sell I Pronouns of Class C often supplant the pro- 

noun ordinarily required by the verbal construction; e.g., 

le:'ti? jo:'hel, 'he himself knew' (expeoted construction, 

le:'ti7 u jo:'hel). Although usually preoeding the verb 

in this use, Pronouns Class C follow the verb in imperative 

sentenoes: "fe'a te:M{i?, Take it yourself I 
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fausta o* u-.'V«? 

The eeoond funotlon of pronouns of Class 0 ie as indireot 

objeot; In this use they follow the verb:' fp'atak te<f, let 

It be yours (let It remain to you). The 3rd. pere. pronouns, 

are preoeded by tl, 'to', when used as Indireot objeots; e.g., 

ma ta taisa'hetj tet'ni? tl le:'ti?, You (plur.) did not 

give It to me but to him; ten-i?, 'to me', pronoun of Class 

0 and terminal suffix -i?(4.59); ti, to;  le:«ti?, 3rd. pere. 

sing. pron. Class C. A few examples have been noted of other 

pronouns of Class C preoeded by tl; e.g., ma tin tsPah tl 

te:n£i?, I did not give It you. 

More frequently 'to him' and 'to them' are expressed by 

ti? and ti'oib, respectively, rather than by pronouns of 

pr^wwcUe^c  Class 0. The former Is probably ti (variant ti?), 'to', 

x. ."«:M?r>*" followed by 3rd. pers. sing, pron* Class B null sign; ti'o:b 

Is tl or tl? followed by pron. Class B -o:b; 'a:lab tl?, It 

was told to him; 'ts'abak ti'o:b, let it be given to them. 

3.7 The reflexive pronouns. These consist of the reflexive 

sign -ba preoeded by pronouns of Class A in, a, u, or k: 

-in-ba; in jbt-in-ba, I out myself 

-a-ba;  a fot-a-ba, you out yourself 

-u-ba;  u (bt-u-ba, he out himself 

-k-ba;  k (bt-k-ba, we out ourselves 

-a-ba;  a jbt-a-ba-e:f, you (plur.) out yourselves* 

-u-ba;  u jbt-u-ba-o:b, they out themselves 

Reflexive forme are also used as reciprocals; e.g., tan u 

»lufiku,bao:b, they were fighting with each other. 
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2.8 JmpayB^w^i pronouns, mak, »one', (nan1, •people», 

'person*, ie/'useo^as an Impersonal pronoun analogous to 

Frenoh on. maku'naakal tu 'k'ab, one gets on the 

branoh; u ta:'ta mak, one's father; le 'mako^bo? 

ja:no:'bo?, the persons that may be present; mij" mak 

tu be:'tah, no one made it. 

u lak'and u hel, 'another1, 'the other», 'its other» 

are comparable in most of their uses to impersonal pronouns: 

hant u hel, lat another, 'naakak u lak', Let another olimb. 

Main Constructions 

2.9 Past holistic The most prevalent use of the following 

constructions is to express completed aotion ocourring in 

the past: 

t-PA V-ah (4.9), the transitive form, consists of t-, 

an unidentified auxiliary prefixed to PA, a pronoun of 

Glass A; V, the verb stem; -ah, a verbal suffix (3.10). 

Verb stem be:t, 'make', 'do' 

tin be:'tab., I did it (t-in be:t-ah) 

ta be:'tan, you did it (t-a be:t-ah) 

tu be:'tah, he did it (t-u be:t-ah) 

t be:'tah, we did it (exol.) (t-(k) be:t-ah) 

 ti__ be:ta'he:f, we did it (incl.) (t-(k) be^-ah-e:]")  :! 
,ta_ berta'heK1, you did it      (t-a be:t-ah-e;$ 
tu be:ta'ho:b, they did it (t-u be:t~ah-o:b) 

The PA for 1st. pers. plur. is t or t ... -e:J", since k, 

•we', is always omitted after t- (l.if ). 

foil (\ 
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V-PB, the intransitive form, oonsists of V, verb stem, 

and PB, pronoun of Olass B. 

Verb stem lub, «fall» 

•luben, I fell (lub-en) 

•lubetf, you fell (lub-etf) 

lub, be fell (lub-null sign) 

'lubo:n,.we fell (excl.) (lub-o:n) 

'lubo:,ne:f, we fell (inol.) (lub-otn-erj") 

•lubetj, you (plur.) fell (lub-e:J) 

'lubotb, they fell (lub-o:b) 

The passive form, V-ab, consists of V, verb stem, and -ab, 

verbal suffix (3.^). 

Verb stem 11, 'see* 

i'laben, I am seen (il-ab-en) 

i'labetf, you are seen (il-ab-etft 

i'lab, he is seen (il-ab-null) 

i'labo:n, ire are seen (il-ab-o:n) 

i'labe?£, you (plur.) are seen (il-ab-e:J) 

i«labo:b, they are seen (il-ab-o:b) 

For the use of pronouns and for the lack of an inolusive 

form of the 1st. pers. plur., see 4.10. 

2.10 Duratlve. The following constructions are often used 

In statements that involve a continuing aotion whioh is either 

past, present, or future: 

The transitive form is tan PA V-ik (4.14); tan has no 
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Independent meaning In this use and is not conjugated; PA 

indicates a pronoun of Glass A; V, verb stem; -ik, verbal 

suffix (3.1Q). 

Verb stem be:t, 'make', 'do' 

tan in be:'tik, I was (am, will be) doing it 

tan a bet'tik, you were (are, will be) doing it 

tan u bei'tik, he ivas (is, will be) doing it 

tan k bet'tik, we were (etc.) doing it 

tan k berti'kerj, we were (etc.) doing it 

tan a betti'ke:^, you were (etc) doing it 

tan u be:ti»ko:b, they were (etc.) doing it 

the intransitive form commonly used for durative expressions 

is tan PA V-(a)l, wi^h tan, PA and V as defined above and -(a)l 

the verbal suffix (3 .'US). The vowel of the verbal suffix agrees 

vooalioally .with that of the verb stem. 

Verb stem lub, •fall» 

tan in 'lubul, I was (am, will be) falling 

tan a 'lubul, you were (are, will be) falling 

tan u 'lubul, he was (is, will be) falling 

etc 

Although the form usually used as a durative passive has 

several variants (3.H1)» it will be denoted by the formula 

tan PA V-(aa)l: 

Verb stem hant, 'eat (something)' 

tan in han'taal, I was (am, will be) being eaten 

tan a han'taal, you were (are, will be) being eaten 

tan u han'taal, he was (is, will be) being eaten 

etc 
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2.11 Past lnoeptive. The constructions most frequently used 

to express the beginning of an aot whloh ooourred In the past 

are: ho:p' PA V-ik, traneitiye; ho:p' PA V-(a)1, intransitive; 

ho:p* PA V-(aa)l, passive (4.17). ho:p*, 'to 1>egin to ooour1 

is an impersonal verb which is also found in ítiare oonjugational 

forms:Mu Vhotp'ol and 'hotp'ok. In our samplings the con- 

struct ione corresponding to the above formulas ooourred only 

in the 3rd. person (for constructions used to.express the past 

inceptive in the let. and 2nd. persons, see »iW mA 4.22). 

Transitive 

hoxp? u ber'tik, he began to do it 

ho:p> u be;ti'ko:b, they began to do it 

Intransitive 

hpfp*• u 'lubul, he began to fall 

ho:p* u 'lubU|lo:b, they began to fall 

Passive 

ho:p* u han'taal, it began to be eaten 

ho:p' u han'taajlotb, they began to be eaten 

2-12 Perfective. Forms used unen referenoe is made to the 

perfeotive are:  -fe'o:k PA V-ik, -fe'ozk PA V-(a)l, and &6:k 

PA V-(aa)l, for transitive, intransitive, and passive, res- 

pectively, •fefotk, the intransitive verb *to end!$ 'to-be over1 is 

unoonjugated in these forms (4.15). 
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tS>'o:k 

1s'o:k 

1s?o:k 

-fe?o:k 

-fefotk 

-go:k 

-fe?o?k 

-fe?o:k 

-fe'otk 

Transitive 

in   be:'tik, I had (have,  shall have) done it 

a   bet'tik, you had (have, will have) done it 

u   be:'tlk, he had (has, will have) done it 

eto. 

Intransitive 

in    'lubul, I had (have,  shall have)  fallen 

a    «lubul, you had (have, will have) fallen 

u    'lubul, he had (has, will have) fallen 

eto. 

Passive 

in   .han'taal,  I had (have,  shall have) been eaten 

a   han'taal, you had (have, will have) been eaten 

u   han'taal, he had (has, will have) been eaten 

eto. 

2.13 Habitual. The following symbolize the oonstruotions 

used to express aotione repeated often but not in immediate 

suooession (4.27); i.e., descriptions of habits, oustoras, 

rituals, or common praotioes of any kind: k-PA V-ik, transi- 

tive; k-PA V-(a)l, intransitive; k-PA V-(aa)l, passive. They 

may refer to past, present or future occurrences. The first 

oomponent, k-, oombines with the pronouns to form kin, ka, 

ku; the 1st. pers. plur. has k instead of k-k. k be;ti'ke:£, 

we (you plur. and I) do it time after time; k-(k) be^-ik-e:]' 
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2.14 Predict lone with oertalnty. he PA V-lk-e?, he PA V-(a)l-e?, 

and he PA V-(aa)l-e? are the forme whloh are commonly used unen 

the speaker le sure of his prediction, or Is determined to oarry 

it out. he Is otherwise used as a demonstrative (4.16); -e? 

is a terminal suffix (3.& ). he in tael'te^, I will bring 

it (I oertainly will and don't worry about it); he u •kimi^e^ 

He oertainly will die. 

2.15 Immediate predictions. Certain forms are frequently 

used to express a prediotion whloh involves some certainty 

that an event will ocour in the immediate future. The tran- 

sitive and intransitive forms are bin PA kah PA V-(e) and 

bin PA kah V-(a)l; for passive forms see 4.56. bin, the 

irregular verb 'to go' is unoonjugated in these forms; kah 

is a remnant of an Old Yuoateo durative construction, -(e) 

is the symbol used to indicate use of either -e or a null 

sign, bin in kah in be:»te, I am going to do it; bin 

PA kah V-e. bin in kah in k'ub tetj", I am going to deliver 

it to you; bin PA kah V-null; k'ub, to deliver; tet£, to you. 

bin in kah 'lubul, I am going to fall; bin PA kah V-(a)l. 

2.16 Remote predictions, bin PA V-(e)f transitive, bin 

V-(a)k-PB, intransitive, and bin V-(aa)k-PB, passive, (4*42) are 

oommonly used to predict remote events whloh have low oer- 

talnty or relation to faot; e.g., bin ,kimllkei|
,, ypu will 

die (a curse). Por -(a)k and -(aa)k see 3.1/ and 3.4*?. 
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2.17. FormulaB regrouped. To oonform to the terminology 

used in Part 4, hollstio formulas t-PA V-ah, V-PB, and V-ab 

trill be oalled AHAB constructions, from the transitive and 

passive suffixes -ah. and -ab. One prediotion formula (above) 

and the durative, inceptive, and perfeotive formulas have in 

eommon PA V-ik, PA V-(a)l, PA V-(aa)l,' which will be oalled 

IXAL oonstruotions, from the transitive and intransitive suf- 

fixes- -ik and -al. The habitual forms k-PA v-lk, k-PA V-(a)l, 

k-PA V-(aa)l will be oalled k-IKAL oonstruotions. Forms PA 
v-(e), V-(a)k-PB, V-(aa)k-PB, with oertain variants, are used 

for remote predictions and for many other functions (4.37);  *... 

these will be oalled NULLAK oonstruotions, from the transitive 

and intransitive suffixes (null* and -ak. 
' • -  ' •  . • • ''  .'i ••••'v •" ' : . 

i .•.,'• 

3.18. Imperatives. The transitive forms 7-(null) and V-e 

are used as Imperative referenoes whioh ooour, respectively, 

as the initial.oomponent and as the sole oomponent of a olause 

or sentence (4.38): tii'a ti?, Give it to him; han'te, Eat it. 

V-en is the only form found for intransitive imperative refe- 

renoes addressed to the 2nd. pers. sing. (4.57): 'emen, Oome 

down. Forms used when the imperative referehoe is addressed 

to the 2nd. pers. plur. are V-e:f, transitive, and V-en-e:P, 

intransitive:  Hiae:J, You (plur.) turn it loose i 'emejne:]*, 

You (plur.) oome down I For constructions addressed to 1st., pers. 

plur. and other persons see 4.21, 4.38. 

*</ 



NULLAX constructions preoeded by ka (4.38), and k-IKAL 

forms (4.36) are usual for transitive and intransitive im- 

perative references which are preceded by some other compo- 

nent of the sentence. The former constructions are more com- 

mon for orders, the latter for petitions: mas ka k'ub, You 

had better deliver it; mas, Spanish 'better'; ka (a) k'ub, 

NULLAK transitive (4.37). le kan t'ama'ke?, ka  'nukik 

ti?, When she speaks, answer her; le kan tsan-ak-e7, when 

she speaks; k-a nuk-ik, k-IKAL transitive (4.27). 

The usual construction* for a negative imperative reference 

is the negative term ma (2.24) plus an IKAL construction (4.24): 

ma han'tik, Don't eat it; ma (a) han-t-ik, IKAL transitive; 

for elision of pronoun a see 1.5 . The use of negative bik, 

and B variant mik, is common for negative imperative refe- 

rences which recommend oaution, give warning, or ridicule 

(4.43): bik «lubke:]", Don't you (p}.ur.) fall l lub-^k-e:^, 

NULLAX intransitive. 

2.19. Interrogatives. Two devices which serve to express 

the kind of interrogation answered by 'Yes' or 'No' are: 

(1) The use of wa, 'if, after the first assertive word 

of the sentence; hat£ wa hah a fan T Are you really 

telling the truth? hat£, really; hah, truth; t'an, to 

tell, hah wa n t'an ? Are you telling the truth? 

(2) A change of sentence intonation; ta ha'ts'ah ? You 

struok him? t-a hais'-ah, transitive AHAB. 
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The following devioes are used as Initial or sole pom- 

ponents of questions to be answered by Information (4.31): 

»baaf, what; ma^ who; bij', how; ftuüj1, where; ba'huj1, how muoh; 

when; and expressions beginning with these terms, suoh as 

•baa£ ten, 'why1; 'baa£ tu. men, 'for what reason', 'teaf 

is derived from 'baal C^Ld Yuo. bal and balx), a universal 

word of referenoe signifying 'thing', 'things'; maf, 'who», 

Is derived from mak, 'one* (Old Yüo. mao and maox). These 

devices, used also as relative pronouns, end in J, etymo- 

logioally Identical with the J (Old Yuo. ix) In jma,-'with- 

out' (2.24). The constructions which may follow these 

interrogative devioes are those found otherwise in decla- 

rative sentences; the AHAB and k-IXAL forms are found most 

frequently; e.g., »baa£ ka wu:'jik<T. What do you" hear? 

k-a w-uj-ik, k-IXAL transitive. 'tuu£ Jan le -t£an 

pa:'lo? ? Where was the ohild? jan, to be, AHAB intran- 

sitive; le -rían pa:'lo"P, the ohild. 

biVifi 

2.20. Oondltlonal clauses, wa, 'If, wa tu men, 'if 

perchanoe', »esak tu men, 'in oase that', 'hasli, 'pro- 

vided that' (4.44) commonly ooour as the initial compo- 

nent of a unit comparable in use to a conditional clause. 

The differentiation between wa and wa tu men is not 

consistent; but the latter sometimes indicates that the 
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protasis is a mere assumption, or a contingent oondition 

('if it happens that ...'). 

The k-XKAL constructions are those usually used after 

one of the above terms (4.35); e.g., ira tu men ku 

'pahtal, if it is possible; k-u pah-t-al, k-XKAL intran- 

sitive. A NULLAK construction, however, is preferred 

when the conditional clause expresses a provisory promise, 

a supposition about the future, or a statement contrary to 

fact (4.44):  •hatli ka ts'a ten, p vided you give it 

to me; ka *ts'a, NULLAK transitive, wa ka tak, if he had 

come (and he had not); ka ta(l)-(a)k, NULLAK intransitive 

(Of. 1.5"). For the circumstances in whioh.AHAB construc- 

tions are used in conditional olauseer see 4.11. 

3.21. Purpose Plausos! Constructions with uses oorfee- 

ponding to purpose clauses consist of an XKAL or NULLAK 

form introduced by u 'ti^al, 'in order to', 'so that», 

or tu ' jo?lal, 'on aocount of, 'pn.his account' ¿(4«2Si 

4.41): u 'ti^al a bi'sike,ne? ..., so that you may 

take me ...; a bis-ik-en-e?, IKAL transitive with ter- 

minal suffix -e?. YThere a NULLAK construction is required 

and the purpose clause and the main olause have the same 

subjeot, u «ti?al and tu 'jovial are seldom u&ed:  (ka 

•nok'ok) u ju'k'o:^ (They come out) in order to drink; 

u 3-uk'-o:b, NULLAK transitive. 
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2,23. ReUbive and other delimiting olauses. Most of the 

oommon verbal constructions have uses which correspond to 

those of English relative olauees:  ..\   3¡s*ab ti'e? (the 

olothes) whioh were given to him; "ts'a-íajb, AHAB passive; 

ti(?)-e?, to him, pron. of Class 0 and terminal suffix 

-e*?(4.58); no formal devioe for 'which1. Often the devioes 

'baaf, 'what', maf, 'who1, etc. (2.19) serve as relative 

pronouns and as initial components of relative clauses: 

...  'baaf han'tik, (He could not catoh) what he eats; 

(u) han-t-ik, IKAL transitive; for omission of pronoun 

u see 4.34. 

Constructions introduced by he 'baaf, 'whatever', he 

ma£| 'whoever', wa 'baaj, 'whatever' are used as.relative 

clauses with non-specific antecedents (4.45).  ... he- 

'baajj ka watl ti'e7, (See to it that he obeys) whatever 

you tell him; ka (a) w-al, OTJLLAK transitive; ti(?)-e?, 

•to him', pronoun of Class 0 and terminal suffix -e?{4.58). 

Units introduced by 'tuuj, 'where'; he 'tuuf, 'wherever'; 

he blf, 'as', 'like'; and similar terms, are equivalent 

to various delimiting olauses.  ...  'tuuj kin bi'saal, 

(He oouldn't see) where I was being taken; k-in bis-aal, 

k-IKAL passive.  ... he bij tin 'warlah 'tío: jbe?, 

(They did) as he told them; t-in w-al-ah, AHAB transitive; 

ti-o:b-e"?, pronoun of Class C and terminal suffix -e?. 



2.23. Temporal glauseS; A devioe whose function Is com- 

parable to that of a temporal clause in English is usually 

the initial component of a sentenoe. When a k-IKAL con- 

st ruot ion is.used as a temporal olause (4.33), it denotes an 

eyent which occurred,.is ooourring, or will occur before some- 

thing else happens: ku taha'le?  ..., After it was cooked, 

(he ate); k-u tah-al-e?, k-IKAL intransitive; tah, to oook; -e? 

(4.58). BULLAS constructions are preoeded by ken, kan, le 

ken, le kan, in references to an unspecified future time 

(4.46); e.g., ken 'ta:ke,ne?, when I come; ta(l)-(a)k-en-e?, 

JRJLLAX intransitive. 

Various verbal constructions, most frequently IKAL or 

k-IKAL, are used in temporal clauses when preoeded by one 

of a large group of time expressions (Of. 2.25 and 4.20JV 

Examples: 14^11 u wet'ne^e?, while he was asleep; ihfil, 

while; u wen-el, IKAL intransitive; -e?(4.58). -tjen p'e'lak 

u bi'saal, as soon as he was sent; -t^en p'e'lak, as soon its; 

u bis-aal, IKAL passive. When a verbal oonstruotion is pre- 

ceded by le, the unit may denote 'as soon as (x occurred)'. 

When the verbal construction is an AHAB form, a very short 

time interval is indioated (4.62): le ka tu betta'he?, 

the very moment he did it. -e7 is the final morpheme of 

nearly all temporal olauses. 
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2.24. Negatives. ma or ma:, variant ma? before a vorel, 

is used as the sign of simple negation and immediately 

preoedee the verbal construction: ma? i'la:bi, he was 

not seen; il-ab-i, AHAB passive with terminal suffix -i 

(4.59).  'baaf ten ma; ta bet'tik ? Why don't you do 

itT ma: tan a be:!tik, IKAL transitive (4.14); for oon- 

traotion of tan a see 1.S* . ma is apparently not found 

before oonstruotions k-IKAL (4.54), ka KULLAK (4.62), bin + 

NULLAK (4.42), and bin PA kah (4.56); the negative statement 

corresponding to the affirmative assertion using one of these 

forms consists of a ma (+> tan)+ IKAL construction. 

ma tetf is used for emphatic negation before an IKAL con- 

struction (4.59)) ma tet£ u 'kimil, He is not dead, mif 

mak, 'no one', 'nobody', and mif 'baal, 'nothing1 are used 

before k-IKAL oonstruotions (4.33): mif mak kin büeik, 

I did not take anyone away; k-in bis-lk, k-IKAL transitive. 

mif bi'k'in, 'never', and bik (B-variant mik) are found 

before oertain NULLAK oonstruotions (4.43, 4.43): mif 

bi'k»in bin k Cu'le:f, never are we to cease; bin k 

Vul-e:[, bin+ NULLAK transitive, mi'naan signifies 'not 

to have', 'not to exist' (4.61): mi'naan u ka:'ho:b, there 

are no towns; kah-o:b, towns. 

2.25. Adverbs. With uses comparable to those of adverbs 

of time and place in English are many forms such as ti?, 

la?, tun, 'then', 'there'; 'kaat(i, 'previously'; lei'li, 
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iH^il, 'while'; napu'lak, 'right away'; sam, 'a while after'; 

tak, «until'; nat£ 'far'; na'fe*, 'near'. Except for <'kaarfl, 

'previously', these forme usually preoede the verbal con- 

struction: seb 'tarke^e^, I will oome eoon; seb, soon; 

ta(l)-(a)k-en^V irULLAX intransitive; for contraction of 

tal-ak see 1.5* ; -e? (4.58). 

As in various European languages, particularly in ool- 

loquial speech, many words in Yuoateo are.used without 

morphologic differentiation for both, adjectival and adverbial 

functions; e.g., a -t{an ' ante^ne?, you help me a little; 

•^an, little; a ant-en-e?, NULLAK transitive, le "tian 

pat'lo"?, the little boyj le pat'lo^, the boy. 

Tne const ruot ion de-si gnate das 'ad junct:; verbal stem' 

(4.50) has the adverbial use of intensifying or varying 

the significance of the verb stem which it immediately pre- 

cedes. Common adjunot verbal stems are: han, right away, 

in a hurry; sen, extremely, much, a han -tf'ak a 'sie:J, 

You will out your vood in a hurry; a -tf-'ak, ^óü-w¿llt-Cut';i' •r' 

si?, wood (1.3 ). 

For the uses of duplication and reduplication to perform 

functions corresponding to those.of adverbs see 4.69. 

2.26. Adjectives. The uses of the following forms correspond 

olosely to those of English adjectives: (1) simple stems such 

as sak, 'white', "UtS, *gooa* *, (2) stems with suffixes -(o)^, 

•-fell, or -ben, as in no'hctf, • large','dKsil, 'poor',^a'ben, 

•acceptable' (3.40, 4.71, 4.57); (3) verb stems with suffixes 
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-(a)k, -(a)l, -aan, or -Ml, similar to participles in 

European languages, as in le he*  'ka^ajle?, 'the broken egg'; 

kalf-al, oonstr.V-(a)l"; le -tjak'bil kat'fo?, «the cooked 

chioken;i^ak-bil, oonstr. V-bil. Forms in the first two 

groups usually preoede the noun: le no'hotj" kat'ha?, this 

large town. Those in the third group either preoede or 

follow the noun. 

ha-tj1, 'very', preceding the adjeotive, is used for the 

oomperative and superlative: le hat£ 'olfeil, 'the poorer 

one", when two objects are compared; 'the poorest one' when 

more than two objects are compared. For Yuoatec numerals 

and "numerical classifiers" see 4.68; for demonstrative ad- 

jectives see 4.51. 

2.27. ^rtioles. There are no forms that correspond speci- 

fically to the English articles 'the', 'a', and 'an1. In 

many instances the pronoun u (2.4) is used to signify 'the', 

no possessive sense being indioated; e.g., u 'riuukul, 'the 

tool': u before parts of the body; e.g., u »hool,.the head; 

u kal, the neck; u jok, the foot.  In some instances the 

suffix -il is required by the noun preceded by u signifying 

'the': u kafi'lo:b, the chickens (4.60). Expressions cor- 

responding to 'the other1, 'the one', 'another' consist of 

u followed by lak> or hel (Of. 2.8) . 

nun p*el, hun tul and other terms for 'one' (4.68) 

are frequently equivalent to 'a' or 'an':  hun t>'el kah, 



a village;  hun    tul "¿[an   pa:'le?,  a little bpy.    le   ... -o?
}- 

'that', is often equivalent to 'the»   (4.51):    le    hettf   k'as'So?, 

the worst one. 
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2.38 Nouns. The following forms have uses which correspond to 

those of English nouTis:  (1) Simple stems such as kah, 'village',* 

k* in, 'day1; (3) compound stems (fts&s)- such as 'okjkMn-, 'evening', 

'k* an,hool, 'pillow'; (3) stems with a suffix such as -ben (3.41), 

-ab (3.^ ), -(a)m (3.39) and very frequently -(a)l (4.53) and 

-il (4.60) affixed to a number of verb stems; e.g., ki'mil, 

..death (kim, to die); 'siipil, sin (sin, to err); ha'nal, oooked 

food (han,, to eat);.-tía'kil, aotion of chopping ("tfak, to ©hop). 

Stems used as nouns become nouns with changed denotation when 

suffixed by -il; e.g. k'i'nil, time, season (k?in, day, sun). 

Forms used as nouns, particularly proper nouns, follow 

the verb when they are equivalent to the English "subject": 

tu ji'lah 'pedro, Peter saw him; when both "subjeot" and 

"object" are nouns, the former follows the latter: tu 

ji'lah hwan 'pedro, Peter saw John. If the speaker wishes 

to emphasize the subjeot, the statement is: 'pedro hwan 

tu ji'lah, peter saw John. 

Plurals are indicated by the suffix -o:b (Of. 2.5):. le 

•nao! i bo?, those houses; le 'tnako: ,bo?, the men; le ... -o? 

(4.51). The plural suffix is omitted in about one-fourth of 

the specimens studied. 
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2.29. Prepositions. ti or ti7 corresponds to a general 

preposition signifying 'to', 'of», 'at1, »on», 'in', »for'¿ 'by»: 

ti7* u ta:'ta, to the father; ti hun p» el 'k'anftje7, on 

a stool; ti le k'a^no7, in the hammocks; te be'o?, by 

the road (for contraction of ti le to form te Of. 1.5 ). 

tu men is often equivalent to the ShgliBh preposition 'by': 

ka fan tu men le ba'jfal ta: •k'i.inb9, She was called by 

the gambler» tos fan, irregular AHAB passive. 

tin wik»nal, ta wik'nal, tu jik'nal correspond to 

the prepositional phrases 'near me', »in your presence1, 

•under his care', 'to where you are', or to the Frenoh 

ohez: ka Hf'aik ta wik'nal, Take him with you (to 

your house); ma k'u'tjuk tu jik'nal, He oould not reach 

him (come next to him, get at him). 

Certain verb stems with suffix -(a)1 have prepositional 

.uses (4.52): iHjil, in, within; 'janal, under; 'jok'ol, on; 

•jetel, with: iH{il le 'k^alk'o?, into the fire; 'jok'ol 

le 'pila,©7, over the basin; ka bin 'jetel 'pédro, and 

they went with Pedro. 

2.30. Conjunctions.' ka is oommortly used for 'and' although 

•jetel, 'with', often signifies 'and' when it ooours between 

two nouns: a 'kumpa,le 'jetel a 'kuma4le, your compadre 

and your aamadrjB. Jan, «also', lei'li, 'still», and the 

sequence of one sentence after another are eaoh equivalent 

to 'and' in a number of examples (4.62). 

tu men, 'by' also signifies 'beoause', 'so that», 'since', 



•on account of: tu men 'a: lab te:'he?, beoauge I have been 

told, wa Is equivalent to «if, 'whether', 'or1(4.70): wa a 

'iho wa a wa'tan, whether your son or your wife; wa ka 

•wolte, (I'll go) if you wish. 

H-l 
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PART 

The purpose of Part 3 is to enumerate the formal devices 

in Yuoatec.  In the analysis of forms, conclusions have been 

based, in so far as is possible, on the contemporary language. 

In a few instances, however, it has been found necessary to 

resort to etymologic analysis, this practice having been con- 

sidered preferable to presenting certain phenomena without 

explanation. The monosyllabic lexical elements which comprise 

a large proportion of the morphemes occurring in the texts are 

treated only incidentally in this part; they are, of course, 

more properly the subject matter of a dictionary than of that 

part of a grammar which deals with forms. Verb forms, because 

of their complexity and variety, receive major attention. 

Application of the terms •transitive,' 'intransitive,* and 

'passive' to Yucatec verb forms is determined ultimately by 

morphologic considerations, although in almost every instance 

the criterion in English and other Indo-European languages 

(•takes an object,' 'does not take an object,' etc.) is also 

satisfied. Thus, in the expression:  tu 4^eeh(tah 'naBario, 

"Nasario laughed," we have called the verb transitive; in 

u  'tsfo:kol u bel, "tó finish one's affair," the verb is 

classed as intransitive; and a few other exceptional instances 

were observed in our specimens in which the classification 

of the verb was not determined by its taking or its ability 

to take an object, but by its form, the decision being counter 

to that which would be made on the basis of English habits. 

For the unusual behavior of certain passive forms, see 4.10. 
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Tie deal below with stems, prefixes, terminal suffixes, 

pronominal suffixes, and, finally, with a large number of 

suffixes, difficult to characterize either by position in 

the form or by function, which have been arranged rather 

arbitrarily in five groups. In the concluding paragraphs 

(3.50 ff.)> irregular verb forms are registered. 



Stems 
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3.1. With regard to stem formation, it is convenient to pos- 

tulate two classes of stems:  (1) simple stems, and (2) com- 

posite stems. The first class is morphologically simple, con- 

sisting almost exclusively of monosyllabic lexical elements; the 

second class is more diffuse in character. So far as concerns 

the elements comprising composite stems, the following broad 

statements may be made: 

1. The stem may consist of a simple stem plus a formative 

of Group 2 (3.2? iff.):  hant, eat (something); han-t; -t (3.26). 

k' or>n, knock; k'on-n; -n (3.24). koln in kol'nal, milpa tiller; 

kol-n-al; -n (3.24); -al (3.14). 

2. The stem may consist of a simple stem -olus two or more 

formatives, one of which is a suffix of Group 3: ma'hant, help; 

mah-an-t; -an (3.47); -t (3.26).  'alkabn, run; al-kab-n; -kab 

(3.33); -n (3.24) . 

3. The stem may consist of two lexical elements and a for- 

mative of Group 2:  tsibolt, imagine; -feib-ol-t; "telb, mint; 

ol, mind, thought; -t (3.26). 

Simple and composite stems differ with respect to the suffixes 

which follow them in certain intransitive and nassive forms (3.49, 

4.52), namely: -(a)l, -(a)k, -al, -aal, -ak, -aak. Suffixes 

-(a)! and -(a)It follow simple stems; the suffix vowel, and stem 

vowel agree vocalically.  Suffixes -al, -.'al, -ale and -aak fol- 

low composite stems, the vowel quality being invariable. (Of. 

examples below.). 

Exceptional examples are found of apparently sinvnle stems 

which are followed by suffixes required by corrvoosite stems. S0tne 



examples can te explained by cmnlfá.'^H- by etymologioal evidenoe; 

e.g., be:t, make; bo: t, pay (Old Yuc. belt and bolt); u be:'taal, 

it is made; u be(l)-t-aal; -t (3.26); -aal (3.15). A few others 

occur for which no explanation is offered; e.g., il, see (i'laal, 

i'laak); tub, spit at (tu'baal). For the irregular intransitive 

forms with suffix -ak, where -(a)k might be expected, see 3.51. 

In the analysis of verb forms, transitive composite stems are 

generally given with the suffix of Group 2 included, but intran- 

sitive composite stems are given without the suffix: kins, kill; 

but 'alkab, run (occurs frequently as al-kab-n). This conven- 

tion derives from the fact that in transitive stems the suffix 

of Group 3 is invariable, while, in intransitive stems certain 

variations of suffix occur (Of. 3.51 ff.). 

Examples of simple and composite stems: 

tan in 'kimi'l, I am dying; kim-il; V-(a)l; kirn, 'die', 

simple intransitive stem; -(a)l (3.4). 

ku jo'kok, he entered; j-ok-ok; V-(a)k; ok,1 enter1, simple 

intransitive stem; -(a)k (3.11); j- (3.2). 

bin  ' uk'ul, nak, he is going to drink; uk'-ul-n-ak; V-ak; 

'uk'ul,'drink', composite intransitive stem; -ak (3.12); 

-n (3.24). 

ku  'ber-tir|i r 1, he is being dressed; 'bestir-t-al; 'bestir, 

•dress', composite transitive stem; -al (3.14); -t (3.26). 

ku kin'saal, he is killed; ki/-s-aal; V-aal; kins, 'kill1, 

com-ooBite transitive stem; -aal (3.15); -s (3.25). 

wa ka u be:'task, if it is done; bet-t-aak; V-aak; be:t, 'do1, 

composite transitive stem; -aak (3.13); -t (3.25). 

me'k'el, armful;:mek'-el; mek','hug', simple intransitive stem 

used in noun T*ith suffix -(;í)1; cf.' 4.62. 
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Prefixes 

3.3.  j-, w-. Required after pronouns in, a, u (2.4) before 

stems with an initial vowel. Prefix 3- is found after u and 

w- after in or a. Neither prefix is found before Spanish 

words which begin with a vowel. The occurrence of n- without 

a preceding pronoun is observed in irregular forms such as 

'jetel, 'with', and 'jok'ol, 'on (4.52), and in other ir- 

regular constructions (3.50). 

in wa'tan, my wife; a wa'tan, your wife; u ja'tan, his 

wife; a'tan, wife. 

tan in v/o'hel, I know it; tan a wo'hel, you know it; 

tan u ^o'hel, he knows it 4 o'hel, know (3.56). 

a 'iho, your son; ku 'enkantar'tik, he enchants him; 

Spanish words without prefix. 

ho^1 ju:'bik, he began to feel it; j-ub-ik; (expected 

construction ho:p* u ju:'bik); for omission of u 

see 3.50. 

3.3.  f-. As in Old Yucatec, [- is used to indicate the female, 

often in disparaging terms. It also occurs rithout apparent 

reference to the If ámale/, certain names of insects, snakes, and 

trees; and in the term [la7,   'old1. 

C^ur», woman; ^'-t^upal, girl. 

)ka^, hen; kaf, chicken, 

jnuk, old woman (disrespectful term). 

J'kutklin, beetle. 

J'k'u:k'i,kan, rattlesnake. 

iki'tin, name of a tree. 

\le?  ns, old house. 



3.4. h-. Prom Old. Yucateo prefix ah, of wide ooourrenoe, la- 

is now found preoeding only the stems men and kutf in speech 

of Type A. In speech of both types, ooourrenoe of these stems 

without h- is oommon. 

le hme:'no7, the shaman; h-men-o7; le ... -o7 (3;5);. 

le hku: 4Jo7, the bearer; h-kut£-o7. 

Terminal Suffixes 

3.5. -a7, -o?.    Pound as the final suffix of demonstrative 

devioe bei, he(l), le(i), te(l), or wai; or as the final suf- 

fix of any morpheme ending a phrase, clause, or sentence which 

begins with bei, 'ne(l), etc. (4.51). The demonstrative devioe 

is omitted occasionally before nouns which are preoeded by a 

possessive, pronoun. The demonstrative device; is used but the 

terminal suffix frequently omitted: (1) when -o"7 is required 

after a word ending in o; (2) when -a7 is required after a 

verb form ending in a; (3) when the form ends in -o:b; (4) 

when -o"7 is required after a rather long, complex unit intro- 

duced by le; (5) when two terminal suffixes are required in 

close succession, in whioh oase the first is omitted; and (6) 

when -ó7  and -e7 are both required as final morphemes of a 

word, in which oase -oT is more frequently omitted. 

le kot'lo7, that milpa; le ... -o7, the,.that; kol, milpa. 

le no'hcrt^ ka:"ha?, this large town; le ... -a7, this; 

no'har^, big; kah, town. 

bis le  'huun. 'tija7*, Take this letter to her; bis, 

take; le ... -a7,, this; 'huun, letter; .ti7*, pronoun 

of Glass 0 (2.£ ); for loss of ' see 1.3. 

-Ha in wo:'ko7, Let go (that) ray foot; expected-^a le 
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in   wo:'ko?;   -tf a,  let go;  ok,  foot;  for w- see 3.2. 

le    libro,  the book;  libro,  book;  le   ,..   (-o7),   'the1; 

-o7 omitted when word ends  in o. 

he     in     utfJama,  Here  I have fetched it;   Hf'a-ma,  V-ma 

form (3.21);  he   ..     (-a7),   'here';  -a7 omitted when 

verb form ends in a. 

le    ba:'ko:b,  the bones;  le   ...   (-o7),   'the1;  -o"** omitted 

when -o:b is required. 

le    be     'tuuf    bin    krt£   ke'lem    jum,   the way the Lord 

went;  -o7 omitted after long and complex unit, 

le    tarta'tsil    je'tel    le    ma: ,T)a(si'lo?,  the  father and 

the mother;   -o7 omitted after tatta'tsil with -o"7 of 

ma:, malgl'lc7 in close proximity. 

ka    ok    iHjil.  le     'na,e7,  when he went  into the house; 

-o7 of le ... -o7, 'the', omitted when -e7 is required 

(4.58). 

3.6. -e?. Observed mainly in two kinds of instances:  (l) pre- 

ceded by demonstrative devices he(l), le(l), or wai (4.18, 4.51); 

and (2) as the final suffix of a word which is the last or only 

word in a clause (4.58). It is also observed occasionally at 

the end of a sentence; in a random sampling of 600 sentences, 

about 10$ ended in -e7. 

le me'hen  "nijanp:¡be7, the little souls; le ... -eT, 

rather than le ... -o? when the object is unseen (4.51). 

.;. he atju'kik ka'Je7, (if you do what I tell you), 

you will catch fish; he ... -e^. 
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tas ten 'wat'-je*, Bring him to me here; wai-e7, here, 

wa ku vo^Cjle?..., If he comes in ...; w-ok-ol-e^. 

ti  'waakbal tu hoi na'e7. There he was standing 

at the door of his house. 

3.7.  -i, -i?. Found almost invariably as the final morpheme 

of a sentenoe, -i (variant -4**) oooure frequently and with 

high predictability after constructions which require a pronoun 

of Class B. -i ox *i?'ÍB!névérSQJbs«sved, however, when -a7 or 

-o'" is required, and it is omitted occasionally when -e? is 

required. See 4.59 for descriptions and examples of many 

uses.of -i, -i7. 

* «kimo:|bi, they died; kim-o:b-i; V-PB-i. 

ma k,o'haane,ni?, I am not siok; k'oh-aan-en-i*; V-aan-PB-i?, 

ka 'ok' otnajhi, and she danoed; •ok'ot-n-ah~i; V-n-ah-PB-i*» 

PB null for 3rd-, pers. sing. (2.5). 

he ken ma it£»kiha,kei«>, those who" have not bathed; 

S^-ki-n-ak-e7; V-ak-PB-e^, PB null; -1?,omitted 

after -e7  required in construction he ... -e?. 

Pronoun Suffixes 

3.8. It was considered advisable to give in Part 2 (2.4 ff.) a 

relatively complete presentation of the Yucatec pronoun 

system. Listed below are the suffixes which are pronouns 

or terminal components of pronouns: 



Pronouns of 01ass B 

Sing.   Plur. 

1st. person    -en   -o:n 

2nd. person    -etf   -e:J 

3rd. person        -o:b 

Reflexive Pronouns 

Sing.  Plur. 

-in-ba   -k-ba 

-a-ba   -a-ba 

-u-ba   -u-ba 

Pronouns of Olass A 

Plur. 

-«I 
-e:5 
-o:b 
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Suffixes of Gtoup 1 

Included in this group are suffixes of the sort 

which might be termed "main verbal devices," with 

reference to their most common occurrences. They 

serve as complete or partial indices of such phases 

of verbal action as voice, mood, tense, or transi- 

tivity-intransitivity (Cf. above). With few excep- 

tions, they occur either in final position or fol- 

lowed only by a pronoun suffix or a terminal suffix. 

3.9. -ab. Suffix found in passive form V-ab (4.10). 

-ab usually occurs as -a:b before another suffix (1.4). 

In archaic forms and after stems ending in a vowel -ab 

precedes passive suffixes -al and -ak (3.49) when these 

suffixes are reouired. 

bi'sab ti?, it was taken to him; bis-ab; ti?(2.6) 

k?a'holta:,Dí, he was recognized; k'ah-ol-t-ab-i; 

kah-ol (Ü.56); -t (3.26); -i (3.7). 

ka  Aníbal, it is given; "ts a-(a)b-al; -al (3.48). 

ka  ' tamtajbak, it will be eaten; archaic form; 

han-t-ab-ak; -t (3.26); -ak (3.13). 
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3.10. -ah. Suffix in transitive form t-PA V-ah (4.9). If 

a pronominal suffix is required, -ah is frequently omitted 

when the verb stem is composite or reduplicated; when the 

stem is simple, the vowel a of -ah is often elided, particularly 

in speech of Type B (Of. 1.4). 

As an intransitive formative, -ah is found frequently 

in formulas V-ah-PB, V-l-ah-P3, and V-n-ah-PB, constructions 

in certain irregular intransitive conjugations (3.51 ff.). 

In V-ah-PB forms, the a of -ah is often elided. 

For the restricted use of suffix -ah in formulas 

PA V-ah-ma aid V-ah-aan-P3 see 3.21 and 3.47, respectively. 

tu be:'tah, he did it; be:-t-ah; -t (3.26). 

tu be:'tojb, they did it; be:-t-(ah)-o:b; ~o:b (2.4). 

tu lom'ho:b, he stabbed them; lom-(a)n-o:b; -o:b (2.5). 

ta pula'he?, you threw it; nul-ah-e?j -e*(3.6). 

•"ala'hi, wal'hi, he stood up; wal-ah-i, wal-h-i; V-(a)h-PB; 

-i (3.7). 

' heklahe,.ni, I rode; hek-1-ah-en-i; V-1-ah-PB; -en (2.5); 

-i (3-7). 

'k'ainajhi, he sang; k*ai-n-ah-i; V-n-ah-PB; -i (3.7) 

3.11.  -(a)k. Found in the intransitive and passive form 

V-(a)k-PB, where V is a simple stem. The vowel of -(a)k agrees 

vocalically with the stem vowel.  In the passive forms the stem 

vowel is often doubled if the accent is on the stem and no 

other suffix follows -(r. )1: (4.37).  In certain intransitive 

uses, -(a)k may be preceded or followed by a number of for- 

matives, as described in 4.49. 
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3.12. ^ak. Suffix in intransitive and passive forms V-ak-PB 

(4.37). V is a composite stem; in passive forms, V is most 

frequently polysyllabic. 

ka -feikbana«ko:n, we will talk; "t5ik-ba (3.30 ); -n'-{5.1>f); 

-ojn (2.5). 

ken -tJila«ko:b, when they will lie downj-tfil-ak-o:b;ifil(3.5J); 

-o:b (2.5). 

ka "kontestar,tak, she will be answered; 'kontestar-t-ak; 

'kontestar, Spanish stem; -t (3.^.4). 

3.13. -aak. Pound in passive form V-aak-PB (4.37). The suffix 

-aak is almost invariably in final position; i.e., PB is a null 

sign for 3rd. pera, sing., and there, is no terminal suffix (3.5, 

3^5 ff.) In non-final position, -aak is;found^asc••' -a:k or -ak# 

in most Instanoes.:,".. 

ka kin'saak, he will be killed; ki^-s-aak5-s (3.¿S).     *?/ 

bi'nak be:'taak, maybe it will be done; be:-t-aak; -t (3.3*6). . 

wa ka bisat'ken, if I had been taken; bi(n)-s-aak-en; 

-s (Z.-XS). 

3.14. -ali Suffix in intransitive and passive form PA. V-al (4.13). 

v- is afcomposite-stem, and in passive forms? is frequently polysyllabj 

Suffix -al Is found after composite stems in a few nouns (4.52). 

-tjen p'e'lak u »tfanatjta ,le?, as soon as he retires; 

i£m-al£-t-al-ev; -a1^(3.H0); -t (3.^; -e? (3.6). 

•tanijli u kul'tal, first he sits down; kul-t-al; kul 

(3.57); -t (3.5.6). 

^ak'nal, quadruped; jsk-n-al; -n (3.24); 
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3.15. -aal. Suffix in passive form PA V-aal(4.l3). In most 

instanoes, V is a monosyllabic oomposite stem, and -aal is the 

final suffix in the form. 

u 'ti?al u men'taal, in order that it be made; men-t-aal; 

-t (3.ifc). 

ku: 'jensaal, it is being brought down; j-em-s-aal; for 

ohange of m to n before s see 1.3 ; -a (3.15"). 

3.16. -ankil. Pound in the intransitive form tan PA V-ankil; 

the verb stem is frequently reduplioated (4.54). 

tan u 'sisit'an,kil, he is jumping; si-a.itf*-ankil. 

tan u 'k'ak'atanikil, he is crossing (the street); 

k* a-k5 at-ankil. 

3.17. -toil. Suffix found in passive form V-bil-PB (4.55). 

With kajt, •find», in speech of Type A, instead of the oomraon 

form kajVbil, 'it should be looked for', we find ka'j"an,bil 

(kaj-an-bil). For -bil followed by -ak see 4.49. 

'k^tbilojjbe"?, they should be asked; k'at-bil-o:b-é?;¿. 

-o:b (3.5); -e?(3.é> ). 

bin u kah hant'bil, it is.going to be eaten; han-t-bil; 

-t (3.1(b); bin u kah (4.56). 

•tfen 'a:lbi,lak ti'e^, as he was saying this to him; 

al-bil-ak. 

3.18. -e. Suffix in transitive forms PA V-e and V-e', the latter foon4 

1YV imperative uses (4.37). Suffix -e, always in final 
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position, óoours in á form irnibh'te the last or only component 

of the clause or sentenoe. 

bin a han'te, you will eat it; han-t-e; -t (3.3l£>). 

wa u k^ar'te, if he wants it; k'at-e. 

kaj'te I Find it" Ucay-t-e; -t (3.^6); - ( .  ). 

3.19. -en. Found in intransitive imperative forms V-en and 

V-en-e:f for 2nd. pere. sing, and plur., respectively (4.57). 

•manen, Walk ahead I man-en. 

kule'nerf, You (plur.) sit down I kul-en-eji*. 

-t^ui'len, Hang I ^ui-l-en; -1 (3.34-). 

•pajnen, Play I, paf-n-en; -n (3.1H). 

3.2Q. -ik. Suffix in transitive form PA V-ik (4.13 ff.). 

ku tar'sik, he takes it; ta(l)-s-ik; for loss of 1 

before s see 1.3 ; -s (3.1?). 

tan u .•jatlkb:,be?, they were saying it; j-al-(i)k-o:b-e?; 

for elision of i see 1.4 ; -o:b (3.4^ ); -e? (3.6). 

•koof be:«tik, let us do it; be:-t-ik; «koof (4.21). 

3.21. -ma. Suffix found in transitive form PA V-ma, variant 

PA V-ah-ma (4.66). The occurrence of -ah-ma is unpredictable. 

-ma is usually followed by -h when a terminal suffix is required. 

in k'ub'ma, I have delivered it; kJub-ma. 

k be:t'ma, we have made it; be:-t-ma. 

in wi'lahjma, I have seen it; w-il-ah-ma. 

le  'suuk u kutfna'ho', the hay he has carried; kutj-ma-h-o?; 

-o'f(3.5). 
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Suffixes of Group 3 

The suffixes of this group serve primarily or 

exclusively (l) to convert intransitive or non-verbal 

stems' into transitive stems, or (2) to oonvert 

non-verbal stems into intransitive verb stems. They 

ocour frequently as components of composite stems 

(3.1), and are almost invariably found in medial position. 

3.S3, -in. Suffix which converts certain non-verbal stems 

into transitive stems. Formative -in is always followed 

by -s or -t (3.15*, 3.It»), 

ka 'r$in,eab, and they bathed him; i-^-in-s-ab; for itjf, cf t 

i*i$il, within; -ab (3.1 ). 

u »ti?al u bu'kint, so that he puts on clothes; 

buk-in-t; buk, olothes. 

•kooj" 'hanin^ik, Letfs make him our son-in-law; 

han-in-t-ik; han, ¿on-ln-law; 'kooj (4.31); -.ik.(3.30). 

3.23. -kin, -kun. Suffixes' which convert stems otherwise 

found in irregular intransitive conjugations into transitive 

stems. Always followed by -s or -t, -kin-s or -kin-t is 

used when the stem vowel is o or u; -kun-s or -kun-t is 

used when the stem vowel is a, e, or i. No determinants 

are observed tsrthe use of -e or -t after -kin and -kun. 

ka '-walkunsa: jbi, he stood him up; wal-kun-e-ab-i; wal, 

•stand', irregular verb of V-ah conjugation (3.5"j); 

-ab (3.1 ); -i (3.7). 



ku '-b'oikol u ku$«kinti,ke?, after he revived him; 

kuf-kin-t-ik-e"?; kuj, 'live', V-l-ah conjugation (3'.52); 

-ik (3.20); -e*(Z.6). 

'tani,li u -t^ilkun'taal, Immediately he was caused to lie 

down;^il-kun-t-aal;-t£il (3.5"l); -aal (3.15). 

kul'kinta:|ba, kul'kin6a,bar I Sit down I kul-kin-t-a-ba 

or kul-kin-s-a-ba; kul (3.5"/); -a-ba (2.7). 

3.24. -n. Converts 8panish words into irregular intransitive 

verbs of the V-n-ah conjugation (3.53). Thieoisuffix is required by 

monosyllabic composite stems and by nearly: all^polysyllabic sterns 

used intransitively. For the conjugation of such stems, see the 

V-n-ah forms (3.53). Suffix -n is observed in a few noun forms. 

bi'nak  'pribarna,ki, maybe she will faint; pribar-n-ak-i; 

-ak (3.12); -i (3.7) 

a:'watna,hi, it cried out; aw-at-n-ah-i; aw-at (3.i£); -ah 

(3.10); -i (3.7). 

•k'opna^en, I knocked; k'oo-n-ah-en; -ah (3.10); -en (2.5). 

'ak'ak,nak, it is slimy; ak1-ak-n-ak (4.49)'. 

met'nal, Hell; met-n-al; -al (4.52). 

3.25. -s. Serves to convert many monosyllabio intransitive stems 

into transitive stems. The morpheme -es, archaic form of -s, 

is found when the stem has no other suffix and is not accented. 

Formatives -in-s, -kin-s,- and , -kun-s are registered above; 

for' "*b—«fs- -see; S^-SS*   • 

'hok'sa:,bi, they were brought out; hok'-s-ab-i; hok', come 

out; -ab (35 ); -i (3.7) . 

u 'ti?al k bi'ae, in order that we may take it; bi(n)-s-e; 



bin, go; for loos of n before s see 1.3; -e (3.18). 

tan in "fe'dtk" sik, I am finishing it; "fs*o:k-s-ik; "is'otk, end; 

-ik (3.20). 

han "fe'os'kes, Hurry up and finish it; ~t£?o:k-es. 

SS 

3.26. -t. Converts most polysyllabic stems and a number of mono- 

syllabic stems, otherwise found in intransitive verbal units or in 

nouns, into transitive verb stems. Spanish verbs and, so far as 

our limited data indicate, Spanish nouns, are converted into 

Yucatec transitive verb stems by means of formative -t. 

This suffix is required in such transitive stems as ant, 'help', 

and be:t, 'do', which are never found without -t. It is observed 

in certain transitive stems only vhen these are preceded by an 

adjunct verbal stem (4.50). 

Formative -t is required in these intransitive forms:  PA. V-t-al, 

a verbal unit found in most of the irregular intransitive conjuga- 

tions (3.51 ff.); and S-aan-t-ak (4.49), a form restricted to 

plural references in certain uses. Suffix -t is found in a few 

nouns: e.g., kuf'tal, life; kuj-t-al. 

tu  '-tfinnol, tah, he bowed his . head;-t£in-nol-t-ah; t^in, . 

incline; t>ol, head; -ah (3.10). 

^ek* ta: ,bi, he was step-ned on; -t£ek'-t-ab-i; -fc£ ek', footprint; 

-ab (3.9); -i (3.7). 

vn ka in han'te, if I eat it; han-t-e; nan, eat (intran.); 

-e   (3.18). 

tin     'nombrar,tah,   I appointed him;  nombrar-t-ah; 'nombrar, 

name;   -ah  (3 .10). 

d        ks     ' ••r.fvldijSjontai' bo: b,  ana a curse was uttered against them; 

maldición,   a curse;   -ab  (3.9);   -o:b  (2.5). 
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ku •jantaal, he te being helped; j-an-t-aal; j- (3.2. ); 

-aal (3.15) . 

ka het -t^ln'tik, you throw it with all your might;-tpin-t-ik; 

het, adjunot verbal stem;-t^n, throw (transi- 

tan u 'eastal, it is beooming dawn; sas-t-al; PA V-t-al. 

ta'k'aanjtak, they are stuck; tak'-aan-t-ak; S-aan-t-ak. 

3.27. -^a. Followed by -h (3.3!); -'tjá-h converts a number 

of non-verbal stems into irregular intransitive stems, for the 

conjugation of which see 3.S"f. Many verbal units with -*tfa-h 

signify entrance into a state or condition. The suffixes -Hfa-1 

are observed only in the intransitive forms S--t£-l-ak (4.49). 

k'o'haairt^hen, I got sick; k'oh-aan--t(a--h-en; k'o'haan, 

sick (3.Ml); -en (2.5) . 

no'hqt$a,hi, he grew large; "noh-o^--^.-h-i; no'hotj, big (3.40); 

-i (3.7). 

bi'nak  ' sastjaha ,ki, perhaps it will dawn; sae-¡tjá-h-ak-i; 

•sasil, light; -ak (3.12); -i (3.7). 

'ottfa|lak, (overripe, fruit) is dropping (from tree); 3-^a-l-ak, 
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Suffixes of Group 3 

In this group we include a rather heterogeneous set of suf- 

fixes. Some of them may'be analogous to: those of "Group 2; but 
•too 

their occurrences are either too infrequent or*equivócal for 

inclusion in that group. Others are apparently used to modify 

the significance of the stem more radically than do the suf- 

fixes of Group 2. 

3.28, -(a)t. Component of several irregular intransitive 

stems and a few nouns; the'vowel of the-suffix .usuallytagrees vocalioStts 

with t ha € of'the stem. In most instances, the stem without 

-(a)t has different significance or is not found. 

'ok'otna,hi, he danoed; ok*-ot-n-ah-i;: 7-n-ah form (3.53); 

-i (3,7). ;. le 'ok'Ojto'', the da&oe; ok'-ot-o?; 

le . . . -o7" (3.5)> of. o':k*ol, cry (3.43). 

a'watnaiki, he will yell; aw-at-n-*ak-i; irregular V-n-ah 

form (3.53). le a'^ajto?, the cry; aw-at-o^. 

k'a'bet, it is necessary; invariable form (3.SS) . 

•te'o'not, very deep pool (Motul: aonot, deep pool); "te'on, shoot. 

3.29. -b. Usually followed by -es (3.1$).    Formatives -b-es 

convert certain stems into transitive verbs. The occurrence of 

-b without -es is probable in two or three composite stems of 

doubtful analysis. 

ma 'sahbes,ken, Don't frighten me; sah-b-ee-(i)k-en; 

sah, fear; for elision of -i see 1. 4; -en (2.5). 
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u •ti?al a kin'bes, BO that you may hurt him; kin-b-es. 

ku HJlbal, it is barking;-t£L-b-al, or perhaps-tji?-b.-al. 

tan u «tujbaal, it was being spat out; tu-b-aal. 

3.30. -ba. Pound in a few intransitive stems: e.g., lem'ba, 

shine; kil'ba, thunder. Required in the intransitive oon- 

structions S-(a)k-ba-l and S-ba-n-ak (4.49), and in a few 

stems whioh are used transitively, intransitively, and as 

nouns. Por reflexive -ba see 2.1 . 

kuluk'bal, he is seated; kul-uk-ba-1; S-(a)k-ba-l. 

alba'nak, (candle) is soft (due to heat); S-ba-n-ak. 

'•feikba,tab, he was notified; "bik-ba-t-ab; "feik-ba-t, to 

relate, e^laihV;notify; -t (3.26); -ab (3.9). 

H5ikbana,ko:n, ¡BO that we can converse; 'tsik-ba-n-ak-orn; 

tsik-ba-n, to talk; -n (3.24); -ak (3.12); -o:n (2.5). 

"feik • bal, óonve rsat ion; "feik-ba-1; of. ^ik, ben, worthy of 

respeot;feik-ben (3.HI). 

3.31. -h. Pound after suffix -pa, --^a, or k'a (<Jf. 3.37, 3.28). 

3.32. -1(a). Indicates repeated action, as in Old Yuoateo, 

but is found in our sampling with only two stems. 

't^aja^l, generous gift, charity, mercy, grace; •fe'a-ja-'feil; 

-fc^a, give; -ja, frequent, abundant, etc; -^il (3.45). 

me'jah, to work; me(n)-j(a)-ah; me(n), Old Yuc. men, 'work'; 

: merjah,nen %   Work I me(n)-j(a)-ah-n-en; -ah, unidentified; 

-n (3.24); -en (3.19); for conjugation of me'jah see 3.S3  . 
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3.33. -kab. Indioates rapid aotion or action whioh takes 

plaoe on the ground; anA 4* found in a few transitive and 

intransitive verbs. This morpheme is also found in oompounds 

(of. 'luumkab, Earthman; kol'kab, milpa-tiller). 

ku 'walkatku;|ba, Right away he stopped; wal-ka(b)-t-(i)k-u-ba; 

wal, stand, stop (3.5"|); for loss of -b and -i see 1.3 , 

l.H í -t (3.26); -ik (3.20); -u-ba (2.7). 

ku 'kulkatkutjba, At onoe she sat down; kul-ka(b)-t-(i)k-u-ba; 

kul, sit (3.57). 

•alkabna,hi, he ran; al-kab-n-ah-i; V-n-ah form (3.53); al 

not found with this meaning without -kab. 

3,34. -1. 8uffix required by certain stems which are found in 

verbal units of the V-l-ah conjugation (3.52); it is also found 

in the intransitive form S-(a)k-ba-l (4.49) and after composite 

stems ending in a vowel in the irregular intransitive form PA V;. 

For -1 after -=tfa, -pa and-»k3a see 3.37, 3.28. 

'hekla,hi, he rode; hek-1-ah-i; V-l-ah form; -i (3.7). 

kufla'ki, he will live; kuf-1-ak-i; of. 3.i3for tralisitive 

form, 

kahak'bal, he resides in a village;  kah-ak-ba-1;  S-(a)k-ba-l 

form;  kah, village, 

tan   u    [im'bal, he is walking;   j*ira-ba-l;  PA V (3.S3); 

fim-ba, walk (3.30). 

3.35.    -lah*    Signifying 'all»,  -lah is found affixed to stems 

of passive and intransitive verbal constructions (4.64). 
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p'ukla'hotb,  they all bent over;  p'uk-lah-o:b;  p*uk, 

bend over;  -o:b (2.5). 

ka    masnla'hak,   that  all be  bought;   man-lah-ak;   man,  buy; 

-ak  (3.12). 

3.36. -Ian. Suffix found in certain transitive and passive verbal 

constructions specified in 4.65; it is always followed by -t (3.26) 

tu k'ei'lantah, they exchanged (clothes) with one another; 

k*ef-lan-t-ah; k'ef, exchange; -ah (3.10). 

ku 'kinslan>taal, they are killed; kiji-s-lan-t-aal; kins,   > 

kill; -s (3.25). 

3.37.  -pa, -k'a.  Suffixes required in certain composite stems 

which are conjugated as regular intransitive verbs, -pa and 

-k'a are followed by -h (3.31) except in the forms S-pa-1-ak 

and S-k'a-1-ak (4.49). With a few stems, -k'a is interchangeable 

with -pa or -=^a (3.27). 

tar. k kinna'hnl, we are getting hurt; kin-pa-h-al; 

cf. kin'bep (3.29); -al (3.14). 

't>okpa,lak, it is fragile; ' t'olfpa-1-ak..       : 

't'otjk' a,hen, 't5otjna,hen, I tripped; fotf-k'a-h-en, 

t' o"tf-pa-h-en. 

•kukk'ajlak, 'kuktía|lak, (restless person) turns over 

repeatedly in bed; kuk-k*a-l-ak; kuk-^a-1-ak. 
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Suffixes of Group 4 

The following suffixes are found primarily as oomponents 

of nouns or other non-verbal forms, and secondarily as com- 

ponents of verb forms derived from non-verbal forms. 

3.38. -(a)b. Found in a number of names for tools and utensils, 

and in various unclassified nouns.  The stems of some of these 

nouns occur without -(a)t-us simple verb stems, or with -(a)b 

and a suffix of Groun 2 as composite verb stems. 

1 h8tS'a,bo:b, swords; ha"tS*-ab-o:b; hais', strike; ~o:b (2.28). 

-^u'iub, hanging-net j-fcj'ui-ub;-tj'ui, hang (3.52). 

Jlu-.^feub, fish-hook; ^lufe-ub. 

i'lib, daughter-in-law; il-ib. 

'aksab, night; tan u 'jak*ab,tal, it is becoming night; 

j-ak5-ab-t-al; PA V-t-al (3.54); j- (3.2). 

3.39. -(a)rn. A suffix found in some nouns, the majority of 

which are names of animals. 

"ts'e:'lem, hornet; ~ts*el-em. 

1ulum, turkey; ul-um. 

ki'tam, wild boar. 

ke'lem, Lord. 

3.40. -(a)t£. Suffix found in certain nouns and in many forms 

which are comparable in function to English adjectives. A number 

of instances were observed of verbal use of forms with -(a)tf. 

o'totf, home; ot-o*t£. 

tu:'nitl[, stone; tun-4t£ 

be: «k9 et£, thin; bek* -etj. 

ki'litj", saintly; kil-ic£ 
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no'hotf, nu'kutf, large, great, aged, important; nu'kutj" 

is preferred for plural referenoes: e.g., le nu'kutj 

H^eo: (bo*, the big trees; le no'ho^ 'wini,ko'', the 

big man. 

tan in no'hostal, I am getting big; noh-otf-t-al; PA V-t-al 

(3.54). 

3.41. -ben or -b-en. Component of nouns and other non-verbal 

forms. In some specimens -ben is comparable to English suffixes 

-ible and -able; in others it signifies 'worthy of (4.57). 

•k'o,ben, kitchen; k'o-ben. 

-fcpa'ben, acceptable; -tfa-ben, "tf'a, fetch, take. 

'•feikjben, worthy of respect; "feik-ben. - 

3.42. -el. A suffix found in many collective nouns referring 

to parts of the body. These are preceded by pronouns of Class 

A (2.4). Miscellaneous instances of -el include such words 

as pa:1 eel, »milpa-hut', ko'lel, 'lady', o'hel, 'to know' (3.5"^). 

u ba'kel, his bones; bak-el. 

in -fe o:%el, my hair; t^o^el. 

u ba'k*el kaf , the meat of the chicken; bak'-el. 

u 'tf'ortfel le ta'man, the intestines of a lamb; tf*o t£-el. 

3.43. -il. Suffix found in nouns, the stems of which are 

otherwise used in verbal units or as nouns with different 

significance, -il also serves to convert both verbal and 
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non-verbal constructions into nouns. For the conditions 

governing the use of pronoun u before forms with suffix 

-il see 4.60. 

kur'tjil, burden; kutf-il; kut£ carry a burden, 

u -t$e«ilo:b, the poles;-tje'-il-osbj-t^e?, tree. 

•kanbana^atni'lo?, the learned one; kan-ba-n-ah-aan-il-o'?; 

'kanbanaha,ni, he is learned; V-aan-PB (3.47). 

u nohHJil, a big one; noh-CcJtf-il; noh-otf, big (3.40); for 

omission of o see 1 .H . 

a 'feikbe:, nil, your grace (respectful address); "fcik-ben-il; 

tsik-ben, worthy of respect (3.41). 

3.44.  -ul. Found after verb stems in the following non-verbal 

specimens: 

'naku,lo:b, helpers; nak-ul-o:b; nak, lean against, take 

along extra food, money, etc. against a contingency when 

traveling; -o:b (2.28). 

«tíikul, variant of-t£i'kil, sign, indie at ion ;-t^ik, be visible. 

rnei'hul, task, labors; cf . me (n) -3 (a) -ah, work. 

na:nu'lak, at once; na-n-ul-ak; nan, snap at; -ak unidentified, 

.3.45. -"fci.1. Required by kinship terms which are not preceded 

by a possessive pronoun. Found in various noun forms and in 

certain intransitive verbal units. For uses see 4.71. 

le  'kikfeilo: ,bo?, the sisters; kik-"fcil-o:b-o?; le .. . -0* 

(3.5); -o:b (2.28) . 

le  a'taritSi ^o7, the wife; at-an-'feH-o7; at-an (3.47); 
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le ... -o?, (3.5); of. 3.3. 

jurat&il, respected gentleman; jum^fcll; jum, sir. 

'tífeil, poor, worthy of sympathy; o(l)-%il; ol,'mind!, will, 

other psyohologioal significances; for omission of 

1 see 1.3 . 

k'an^i tlen, I was yellow; k*an4&il-en; k'an, yellow; -en (2.5). 

Suffixes of Group 5 

The three suffixes included in this group involve 

characteristics of two or more of the preceding groups; 

their functions and their position in the form are 

unusually diverse. 

3.46. -kl. Suffix in intransitive form V-ki (4.63), 

found only in 3rd. pers. sing.  The few stems with 

suffix -ki are reduplicated. Formatives -ki-n are 

found after the non-verbal stem ití,  and serve to convert 

it into an intransitive verb stem. 

't>apat,ki, he was smeared all over; pa-pat-ki. 

itj'kina,ki, he will bathe; itf-ki-n-ak-1; cf. iHfil, 

within; -n (3.24); -ak (3.12). 
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3.47.  -aan. Affixed to a transitive or intransitive stem in 

form V-aan-PB, which is roughly comnarable in function to the 
. (or infrequently-<vS 

English past participle (4.53). Variants of -aan are:  -an,<\ 

which usually occurs when this.suffix is unaccented, and -en 

(after kirn, 'die'). With the stem bin, 'go', -aan is preceded 

by -ah; with a few polysyllabic stems -aan is preceded by 

-n-ah; and in certain uses -aan is followed by -ak or -t-ak (4.49). 

In a number of specimens -aan or -an is a component of 

non-verbal forms and in many cases is apparently equivalent •:• 

to a noun suffix; by addition of a suffix of Group 3 (3.22 ff.)> 

certain of these forms are converted into verbal stems. 

When -an is followed by formative -s (3.25), -an-s serves 

to convert the intransitive stem 'alkab, 'run' into a transitive 

stem. 

ka'laane-tj, you are drunk; kal-asn-etf; -et^(2.5); v-aan-PB. 

vra     'k1 cita inei',   if  he   is asked;   k'at-an-e7;  V-aan-PB. 

ki':;.en,   he  is dead;   kim-en;  V-aan-PB. 

bina'haan,   he has  gone;   bin-a'a-aan;   V-asn-PB. 

'huntarnanarno:b,   (those)  who had gathered together; 

huntar-n-ah-an-c:b;   -n  (3.24);   -o:b  (2.5). 

hu'laanta.korb,   they are  joined together;   hul-aan-t-ak-o:b(*}.^ ,| 

t'ui^ar'nak,   (the squirrel)  perching...;   t? irti-aan-ak   (4.49). 

ka'r.an,   guard;   ka'nant,   to guard;  kan-an-t;   -t   (3.26). 

4£i4$án,   srnallrt^i^aii^a-h),   to  get   small;   ^#a-h  (3.27,   5.54). 
1alkabansa:,bi,   he was scared (caused to run);  al-kab-an-s-ab-i;| 

-ab   (3.9);   -i   (3.7) . 
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3.48. -(a)l. Suffix in intransitive or passive form PA V-(a)l. 

The verb stem is always simple. Omission of -(a)l or sub- 

stitution of -el is observed in intransitive specimens after 

certain stems (3%S3¡, 3.57). In passive forms, the stem vowel 

is usually doubled and the accent is on the stem. 

Suffix -(a)l is also found in intransitive forms S-(a)l-ak-PB 

and V-(a)l-PB, which are comparable in function to V-aan-PB (4.4% 

4.52) . 

A number of stems, many of which are intransitive verbs, 

are converted into nouns and other non-verbal forms by means 

of -(a)l (4.52).  Certain nouns with suffix -(a)! occur as 

stems of intransitive verbs of the V-n-ah conjugation (3.53) 

or, without other formatives, as transitive stems. 

tan in  'lubul, I am falling; PA V-(a)l, intransitive. 

tan in tal, I am coming; FA V-(a)l, intransitive, with 

-(a)l omitted after tal, come. 

ku '•ouuk'ul, it is stirred up; PA V-(a)l, uassive. 

'T5'uija,lak, it is shredded; -V>ut£-al-ak; S-(a)l-ak. 

'luubul, (leaf) which is fallen; "luub-ul, V-(a)l-PB; 

stem vowel doubles under certain conditions (4.52). 

'kimil, death; kir.-il; kirn, die. 

lo*tfol, twisted; loif-ol; lor£ twist. 

'ietel, with; j-et-el; -et, accompany 

•ok'ol, (the) cry; 'ok*ol(n), to cry; see 3.53. 

•uk'ul, (the) drink; 'u 'ul(n), to drink; see 3.53. 

tu'kul, (the) thought; tu'kul, to think; Kin tu1- ' lik, 

I am thinking (of it); tuk-( w^ -ik . 
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Main Verbal Formulas 

3.49. The most common verbal formulas are: 

Usage Class 
(Cf. 2.17) 

Transitive Intransitive Passive 

AHAB t-PA V-ah V-PB V-ab 

IKAL PA V-ik PA V-(a)l PA V-(aa)l 

k-IKAL k-PA V-ik k-PA V-(a)l k-PA V-(aa)l 

NULLAK PA V-(e) V-(a)k-PB PA V-(aa)k 

Examples with a1, :say:; han, eat; k'ub, deliver (3rd. pers. singe.] 

AHAB tu 'i a:lah han k'u'bab 

IKAL u  'ja:lik u ha'nal u •k* uubul 

k-IKAL ku  ' ?*a:lik ku ha'nal ku 'k'uubul 

NULLAK u 'ja:le ha'nak •k'uubuk 

Variants represented by these formulas are: 

PA V-(e):     PA V-null or PA V-e. 

PA V-(a)l:    PA V-(a)l when V is a simple stem. 
PA V-al  when V is a composite stem. 

V_(a)k-PB:    V-(a)k-PB when V is a simple stem. 
V-ak-PB  when V is a composite stem. 

PA V-(aa)l:   PA V(doubled stem vowel)-(a)l for simple stems. 
PA V-aal for monosyllabic composite stems. 
PA V-al for polysyllabic composite stems. 

V-(aa)k-PB:   V(doubled stem vowel)-(a)k-PB for simple stems. 
V-aak-PB for monosyllabic composite stems. 
V-ak-PB for polysyllabic composite stems. 

The k-IKAL forms differ from the IKAL forms only with 

resnect to the preceding k- (4.3.7) . In certain uses the NULLAK forms 

are preceded by >?» (4.37). IKAL forms are usually preceded by a 

coor>erant such as tan (4.14), iso'.Y.  (4.15), or jan (4.18). 
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3.50. Omission of Pronoun of Class A (PA) . The PA of an 

intransitive IKAL form is omitted when the form follows 

another verbal construction with a pronoun (PA or PB) of 

the same person. PA is more frequently omitted than em- 

ployed in IKAL forms which follow (l) ma, negative sign (4.24); 

(2) «kooj or ko'ne:j (4.21); (3) a pronoun of Class C (4.25). 

IKAL and V.-IKAL forms used in relative clauses are found 

without PA after maf, 'who' and 'baa£, 'what' (4.34).  The 

pronoun u is often omitted in IKAL and transitive NULLAK 

forms when the verb stem begins with a vowel and the form 

is preceded by u 'ti^al (4.23, 4.41). Occasional omission 

of PA is observedAIKAL forms preceded by tan (4.41), t&o:k(4i5)} 

(4.17) 
and ho:r>7/; about half of these specimens are omissions of u 

before verb stems which begin with a vowel. 

in k* at  'n'atal wa:' je7, I wish to stay here (in k'at 

in  'n'at-al). 

•naaken we:'nel, I climbed up to sleep (' naaken in wen*-el) , 

ma .kaj'tik, he can't find it (ma u ka^-t-ik). 

ten han'taal, it is I who am being eaten (ten in han-t-aal] 
1 koo#- tuv'tik, let us send for him ('koo$ k tuC-t-ik). 

•baaf 'lubul , that which fell (' baaj u.lub-ul) . 

u < ti'al  'ja:le, in order that he may sav it (u 'ti'al u_ 

j-ol-e). 

u  ' ti7al  ii'lik, in order that he saw it (u 'ti^al ix. 

j-il-ik). 

tan  ' jutíal, it is happening* (tan u .i-utf-ul) . 

ho:p7 ju:'bik, he began to feel it (hojp'u j-ub-ik). 

t«=?o:k  ce:'tijal, it ras done «so:k be:-t-aal) 
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Irregular Conjugations and Irregular Verbs 

With the exceotion of composite intransitive stems with 

-pa-h or -k'a-h (5.37), each of the composite intransitive 

stems is conjugated in accordance with one of the following 

conjugations whioh are irregular with resoect to the verbal 

formulae just described. Whereas transitive composite stems 

retain the same suffix of Group 2 in all conjugations and 

in nearly all instances are conjugated regularly, the primary 

tfie ¡ntrjiv.Hivt    characteristic of all^except the V-n-ah conjugation is the 

ccmfes.its     alternation of formative -t in the IKAL forms with other 

formatives. 

3.51. V-ah forms. Typical examples (3rd. pers. sing.): 

AHAB IKAL ÍTULLAK 

V-ri n-PB PA V-t-al V-ak-PB Stem 

kul-ah u kul-t-al       kul-ak     Kul,' sit down 
-t$il-an u -tfil-t-al       -tfil-ak    -tfil, lie down 
wal-ah u val-t-al       wal-ak     wal, stand up 

Glassed in this group but occurring predominantly or 

exclusively in the V-ah-PB form:  jab, be many; '-r:a-:lob, 

get well; pen, get busy; suk, get in the habit of; wii, be 

hungry; uk"* , be thirsty; Tan, be delayed; fol, kneel. For 

the V-ah-FB form for jan, 'be', and pant, 'be possible», see 

3.58 and 3.55 respectively. 

With some stems, both V-ah-FB and V-h-PB forms are found; 

with others, only the elided form occurs;  uk'a'nen, uk1* ' hen, 

I ras thirsty; 'wiihen, I pas hungry. 



3.52. V-l-ah forms.  In our sampling, only three verbs 

fall in this classification; examples (3rd. pers. sing.); 
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AHAB 

V-1-ah-PB 

"nek-1-ah 
kuí-1-ah 

-ytii-1-ah 

IKAL 

PA V-t-al 

hek-t-al 
vuj-t-al 

Hfui-t-al 

NULLAK 

V-1-ak-PB 

hek-l-ak 
kuj-l-ak 

-t^ui-l-ak 

8tem 

nek, ride 
kuj, live 

-tj'ui, hang 

3.53. V-n-ah forms. Typical examples (3rd. pers. sing.); 

AHAB 

V-n-ah-PB 

al-kab-n-ah 
sut-n-ah 
segir-n-ah 

IKAL 

PA V 

u al-kab 
u sut 
u segir 

NULLAK 

V~n-ak-PB 

al-kab-n-ak 
sut-n-ak 
se,?:ir-n-ak 

Stem 

'alkab, run 
sut, return 
•segir, continue! 

Other stems with V-n-ah forms include:  a'-at, cry out; 

ha'jab, yawn; 'heetjim, sneeze; hum, make noise; keb, belch; 

me'jah, work; o'k'ol, cry; 'ok'ot, dance; sit', jumo; 

tul, sprout; u'k'ul, drink; <"ij, urinate; 'Jimba, stroll, 

visit j-fc^ak, shake off; 4£eeh, laugh; 4^7eneb, pry; k'a'i, sing; 

k'il'kab, sweat; k* op, knock. Most polysyllabic stems and all 

Spanish words used as intransitive verbs are conjugated by 

means of the V-n-ah forms.  In the PA V form, verb stems 

ending in a vowel are followed by -1:  u "¿git1 bal, he con- 

versed; -feik-ba-1; -ba (3.SO); -1 (3.34).  A few k-PA V forms 

were found:  kin 'jalkab, I will run; k-in j-al-kab. 



3.54. V-=tjá-h forras. Typical examples (3rd. pers. sing.): 

AHAB IKAL NULLAK 

V-i^i-h-PB      PA V-t-al       V--t£-h-ak-PB Stem 

ak'-ab-l£-h     u j-ak' -ab-t-al  ak' -ab-^i-h-al:  'ak' ab, get dark 
kal-*t£-h       u kal-t-al      kal-eté.-h-ak      kal, get drunk 
sas-i^i-h       u sas-t-al       sas-Hja-h-ak      sas, become dawn 

Other stems in this group, most of which occur with or without 

formatives as adjectives or nouns, include:  'ajik'al, get rich; 

al, get heavy; nai£ go far; no'hot£ become largej-tj'i'-tjan, get 

small; k'o'haan, get sick. These verbs as well as certain stems 

in the V-ah forras, indicate entrance into a state or condition. 

Some stems have interchangeable V-ah and V-=tjá-h forms:  iab'ai, 

jabtja'ui, there came to be many; jan'ni, jantja'ai, it came to 

nass (3.58); Can'hi,  nntja' hi, there was delay. 

3.55.  Impersonal verbs. Verbs conjugated exclusively in the 

3rd. pere. sing, include: k'a'bet, be necessary; ho:p', begin; 

utj-, hapnen; paht, succeed. Forms for these verbs are: 

k'a'bet, invariable in form. 

ho:n', conjugated regularly.    . . 

utf, conjugated regularly except for these forms: NULLAK 

variants ' utfik, ' utfak, ' untjak; 

naht, conjugated regularly; also two V-(a)h forms 

('•natiii, 'naiiti) and a V-=^-n form ('r.attja,hi) are 

used interchangeably. 
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3.56. Defective verbs. The following transitive vero 

stems are found without verbal suffix: k'at, want; o'hel, 

know (something); k* a'hoi, know (a person).  Typical paradigm: 

PA V 

in k'at, I want (wanted, will want) it 

a k'at 

u k* at 

k k'at, k 'Pite¡5 

a 'k5ate:( 

u 'k'ato:b 

Exceptional V-aan examples were observed for k' r»hoi and 

o'nel; e.g., ma o'he,lann, it is not known. Regular transitive 

verbs **ith these stems are:  k'at, ask; o'helt, find out; 

I:'?:'holt, recognize (a person). 

3.57. Irregular in IKAL and k-IKAL forms.  The stems tal, 

•come', and rí¡.r., 'pass' are tyoical of stems which are con- 

jugated regularly except in forms PA V-(f.;)l and k-PA V-(:s)l> 

where -(a)! is omitted or, in archaic speech, is replaced 

by -el. 

ku man, he passed; 

tan  in ta'lel, I aia coining (archaic speech). 

5o Individual Irregularities. 

1. ui, ub, feel, hear. Conjugated as a regular tran- 

sitive verb, ui, ub occurs with the stem ub in the third 

nerson, and with the stem ui in *~s¿- other persons:  tu 

ju:'bah, he felt it; tin wu;»inu, I felt it; ta wu:'jaa, 
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you felt it. 

2. bin, go. Regular in V-PB form, bin lacks -(a)l in IKAL 

and k-IKAL forms (Cf. above). It is impersonal in the V-(a)lc-PB 

form, in which it signifies 'perhaps' or 'maybe', and the 

suffix is -a1/ instead of -ik as expected:  bi'nak, X-variant 

bi'no,ki (4.47). bin occurs uninflected before NULLAK forms 

(4.42), before PA kah (4.56), and in certain other instances 

specified in 4.56. 

3.  jan, be, have. Regular in V-PB and V-(a)k-PB forms, 

jan has been found in inroersonal V-(a)h, V-lfa-h, and V-t-al 

forms:  jan'ai (A-variant an'hi) and jcii.-LÍL'ni, 'it came to 

pass (4.61), or 'it had to..' (4.18); u jan'tal, there is. 

A V-il-PB form is found in all persons and signifies 'to be 

in a specified Btate or condition':  jani'len, I was..; 

ja'rdl (A-variant o'nil), he was.. For uninflected jan 

in various uses see 4.18, 4.61. 
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PART 4 

USAGE 

The plan of this part is to some extent like that of a 

dictionary. The chief aim here, as in a dictionary, is to 

indicate in each entry what is referred to by a certain symbol 

in the various kinds of contexts in which it occurs. The sym- 

bols in the present case are mainly the constructions desoribed 

in Part 3. Regardless of how diverse the uses of one of these 

constructions may be with respect to grammatical or semantio 

categories, they will be treated as subdivisions of a single 

topic; the tot>ic being sinroly how the construction is used. 

8ince a label has been -provided for each of the constructions 

dealt with, it would have been possible to arrange the entries 

alohabetically; but it has seemed preferable to adopt a plan 

that seems to make increasingly easy the task of analyzing the 

exam-Dies of each usage. Relying, let us say, on the pedagogical 

effect of repetition and prior explanation, the comment on the 

analysis of the examples will be increasingly brief. 

In order to guard at least to some extent against vagueness 

and ambiguity, some neologisms are made use of in various in- 

stances in which the current technical or ordinary exoressions 

seem to the author to be particularly inadequate. We proceed 

to indicate what will be referred to by the neologisms which 

will be needed most frequently. Others will be explained where 

they occur for the first time. 



4.1.  We need to r^fer "by a single term to whatever i3 sig- 

nified at least by the verbs of the languages which are now 

said to have verbs. 3uch a term will relieve us of the task 

of deciding in sorae cases whether one should say, for example, 

'the action signified by thi3 verb', or 'the state (or con- 

dition, or relation) signified by this verb'. We mention 

this difficulty only by way of illustration.  It is by no 

means the only one involved in the uses of such expres- 

sions as 'action', 'state', 'relation1, 'state of being ...', 

etc. To evade in these pages some of these difficulties, 

the terra occurrent will be used. By this term we will 

refer to whatever can truthfully or otherwise be said to 

be the case.  Thus, we would say that at least one occur- 

rent is referred to by each of the following sentences: 

'You are sick1, 'He is taller than you1, 'Oxygen is a gas', 

'It may rain tomorrow', 'He believed it', 'The Earth is 

flat', 'Caesar murdered Brutus'.  The question of distin- 

guishing what is said to be a single occurrent from what 

is said to be more than one will be dealt with below (4.5^. 

4.2.  Sue to the difficulties pointed out in Note 7"., 

it has seemed advisable not to employ the usual terms 'tense' 

and 'aspect' in this discussion of Yucatec usage. We propose 
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to rely on the terms introduced "below. To facilitate their 

introduction, let us first agree upon the conventions we 

proceed to explain. The expression 'datable interval' 

will be used (as is frequently done at present) to refer 

to a period of time specifiable, or assumed to be specifiable, 

with respect to a local time by an expression of this form: 

'From t^ to tg', or, as we shall write hereafter, 't.-t '. 

The numerical order indicated by the subscripts affixed to 

't' will stand for chronologic order. Thus, if we say that 

tT-t is the datable interval of event E, , and tj-t^ is the 

datable interval of event E_, then it can be inferred that 

E]_ occurred before Eg. Also, given events E-,, E?, whose 

respective datable intervals are t -t , t -t„, the sub- 
14'  2 3' 

scripts indicate that E-, began to occur before E2, and 

came to a.n end after the end of the occurrence of E . 

Similarly, the datable intervals of overlapping occurrences 

can be specified thus; t -t„, tp-tg, t4-t^, tg-tQ.  It may 

not be superfluous to remark that t^-t2, for example, can 

stand for an ordinary time specification such as 'At five 

o'clock', as well as for a time specified as 'Prom 5:00 

to 5:30* (Note 8  ).  Of course, in either case it is 

understood that the specification refers to one or two 

datesj viz., 'At 5 o'clock a.m. on July 4, 1940, A.D.', 

'From 5 o'clock p.m. on July 4, 1918 to 5:30 a.m. on March 

3, 1930'. 
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To avoid prolixity, and to guard against certain ambiguities 

in the use of the word 'during1, it will "be convenient sometimes 

to say that an occurrent occupies a datable interval, taking 

advantage of the eojamon practice of using the same terms for 

time and space in various expressions. Thus, speaking of a 

given occurrent, 0^, we will say 'O^ occupied tx-t ', which 

will he equivalent to saying '0X began to occur at t1 and 

its occurrence ended at tg.' The time from which a datable 

interval is reckoned will be said to be its initial limit; and 

the time up to which it is reckoned will be said to be its 

terminal limit. E.g.: the initial limit of tA-t is t j and ————— —~—• ¿t  5     4 

its terminal limit is t-. 

4.3.  Let 't.-t • stand for any .3 i ven datable interval. Any 

datable interval included in t,-t will be said to be a seg- x 4 

ment of t-,-t.,    For example, tn-to' *2~t3' *3~*4 are tliree 

segments of t^-t,.  Two datable intervals will be said to be 

contemporary if they have at least one segment in common. 

Thus, t.. -t is contemporary with t -t ; and t.. -t is contem- 
-L  3 2  4 

porary with t -t .  If tv/o datable intervals are not contem- 

porary they will be said to be mutually exclusive.  The terras 

prior and subsequent will be used to specify the chronologic 

position of tv/o mutually exclusive intervals with respect to 

each other. Accordingly, given ^.-t    and t„-t , we will say 

either that t-t is prior to t,-t or that t^-tA is sub- 12 3 4        04 

sequent to "t.-tg* A given datable interval with respect to 



which the chronologic position of another is specified in a 

given instance will be said to be the time-lndex in that par- 

ticular specification. Thus, given t^-tg» ^-"k^; ^  we c*10036 

to say that tn-t© is prior to tj-t4, then t*-t¿ is the time- 

index of that specifics.tion; and if we say that tj-t/, is sub- 

sequent to t,-tp, then t,-tp is the chosen time-index.  The 

terms 'prior1, 'subsequent', and 'contemporary', employed in 

the senses above specified, will be useful in our discussions 

of Yucatec usage. Por it so happens that some Yucatec con- 

structions definitely indicate that the reference is to an 

occurrent whose datable interval is prior, or contemporary, 

or subsequent (a3 the case may be) with respect to a par- 

ticular time-indexj but they do not indicate whether that 

time-index is a present time, or a past, or a future time. 

Hence, the terms 'past', 'present', 'future' are not adequate 

to specify the distinctions which govern the uses of those 

constructions. 

We all know that a given time can be asserted to be past, 

or present, or future, only with respect to the very moment 

in which the assertion is made. That .aoment is the time- 

index with respect to which the speaker orwriter specifies 

the chronologic position of the interval he refers to as 

being present, or past, or future, as the case may be. 

Such a time-interval will be called cardinal time. From 
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the foregoing, it may readily be inferred that with respect 

to a given cardinal time, CT, a past time is an interval 

which is prior to CTj a future time is an interval sub- 

sequent to CTj and a p-resent time, at least so far as 

ordinary communication is concerned, is an interval con- 

temporary with CT. Of course, the terms 'prior', 'sub- 

sequent' and'contemporary'are equivalent to 'past', 'future', 

and 'present', respectively, only when the time-index is a 

cardinal time. 

4,4»  In some chronologic specifications, two time-indices 

are made use of: a cardinal time and another time-index 

which will be said to he 3upplementary. In the following 

diagram, the lines representing the intervals are labeled 

thus: C, cardinal time; S, supplementary time-indexj GI, 

the given interval whose chronologic position is specified 

either with respect to C only, or with respect to both C and 

S. Under the heading 'Designations' we list the terms which 

will be used when the chronologic position of GI is specified 

as indicated in the diagram. 



DESIC-1TATI0MS CHROITOLOC-IC P03ITICIT;  OP GI 

GI C 
1. Mscrete-Past  .....     t-^ tg t3 t4 

GI 
2. Present t^ t4 

tgr— 13 

C GI 
3. Discrete-Puture  ....     t-^ -tg t^        • • t4 

GI S C 
4. ^rior-Fast t-j_ tg    t3 t4    t5 tg 

GI C 
5. Contemporary-Past   .   .   .     t-^ -t4 tg  tg 

*2 " *3 

S GI C 
6. Sub sequent-Fast   ....     t-¡_ tg t3 t4    t5 1^ 

C GI S 
7. Prior-Puture t-^ tg t3 14    t5 1{ 

C GI 
8. Contemporary -Future . . . t-^ tg   t3 — •• -  tg 

t4 15 
S 

In cases 2, 5, and 8, the diagram represents only one of the 

possibilities to which the term 'contemporary' applies, as 

previously defined (4.3).  This omission has "been made only 

for the 3alce of simplicity, and not to signify that the terns 

1 contemporary-past', 'present' and 'contemporary-future' do 
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not apply in any other instance in which GI is contemporary 

with 0, or with S. The following are examples of chronologic 

specifications illustrating the eight cases represented in 

the diagram: 1, 'He did it1; 2, 'He is doing it'; 3, 'He 

will do it'; 4, «He had done it'; 5, 'He was doing it'; 

6, '(He said) he would do it the next day'; 7, 'He will have 

done it'; 8, 'He will be doing it'. It may not be superfluous 

to remark that each of the sentenoes 4, 5, 7, and 8 depends 

on its context for the specification of its supplementary time- 

index. For example, referring to an occurrent occupying 

t-j-tg, we may say at a cardinal time ts-tg either 'He did 

it' or 'He had done it'. If we say 'He had done it', we 

expect that in the dlscoursive or ciroumstantial context of 

that sentence an interval tj-t4 (or an occurrent occupying 

t„-t.) has been spoken of. Suppose N meets M on the street, 

and the first thing he says to M is; "Your uncle had arrived." 

If we assume that N conforms to English habits of speech, we 

expect that M and N had -previously discussed the question of 

whether or not M's uncle had arrived before something else 

(x) occurred.  Memtf-, thp Mm*• itff trim BBBWrftngti nf" ir-in "frl'if 

Hence, the time of the occurrence of x is the sup- 

plementary time-index in "Your uncle had arrived." Needless 

to say, the foregoing (4.4) does not provide for all the pos- 

sibilities concerning chronologic specifications; nor even for 

some which are distinguished in various languages. The aim has been 

simply to -nrovide for those which have to be dealt with in the present 
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discussion of Yucatec usage. 

It will occasionally be comrenient to use the terms past 

and future unqualified, and in their ordinary senses.  In such 

cases 'past' will apply to any time prior to the cardinal time; 

and 'future' to Cases 7 and 3, and zrny  other time subsequent 

to the cardinal time. 

Since the difference between the chronologic position of 

an occurrent and the chronologic position of the datable in- 

terval it occup'ies is purely verbal, it will not be ambiguous, 

and it will often be convenient, to specify the chronologic 

position of an occurrent by means of the designation that 

is applicable to the datable interval it occupies.  Thus, 

the expression 'a contemporary-past occurrent' will be equi- 

valent to 'an occurrent which is sa.id to occupy a datable in- 

terval whose chronologic position is specified as being con- 

temporary-past' (Case 5 in the above diagram).  The name will 

hold for the rest of the eight chronologic specifications for 

which special terms were provided above. 

4.5.   To delimit the uses of some Yucatec constructions, 

a distinction must be made between a. reference to a single 

occurrent and a reference tc v/h.-t "./ill be called a multiple 

occurrent.  Let u? compare these two statements:  'He is 

smoking a cigar1 (a,t this very moment), 'líe smokes ciga.rs'. 

We readilv see that the second statement refers to more 
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than one occurrent of the sort referred to by the firstj 

and that in the first only one occurrent of that sort is 

referred to. Of course, what is one occurrent, or more 

than one, is to be determined in each case on the basis of 

particular words, expressions, or other symbols of par- 

ticular languages. With regard to this distinction, the 

consideration that there may be no event which is not 

divisible into two or more is irrelevant. The instances 

that concern us are those in which the linguistic habits 

of a given people are such that they indicate when they 

refer to a single occurrent of the sort which they desig- 

nate by a given symbol, and when they refer to more than 

one occurrent of the same sort. In the latter case, we 

will say that they refer to a multiple occurrent. It may- 

be mentioned here that the terms introduced above (4.4) 

are adequate to specify the chronologic positions of mul- 

tiple occurrents. Take, for example, the statement 'He used 

to get up early*. Here, the multiple occurrent consists of 

an undetermined number of occurrents each one of which is an 

instance in which a certain individual got up at a certain 

time evaluated by someone as being early. Let t^-tg be the 

datable interval of the first of those instancesj and let 

t -t be that of the last one. Accordingly, the datable in- 

terval of the multiple occurrent is t^-tn. We can deal with the 

interval t,-t exactly as we have dealt above with others, with- 

out regard to whether they delimited one or more than one event. 
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4.6,  To discuss the U3es of some Yucatec constructions, 

several kinds of references to multiple occurrents have to 

"be distinguished. At this point we shall take account of 

the two kinds which have to he dealt with most frequently. 

They are: (Kind A) references to occurrents which are said 

to take place on a single occasion; and (Kind 3) references 

to occurrents which are said to take place on more than one 

occasion. Any  reference of Kind A, and any reference to a 

single occurrent will he said to he monochronic.  References 

of Kind B will he said to he polychronic.  It may he ohvious 

that the question of what is one occasion, and not more than 

one, is mainly a discoursive matter.  The distinction ca.nnot 

rest exclusively on a description of the occurrents them- 

selvesj for that which may he one occasion with respect to 

the theme of a given discourse, can he more than one with 

respect to the theme of another.  One must, therefore, depend 

on the context of each reference to decide whether the refer- 

ence is monochronic or polychronic. As one would naturally 

expect, contexts are not always unambiguous with regard to 

this distinction.  In the samplings of Yucatec discourse at 

o\ir disposal, the context has "been ambiguous in approximately 

18%  of the cases in which it was necessary to decide whether 

or not the use of a given construction depended on the dis- 

tinction in question. Clear oa.ses of polychronic references 

occurred in descriptions (a) of customs, (h) of hah its- of a 
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single individual, (c) of procedures in hunting, cooking, 

agricultural techniques, and the like; and (d) in generaliza- 

tions concerning diseases, the weather, properties of bodies, 

and various occurrents other than human or animal behavior. 

Common instances of monochronlc references to multiple occur- 

rents are: (a) those in which two or more individuals col- 

laborate in the performance of a task, or two or more agencies, 

other than individuals, are factors in the production of a 

given result; e.g., 'They fetched firewood to cook the tur- 

key', *The pigs have ruined my garden'; (b) those in which 

two or more occurrents of the same designational class (i.e., 

referred to by the same word) take place contemporaneously, 

or during an interval spoken of; e.g., 'When I passed by 

the house, they were drinking chocolate', 'The day the 

Quintana Roo Indians attacked the town of Chemax, they burned 

many houses, and took away all the horses and pigs they found'. 

Prequent instances of monochronic references are also those 

which are distinguished in Yucatec by the use of reduplication 

and duplication ( H.É»?). These two devices are generally em- 

ployed to refer to a more or less rapid repetition of an 

action by a single individual, or by each of a number of 

individuals, aiming in either case to accomplish a single 

result. For example, aiming to scare sway an animal that 

has entered a cornfield, a single individual, or each of two 

or more individuals in collaboration, repeatedly throws stones 



at it till the animal is beyond reach or out of sight» In 

auoh a case, the monochronic reference in Yucatec can be 

simply 'tf'intf'ina: |bi, which is approximately equivalent 

to *It was stoned1. 

87 

4.7. One of the most pervasive items of discourse in 

oral and written communication is that which we propose 

to call 'declarative modality1. One expects to find means 

of indicating declarative modality in the language of any 

people who may not be entirely unconcerned with whether 

what they are told is true or not; and in the language of 

any people who may not be thoroughly conditioned to speak 

only when they are sure that what they say is true» The 

declarative modality of a statement, or of a part of a 

statement, is the declarative value wnich the one who makes 

the statement ascribes to it. An individual ascribes a 

declarative value to hia statement if explicitly or other- 

wise he communicates (a) that what he says is true, or 

(b) that he is sure, or that he is not sure, that what he 

says is true, or (c) that he does not know whether it is 

true or not, or (d) that he does not commit himself as to 

whether he knows or not that it is true, or that it may be 

true» 

It may be noted here that the term 'declarative 

value' is not synonymous with the term 'truth-value' 



employed in contemporary logic. The latter, as the author 

understands it, refers to the validity of a statement as 

determined by corroboration or by rules of valid inference. 

Truth-value, thus understood, is entirely irrelevant to our 

application of the term 'declarative value'. Whether or not 

an individual vouches for the truth of his statement, and 

whether or not his statement is true are obviously entirely 

different quesions. It may also be obvious that the term 

'declarative modality' is not synonymous with the term 'mode', 

or, as some grammarians prefer to say, 'mood*. When either 

of these grammatical terms is used to refer to that which 

a given linguistic device signifies, it can happen in some 

instances that what the device signifies is the declarative 

modality of a statement. But when the term 'mode' or 'mood' 

is used to refer to a class of devices, then mood and de- 

clarative modality are at least as different as a knife and 

a cut made with a knife. The kind of device has nothing to 

do with whether that which it signifies in a given instance 

is to be classed as a declarative modality. To illustrate 

the difference between mode and declarative modality let us 

compare these four statements: 'He is sick', 'I think he is 

sick', 'Perhaps he is sick1, 'They say he is sick1. If we 

are not mistaken, most grammarians agree that no other than 

the indicative mode or mood is used in each of those sentences. 

We agree with them, if it is understood that in this instance 
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the term 'indicative mood1 is the name of a class of English 

devices. Now, attending not to the devices but to what is 

communicated by them in those four instances, we would say 

the following} Assuming a certain context and a certain in- 

tonation for each of those four sentences, it can be inferred 

that four different declarative values are therein ascribed 

to the expression 'he is sick' by the individual or indi- 

viduals who made those statements. Of course, it is rarely, 

if ever, justifiable to speak with confidence about what is 

signified by a given written sentence without context. Even 

the grammarian who claims to understand the term 'mode' as 

being the name of a form of the verb has to depend occa- 

sionally on the context of a sentence to determine in what 

mode its verb is there used. Tor example, that would have 

to be done before one can decide whether in the sentence 

'You may go' the verb *go' is in the imperative mode or in 

some other mode. We do not propose to enumerate the many 

Yucatec words and other devices which serve to indicate dif- 

ferences of declarative modality. But such differences will 

have to be taken into account when dealing with frequent uses 

of some devices. To take account of those differences it will 

not be necessary to provide a scale of declarative values. 

It will be adequate to our aim to specify that a higher de- 

clarative value is ascribed to the statement by using a cer- 

tain device than by using another. It may be clear that 



'higher' and 'lower' refer respectively to degrees of certainty 

and uncertainty. The declarative values which fall under speci- 

fications c and d in the above definition can he said to he 

undetermined. 

4.8.  In Yucatee, as in other languages, two constructions 

which seem to be equivalent may differ with respect to the 

contexts in which they occur. Both may serve to communicate 

the same items of information, but one occurs chiefly or 

exclusively when one of the items of information happens to 

be of special concern at a certain point in the course of the 

narrative or dialogue, or circumstances to which the utterance 

is relevant. In such cases the construction may conveniently 

be said to distinguish the topic in question from others 

touched upon in the same sentence. This will be called topic- 

al distinction. The devices thus employed will be said to 

distinguish the dominant topic from the incidental topics 

or items of information. Topical distinction is commonly ef- 

fected in English by pronouncing some components of the ut- 

terance with more emphasis than others. Emphasis thus under- 

stood seems frequently to go together with whatever other 

device indicates topical distinction. But, as is well-known, 

in some languages emphasis alone, without the use of special 

wording or construction is not employed as freely as in English. 

In fact, if differences in emphasis were estimated in terms of 



acoustic intensity, it is possible that in some languages 

the word or words referring to the dominant topic are in some 

instances uttered with less emphasis than some other compo- 

nent of the sentence. I can adduce no experimental data in 

support of this conjecture, but the ear may he trusted suf- 

ficiently to conclude from a study of our phonographic re- 

cords of Yucatec discourse that it should not he taken for 

granted that acoustic emphasis and topical distinction are 

inseparable» 

To illustrate what is referred to by saying that wording 

or construction or both can indicate topical distinction, 

let us compare these two sentences:  'l saw him yesterday', 

•i am the one who saw him yesterday'. Assuming that both 

statements were made by the same person, and that both are 

about a single inst&nce in which that person saw a certain 

individual on the day there referred to as 'yesterday', 

those two statements are equipollent (Note °|  ). All the 

information communicated by the first statement about the 

incident of seeing the person in question is communicated 

also by the second statement, and the converse is true. 

But it does not conform to prevalent habits of English-speak- 

ing peoples to use the second sentence in all the contexts 

in which the first can occur. One expects at least that 

when the second sentence occurs, the topic of seeing the 

individual referred to has been previously spoken of. A 



similar topical distinction could be made by uttering the 

first sentence with an emphatic 'l'. What is known about 

topical distinction hardly goes beyond the unreliable ra- 

tionalizations of the native speaker. All that seems justifi- 

able to say with respect to the above sentences is that the 

second has a narrower range of application than the first, 

and that topical distinction accounts at least in part for 

its narrower range. That is as far as we propose to deal 

with the subject of topical distinction in Yucatec, and 

only when topical distinction accounts for the apparently 

exceptional uses of some constructions. 



USES OF THE AHAB-OONSTRUOTIONS 

<*5 

As already stated (3.4*?), the constructions referred 

to by the label AHAB are t-PA V-ah, transitive; V-PB, 

intransitive; and V-ab, passive. The uses of these 

constructions will be divided into three classes here- 

after referred to as Usage A. Usage B. and Usage 0. 

The most frequent usage of eaoh of these three con- 

structions is Usage A. Usage B is observed in oertain 

kinds of conditional 'sentences. Usage 0 can justifiably 

be said to be exceptional; for only one verb (al, say, 

tell) has been found so used. The faot that Usage A 

and Usage B are served by the three constructions is 

the basis for grouping them under one heading. The 

choice of one or another of the three is determined by 

what the terms 'transitive', •intransitive», and 'passive' 

indioate with reference to Yucatec ( K ).    Sinoe the 

passive V-ab differfl in at least two respects from the 

passive voice devices of other languages, special attention 

will be given to it below (4.1Q). 

USAGE A 

4.9. Usage A is identifiable by these two specifications: 

(•aj the reference is monochronic (4.6), and (b) the chron- 

ologic position of the occurrent is discrete-past (4.4, Case 1). 

Those two specifications hold for each of 86$ of the instances 

in which the AHAB-constructions were used in the specimens 

of discourse recorded. In an adUtíonal 2# of the oases, 

specification ]£ applies definitely, but it is not clear 
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that only one oocasion íB referred to. Nevertheless, 

It is certain that what is spoken of in those doubtful 

cases is not a custom, or the habitual behaviour of an 

individual. The only exceptions -to the rule that the 

AHAB-oonstruotions are not used in reference to customary 

aotion are those dealt with below (4.11). Prom the 

foregoing remarks it may readily be gathered that these 

constructions are frequently used where other languages 

ordinarily employ one of the tenses or other devioes called 

in different grammars 'simple past', or 'past definite', 

'preterit', 'aorist', or 'past tense, momentaneou8 aspect'. 

Examples of Usage A, construction t-PA V-ah with simple 

V-unit. 

1. tin ts'o'nah hun tul ken. I shot a deer, t-in 

-fsten-ah, I shot; t- and -ah, distinctive components of the 

construction t-PA V-ah; in, 1st. pers. pron. Class A; 

-is'on, shoot, also 'gun' in other contexts, hun, one; 

tul, numerical classifier for animate referents (4.68); 

ken, deer. 

2. he le kaj ta mana'ho"?. There is the chicken you 

bought, t-a man-ah, you bought; a, you, singular: . In 

this sentence, ro? is the terminal component of two con- 

structions: he .. -o?, approximately equivalent to 'Look, 

there it is', more like French voilá (4.51); and le .. -o?, 

the, that-(4.51). kaj", chicken. 
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3. le ka tu jila'he?,  tu ma'tfah u -fe'on, ka tu 

't5'onfe'o,nah. As soon as he saw him, he got his gun and 

fired at him repeatedly, le ka ... -e?, distinctive com- 

ponents of one of the teirtnporal clauses employed in refer- 

ences to rapid sequences of events. (4.62). In this sentence 

there are three examples of the construction t-PA V-ah 

with the pronoun u; namely, t-u j-il-ah, he saw; t-u 

martj-ah, he got, he grabbed; and t-u "ts5on-"fe"on-ah, he shot 

at (him) repeatedly,  j-, prefix required after pronoun u 

before initial vovel (3.2 ). -¿s'on-ts'on, duplication sig- 

nifying rapid succession of several repetitions (4.69). 

The equivalent of 'him' in the first and third clauses is 

a null sign (2.5" ). For the use of ka in the third clause 

see 4.62. 

4. ka    t    i'lah    hun    tul    jnuk    tfurauk    le    ' bep?.    And we 

saw an old woman in the middle of the road,    t    il-ah, we 

saw.    For the use of t with reference to the speaker and 

another or others,  see 2.1   .    hun    tul, as in Ex. 1. 

J-nuk,  old woman;  j"- used in some expressions referring to 

female  (3.5  ).  ifum-uk,  be in the middle or center  (4.49). 

le   ... -o?, as in Ex. 3.    be,  road. 

5. in    wo'hel    ta   -^Ja«he:j    le    in    ncc'^o?.    I know you 

took my clothes,    in    w-oh-el,  I know (3.5"6).    t-a 

-fcfa-(a)h-e:j, you took;  in this context, -t^'a signifies 

'to take and carry away';   in other oontexts it oan be ren- 
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dered by  «fetch»,    a  ...  -e:$,  you, plural  (2.4 ). 

le   ...  -o?,  as in Era.  2 and 4;  nok5,  olothes;  le    in 

nok'-o?,  approximately equivalent to  'those clothes of 

mine'   (4.51). 

6. ka    tu    -ts'ut'a'hotb.    And they kissed him.    -fc'uV,  kiss. 

u  ... -o:b,  they (2.H ).    As in Ex. 3,   'Tilín»   is signified 

by a null sign. 

Examples of Usage A,  oonstruotion V-PB with.simple V-unit. 

7. ku     «saeta,le?,     o'ken    iHfil    le   . kor'lo?.    At daylight, 

I went into the cornfield,    k-u    sas-t-al-e?, at daylight; 

for temporal clauses of this type,   see    4.33.    ok-en,  I 

went into, I entered (illustrating oonstr. V-PB);  -en, 1st. 

pers. pron. Class B.    ftf-il,  into, within (4.52). le   ...  -o?, 

the  fas in Exx. 2,  4,  5).    kol,  cornfield,  milpa. 

8. ku    '-fe'orkOjle?,     ta'let^ • jetel    a    bat.    Then you came 

with your ax.    k-u   -fe'otk-ol-e?,    then (after the incident 

previously mentioned);  for the construction of such terfmporal 

clauses,   see 4.33.'    tal-etiy'constr. V-PB; ,  you came;  tal, 

come;  -etf,  2nd. pers. sing. Class B.     }-et-el, with,  and, 

be together with, or in the oompany of (4.52). a, 2nd. 

pers. sing. Class A, equivalent to 'your1 in substantival 

constructions (2.H ). bat, ax. 

9. le ka emet'ne?,  lu'kH. As soon as I came down, he 

left, le ka ... -e?, as in Ex. 3. em-en, constr. V-PB^ 



I came down, or went down; -en, 1st. pers. pron. Glass 

B. luk3-i, he left, departed, went away; oonstr. V-PB 

with null sign for 3rd. pere. (2.5 ); -i, required when 

V-PB with null for 3rd. pere. is the last word of the 

sentence (4.59). 

10. be:'jo7 ho'T^o:n. That is the way we got out. bei-o7, 

that way, thus (referring to a prooedure previously spoken 

of); see 4.51. hok'-orn, we went out, or oame out; -o:n, 

we, excluding the listener in this particular instance (2.-5" ). 

11. 'baaj ten bi'ne:]" ter'lo? ? Why did you go there? 

'baaj ten, why? (2.11). bin-e:j" , you (plural) went; bin, 

go; -e:|, 2nd. pers. plur. pron. Class fi; in oonstruotions 

requiring pronouns of Class A, the suffix -e:J is the ter- 

minal oomponent of the form a .. -e:J, as in Ex. 5. 

12. ka k^uH^otb ti hun p'el no'bo^ kah. And they 

arrived at a large town, k'u^-o:b, they arrived; -o:b, 3rd. 

pere. plur. suffix, with uses corresponding to those of -e:| 

for 2nd. nlur. (2.5" ), as explained in Ex. 11. ti, at; in 

other contexts 'to1, 'from', etc. {2."X°l).    hun, one; P^el, 

general numerical olassifier for inanimate referents (4.68). 

noh-otf, large; elderly, important (with reference to persons); 

-otj, formative (3.4o), a component of many words whose uses 

are in some cases like those of English adjectives, kah, 

village, town. 
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Examples of Usage A, constructions t-PA V-ah and V-PB, 

with miscellaneous V-units. Some of the examples illustrate 

the use of pronouns of Class B as grammatical objects (2.5" ) 

in construction t-PA V-ah. 

13. ka tu kul'kintah ti hun p'el  «k'a^-tje?. And she 

sat him on a stool, t-u kul-kin-t-ah, she eat him (oonstr. 

t-PA V-ah); kul, sit down (when used in an intransitive 

construction); -kin, formative when kul and various other 

words are used in transitive constructions (3.23); -t, one 

of the two formatives which follow -kin or -kun in transitive 

constructions (3.1£). ti, on< (see Ex. 12). hun n'el, 

numeral 'one', and numerioal classifier, k'an-tfe7, stool; 

k?an, first element of some oompounds designating objects 

used for comfort, as 'k'anihool, pillow; 'k7an|it, oushion 

(to sit upon); 'k'an,t>atf, speoial cushion placed under the 

load to protect the back; k^an is also the word for 'hammock!, 

"^e?, wood, wooden, tree, stick, etc. 

14. mij mak tu jila1hen. Nobody saw me. mif mak, nobody; 

mak, person; mi[, negative (4.32). t-u j41-ah, constr. 

t-PA V-ah; j-, as in Ex. 3; il, see; -en, let. pere. pron. 

Class B. 

14. ta pul'hen -fc'oino'te"? tu men tu p'at'bet^ a wa'tan. 

You threw me into the cenote beoauee your wife left you. 

t-a TDul-(a)h-en, you threw me, oonstr. t-PA V-ah ; 



Examples of Usage A, constructions t-PA V-ah and V-PB, 

with miscellaneous V-units. Some of the examples illustrate 

the use of pronouns of Glass B as grammatical objects (2.5" ) 

in construction t-PA V-ah. 

13. ka tu kul'kintah ti hun p'el  'k'anftje?. And she 

eat him on a stool, t-u kul-kin-t-ah, she eat him (oonstr. 

t-PA V-ah); kul, sit down (when used in an intransitive 

construction); -kin, formative when kul and various other 

words are used in transitive constructions (3.23); -t, one 

of the two formatives which follow -kin or -kun in transitive 

constructions (3.16). ti, on< (see Ex. 12). hun o'el, 

numeral 'one', and numerioal classifier. k'an-"tfe?, stool; 

k5an, first element of some compounds designating objects 

used for comfort, as 'k^anihool, pillow; 'k'aniit, ouehion 

(to sit upon); 'k>an,mtf, speoial cushion placed under the 

load to protect the back; k^an is also the word for 'hammock?, 

•^e?, wood, wooden, tree, stick, etc. 

14. mij mak tu jila'hen. Nobody saw me. mif mak, nobody; 

mak, person; mij, negative (4.32). t-u j-il-ah, constr. 

t-PA V-ah; j-, as in Ex. 3; il, see; -en, 1st. pere. pron. 

Class B. 

14. ta pul1 hen -fe'oino'te"? tu men tu p^at'hetj a wa'tan. 

You threw me into the cenote because your wife left you. 

t-a T)ul-(a)h-en, you threw me> oonstr. t-PA V-ah ; 



for the elision of the vowel of a of -ah, see 1.4 . -en, 

1st. pers. pron. Class B. r>ul, throw away, or 'let some- 

thing drop'. "ts'on-ot, oenote. a kind of natural well 

oommon in Yucatan; for the composition of this word see 

3.3.8. -e*?, discoursive device used between clauses 

(4.58). t-u men, because (4.52). t-u p'at-iajh-et^, 

(she) left you (constr. t-PA V-ah), with the elision of 

the a of -ah, as in the preoeding case; -elf, 2nd. pers. 

sing. pron. Glass B. a, 2nd. pers. sing. oron. Class A. 

w-at-an, wife; w-, prefix required by initial vowel after 

pronouns in and a (3.2. ); at-an, analysis justifiable 

only on etymologic possibilities (3.0 ): at, a variant 

of et; obsolescent e'tan, wife, married woman; obsolete 

eta'il, friend, companion; et, be together with, in the 

oompany of; -an, often performs an office similar to that 

of the past participle in some languages (4.53). 

16. ma tu 'letyta|hi. He did not trar> him. ma, negative. 

(2.^4). t-u letf-t-ah, oonstr. t-PA V-ah; letj", trap, 

ensnare with a special device made of strings or cords; 

-t, formative required by the use of letf in a transitive 

AHAB-construction (3.16). -i, required by the AHAB-con- 

structions in negative sentences under certain conditions 

(4.59). 

17. ka tu  jo'heltah -tfan  'konka,i. And the little fish- 
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vender found it out.    t-u    j-oh-el-t-ah, constr. t-PA V-ah; 

oh-el without formative -t signifies  'to know'   (3.56); 

with -t,  to find out what has hatroened or is the case, 

most commonly,  or perhaps exclusively, by being told about 

it. ~tjan, little, small; various other senses (4.?8). 

kon-ka'i; kon,  sell;  ka'i,  fish. \ 

18. ka    tu    matJ'Tantah   u   k^a'borb.    And they grasped each 

others hands,    t-u    mat(-lan-t-ah,  constr. t-PA V-ah; maif, 

grasp, take hold of;  -Ian,  each other (in this context); 

in most oases it refers to a distribution of some sort 

(4.65);  -t,  formative,  as in Exx. 13,  16,  17.    u    k'ab-o:b, 

their hands; u  ..    -o:b, 3rd. pers. t>lur. pron. Class A; 

k'ab, hand. 

19. ka    tu   k'ub'lantah.    And he delivered them.    Contextual 

implication:    in conformity with a certain plan,  he delivered 

the objeots in question,  handing to each person concerned 

one or more of them,    t-u    k>ub-lan-t-ah,  constr. t-PA V-ah 

with k'ub-lan-t* for V-oomponent;  k> ub, deliver;  -Ian, desig- 

nation of distribution (4.65);  -t, formative,  as in Ex. 18  . 

20. in    su'kunotjbe? tu   k' a:k5afe'notb.    My elder brothers 

tied me up.    in    su'kun-o:b-e?,  my elder brothers;  in, 1st. 

pers. pron. Class A;   su'kun,  elder brother  (also,  though 

obsolescent,   'paternal grandfather');  -o:b, plur.  (3.38); 

-e? and the  syntactic position of the unit  in    su'kuno:,be? 

constitute a discoursive device which indicates that the 
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dominant topic is the circumstance that the ones who per- 

petrated the cruel act in question were his owi brothers; 

hence, approximately equivalent to 'My own brothers' pro- 

nounced with the proper emphasis.    Por the uses of -e?, 

see 4.58.    t-u    k* a-k'aj-iahj-en-o:^  constr. t-pA V-ah 

with reduplioation of ^aj", to tie;  reduplicated k^af de- 

notes multiple, firm tying.    For elision of -ah see 3.lo. 

-en, 1st. pers. pron. Class B; u ... -o:b, 3rd. pers. plur. 

pron. Glass A. 

21. sit'na'hen.    I  jumped,    sit7-n-ah-en,  constr. V-PB; 

sit',  jump; -n, speoial intransitive formative (S.^f); 

-ah,  required after formative -n in AHAB-constructions 

(3.53);  -en, 1st. pers. r>ron. Glass B. 

32. te: tje?    ma    Hjeehnaheftfi.    You (emphatic)  did not laugh. 

t-etj-e7,  you; oomposite pron.,  2nd, pers. sing. Glass 0 (2.k), 

with a speoial intonation,  te:t£e?  is in various contexts 

equivalent to 'As for you,   ...',   'You yourself, however,   ...', 

etc.  (2..í> ); cf. Ex.  2Q.    ma, negative, with -i at the 

end of the sentence,  as in Ex. 16. "t^eeh-n-ah-etf,  oonstr. 

V-PB;-t£eeh, laugh ;  -n and -ah as in Ex. 21; -etj,  2nd. 

pers.sing. pron. Glass B. 

4.10.    Usage A. construction V-ab.    The discourslve uses 

of this construction and those of the past tenses of what is 

called 'passive voioe'  in the grammars of various languages 

have much in common.    Nevertheless, due to the lack of ade- 

quate statement as to what is expected to distinguish that 



which is to be called 'passive voice' from that whioh is to 

be named otherwise, there seems to be at present no way of 

determining whether the term is properly applied to the Yucateo 

construction in question. If one of the requirements in the 

application of this term is that the grammatical subjeot of 

what is termed 'passive voice' be the so-called "logioal objeot" 

in a corresponding active voice construction, then the term ie 

not applicable in this oase. Take, for example, the sentences 

tu jila'hen in wa'tan, my wife saw me; and i'la:ben tu 

men in wa'tan, which is equivalent to 'I was seen by my 

wife1. One notices that the person who was seen is referred 

to in both sentences by the pronoun -en. The same holds for 

the indirect objeot. Thus, the person to whom something was 

told is referred to by ti'e7 in these two sentences: ka tu 

' ja.'lah ti'e7 bin u kah u be:'te (and he said to him 

that he was going to do it), and ka  »a:lab ti'e7 bin u 

kah u be:'te. To translate the latter sentence in con- 

formity with English usage, one must render ti'e7 by a 

subject pronoun:  'And he was told that he was going to do 

it'. Rendering ti'e? by an indirect objeot, one would have 

to say 'And it was said to him that he was going to do it'. 

However, such a Yucatec sentence very frequently occurs in 

contexts in which the English passive voice would not be 

used. The above example, and numerous others with the same 

construction, occur in reports of dialogues of this form: 

'He told his brother that it was necessary to do it, and 

he (his brother) said to him that he was going to do it.' 
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The italicized portion of this sentence is the translation 

of tie above V-ab construction which in other contexts 

could adequately be rendered by the English passive. Thus, 

the V-ab construction and the passive voioe of other lan- 

guages differ both with regard to the conversion of gram- 

matical object into grammatical subject, and with regard 

to usage. What they have in common may be loosely indi- 

cated on the basis of the following statements concerning 

the passive voice in the most commonly known European 

languages, (a) Given a non-passive sentence, S., whose 

main verb is used transitively therein, it is possible to 

oonstruot a passive sentence, Sg, such that S^ and S2pe 

equipollent (See Note ñ  ). Example: 'He saw her1, ,8he was 

seen by him'. (b)  Given a non-passive eentenoe, 8^ , whioh 

satisfies the conditions already stated, it is possible to 

construct a passive sentence, 83, such that all the infor- 

mation communicated by S. is communicated by Ss , save the 

specification of the subjeot of S1# Example:  'My unole 

gave me this watch yesterday', '^his watch was given to me 

yesterday'. Of those two sorts are the correspondences ob- 

served between the Yucateo constructions t-PA V-ah and V-ab, 

with this qualification: V-ab cannot be oonverted into 

t-PA V-ah when the agent is not known. Thus, whereas in 

English the passive 'My hat was stolen' can at least in some 

contexts be replaced by 'Some one stole ray hat', in Modern 

Yuoatec there seems to be no t-PA V-ah construction which oan 



replaoe V-ab in the sentence 'oklab in p'ok (my hat was 

stolen), when the speaker olaims not to know who committed 

the theft. Those instances offer no difficulty, but for 

all others the data at our disposal are insufficient to 

infer with certainty under what oircumstanoes oonstuuotion 

V-f,b, and not t-PA V-ah, oocure in Modern Yucatec disoourse. < 

As is probably the oase also with regard to the uses of the 

passive voice in other languages, some individuals employ 

one of these two kinds of constructions much more frequently 

than others. This statement rests on the results of a special 

study of contexts whose differences can hardly be the deter- 

minants of the use of either of the two constructions in 

question, and the contexts, therefore, were in this study 

assumed to be comparable. It is, of course, from the 

context that one would expect to derive the information 

necessary to disclose what determines the occurrence of 

construction V-ab. In the speoimens of disoourse available 

to us, such information could be inferred with certainty 

in only 53% of the total number of instances in whioh con- 

struction V-ab ocourred. In 79% of the oases in whioh the 

contextual oircumstanoes were thus favorable, the following 

was observed:  (a.) the identity of the agent of the aotion 

referred to by the V-ab construction is unknown to the speaker; 

or (b) the dominant topio is the action which was performed, 

or whether it was performed or not, rather than who performed 

it; or (c,) the speaker serves some personal interest by not 



disclosing the identity of the one who performed the aotion. 

Under a we class chiefly the instances in whioh the Yuoatec 

sentence can be rendered by the English active voice by 

using such expressions as 'someone't   'somebody' to refer to 

the agent of the aotion. Typical examples of the instanoes 

olassed under b are answers to questions such as 'Did you 

(plural) give him the money?', in which cases the V-ab 

construction frequently occurs: *<s'a:'bi, literally, 'It was 

given1, or, as one would more likely say in English, 'We 

did', or simply, 'Yes'. In such a case, the one who thus 

replies may, or may not, be the particular member of the 

group addressed who performed the act of handing the money. 

As a matter of faot, in some contexts it is justifiable 

to interpret the question as being equivalent to 'Has the 

money been given to him?', since no information is requested 

as to which of the individuals addressed was the one who 

delivered the money. As may be readily seen, specifications 

a and £ oannot apply in instanoes in which the agent of the 

action is explicitly referred to in the sentence in which 

construction V-ab occurs. Such explicit references are 

always introduced by the expression tu men, whioh in this 

case performs the same discoursive offioe as the English 

word 'by' when the latter introduces-the agent of the passive 

voice. In other oases (4.52), tu men is equivalent to 

'because', or 'due to', 'on aocount of, 'on behalf of, etc. 

Specification b applies clearly in many instanoes in whioh 

explicit reference to the agent is made by means -«# tbe- 



of the expression tu men, but in many Others it would be 

arbitrary to infer that the specification of the agent is 

a less dominant topic than the occurrence of the action. 

Moreover, the agent is clearly an incidental topic (4.8) 

in many cases in which t-PA V-ah ooours. Apparently, 

it is at least as difficult to specify what determines 

the use of construction V-ab as it is to specify what 

determines the uses of the passive voice in all the in- 

stances in which it pocurs in English and in other languages. 

For obvious reasons, it has seemed desirable to include in 

the notes to the follorriiTB examples some information concerning 

the context in which each sentence occurs. 

Examples of Usage A, construction V-ab. 

2jé.  ka i'la:bt? ti les'ti7 jan. And it was seen that he 

was the one who had it. Context: The owner and the fore- 

man of the plantation were searching some of the workers 

suspected of having stolen the money. Upon searching one 

who had been suspected on previous occasions, the money 

was found. The context shows that the owner and the foreman 

were not the only ones who witnessed this disclosure. To 

all those who witnessed it, or to the one or ones who searohed 

the guilty party, reference is made by il-ab-e?, oonetr. V-ab. 

The disclosure, rather than who disclosed it, seems to be 

the dominant topic. For the use of -e7 before a subordinate 

clause, see 4.58. ti le:'ti? jan, he had it (emphasizing 

•he1); le:»ti7, he, prpn. Glass C (2.6 ); j-an, exist, be 

present, have, etc. (4.61). When the dominant topic is: 

What is possessed?, rather than: Who possesses it?, jan is 



ordinarily the first component of the construction; e.g.: 

jan ten, I have; jan ti?, he hae. 

24. ka 'a:lab ti? tu men le mat'ke7 ka u ma:'ne. 

And the man told him to buy it. Context: A asked B ("the 

man") to give hie opinion as to whether he (A) should buy 

a certain house, and B told A to buy it. al, tell, say; 

-ab, distinctive component of constr. V-ab. ti?, to him. 

le mak-e?, the man, the person already spoken of, and not 

present; for le .. . -e? see 4.51. t-u men would be equiv- 

alent to 'by' if one chooseB to translate the above sentence 

thus: 'And he was told by the man to buy it', or, more lit- 

erally, 'And it was said to him by the man to buy it'. For 

the construction of ka u man-e> , see 4.37. man, buy. 

25. sen -t^5in-trt.'na:ben. I was stoned furiously. Context: 

It was rumored that a sprite of the sort called a'luf" took 

care of a certain cornfield. A previously skeptical hunter, 

who on a bet dared to trespass, reports how he was driven 

out, but without referring explicitly to the sprite through- 

out his account, sen, extremely, with utmost violence, and 

many other senses: it serves to evaluate quantity or degree 

enthusiastically or deploringly. -tj'in-'tj'in-ab-en, constr. 

V-ab with duplication of-tpin, to throw stones or other 

email objects at; -en, 1st. pers. pron. Class B, whioh 

performs here the same office as in tu "t^ina'hen, he 

stoned me (constr. t-PA. V-ah). 

26. «tu: fta'beif a 'kin, sen. You were sent to kill me. 

üontext:  The speaker suspects that the person addressed 
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had not come merely to visit him, as he said; but rather that 

he had been ordered by some enemy of his to murder him. 

tu^-t-ab-e-tf, you were sent; tuj-t, to send someone on an 

errand, order someone to go somewhere to perform a task; 

-t, formative, as in Exx. 16, 17; -ab, distinctive component 

of constr. V-ab; -e~^, 2nd. pers. sing. pron. Class B. a 

kim-s-en, a NULLAK-oonstruction (4.41); a, 2nd. pers. sing, 

pron..Class A; kim-s, kill; klm, die; m changes to n before 

-s (1.3 ). -en, 1st. pers. pron. Class B. 

27. ka »tfaatfab tu 'ne^, ka 'hats'a; (bi. And he 

grabbed him by the tail and beat him. Context: Pig got 

too bold in an interview with the Lord of the Sweet-pot- 

atoes, and the latter punished him as specified in the 
i. 

sentence. This illustrates one of the uses of constr. 

V-ab in oases in which the identity of the agent is spec- 

ified in the context, "tfaatf, to grab violently. tru, 

contraction of ti and u; ti, by, at, from, etc. {2.21). 

u ne-e?, his tail; u, 3rd. pers. r>ron. Class A; ne, 

tail; -e?, discoursive device at the end of a clause or 

sentence which is a component of a composite sentence (4.58). 

hate'-ab-i, constr. V-ab, with -i at end of sentence, as 

in constr. V-PB (4.59); see Ex. 9; hals', strike, hit. 

Examples of Usage A, with V-components of Spanish 

origin in the three AHAB-constructions. The formatives 

-t and -n (3/2Q are affixed to the infinitive of the 
3.XH 

Spanish verb, or to a Spanish noun used verbally in Yucateo. 



In conformity with the general use of these formatives in 

the AHAB-constmotions,  -n followed by -ah (3.53)  ooours in 

the intransitive construction V-PB and -t is used in the 

two transitive constructions t-PA V-ah and V-ab. 

28. ka    •bautijsarta:'bi.    And they baptized him. 

bautiear-t-ab-i, oonstr. V-ab, with -i at the  end of the 

sentence,  as in Ex.  27; Spanish infinitive bautizar, baptize; 

-t,  format ive. 

29. ka    tu    •maldisjon'ta.    And she uttered a curse against 

him.    t-u    maldisjon-t-a,  constr.  t-PA V-ah,  with -a for 

-ah (Speech type B);  Spanish noun maldición,  curse;  -t, 

formative. 

30. ka     'maldi|ejonta:'tosb    tu    men    u    tat'ta.    And a 

curse was uttered against them by their father, 

maldisjon-t-ab-o:b,  constr. V-ab;  maldiejon-t,  as in 

Ex. 29;  -o:b,  3rd. pers.  plur. pron. Class B (in this 

case),    t-u    men   u    tas'ta,  by their father;  tar'ta,  or 

tat, Mod. Yuo. word for'father1   (4.32). 

31. ka    • segir,nah   u    bin.    And he kept on going. 

segir-n-ah,  constr. V-PB;  Spanish infinitive seguir,  con- 

tinue  (in this context);  -n,  formative;  -ah,  required by 

-n (3.53).    u   bin,  irregular IKAL-con6truction (3.F8); 

bin,  go. 

Usage B 

4.11.   The three AHAB-constructions oocur in protases of 

conditional  sentences of the?e three kinds:   (a)  Reference 



to a contingency concerning a particular occurrence; e.g., 

•If you find it, bring it to me.' - (b) Inferenoe from an 

assumption concerning a particular past occurrent; e.g., 

'If (it is true that) it happened, then ..."  (c,) General- 

izations in descriptions of customs, rituals, or teohnol- 

logical procedures. The sentences under £ osn be said to 

be conditional only in consideration of the circumstance 

that their construction, and the components of their con- 

struction, dp not differ from those of true conditional 

sentences (4.35, 4.44). Their referential usage, however, 

is obviously quite different. The assertion in such sen- 

tences is of this form:  'Whenever x is the case, one does 

so-and-so'; but the wording is comparable to that of the 

English sentence 'If x happens to be the oase, one does 

so-and-so (habitually).' Thus, Usage B differs from Usage 

A (4.9) in at least these two respects: in Usage B, (a) 

an AHAB-oonstruction refers in some oases to a future oc- 

current; and (b) the reference in other oases is not ex- 

clusively to a particular occurrent, or to a single occasion; 

whereas in Usage A a particular t>ast occurrent, or a past 

oacasion, is referred to. Common to the two usages is the 

circumstance that the reference is monochronio (4.6). 

Examples of Usage B, constructions t-PA V-ah, V-ab, and 

V-PB. 

32. wa tin kaf'tah hun p^e'le?, kin ta'eik ti tetj". 

If I find one, I will bring it to you. wa, if. t-in 



kaj-t-ah, oonstr. t-PA V-ah; kaf-t, find (in IKAL-conetmo- 

tions,   'look for');  -t,  formative, as in EXT. 16, 17,  26. 

hun   pJel-e?, numeral  «one»  and numerical classifier for 

inanimate referents;  -e?,. marking the end of the protasis, 

as in previous examples,    k-in    ta(l)-s-ik,  I bring, a 

k-IKAL-construction  (4.35).    ti,  to (2.21).    t-e-tf,  composite 

pron.,  2nd. pers. sing. Class C. 

33. wa    ma    tu    tazsa'he?,     jan    a    kin'eik.    If he does 

not bring it,  you have to kill him.    wa,  if.    ma,  negative, 

t-u    ta(l)-e-ah-e?,  oonstr. t-PA V-ah with composite 

V-unit,  as in Ex. 32.     j-an    a    kim-s-ik,  you have to kill 

(4.18). 

34. wa    'kime^e?,     ka    «-fcpaik    ta    wik'nal.    If I die,take 

him to your home.    kira-en-e?, oonstr. V-PB; kirn, die.    ka 

-tj'a-ik,  oonstr. k-IKAL,  imperative in a composite sentence 

(4.36); -fcJJa,  take,  fetch,    t-a   w-ik-n-al, near you,  in 

your presence, under your care, and several other senses 

with no precise English equivalent (2 ."2*?);  in this case 

what is requested is that a godfather take care of his god- 

ohild in case the father dies. 

35. wa    tu    men    t>re:' sotabo:'ne?,     'ma slab;    wa    tu    men 

j"an    ma'e?,    lai'li    'ma:l0!be?.    If we are arrested,  it 

will be all right;   (and)  if we are not, it will be all right 

too (equivalent to  'It is indifferent to us whether they 

arrest us or not'),    wa    t-u    men,   if,  if  it  should haptjen 

(2.AO).    T)reso-t-ab-otn-eí,  oonstr. V-ab;  9panish preso. 

one who has been arrested, or r>ast participle,   'arrested'; 
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-t,  formative (see Ixx. 38-31); -o:n, we, us, pron.  Class 

B;  -e?, as in preceding examples,    ma-lob,   (etymological 

analysis)   'no evil",   'no harm';  in Mod. Yuc.  'good',   'well', 

'it is right', common expression of approval,    {an, also, 

even so.    raa-e?, negative, with -e7at the end of the 

clause (4.58).    la-il-i, an A-variant of le-il-i, always, 

still, even so.    For the final -e?of ma-lob-e"?,  see 3.é> . 

36. wa    tu    raen    tu    ji'lah    su:'ke?, ku    'heelel    u 

•^'ukite.    If he sees that it has the habit, he lies in 

ambush waiting for it to come.    Context:    If a hunter ob- 

serves signs indicating that deer are in the habit of drink- 

ing at a certain plaoe, he takes advantage of the observa- 

tion as specified in the sentence,    wa    t-u    men,  as in Ex. 

35.    t-u    j-il-ah, constr. t-PA V-ah.    il, see. suk-e?, 

to have a habit,  to be a custom;  -e?,  as in preceding 

examples,    k-u    heel-el,  an intransitive k-IKAL-oonstructlon 

(4.28),   'he rests',  or  'he stays',    u-tfuk-t-e,  in order to 

watch for, waylay,  spy;  for the construction of this clause, 

see 4.41. 

37. wa    tu    men    t    i'lah    la'k'in    ik'  ku    be:ti'ke?,   ... 

If we see that the breeze is coming from the east,   ... 

Context:    Description of hunting techniques,    t    il-ah 

oonstr.    t-PA V-ah with null sign for 'we'   (2.1 ),  speaker 

and others excluding the listener.    la-k5in,  east,    ik3, 



wind, breeze, k-u be:t-ik-e?, a k-IKAL-oonstruction (4.28); 

be:t, make, do, cause; Mod. Yuc. idiom 'make wind', like 

Spanish idiom hacer viento, for the wind to blow. 

Ueage C 

4.12 Usage 0 has been observed in only 18 instances, 5 

of which were found in speech of Type A. The specifications 

of this usage are as follows: (a) construction t-PA V-ah 

is used in the expression tu 'ja:lah to refer to a future 

occurrent; (b) the occurrent is referred to in a temporal 

olause conforming to the formula le ka ... -e? (4.62); and 

(c.) the reference made by the temporal clause is of either 

of these two forms:  'By the time x occurs, (such-and-such, 

will be the case)' or '8oon after x may begin to take place f 

(do so-and-so).' Temporal clauses with the same construction 

and the same use of the expression tu 'ja:lah oan refer also 

to past sequences of this sort: 'By the time x occurred, v_ 

had already taken place.' Of course, such references to 

the past do not concern us here, since they are oommon in- 

stances of Usage A (4.9). Reference to a future oocurrent 

by means of an AHAB-construction is observed both in Usage 

B and in Usage C; but, so far as our observations go, it is 

only in Usage 0 that an AHAB-conetruction does not occur 

exclusively in monochronic references (4.6). The peculiar 

use of the expression tu 'ja:lah in the temporal clauses 

under consideration may perhaps be difficult to understand 

for one who is not acquainted with a very similar idibm 

frequently employed in the colloquial Spanish of Yucatan 
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and in that of other Spanish-speaking countries.    We refer 

to the use of decir,  to say or tell,  in such sentences as, 

Ouando di.lo a llover, va estábamos llegando.    This is pop- 

ularly understood as a personifioation of this sort:   '%en 

it  said "RainI", we were almost there.'    The personified 

subjeot is variously supposed to be  "nature" or  "the rain" 

itself.    On the basis of this interpretation,  the person- 

ified subject either orders the rain to come down resolutely, 

or the rain says to itself "Let's gol" and it pours down. 

Freely rendered,  the Spanish sentenoe  is approximately 

equivalent to:'By the time  it began to rain hard, we were 

almost there.'    Similarly, one hears in M0dern Yucateo 

le    ka    tu    'ja:lah    u    'k">ajal    ha'e?,   1s'o:k    in    k^uH^ul, 

a literal translation of which can be:     'When it said that 

water was pouring,  I had already arrived',  or,  in refereno» 

to the future,   'By the time it will say that water is pour- 

ing,  I  shall have arrived.'     The analysis of tu    ' ja:lah 

is as follows:    t-u j-al-ahj constr. t-PA V-ah ; al,  say, 

tell;   j- required by pronoun u (he,  she,  it)  before  initial 

vowel. 

Examples of Usage C. 

38. le    ka    tu    Ma:lah    a    k'uH^ul    tu  -tji?    k'iwi'ke"?, 

-fe'o:k    in    ta:' sik.    By the time you reach the entrance to 

the square,  I shall have brought  it.     (In a different con- 

text, the translation could be:   'I had already brought it 
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by the time you reached the entranoe to the square.1) 

a    k'ut^-ul,  Intransitive IKAL-construction (4.26); k'ut^, 

arrive,    t-u,  contraction of ti  (at, to)  and u.    The lit- 

eral translation of u -t£i? k* iw-ik is  'the mouth of the 

square •;-t£i?, mouth;  -e? marks the end of the temporal 

clause (4.58).   -t£.?o:k    in   taQ)-s-ik,  transitive form of 

oonstr. -fe'ork+IKAL (4.15),   «I shall have brought'   (in 

other contexts,   'I have  (had) brought'). 

39. le    ka    'tja:la     jo'ko    k'it'ne?,     ka    tal    a   wi'len 

wa:'je7.    As soon as the sun begins to set,  come  to see me 

here,    t-j-al-a,  B-variant of tu    'jarlah.    j-ok-o, B/-variant 

of j-ok-ol;  ok,  enter.    k7in,  sun.    k-a    tal,  come;  imper- 

ative in oomposite sentences  (4.?6).    a    w-il-en,^ to see me 

(4.41);  -en, me.    wai-e?,  here  (4.51). 

40. le    ka    tu    'jarlah    u    'Xs'orsik    le     'baaf ku 

betti'ke?,   -fe^ork    in    'kimil.    By the time  he finishes 

what he  is doing,  I  shall be dead,    u   "ts'ork-a-ik,  he finishes 

(4.26).    le     «baaf,  the thing,    k-u    be:t-ik,  he is doing, 

fc-IKAL oonstr.  (4.34).    _e? » as in preceding examples. 

fo:k    in   kim-il,  I shall lave died;   intransitive farm 

of oonstr. -fe?o:k+ IKA1 (4.15)   (see Ex. 39); kim,  die. 
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USES OP THE IKAL-COHSTRUCTI013S 

4.13. As previously indicated ( 3.Hi), the constructions re- 

ferred to by the label IKAL conform to one or another of these 

three formulas: PA V-ik, transitive; TA V-(a)l, intransitive^ 

and PA V-(aa)l, passive. These constructions have two kinds 

of diacoursive offices which will be treated separately. We 

say that in a given sentence an IKAL-construction is a 

dependent IKAL-construction when these two statements are 

true» (l) the IKAL-construction itself provides no informa- 

tion concerning the chronologic position (4.3) of the occur- 

rent for which it standsj and (2) another component of the sen- 

tence provides some information concerning the chronologic posi- 

tion of the ocourrent for which the IKAL-construction stands. If 

neither of those two statements is true, the IKAL-construction is 

said to be an independent IKAL-conatructlon. To facilitate fur- 

ther comment on the dependent IKfiL-construetions let us consider 

how the following English sentences are translated into Modern 

Yucatec: 

1* I have climbed 

2. I had to climb 

3. I certainly did not climb 

4. I am climbing (just now) 

5. I have to climb 

6. I need to climb 

7. I can not climb 

8.1 will certainly climb 

1* ts'o:k in  'naakal 

2» jan'hi in  'naakal 

3. ma tetf in  'naakal 

4. tan in  'naakal 

5. jan in  'naokal 

6. k'a'bet in  'naakal 

7. ma: tan u  'pahtal in  'naakal 

8. he in  'naaka^e? 



Before proceeding, it should "be remarked that, although those 

Yucatec sentences can be adequate translations of the English 

sentences, it does not follow that the English and the Yucatec 

sentences are equivalent in all contexts. Por example, in 

different contexts the translation of the first Yucatec sen- 

tence can he 'I had climbed', or 'I shall have climbed', as 

well as 'I have climbed1. Out of context, all that can be 

inferred from this Yucatec sentence with respect to time is 

that the chronologic position of the occurrent referred to 

by in 'naakal is asserted to be prior to a time-Index (4.3). 

To determine whether the time-index is a past, a present, or 

a future time, the context has to be known. The unit in 

'naakal exemplifies the intransitive IKAL-construction 

PA V-(a)l. Its components are: in, 1st. pers. pron. Class 

Aj naak, climb} -al, untranslatable component. We observe 

that the occurrent referred to by the dependent unit in 

'naakal is a past occurrent in the first three sentences, 

a present occurrent in the fourth, and a future occurrent 

at least in the eighth. This dependent unit by Itself con- 

veys no chronologic information^ not even chronologic infor- 

mation of the sort frequently indicated by various Yucatec 

devices$ namely, the information that the occurrent referred 

to is prior, or contemporary, or subsequent (4.3) to the 

time-index indicated by the context. This dependent unit is 

equally non-1 committal with respect to the declarative modality 
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(4.7) of the sentence. In all these respects it is like the 

English infinitive in sentences 2, 5, and 6, above. But a 

"better comparison would "be w ith what some grammarians call 

an "infinitive clause"; that is, a construction such as 'me 

to go' in lHe wished me to go'. Such infinitive clauses, 

like the dependent IKAL-constructions, can designate not only 

the act, hut the doer; and in "both languages these dependent 

units can he expanded to include any other descriptive par- 

ticulars pertaining to the act, or other kind of occurrent 

spoken of; as in '(I suppose) them to he utterly ignorant of 

their own condition', and in several of the Yucatec examples 

given below. 

In most cases in which the term 'auxiliary1 has been used 

in the description of a language, it has been applied to one 

of the components of a construction that is said to be a tense, 

or a mode, or a voice. In the words of Tucker and Wallace 

(English Granimar, Cambridge, England, 1917, p.80) , an auxi- 

liary is a "verb divested of independent meaning, and help- 

ing another verb to express tense, mood, or voice." It may 

he profitable to consider whether this definition applies to 

the devices on which the dependent IKAL-constructions depend, 

although the notorious lack of precision in grammatical par- 

lance will prevent us from reaching any conclusion. To faci- 

litate reference, let us call co-operants the devices in 

question; that is, ts'o:k, tan, ,jan, k'a'bet, he ... -e?, etc. 



in the above examples, and others similarly uBed with dependent 

IKAL-constructions. One of the difficulties in determining what 

co-operants are auxiliaries according to the definition just 

quoted, is that of deciding whether some of them can he called 

verbs in the sense or senses in which the word 'verb' is gene- 

rally understood. Some of the co-operants can not be conju- 

gated; viz.: tan (sentences 4, 7); k'a'bet, it is necessary., 

there was a need of, etc. (sentence 6) ; he ... -e*>(8); 

na:pu'lak, immediately after, at once; and others. A few 

can be conjugated only in the third person singular} viz.: 

ho:p', begin; paht, be possible (sentence 7); utf, happen. 

At least two others can be conjugated only in the third per- 

son when they require a dependent IKAL-construction, but they 

have a different sense and can be conjugated in any person in 

other instances; viz.: ts'o:k (sentence l), and jan (sentences 

2, 5). Still others are conjugated in all persons without 

alteration of their general Benses; viz.: kah(-s-ik) and 

tfun(-s-ik), both signifying 'begin', •commence1; tf'en(-el), 

cease; tfa, to let or permit someone do something, to let 

something happen; il, to see; ub(-ah) or ui^-ik-), to hear; 

and o'hel, to know. The definition quoted above specifies 

that an auxiliary is "divested of independent meaning". It 

is difficult to see how this applies to all the English words 

which those authors class as auxiliaries. For there is no 

doubt that the verb 'to have' has a "meaning" independently 



of the instances In which it is said to be an auxiliary (whether 

or not it is the same "meaning11)» and the same holds for 'to be', 

classed by the authors as a voice-auxiliary. If what is asserted 

is that in such a construction as 'I have seen it' the verb 'have' 

is "divested of independent meaning", then I must confess that 

I do not know what it is that those authors and others refer to 

by the word "meaning". The qualifier "independent" of the phrase 

"independent meaning" is more confusing than clarifying,* for it 

can well be the case that in most instances, if not in all, no 

component of a sentence can without the aid of the other com- 

ponents signify precisely what it signifies in the particular 

sentence and context in which it occurs. 

The foregoing may have served to indicate that generalizations 

on the uses of the IKAL-constructions themselves, apart from the 

constructional units in which they have a dependent office, would 

not be of much help in understanding Modern Yucatec discourse. 

It has seemed advisable, therefore, to deal separately with each 

of several units of the form 'Co-operant + IKAL' • These units 

occur with great frequency in all kinds of discourse, but the 

co-operants are comparatively few. 

The following observations concerning passive IKAL-construc- 

tion PA V-(aa)l (3.H1) may be useful. We questioned above 

(4.10) whether it was justifiable to class construction V-ab 

as a passive voice. The chief objection was the circumstance 

that in V-ab there is no conversion of the so-called "logical 
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subject" into "grammatical subject". No such objection can "be 

raised in this case. Let us compare these four sentences: 

1» tu bisa'hetf te: 'lo', He took you there. 2. "bisa: 'betf 

te: 'lo**, You were taken there. 3. tan a bi'saal te:'lo*, 

You are (were) being taken there. 4. tan a bi'sik tet'lo', 

You are (were) taking it there. We notice that in sentences 

1 and 2 the person that is said to have been taken is referred 

to by the pronoun -etf of ClaBa B| showing that the V-ab con- 

struction of sentence 2, which we rendered by the English 

passive voice, requires the same pronoun as the transitive 

construction t-i>A V-ah of sentence 1. In contrast with this, 

we find that in sentence 3 the person that is, or was, being 

taken is referred to by the pronoun a of Class A. The same 

pronoun of Class A serves in sentence 4 to refer, not to a 

person who is taken, but to one who takes. That is to say, 

in sentence 3 we observe a transformation of the sort that 

characterizes the passive voice in other languages. 
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4.14. tan4- IKAL. ¥e divide the uses of this structural unit 

into two classes labeled 'Usage A' and 'Usage B'. In Usage A, 

the construction serves to refer to an occurrent contemporary 

(4.3) with the time-index indicated by the context. In Usage 

B, the construction serves to refer to an occurrent subsequent 

(4.3) to the time-index indicated by the context. In both 

usages the reference is generally monochronic (4.6). In some 

cases the reference is polychronic, but it ia not a reference 

to a habitual occurrence. In Usage B, the references made 

by this construction and those in which he -+- IKAL •+• -e' 

occur (4.16) are quite similar. Both constructions serve 

to make predictions and to refer to predictions made at a 

time prior to that in which they are referred toj and both 

constructions serve to express assurance with regard to the 

fulfilment of the prediction. It is observed, however, that 

in 82$ of the cases in which such predictions were made by means 

of tan -•- IKAL the sentence was negative; while he +• IKAL H—e' 

was used in negative sentences in less than 1%  of the instances 

in which he + IKAL +• -e? occurred* We suspect that in affirma- 

tive sentences the latter expresses a higher degree of assu- 

rance than the formerj but, of course, it is hardly feasible 

to find reliable evidence in support of a conjecture of this 

sort. The negative construction ma: tan •+• IKAL was used in 

of the cases to express a refusal. Thus, ma: tan in 
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be:'tik signified more frequently 'I refuse to do it' than 

'I am not doing it', or *I was not doing it'. On the other 

hand, tan in bet'tik was most frequently equivalent to 

•i am doing it' or *I was doing it'; and occasionally, 'l 

shall "be doing it1 or 'I plan to do it1. The word tan 

serves frequently to answer affirmatively a question made 

by means of construction tan +• IKAL. For example, an answer 

to the question tan a pa'k'al? (Are you planting?) can be 

simply tan, signifying 'I am1 or 'Yes1. There is no word 

in Modern Yucatec signifying 'Yes1 which can be used in 

reply to any disjunctive interrogative sentence ('Yes'-'Ho' 

type). How to say 'Yes' depends on the construction of the 

interrogative and on what is asked. In all instances other 

than in the construction tan +• IKAL and the affirmative and 

negative answers tan and ma: tan, the word tan is used in 

references which have little in common with what tan might 

be said to signify in construction tan +• IKAL. The closest 

analogy is found in expressions in which tan signifies 'in the 

midst of', 'about the middle of', as in tan '*fumuk. Usage A 

and Usage B of construction tan •+- IKAL are on the whole special 

developments of Modern Yucatec which have replaced almost en- 

tirely the uses of some Old Yucatec constructions (Note 10 ). 

Save for the phonologic fusion of tan with the pronoun of the 

IKAL-construction (1.5* ), tan remains unaltered in all the 

uses and conjugational variations of construction tan -4- IKAL. 



In this respect this construction differs from others dealt 

with "below. 

Examples of Usage A. 

1. 'baaj* tun ka be:'tik ? $en    tan in Jo'kik le tfan 

li'bro a 'ts'ama te:*na'. What are you doing? I am just 

reading the little "book you gave me. Por the construction 

of the interrogative sentence see ^.3). tfen, just, only; 

frequently used to signify that what is spoken of is of no 

special consequence, tan in J*ok-ik, constr. tan 4- IKAL. 

le ... -a', this (H.SI). ^an, little, small, li'"bro, 

Spanish libro, book; pronounced in Yucatec with accent on   .    x 

the ultima, a to* a 'ia ••:.>-}, you have given; jr^rr1—}• ten-a?, 

1st. pers. pron. Class C with terminal component -a*? of 

constr. le ... -a1?. 

2. le:'la*? míS    tan u wer'nel. This one is certainly not 

asleep, le-la'?, this one (4.5"| ). ini/, Mod. Yuc. fusion of 

ma ij" ( 4.32.), emphatic negative, tan u wen-el, constr. 

tan + IKAL, intransitive formula PA V-(a)lj u, 3rd. pers. 

sing. pron. Class A. 

3. tan u  'sastal. It is dawning, u sas-t-al, intransitive 

IKAL-construction PA V-(a)lj u, 3rd. pers. sing. pron. Class A; 

aas with formative -t (3.16), to dawn (sa3-il, light, clear 

vision). 

4. ka k'u'tfe?,  tan u  'pa'tal. When he arrived they were 

waiting for him. ka ... -e?, construction of temporal clause 
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C4-. (oX)%  k'utf, arrivej intransitive AHAB-construction (4.9). 

tan u pa'-t-al, literally» 'he was being awaited* (one or 

more persons were waiting for him) j pa'-t, await (always tran- 

sitive) , pak* with formative -tj for phonetic change see 1.3   . 

5. tfen ka tin wilalhe?,  tan u  't'aat'a^'aj'ti'kotb le 

'otsil man'k'ek'eno: !"bo'. At the very moment I saw them, they 

were binding all over (with ropes) the poor pig traders, 

tfen, just when, precisely at that time (when used in a tem- 

poral clause), ka ... -e', temporal clause construction 

(4.C.1). t-in w-il-ah, I sawj transitive AHAB-construction 

(4.9). tan u t'aa-t 'a(a) -k' aj-t-ik-otb, constr. tan + IKALj 

u ... -o:b, 3rd. pers. plur. pron. Class Aj t'aa-t'a(a), 

duplicated t'aa, to do in a thorough manner, or profusely, 

all over a place or body} k'aj", to tie; the composite verbal 

unit requires formative -t (3.14). le ... -o*, those (H.-5"/). 

eta Lif  poor ( M *7l )• man-'k'ek*en-o:b, traders in pigsj man, 

buyj 'k'ek'en, pigj -o:b, plural. 

6. ka k'u'tfe?,  tan in ha'ts'aal tu men u ju'mil le 

ko: 'lo?. When he arrived, I was being beaten by the owner of 

the cornfield, ka k'utf-e', when he arrived (See Ex. 4). 

tan in hats'-aal, I was being beatenj passive IKAi. t-u 

men, by (4.10). u jum-il, the owner of (H-&°)» le ... -o?, 

that (H.5~|). kol, cornfield, milpa. 

7. le ha'o* ma tetf u  'saap'al hun pu'li,  kej*  'sansa,mal 
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tan k 'tf'aik. That water does not diminish at all, although 

we are using it constantly. Context: The sentence refers to 

the water in a magic container which produced as much of it 

as could be used, le ... -o?, that ( M.S"l ). ha', water; 

for phonetic change see f. 3 . ma tetf u -^sap'-al, emphatic 

negative with passive IKAL (4.2o)j sap', to use up the liquid 

contents of. hun pul-i, altogether, at once, without further 

ado. kef, although,  san-sam-al, constantly} je&dupl i cation 

of saja ( M.G'J ) changing m to n "before s ( 1.3   )» tan k 

tf'a-ik, constr. tan + IKALj tf'a, fetch, get. 

Examples of Usage B. 

8. ma: tan in  'ts'aik tetf. I will not give it to you. 

ma:, negative ma or ma'j always with long vowel "before constr. 

tan + HCAL. ts'a, give, tetf, 2nd. pers. sing. pron. Class C. 

9. ma: tan a wili lken mij "bi'k'in. You will never see 

me (again), a w-il-ik-en, constr. IKAL with l3t. per», pron. 

-en of Class B as grammatical object of 11, to see. mi/ 

bi-k'ln, neverj cf. miX in Ex. 2j k'in, day, sun. We have 

no information concerning "bi- other than the observation 

that it occurs also in bi-k'i(n)-J*, interrogative fcWhen?1 

10. ma:  tan u  'tak'al u ji'ífi. HiB eye is not going 

to stick to it. Context: Said facetiously to signify: 

"He can do you no harm by looking at it. Let him see it}" 

u tak'-al, intransitive IKALf tak', to adhere by sticking, 



as with glue, u j-itf, his eye or face; u, 3rd. pers. sing, 

pron. Class A. In speech of Type B, the suffix -i can be the 

terminal component of constr. ma ... -1* CHI'^f)» or the 

B-variant of -il ( 1.3 ). 

4.15. ts'otk +• IKAL* The component ts'otk of this structural 

unit differs from the component tan of the unit tan -*- IKAL 

in various respects which are worthy of note. The latter, 

as shown above, remains unaltered so far as conjugation is 

concerned, hut ts'otk conforms to the rules governing intran- 

sitive conjugation. Thus, besides ts*o:k +• IKAL, we find 

b'ot'kolc 4- IKAL in temporal clauses introduced by ken 

(H H&)f and we find ku 'ts'ookol-t- IKAL in the uses dealt 

with below ( M.33). In other constructions, ts'otk signifies 

'to end', 'to be over'. For example, the expression ts'ot'ki 

is in some contexts equivalent to 'that's the end1, 'that's 

all', 'it is done'. In construction ts'otk + IKAL, the word 

ts'o:k signifies in different instances that the occurrent 

specified by the dependent IKAL-component was, is, or will 

be, prior (4.3) to the time-index indicated by the context. 

Thus, ts'otk in bet'tik can signify in different contexts 

'I had done it', 'I have done it', or 'I shall have done it'. 

With the simple word ts'otk, the construction has been observed 

only in monochronic references (4.6). With ku 'ts'ookol or 

ts'o:'kok, the reference is monochronic or polychronic depend- 

ing on circumstances elsewhere specified. We see that three 



chronologic positions can be specified Jointly by ts'o:k 4- IKAL 

and its context. Employing the designations explained in 4.4, 

those three chronologic positions are: discrete-past (Case l), 

prior-past (Case 4), and prior-future (Case 8). It should now 

he noted that references to occurrents whose chronologic posi- 

tions are specified as "being discrete-past are served also by 

ÜBage A of the AHAB-construct ions (4.9). This question should, 

therefore, be asked: Under what conditions does a speaker 

use ts'o:k + IKAL, and not an AHAB-construction, to specify 

the chronologic position of the occurrent as being discrete-past? 

The data at our disposal are not sufficient to answer this 

question satisfactorily. We have observed that upon report- 

ing as a piece of news an incident which took place a few 

seconds or a few minutes before it was reported construction 

t3'o:k +• IKAL is used. We have not observed a single instance 

in which an AHAB-construction was used to report in that man- 

ner as recent an occurrence. It should be noted, however, 

that after using ts'o:k 4- IKAL to report an incident, the same 

construction is not used in tin subsequent sentences describ- 

ing the incident. For example, it is required in the first 

sentence 'Gonzalo fell off his horse', but not in the next 

sentence 'He fell on a rock'. In references to occurrents 

which took place at a less recent time, the rules which govern 

the uses of this construction are probably as complicated as 

those which govern the uses of the present perfect end simple 
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past tenses in English. Moreover, we suspect that if we 

could specify under what circumstances one must, for example, 

say in English, 'I have done it' and not 'I did it', the 

specifications would hold "by and large for Yucatec, except- 

ing, of course, the reports of recent events above mentioned. 

But, as we point out in ITote l|  , what the grammarian says 

about present perfect tenses stands no rational test; and 

what contemporary linguists say about "perfective aspects" 

is of no help. We suspect that a careful inquiry into 

an adequate number of samplings of discourse, with ade- 

quate information concerning the circumstances in which 

each sampling of discourse occurred, would disclose not 

one rule "but a set of rules. One of the rules, for example, 

might be: when a speaker argues that he will succeed in 

doing something, and in supporting his argument, refers to 

a previous instance (or collectively to previous instances) 

in which he succeeded, he can use construction ta' o:k -f- IKAL 

in Yucatec and the present perfect tense in English in an 

assertion such as li have done it many times'. Another rule 

may be; when an individual 3ays that something should be done 

or orders someone to do it, without knowing that the matter 

was attended to before he spoke of it, his interlocutor will 

use construction te'otk-f- IKAL to inform him that the matter 

has already been attended toj provided, however, that the sen- 

tence used by the latter does not contain some expression which re- 
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quires the use of another construction. Such are the ruleB 

that may hare to be formulated before it is justifiable to 

generalize upon the uses of the linguistic devices in question. 

The following examples illustrate some of the most frequent 

uses. 

1. ts*o:k in kinpa'hal. I hurt myself. Context: Exclaimed 

by one who was still on the ground after falling from a tree. 

in kin-pa-h-al, intransitive IKAL-construction PA V-(a)lj 

kin with format i ves -pa-h (3.31) to get hurt; kin-b-es, to 

hurt someone. 

2. 'heelo''. ts'o:k a tal. Approximate translation:  'WellJ 

Here you arej' Context: Said to an expected visitor as he 

is about to enter the house. A visitor, however, customarily 

announces his presence by means of an AHAB-construction: 

ta'len, I came, he-^l-c, equivalent to Prench voila. 

te'o:k a tal, literally:  'You have come' or 'You came'f 

a tal, irregular IKAL-construction$ formerly, and occasionally 

in the speech of the old folk in some localities, a tal-el. 

3. ts'o:k u  'ho;p*ol u  'k'ajal ha?.  It has begun to rain. 

Context: Said upon noticing the first drops. Here we have an 

IKAL-construction, u k'aj-al, dependent on another IKAL-con- 

struction, u ho:p'-olj both conform to the intransitive for- 

mula PA V-(a)l. ho:p', begin; one of the co-operants (^.13) 

requiring an IKAL-construct i on (4.17). k'aj" with ha' (water) 

'to rain'j with bat (hail^stone) 'to hail'j in other contexts: 

'to tie', 'woods", and various other divergent senses. 



4. he "blj ta'ozk u  'lubul u tu'kul tu jik'nal a 

'tsikbe;ni'le?, jan in k'a'raik. Since it is your grace's 

suggestion, I must accept. Literally: 'It being the case 

that the thought of it (of asking me to serve as Bearer) 

has fallen on your grace (your reverence, your lordship), ...' 

Context: Ritual answer to the master of ceremonies at the 

time the New Bearer ('tunden kutf) assumes his duties, 

he bij" ... -e9, it being the case that, u lub-ul, 

IKAL-construction dependent on ts'o:kj intransitive formula 

PA V-(a)l. u tuk-ul, the thought of it; in other contexts, 

'his thought' ( X-4" )• t-u j-ik-n-al, an A-vari ant of 

tik'nal, in the home of, at the disposal off similar in some 

uses to French cheat see 4.II , Ex. 34) 3rd. pers. pron, 

u instead of 2nd. pers. a, due to substitution of reverential 

expression a tsik-ben-il for pronounf tsik, respect, venera- 

tion; -ben (H.57)| -il (H.to),  j-an in k'am-ik, constr. 

jan + IKAL, transitive, 'I must accept (it)1 (accept the 

kutf, duty, charge, load, burden, previously mentioned) fH.I8). 

5. te'o:k u ta'aik le  'si,o'. He has already brought the 

firewood. Context: Said in reply to 'Is he helping you?' 

The firewood for roasting the pig had been brought the pre- 

vious day. u ta(l)-s-lk, H5AL-construction$ tal, comej 

with formative -B, bring, le ... -o', the, that (M.5"|)j 

si?, firewoodj for phonetic change see 1.3 • 

6. ts*o;k in man  'tuuj ma3  'jaab  'baabal jan. I have 
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gone through places where there were many more devils. 

Context: The speaker is warned not to go to a certain 

place because three "beings of the sort called 'baabal 

had been seen there» He boasts he is not afraid, in 

man, irregular IKAL-construction; formerly, and occasion- 

ally at present, man-el, to pass, go through or "by.  'tuu/, 

where, mas, very probably Spanish mas, more, jaab, to 

be many, to abound, j-an, there is, was, or will bej have, 

and other senses (4.18 and 4.61 ). 

7. ku k'u+f'loobe?, t»'o:k u 'kimil le tfan pa: 'lo*. 

By the time they arrived, the child had died, k-u 

k'utf-(u)l-o:b-e*, by the time they arrived {1.4 )j 

k-lKKL-construction in temporal clause (^33); u ... -o:b, 

3rd. pers. plur. pron. Class A; k'u^, arrive; -e?, ter- 

minal component of temporal clause, u kim-il, IK&L-con- 

structionf kim, die. le ... -o?, the, that (H.5|). 

^an, little, small, pal, boy. 

8. ken 'sasak  'domingo te?, ís'o:k u ta'hal le  'sa,o'. 

Hext Sunday at daybreak the atol will be ready, ken 

sas-ak ... -e?, temporal clause (H.4G>)l sas-(t-al), 
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to dawn) Spanish domingo, Sunday, u tah-al, intransi- 

tive iKALrconstructioni tah, to be done (in the sense of 

having boiled sufficiently), le ... -o* ( 4.S\) %  sa?, 

atol, a corn-meal gruel. 

9» 'saraal o'kaan k'i:lne9, ts'o:k u be:'tik le 

'tusbetO' le pa:'lo?. Tomorrow evening the boy will 

have done the errand, sam-al, tomorrow (H.S2.). ok-aan.- 

having entered ( M.53). k'in, sun. -e?, terminal component 

of temporal clause or time expression (H.58)„ u be:~t~ik, 

HC&L-constructioni be:-t or men-t, with formative -t (3.^.6) 

do or make, le ... -o*> (H.5"|)| tus-be, errand (someone 

else's affair)i tus, falsehood, make-believej be, occupation, 

affair, way, road, etc» 

10. Additional examples under other headings: 4.12, Exx» 

38, 40> 4.^3, Ex^U^ ; 4.30, Ex. 15? 4.41, Ex. 52; 4.64, IX. 

3; 4.70. 
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4.16. he +> IKAL-+- -e?. This construction serves to refer 

to an occurrent whose chronologic position is specified as 

being subsequent to a time-index (4.3). This generalization 

applies in three kinds of instances: (l) when the construction 

serves to communicate a prediction, a promise, a threat, or 

^       a resolution; e.g./ he in ta'sik ter'tfe?, I will bring 

it to youj (2) when the construction serves to refer to a 

prediction, a promise, a threat, or a resolution, which was 

made at a time prior to the cardinal timej e.g.^ tin 'wa:lah 

tetf he in ta'sik te: 'tfe**, I told you I would "bring it to 

youj (3) when the construction serves to communicate an ex- 

pected permission or order to do something previously spoken 

off e.g./ he u 'pahtal a bin ta nai'le?, You may go 

home (now). These specifications, however, are not sufficient 

to delimit the uses of this construction! for it happens to be 

the case that other constructions ( H. I H ,  H.S^j  H.íTÚ, ) 

serve to refer to subsequent occurrents in the first two kinds 

of instances just mentioned. In the first of those two kinds 

of instances, the choice of he +• IKAL +• -e9 Beems frequently 

to depend on whether or not the speaker chooses to signify 

(a) that hi3 promise can be depended upon, or that he is sure 

of what he predicts, or that he is determined to carry out 

his threat or resolutionj or (b) that the predicted or pro- 

mised occurrent will take place sooner than expected, or 

without delay. In the second kind of instances the reference 

seems to be generally to predictions, resolutions, promises, 



or threats which are reported to have been made with assurance 

or determination. The most reliable evidence we have that 

such is the basis for the choice of this construction is de- 

rived from the translations given by informants who had a 

good command of Spanish. No single Spanish idiom is equiva- 

lent to construction he-•- IKAL + -e9 in all its uses, but 

some informants managed to obtain translations which proved 

to be satisfactory in various degrees to others who had a good 

command of both languages. In most cases the future tense of 

the Spanish verb without the aid of some other expressions was 

not considered a precise equivalent. What the Spanish future 

tense lacks was sometimes provided by the use of the word va, as 

in Ja verás,'You'll sea'i said to express confidence with regard 

to some prediction. That seems to be the precise sense of he 

a wili'ke»! or he a wit'ke*, as it is most frequently said. 

In other instances, the special use of the Spanish present 

tense to promise immediate action, or to give assurance that 

something will be done was said to correspond satisfactorily 

to the use of the Yucatec construction. Thus, he in ta'sik 

tetf 'samare* was rendered by Magaña te lo traigo, an approxi- 

mate equivalent of which is, at least in some contexts, *I 

will surely bring it to you tomorrow'. All this, however, 

fails to account for the use of he + IKAL •+• -e* in all the 

specimens of discourse recorded. This is especially the case 

when the construction in question occurs in the protasis of 
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a conditional sentence. In some instances one may more or less 

plausibly infer from the context that the speaker implies by 

the choice of this construction that he is sure that what he 

states conditionally will occur (high declarative value)» 

Take, for example, a context of this sort: A traveler comes 

to a cornfield and says to the owner that he is very thirsty» 

The owner says: nIf you look under that bush, you will find 

water in ray gourd," The use of construction he •+• IKAL + -e* 

in the clause signifying "If you look under that bush" may 

imply what we now insert in parentheses: "If you look under 

that bush (and you surely will look if you are so thirsty)"| 

but that is just one of the possible implications in such a 

context. Another possibility is that the sentence is equiva- 

lent to "Just look under •••" 

It should be noted that the terminal component of construc- 

tion he + IKAL + -e* is always -e?, and not also -a' or -o*, 

as might be expected from the observation that this is one of 

the constructions conforming to formula he ... -o(a,o)'. The 

uses of other constructions conforming to this formula are 

dealt with separately ( H. 5"/  ). Conforming to the rule 

stated in H.^S, -e' is always the last component, and it is 

affixed to whatever component may precede it, frt-wae said 

above ( - •• ) that*- hel is an X-variant of he. This X-variant, 

however, is always employed instead of he when the construc- 

tion consists entirely of its initial and terminal componentsf 
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e.g./, he:'la?, he:'lo', he:'le? or 'heele*. Each of the two 

variants he:'le? and 'heele' is equivalent to the whole con- 

struction he + IKAL 4--e* when the context supplies the in- 

formation that would "be communicated by the omitted IKAL-com- 

ponent. Thus, an affirmative answer to such a question as 

'Will you do it?' can he simply 'heele?, instead of he in 

be^i'ke?, or hel in be:ti 'ke'. This is, in fact, the 

shortest expression that can he used in such contexts, 

since there is no word like the English 'yes* which can be 

used to communicate an affirmative answer in all contexts. 

(Cf. the independent use of tan mentioned in 4.14).  'heele? 

is said frequently also in response to a request or an order, 

and signifies willingness or readiness to do what is requested 

or commanded. 

Examples in which construction he + IKAL H—a? refers to 

a future occurrent. 

1» he in bo:'tik te:'^e'. I promise to pay you; or:I will 

certainly pay you. Constr. he ... -e? with IKAL-component 

in "bo:-t-ik (formula PA V-ik, transitive); in, 1st. pers. pron. 

Class Aj ho: with formative -t (3.1£»), pay, reward, tetf-e?, 

2nd. pers. sing. pron. Class C with terminal component -e? of 

constr. he ... -e*>. 

2. he in 'natg'al in wi'le?. I will go near it to see it. 

Context: defiance of danger, in nais'-al, IKAL-construct ion 

formula PA V-(a)l, intransitive; nab*, approach, get close to. 
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in w-il-e', indicating aim (S.HI ), and terminal component 

-e* of constr. he ... -e'j il, to see. 

3. he a wi'lik wa ma he u k'u'bik teif a wa'tafie*. 

You will see whether or not he will return your wife to 

you. Context: An ogre has stolen a woman. A deer as- 

sures her husband that he can force the ogre to give her 

baok to him. Here we have constr. he + IKAL + -e? with 

a component which is al30 constr. he + IKAL +• -e?$ and the 

-a' at the end of the sentence serves as the terminal 

component of both, he a w-il-ik ... «e?, You will see} 

a w-il-ik, iKAL-construction PA V-ik| a, 2nd. pers. sing, 

pron. Class Aj w- (3.2 )j il, to see. wa, if. ma, not. 

he u k'ub-ik ... -o', he will surrenderj u k'ub-ik, 

IKAL-construction PA V-ikj k'ub, surrender, deliver, hand 

over, tetf, 2nd. pers. sing. pron. Class C. a w-at-an, 

your wife} a, 2nd. pers. sing. pron. Class A; w« (3.2); 

at-an, wife ( H.I )• 

4. he u be:'taal  'sama,le?. It will be done tomorrow. 

u be:-t-aal, passive IKAL-construction PA V-(aa)lj u, 



3rd. pera. sing. pron. Class A| be:-t, do, make (3./ ). 

1 sa:nal, tomorrov/. -e?, terminal component of constr. 

he + IKAL + -e*. 

Examples in which construction he + IKAL + -e? 

refers to a promise or prediction previously made. 

5. Ira. tu  'jarían he u  'naaka,le'. And he said that 

he would go up. t-u j-al-ah, he said, AHAB-construction 

(4.9). he u naak-al-c', he would go up; u naak -al, 

IKAL-construct!on PA V-(a)l; naak, ascend, climb, get 

on top of. 

6. 'tuuj jan le tas 'k'in to.     'wa:lah he a 

tasi'ke? ? Where is the money you promised to bring? 

'tuu/, where (2..!*? )l J~an, to be at a place, to have, etc. 

( H.Gl); tar'k'in, money (the etymology is possibly ta*, 

waste, excrement; k'in, sun; excrement of the sun; formerly 

signifying 'gold1; similarly, ta*?-u, excrement of the moon, 

for 'silver'), t-a w-al-ah, you said (AHAB-construct!on). 

he  a ta(l)-s-ik-e?, constr. he + IKAL + -e*?; ta(l)-s, 

bring; tal, 'come', with formative -s (3.25"). 

7. ka t  'a:lah tetf he k  'hok'ol  '3a¡:ia,le*. And we 

told you we would go out tomorrow, t al-ah, we told; 



AHAB-construction t-PA V-ah, with oraission of pronoun k, we, 

after t- (2..°! ). te^f, 2nd. pers. sing. pron. Class C. k 

hok'-ol, IKAL-construction PA V-(a)lj k, wej pron. Class Aj 

hok', go out, come out.  'samal, tomorrow. 

Examples of he +• IKAL -f- -e* in conditional sentences. 

8. ts'a ten le in no: 'k'o?. wa ioa'e?, he u  'iutful 

tetf hun p'el no'hotf lo: 'he1». Give ine my clothes. If 

you do not, a great evil will "befall you. te'a, give (H3#)j 

ten, 1st. pers. pron. ClasB C. le in nok'-o*, those clothes 

of mine (H.5"l). wa, if. ina-e', negative with -e* (H.5"á). 

he u j-utf-ul ... -e*>, constr. he 4. IKAL 4- ~e?$ u, 3rd. pers. 

sing. pron. Class Aj u^, to happen,  tetf, 2nd. pers. sing., 

pron. Class C;  hun p'el, numeral 'one' with general numerical 

classifier for inanimate referents, noh-otf, big, great (3,H°). 

lob, harm, evil, misfortune. 

9. wa tu men he a be: *tik tu  'lakal  'baaj ka *wa:lik 

te: 'ne?,  'raaalob.  If you do all that you tell me, it will 

be all right, wa tu men, if5 for the use of wa tu raen 

in conditional sentences see H<Hf. he a be:-t-ik ... -e?, 

constr. he +- IKAL H—e'j be:-t, do, make ( 3. I ).  ten, 1st. 

pers. pron. Class C. ma-lob, all right, good (Bee 4.11, Ex. 35). 

10. wa ka  'wolte', he a tal a tfan  'ante:,nev. Literally: 

'If you were willing, you would come and help me a little'. 

This is said by way of reproach to one who sees a friend 

struggling with a load and does not come to his aid. The 
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same wording and construction has occurred in another context 

as the equivalent of 'if you wish, you may come tonight to my 

house and ...,. wa k-a w-ol-t-e*?, if you are (were) willing 

(4./t-1)j ol, will, mind, and numerous other senses of a psycho- 

logical sort fg&;---)•; with formative -t, to he willing, con- 

sent, concede, take a notion to do something, he a tal ... -e?, 

constr. he + IKAX + -e'j tal, come; irregular (3 ,^"£>) and most 

frequent variant of tal-el in iKAL-construction PA V-(a)l. 

a tfan an-t-en; the unit a an-t is a HULLAK-construct i on 

specifying aim (H.HI )i  an-t, helpj with formative -t ( 3 ,2G); 

tfan, little} frequently used to express modesty, politeness, 

etc. ( H,3# ). -en, 1st. pers. pron. Class B. 



4.17. ho:p* 4- IKAL. So far as cur observations go, the 

verb ho:p' is not used otherwise than with a dependent IKAL- 

construction. It is an impersonal verb signifying 'to begin 

to occur'• The IKAL-oonstruction specifies what begins to 

occur. The construction ho:p* +•   IKAL has occurred about as 

frequently as any in which IKAL is a dependent component, and 

in every instance the pronoun of the dependent IKAL-component 

was that of the third person singular or of the third person 

plural. Other verbs signifying 'to begin' (4.22) were used 

when other pronouns were required. The converse, however, 

is not true. Thus, we find ho:p* u 'kaltal and tjunpa'hi 

u  'kaltal signifying 'He began to get drunk1, and referring 

in each case to a single occasion in which an individué! was 

drinking. The number of such instances observed by us are 

too few to draw any conclusion as to whether any distinction 

is made by using one of those verbs rather than another. The 

preceding generalizations hold for the two conjugations!, forms 

u 'ho:p'ol and 'ho:p'ok, as well as for the simple form ho:p*. 

The examples given below illustrate the use of the simple form 

ho:p'. With this simple form of the ho:p'-component, the unit 

ho:p* -+• IKAL serves to refer to an occurrent whose chronologic 

position is specified as being discrete-past (4.4, Case l), 

and the reference is monochronic (4.6) so far as ho:p' is 

concerned, but not necessarily so with regard to what the 

dependent IKAL-construct i on specifies. 3Por example, in such 
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a communication as 'He began to climb the tree1 one beginning 

and one instance of climbing would be referred to. In 'He 

began to ask every person he met', ho:p' would still be used 

to refer to a 3ingle beginning, but in that case it is the 

beginning of a set of occurrents each of which is an instance 

of asking. In polychronic references to more than one beginning, 

the construction is ku ,ho:p'ol (or ku 'hoop'ol) + IKAL ( M.2? ). 

'ho:p*ok conforms to the rules stated in 4.31 . 

1* ka ho:p' u ha:'nal. And he began to eat. Context: Refe- 

rence to a single occasion; he decided to wait no longer for a 

guest, u han-al, intransitive IKAL-construction. nan, to eat, 

requires formative -t in a transitive construction) e.g., ho:p' 

u han'tik, he began to eat it. 

2. ka ho:p* u 'ts'o:nol. And he began to shoot. Context: 

reference to a single occasion» ts'on, to shoot; in other con- 

texts, 'gun*. 

3. ho:p' u tsik'bal  'jetel. He began to chat with her. 

tsik-ba-1, intransitive IKAL-construction PA 7-(a)lj tsik 

with formative -ba, to chat, to discussj different senses 

without -ba. j-et-el, with her (H-S^)* in other contexts, 

'with him1, 'with them1, or simply 'with1, or land'| et, 

to be with, accompany, and similar senses. 

4. ka ho:p' u k'ati'ko:b ti he raaj ku ji 'liko: ,be*. 

And they began to ask anyone they saw. u k*at-ik-o:b, 



transitive IKAL-constructlon} k'at, ask} u ... -o:b} 3rd. 

pers. plur. pron. tl, of, to, from, etc, (a..!4?)» he 

map... -e', whoever, anyone. k-u j-il-ik-o:b, k»lKAL- 

construction (4-3^); il, to see. 

5. ka ho:p' u kaj'tik u lak*  J'tf'upal uts tu ji#. 

And he "began to look for some other young lady he would like, 

kaj-t, look for. u lak', another (a.9 ). J-tf'up-fal, 

girl, young unmarrted woman} J-tf'up, woman} S-  ( ¿.3 ); 

fal^ yooMfr$Tt)i'. uts t-u j-itf, literally» 'good to his eye'} 

t-u, fusion of ti, to, and u, 3rd. pers. pron. Class Aj 

itf, eye, face. 

4.18.  jan + IKAL. The first component of this unit is 

the verb an with the third person prefix j- ( H.&l )• What 

is signified by the whole unit depends on whether the co- 

operant (4.13) is jan, or jan'hi, or ka  'janak. With 

jan the construction serves to assert (a) that there is, 

or there was, or there will be a need, or duty, or other 

compulsion to do that which the IKAL-eomponent specifies} 

or (b) that what the IKAL-component specifies is, was, or 

will be an expected consequence of prior or contemporary 

(4.3) circumstances. For example, jan in ka/'tik can be 

equivalent to 'I have to look for it', or 'T shall have to 

look for it', or the sentence may refer to a past need, or 

duty, which may or may not have been attended to. With 



the component jan'hi, the construction serves in some contexts 

to assert that what the IKAL-component specifies was done to 

meet a need, or was done under some other compulsion» Por 

example, jan'hi in kaj'tik is equivalent to 'I had to look 

for it (and I did so)'. The distinction is like that which 

can be made "by the use of the imperfect and the preterite 

tenses of the SpaniBh verb. Tuve que "buscarlo, like jan'hi 

in kaj'tik, implies that I was under compulsion to look for 

it, and did look for it; whereas Tenía que buscarlo asserts 

that there was a compulsion of some sort, "but is non-committal 

as to whether I actually looked for it. The latter is the 

sense of jan in kaj'tik with reference to a past situation. 

We have found ka 'janak-f- IKAL only in the expression ka 

'janak a wo'heltik, or ka  'janak a wo ihelti'ketj, which 

is approximately equivalent to 'Let it be known to you (sing, 

and plur., respectively)1, or, less literally, *I want you 

to know1, said by way of warning, or upon revealing something 

which is expected to surprise the person or persons addressed. 

With jan'hi, and, of course, with ka 'janak, this construction 

has occurred only in monochronic references (4.6). But with 

the Bimpler component jan, this is one of the constructions 

which can be used without alteration both in monochronic and 

polychronic references. In narration, jan'hi and its X-variant 

an'hi serve frequently to indicate a transition from episode 

to another, or to attract attention to an incident. They are 



the component jan'hi, the construction serves in some contexts 

to assert that what the IKAL-component specifies was done to 

meet a need, or was done under some other compulsion» Por 

example, jan'hi in kaj'tik is equivalent to 'I had to look 

for it (and I did so)'. The distinction is like that which 

can be made "by the U3e of the imperfect and the preterite 

tenses of the Spanish verb. Tuve que buscarlo, like jan'hi 

in ka/'tik, implies that I was under compulsion to look for 

it, and did look for it; whereas Tenfa que buscarlo asserts 

that there was a compulsion of some sort, but is non-committal 

as to whether I actually looked for it. The latter is the 

sense of jan in kaj'tik with reference to, a past situation. 

We have found ka  ' janak •+• IKAL only in the expression ka 

'janak a wo'heltik, or ka  'janak a wo |helti'ketj*, which 

is approximately equivalent to 'Let it be known to. you (sing, 

and plur., respectively)', or, less literally, 'I want you 

to know', said by way of warning, or upon revealing something 

which is expected to surprise the person or persons addressed. 

With jan'hi, and, of course, with ka 'janak, this construction 

has occurred only in monochronic references (4.6). But with 

the simpler component jan, this is one of the constructions 

which can be used without alteration both in monochronic and 

polychronic references. In narration, jan'hi and its X-variant 

tm'hi serve frequently to indicate a transition from episode 

to another, or to attract attention to an incident. They are 



tlien approximately equivalent to 'it came to pass that ...', 

'It a o happened that ...', "What happened then was that .•.'. 

The seme usage is frequently served "by 'utfi and 'utfik, where 

utf signifies 'to happen', 'to be the case that ...'. Various 

uses of jan without a dependent IKAL-construction are dealt 

with elsewhere ( H.<»|). To avoid unnecessary repetition, 

jan, jan'hi, and ka 'janak will he left unanalyzed in the 

remarks on the following examples. The construction of 

jan'hi (j-an-h-i) is explained in 3.5"/$ and that of ka 

'janak (ka j-an-ak), in ty.37. 

1. 'sansa,nial jan u  'kinsik hun tul /ka/. Every day 

she has to kill a chicken. Context: To provide the proper 

food for her sick husband,  san-sam-al, duplication of sain 

with change of m to n before s, 'every day', 'all the time'. 

jan u kin-s-ik, constr. jan 4- IKAL; kirn, die; with forma- 

tive -s, kill;mchanges to n as above, hun tul, numeral 

'one' with numerical classifier tul for animate referents, 

/-ka/, chicken; in some localities, ka/, 'chicken' in general; 

/ka/, hen. 

2. hay jan u be:'tik  'toon  'baal k'as. He will surely 

give us a lot of trouble. Context: What he is doing now 

will inevitably have bad consequences for us. half, much, 

very (referring to k'as, bad), u be:-t-ik, IKAL-construction; 

be: with formative -t, do, make, cause.  'toon, 1st. pers. 

inclusive and exclusive pron. Class C.  'baal, thing, things. 



k*as, bad. 

3. ka jan'hl u waif* llo:b. They had to be untied. Context: 

They were finally compelled to untie the bundles so they could 

"be inspected, u watf'-(aa)l-o:b, passive IKAL-construction 

PA V-(aa)l, speech Type B (|. 4 ). 

4. jan u 'hantko: 'no:b. They will surely eat us up. Context: 

The monsters are about to overtake us. u han-t-(i)k-o:n-o:b, 

IKAL-constructionf u ... -o:b, 3rd. pera, plur.j han-t, eat 

(cf. 4„17, Ex. 1)| -(i)k, terminal component of PA V-lkj for 

the elision of the vowel of -ik see /,f j -o:n, 1st. pers. 

inclusive and exclusive pron. Class B, 

5* ka  'janak a wo'heltike: iJ*e^ le tfan pal ka  'wa:li,ke:X 

'satta,!©*,  ten. Let it be known to you that the little -boy 

you say disappeared is myself. Context: A boy was abandoned 

in the woods, and was reared by a hunter. As a young man, 

he appears now before the guilty ones, a w-oh-el-t-ik-e:J,-e,>, 

transitive IKAL-construction PA V-ik with -e* marking the 

end of the clause (S.5"8). a ... -e:J*, 2nd. pers. plur. pron. 

Class Aj oh-el, to know (3,5<£>)j with formative -t ( 3 ,^£>), 

to be told, to find out> le ... -o?, the, that ('i.S'i )• 

tfan, little, pal, boy. k-a w-al-ik-e:/, you say} k-IKAL- 

construction in delimiting clause (H.3H)| a ... -e:J", 2nd, 

pers. plur. sat-al, get lost, disappear? -al (H.5"2-). 

ten, 1st. pers. pron. Class Cj the assertion of identity, 



'I am the one', is signified in part by a pause and intonation 

(H.G1). 

6. ka tu ji'lah ti? pe'kaan hun .fot*  k'a: 'nil, ka 

jan'hi- u  '#'aik. He saw a piece of twine lying there, and 

he happened to pick it up. Context: The trivial incident 

of picking up a piece of twine on the road is contrasted 

with the unfortunate consequences the speaker is about to 

narrate, ka t-u j-il-ah, he saw; AHAB-construction 

t-PA V-ah preceded "by ka; in narratives some speakers use 

ka before every AHAB-construction which refers to a new 

incident or episode in the story. ti*>, there (and many other 

senses), pek-aan, B-variant of pek-ek-ba-1, for an object 

to be lying on the ground or on a flat surfacej -aan (1,W). 

nun, one, a; no numerical classifier follows, because the 

unit counted in this case is a fraction ( 4.i>8). /of, piece¿ 

portion, k'an, twine, cordj -il, general reference and other 

uses (H,feo).  jan'hi, see above remarks (4.18) for its use 

in narration, u tf'a-ik, transitive IKAL-construction; tf'a, 

take, get, fetch, etc. 
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4.19. pahtVlXAL. In the constructions here referred to 

by the label paht + IKAL, the verb paht signifies «to be pos- 

sible or feasible', 'to be permitted', or 'to succeed'. The 

dependent IKAL-component specifies what particular occurrent 

is said to be possible, or feasible, or what permission or 

suocess is referred to. The paht-component of the construc- 

tion can be (l) 'panti or 'nathi, AHAB form (3.51); (2) u 

'•oahtal, conforming to the IKAL-formula PA V-(a)l; (3) ku 

'pahtal, constr. k-IKAL (4,2?); or (4) ka 'pahtak, constr. 

NULLAK (4.37). Construction u «pahtal-l- IKAL is always a 

dependent IKAL-construotion (4.1a). Take, for example,        ~' 

the sentence me:  tan u  'nantal  in bej'tik, which in 

a reference to present ciroumstances is equivalent to 'I 

am not able to do it'. Dirregarding the negative ma:, that 

sentence exemplifies construction tan •••IKAL, dealt with above 

(4.14) . Only, instead of having a single IKAL-component, as 

is most frequently the casef we have tan+IKAL+-IKAL. Similarly, 

in he u 'cantal a besti'ke4?, 'You will be able to do it', 

or 'You can do it', or 'You are permitted to do it', we have 

he + IKAL-VIKALH- -e? (4 .15). In short, the rules govern- 

ing the uses of the dependent IKAL-c on struct ions ap-oly to 

the unit u 'nahtaH" IKAL. It is observed, however, that 

tan u 'üahtal+IKAL has seldom occurred in affirmative 

sentences. To assert that someone is able to do something 



he u 'pahtal -h IKAL +• -e* (4.16) is the construction com- 

monly employed,  'pahti •+- IKAL serves to assert that someone 

succeeded in doing what the IKAL-component specifies. Thus, 

'pahti in be:'tik is equivalent to 'I succeeded in doing 

it'. An X-variant of 'pahti is 'pathl. Construction ka 

'pahtak -h IKAL occurs in the dependent clauses dealt with 

in 4.11. In those clauses, paht signifies 'to he able' 

or 'to be possible'. 
Ku. 'palíNTlj 

Examples with u  'pahtal,/and 'pahti. 

1. ma:  tan u  'pahtal k be:'tik mij*  'baal.  There is 

nothing we can do.  (We are unable to help you.) ma:, nega- 

tive, 4- tan (4.14) + IKAL (u paht-al) +-IKAL (k be:-t-ik). 

m(a)-ij"  'baal, nothing! fusion of ma, negative, and ij* 

(4.32.) I 'baal, thing. 

2. ma:  tan u  'pahtal u  'lubul.  It cannot fall, u 

lub-ul, intransitive IKAL-constr. PA V-(a)l. 

3. ma: tan u "pahtal u han'taal. It cannot be eaten, 

u han-t-aal, passive IKAL-constr. PA V-(aa)l; han-t, eat; 

transitive with formative -tj see 4.17, Ex. 1. 

4. ku 'pahtal u  'hok'lorb  'J*imbal he  'tuuj* u 

'k'ato:|be?. They could go out for a walk wherever they 

wished. Context: They were given that privilege, k-u 

paht-al, constr. k-IKAL ( H-2.8 ) • u hole*-(b)l-o:b, intran3. 

IKAL| u ... -o:b, 3rd. plur.j hok*, go out, come out. 

Jim-ba-1 (3,5"3)/"'stroll, visit, he  'tuuj ... -e', {H-I^l, 
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wherever, anywhere^   'tuu/, where,    u   k'at-o:b, they wished| 

u ... «o:b, 3rd. plur.i k'at, with thiB construction,   Hffish'i 

see 3,51¿. 

5. ma pat'hi u 'lik'ski. He could not lift it. Context: 

He tried and failed,    ma ...  -i, negative with AHAB-constructions 

(4.5"l)| pa(h)-t-(a)hj>'x-variant of pah-t-ij  s«e 3>.^5"and above 

remarks (4.19). u llk'-3-(i)k, trans. IKAL, lliftlj lik', 

rise, get up. 

6» ma     'pahti    u    'winik:untSik    he    bi/   u    'k'ate*».    He was 

not able to make a man of him as he wished. Context: He failed 

in his attempt to train an unruly boy. u winik-(k)un~s~ik, 

trans. IK&Lj wi'nik, manj a verbal unit with formative» -kun-a 

(3,23-). he bij .•• -e*>, as^like, etc. (^.a*). k'at, wish) 

see Ex. 4. 

4.20» Other dependent IKAL-constructiona in structural unite 

similar to the preceding (4.14 -4.19). In the instances so 

far dealt with, the eo-operants (4.13) of the dependent IKAL- 

constructions are of two sorts: those which are not conjugated; 

and those which are conjugated only in the third person when 

used with a dependent IKAL-construction. So far as our data 

show, there are comparatively few words or expressions which 

serve as co-operants of those two sorts. The following have 

occurred in the texts at least 10 times: (l) k'a'bet, to be 

necessaryj tak, to have an urgent physiologic needj 

1 jaab, to abound, to be much or many. These three 
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were used in references to contemporary-past and present occur- 

rente. With dependent iKAL-constructions, they have occurred 

only in the forms shown above» (2) utf, to happen» has the 

form 'utf or 'utfik in references to discrete-past occurrents} 

also in narration with a usage similar to that of jan'hi 

(4.18) | the form u 'jutful, itself an IKAL-construction sub- 

ject to the rules governing the uses of these constructionsj 

and 'utfak or 'untfak, signifying 'perhaps it will happen1, 

•perhaps it will he the case1, 4aay it happen (optative 

sense) '.  (3) Jan'hi, to be delayed or retarded» used in 

references to past oocurrente, and only in the 3rd. sing, 

i.e., what the person does, and not the person himself 

is what is said to be retarded or delayed. (4) Various 

expressions concerning time:  'tani(li, first, presently, at 

once} hun pu'lak, na:pu'lak, at once, immediately, without 

further ado} all three in references to past occurrents when 

a dependent IKAL-construction follows, mij bi'k'in, never} 

reference to past$ in reference to future, it requires a 

different construction,  'samal or 'hatskab, tomorrow, ma 

tetf, emphatic denial in references to discrete-past, ka 

li'kil, in the meantime, while} reference to future, i'tfil, 

while} contemporary-past or/tai'tak, to be about to happen} 

with dependent IKAL, subsequent-past or immediate future} 

requires other than a dependent IKAL when it signifies 

•it came close to occurring', seb, signifying 'soon' in 



references to sub sequent-past, immediate future, and subsequent»- 

future. 

Mis cellaneous examples. 

}.. k'a'bet a wen'saal.  It is necessary to put you to sleep. 

The etymologic analysis of k'a'bet is probably k'ab-et, but 

k'ab without formative -et (3.i#) has not occurred in the sense 

of lto be necessary, a wen-s-aal, passive IKAL; a, 2nd. pers. 

sing.; wen, to sleep; with formative -a, to lull someone to 

sleep, to induce sleep. 

2. tak in wer'nel,  Jun.  I am sleepy, dear,  in wen-el, 

intransitive IKAL; wen, to sleep. Jun, affectionate vocative, 

from husband to wife. 

3. ma  'jaab a hana'li?. You do not eat much-, ma ... -i?, 

negative (M.5-?).  a han-al, intransitive IKAL; han, eat. 

4. Jan'hi in ts'otk'sik, ka tf'a: 'ben tu men  's-k'ab. 

I was slow in finishing it, and night overtook me. Jan-h-i, 

there was delay, it was retarded* for the conjugation of 

Jan see 3.5"!.  in ti'o:k-s-ik, transitive IKAL; te'ojk, to 

end (cf. 4.15), with formative -s, to finish. ^'a-(a)b-en, 

I was caught; passive AHAB (4.lo); tf'a, get, catch, fetch; 

-en, 1st. pers. pron. Class B; for t-u men, by, see 4-5"!. 

ak'-ab, night; etymologic analysis (3,3a"). 

5. 'u^ak u ajik'al'tal. May he get rich] utf-ak, may it 

happen; for -ak see ÍM1. u ajik'al-t-al, intransitive 

IKAL; aji'k'al, rich (data insufficient for the analysis 



of this word); for formative -t see 3,X. 

6. 'samal in ta'sik. I will "bring it tomorrow. 'samal 

(probable etymologic analysis: saci-al; sam, time ago, or 

time hence), 'tomorrow1, in ta(l)-s-ik, transitive IKAL 

(see 4.16, Ex. 6). 

7. na:pu'lak u na'tfik. At once he grabbed it. na:pu'lak, 

at once, straight away; uncertain analysis: nap-ul-ak; 

nap, to snap at (with teeth); -ul (3.H4); -ak (H.Wtf). 

u matf-ik, transitive IKAL; maf, grab, take hold of. 

8. tai'tak u t'tn'nikien in ma:'ma. My mother is about 

to call me (i.e., I expect her to call me presently), 

tai'tak, presently, in a few minutes; X-variant:  'tiki|tak, 

both of obscure formation except for tak, to be on the point 

of happening; perhaps cognate with tak, to have an urgent 

physiologic need (cf. Ex. 2). u t'an-ik-en, transitive 

IKAL; -en, 1st. pers. pron. Class B. ma:'ma, Spanish mamá; 

has replaced native na?, mother, except in reference to 

animals and in insults. 

9. 'tani,li u  'p'otol le  'ha!©*?.  Immediately the water 

bubbled up. Context: Wagic production of spring,  tan-il-i, 

at once; tan, before, first, and various divergent senses; 

for -il-i see M.Co and HS1 . u p'ot-ol, intransitive IKAL. 

le ... -o*, the (4,5"! ). ha-, water. 

10. le k'a'i ku'taC hay" seb u ji'lik niak.  The song- 

turkey sees a person quickly.  Context:  The hunter must 



approach a turkey of this species very stealthily, le ... -o 

the (4-5"/); k'a'i, song, sing; kuts, wild turkey, hat£, very. 

seb, soon, quickly, u j-il-ik, transitive IKAL; il, see. 

mak, person, man; frequently used, as here, without denoting 

particularity; like English 'one', French on. 

4.21. IKAL-oonstruction dependent on 'kooj", ko'ne:|, and 

T5a?t(-ik) . In some contexts, 'koojand ko'ne:| signify 'let 

us go'. In others, they are just signs of imperative utterance 

equivalent to the English 'Let us...'.  'koo| is used when 

addressing only one person; and ko'ne:J, when two or more t>er- 

sons are addressed. An X-variant of ko'ne:£ is kot'ne:^. 

From this X-variant it may be inferred that -ojn-e:j", you 

plural and I ( 2..5" ) a*e affixed to ko-. But since ko- 

signifying 'go' occurs only in the above words, this analysis 

must be classed as uncertain. The same is true of ko'ten, 

kote'ne:f, come thou, come ye; where the imperative affixes 

-ew, -en-e: j ( M-51)may be annexed to ko-t, or to a root 

kot- which occurs only in these two words, so far as the 

Yuoatec dictionaries and our texts show. If the root in 

•kooj" is ko-, the suffix -oj" is unidentifiable in Modern 

Yucatec, since it occurs only in that word with any sense 

that may be attributed to it there. 

When 'kooj and ko'ne:^' or ko:'ne:$ are used with a depen- 

dent IKAL-construction, it is observed that in the majority of 
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instances the pronoun k of the dependent IKAL-conatruction is 

omitted. The omission occurs both in Speech-type A and in 

Type B. One informant from Pachacaan, British Honduras, omit- 

ted k only occasionally. Por 'let us (two) do it' we find 

'kooj* he:'tik in 14 instances, and 'kool k he:'tik in 2. 

texts, one of which was dictated by the informant above men- 

tioned; the other ia from Chemax, Yucatan. Much more pre- 

valent than the absence of k is that of -e:J in the IKAL- 

construction dependent on ko'ne:! or ko:'ne:X. In other 

than in these imperative sentences, a transitive IKAL-con- 

atruction referring to the speaker and two or more persons 

has the form k V-ik-e:/. But in these imperative sentences 

we find k T-ik, or simply Y-ikj e.g., ko'ne:/ be:'tik, 

let us (your plur. and i) do it. For other constructions 

dependent on 'kooj" and ko'ne:/ see H,38. 

The word pa't, or 'pa'tik, now seldom pronounced with k' 

instead of *?, occurs in sentences equivalent to 'Let me ...', 

uttered while the speaker is in the process of doing what he 

speaks of; e.g., 'Let me see what is in here'; not signifying 

that he asks permission to do so.  In some cases, however, 

pa't, and its X-variant 'pa'tik, have their USUP.1 sense of 

'wait'; and the sentence is equivalent to 'Y/aití Let me ...'. 

"iscellaneous examples: 

1. 'kooj* kaj'tik  'nalcu,lo:b. Let us look for helpers. 
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• kooj" kaj-t-lk, let us (you sing, and i) look forj IKAL 

with omission of k. nak-ul-o:b, persons taken along in case 

their help is needed} nak, lean against, take along extra 

food, money, etc. against a contingency when traveling} 

-ul, noun suffix (3.H4)} -o:b, plural. 

2. 'ha:li,be'>,  'kooj* k u'k'ikle  ,k,eJe,mo», Well, let 

us drink the pozol. ha:lib-e?, well, soj said in narrative 

when passing to a new incident, after a pause} or in ordi- 

nary communication to indicate that the time to do what was 

expected has come} analysis uncertain, except for -e* at the 

end of a clause or its equivalent ( H.5"8). k uk'-ik, IKAL- 

constr.; uk*, drink, le k'e'jem-o', the -pozoL (corn-meal 

dough dissolved in cool water); analysis of k'e'jem uncer- 

tain} perhaps, k'ei-eni; for -em see 33*7. 

3. ko'nezj"  'holbe^ik tu noh u k'ab k juin ha'hal 

djoSf Let us perform the ceremony of the first offering, 

in the name of our Lord, the true God. hol-be-s-ik, IKAL- 

constr. with omission of k and -e:/j hoi, hole, opening} 

be, way, road} for formative -s see3.2f} in this context 

hol-be-s is a special verb for the performance of the cere- 

mony; in other contexts it refers to giving something extra 

in barter when the other party is dissatisfied with the 

transaction, t-u noh u k'ab, in the name of} old re- 

ligious expression found in translation of Catholic prayers} 

its construction does not conform to Modern Yucatec} noh, 
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great, right (hand) %  k'ab, hand, arm» k jum, our masterj 

Old Yucatec, eg, yum, our father, hah-al, true, real, djos, 

Spanish Dios, Cod. 

4, ko'nerj* k bi'sik mu: •ke'?. Let ua take him and "bury him. 

k "bi(n)-3-lk, IKAL-constr.j bin, goj with formative -a, take, 

carry (9.15). muk-e?, buryj NULLAK-constr. ( H.HJ )j -e*, 

end of a portion of the sentence from which this passage was 

abstracted» the next part is a protective reference (4.23) 

with tu  'jo'lal, in order that ... 

5» lpa?tik in wo lkol in ts'a u 'jocTol in tfi*. Let me go 

in and give (him) the breath of my mouth. Context: Said by 

the cow as she was going in the stable to warm the child Jesus, 

in w-ok-ol, intrans. IKAL; ok, enter,  in fs'a, in order to 

give; NULLAK-constr. (H.HI )• u j-oj-ol, the warm vapor 

off strictly, an IKAL-construction| o/-on, used as a Yucatec 

noun has occurred once in reference to the vapor from a boil- 

ing pot. tfi?, mouth, 

6, pa't in wi'lik wa tah le pi:'bo'. Let me see if 

the plb is done. Context: Said as the speaker proceeds to 

examine the food that is being baken in the earth-oven (pib). 

in w-il-ik, trans. IKAL. wa, if. tah, boil, bake, le 

pib-o'*, that which is being baked in the earth-ovenj also, 

1 the earth-oven'. 



4.22. IKAL-construotions dependent on verbs that are conjugated 

In all persone. This use of the dependent IKAL-oonstruotions 

la subject to two sorts of limitations: (1) only certain verbs 

can be co-operante (4.13) of those dependent IKAL-oonstruotions; 

and (2) not all the IKAL-constructions are commonly used after 

such oo-operante. Some of the verbs in question take only 

the passive PA V-(aa)l; others take this and the intransitive 

PA V-(a)l; and still others allow the use of the three IKAL-con- 

structionB. When the transitive PA V-ik is not permissible, 

the transitive NULLAK-construction? (4.37) is employed. 

Those which have been found with the three IKAL-oonstructions 

are: -fc^ en (-el), to cease; -tpen-s, to cause to cease; kah-s 

and-tfun-s, to begin (transitive); and the adopted Spanish verb 

seguir, to oontinue. It is observed, however, that kah-s 

requires a transitive NULLAK-oonstruction (4.37) instead of 

PA V-ik in a discourse in which it is said that what was begun 

was not finished. The verbs which have been found with intran- 

sitive and passive IKAL-construotions (and not with transitive 

IKAL) are: be:t and me:t or ment, signifying 'to compel some- 

one to do something' or 'to have someone do something'; and 

-tía, signifying 'to let someone do something', 'to let something 

happen (•''not to prevent its happening*")'. The unit dependent 

on the verbs il, to see, ub or ui, to hear, to feel, and 

o'hel, to know, can be tan+ IKAL (4.14), ho:tf+ IKAL (4.17) 

^oik-f IKAL (4.15), or some of the others formed with 

a dependent IKAL-construction; but only the passive 



IKAL-construction, PA V-(aa)l, can occur immediately after 

those verbs; that is, without a preceding tan, ts*o:k, ho:p', 

etc. 

Examples of these various uses are: 

1» ku lts*o:kO|le*, ku '-tf'enel u  'repikarttik le 

'karapana,o?. Then they stop pealing the "bell. Context: 

description of a ceremony, k-u tj'o:k-ol-e', afterward, 

then, after that is done ( ^33); ts'o:k, to end; see 4. IS" . 

k-u tf'en-el, one of the k-IKAL-constructions (HaS1). 

u repikar-t-ik, transitive IKALf Spanish repicar, peal, 

with formative -t (3.:i<£»); cf. 4.IO, le ... -o*, the 

(H-5"! ).  'kampa,na, Yucatec adaptation of Spanish cara-pana, 

church hell (in this context). 

2. ku  'ts'o^Otle?,  tan in  'kahsik in me: 'tik in pa'k'il 

o'totf tu  'tseel. After that, I plan to "begin to "build my 

masonry house next to it. k-u t3'o:k-ol-e?, see Ex. 1. tan 

in kah-s-ik, construction tan +• IKAL referring to a project 

or resolution (4.14). kah-s, "begin; another form, kah-kun-3, 

occurred three times in speech of Type A? -3, formative (3.^-5")? 

-kun-s (3.13).  in me:-t-ik, transitive IKAL; for Ho do', 

make 'cause', 'build', variants "be:-t, me:-t, and men-1 

have occurred; the last two prevalently, "but not exclusively, 

in speech of Type A. in pak'-il o'totf, my masonry house? 

in, 1st. pers. pron. Class A; pak', stone wall; for -il see 

H.£o . o'totf, house? etymologic analysis:  ot-og { 3Mc)» 



t-u tseel, by the side of, next to; t-u, fusion of ti ("X.1°\)a 

and pron. u referring to a house previously mentioned in the 

context of the above sentence. 

3. ka 'segir^ah u be:ti'ko:b. And they kept on doing it. 

Spanish seguir, continue, with formative -n ( 3,240 and -ah 

(3, )0). u be:-t-ik-o:b, IKAL-constructionj u ... -o;b, 

3rd. pers. plur, pron. Glass A; be:t, do. 

4. ka ho:p' u  'pa?ti,ko:b u ti'hil  '¡naalob. And they 

began to wait for it to dry well. ho:p' u pa?-t-ik-o:b, 

constr. ho:p'+ IKAL (4.17); pa -t, B-variant of pak'-t, 

await (transitive), u tih-il, intransitive IKAL; tih, dry. 

maa-lob, good, well (4.11, Ex. 35). 

5» ka tu men"tan u "tokaal. He had it burned (i.e., It 

was burned by someone else at his request), t-u men-t-ah, 

he made, he caused; transitive AHAB-construction (4.9); see 

Ex. 2. u tok-aal, passive IKAL; tok, burn (transitive). 

6. ma:  tan in  'tfaik a  "kinsaal.  I will not let them kill 

you. Literally:  I will not let you be killed, ma:, negative, 

4- tan (4.14) 4- IKAL (in tfa-ik) 4- passive IKAL (a kin-3-aal). 

tfa, let happen (4.22). kin-s, see 4.18, Ex. 1. 

7. ka tu ju: *bah u  lheebel u hoi k'o'ben. And he heard 

someone open the kitchen door, t-u j-ub-ah, he heard; tran- 

sitive AHAB-construction (4.9); ub, irregular form of ui or 

uj, to hear, to feel (3,5?). u heeb-el, passive IKAL; 

heb, to open (transitive); here the passive is used to refer 



to an unknown subject; hence, the translation with 'someone', 

u hoi k'o'ben, the door of the kitchen; for this use of 

the pronoun u see X.H ; hoi, door, holej k'o'ben (doubtful 

etymologic analysis: k'o%ben; see H.5"7); kitchen, or the 

three Btones composing the native hearth. 

8. ka tu ji'lah u jok'saal ti hun p'el pak*. And he 

saw that it was put in a stone wall (i.e., in an opening which 

had been made in the wall), t-u j-il-ah, AHAB-construction 

(4.9); il, see. u j-ok-s-aal, passive IKAL; ok, enter; 

ok-s, cause to enter (3.25~). ti, in, to, etc. (3..29). 

hun p'el, numeral 'one' and inanimate classifier (H-i>?)» 

pak*, masonry wall. 

9, in wo:'hel bei u be:'taal. I know that is the way it 

was made, in w-oh-el, I know (3.56). u be:-t-aal, passive 

IKAL construction. 

4.23. tu 'jo'lal and u  'ti^al with dependent IKAL-constructlons. 

The unit tu 'jcial is a variant of tu  'jok'lal, which in turn 

is an abridgment of tu Mok'o^al, the analysis of which is as 

follows: t-u j-ok'-ol-al; u, 3rd. pers. sing. pron. Class A; 

j-, prefix after pronoun u before initial vowel (3.2. ); ok'-ol, 

upon, over} the construction u j-ok'-ol conforms to intran- 

sitive IKAL formula PA V-(a)l; for formative -al see HSX} 

the first component t-u is perhaps a fusion of ti*? or ti, to, 

for, etc. ("X.31) and the pronoun u, but it is safer to regard 

it as unidentified, as in the case of the AHAB-construction 
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t-PA V-ah. The following inflexional variations have occurred» 

tin  'wo^lal, on my account, for ray sake; ta 'wo^lal, on your 

(sing.) account» ta 'wo*la"ile:J, for your (pi.) sake; tu 

'jovial in su'kun, for the sake of my elder "brother. The 

analysis of u  'ti'al is: u ti*-alt where u is the 33rd. 

pers. sing. pron. of Class A» -al is the formative above spoken of5 

and ti* probably etymologically identical with ti* or ti, to, for, 

etc. (3.,2«7).  in  'ti'al, a  'ti'al, u  lti«>al, a  lti*>a,le:J", 

have occurred as equivalents of 'for me', 'for you', 'for him'; also 

'it is mine1, 'it is yours', lit is his', etc» Without a pronoun 

of Class A, 'ti'al occurred three times in the question 'baaj* 

'ti'ali, 'For what purpose?1, '6f what use?1 The answers to 

those questions begin with u 'ti'al, in order to, so that. 

It is with the senses 'in order to', 'so that' that both u 

'ti'al and tu 'jovial (B-variant:  'tjovial) o<*cur in construc- 

tions of these four forms: (l) u 'ti'al 4- HCAL, (2) tu  'jovial +• 

IKAL, (3) u  'ti?al + HULLAK, (4) tu  ' jo'lal -|- HULLAK ( H.4I ) • 

The references made by means of these four constructions, and 

another mentioned below, will be called protective references» and 

a device which in a given instance indicates that a reference 

is a projective reference will be said to be in that instance 

the sign of a projective reference. In Modern Yucatec," as w ell 

as in English, the sign of a projective reference is fre- 

quently the circumstance that a construction of a certain 



kind and wording follows another construction of a special 

kind, and both are components of the same sentence. An 

English example of such constructional signs is seen in the 

sentence *I went there to see him', neither of the units 

'I went there' and 'to see him' indicates "by itself that 

'to see him' specifies the aim of going there. Replace 

'I went there' by 'It is impossible * and it would be non- 

sensical to say that 'to see him' specifies the aim of an 

impossibility. This example may indicate what sort of 

Yucatec device we refer to as being a constructional sign 

of protective reference. This third sign of protective 

reference results when a UULLAK- construct ion (4. Mi) follows 

certain other constructions. Thus, considering as a single 

unit the sign together with the IKAL or MJLLAK dependent con- 

structions, five sorts of units are used in protective refe- 

rences. The rules governing the uses of those five units are 

rather complicated. We infer this from a detailed study of 

the 1192 instances oí' protective reference in the specimens 

of discourse collected. It would require, perhaps, five times 

as many instances to obtain an adequate number of each of the 

kinds of contexts which presumably determine when e'ach of the 

five devices is employed. To illustrate the difficulty which 

results from the lack of a favorable distribution of the spe- 

cimens required, we refer to what we may call conveniently 

negative protective references; that is, those which specify 



that the aim i3 to prevent or avoid} as, 'I did x so that I 

would not have to do^S 'x was done in order that y_ might not 

occur'. Only 52 of the 1192 projective references were nega- 

tive. In 48 of those negative references, tu  'jo'lal was 

used} the other 4 had u  'ti'al. In view of the complicated 

rules governing the uses of the devices in question, it would 

hardly be justifiable to infer from only 48 observations that 

the rule is that a negative protective reference requires tu 

'jovial} particularly since we are unable to account for the 

4 exceptions. Similarly, after dividing and subdividing the 

instances of affirmative projective references (i.e., those 

which are not negative) we have in some cases as few as 23 

instances to test a suspected rule. Another difficulty is 

due to the kinds of distinctions which seem to be made by the 

use of one or another of the five devices in question. One 

of the distinctions seems to fall under the heading of what 

is here called topical distinction (4.8). Thus, in 82 of 

the instances in which the dominant topic of the sentence 

is rather clearly the question of why was this or that done, 

tu  'jo'lal was used. But tu  'jo'lal occurs in 56 other 

instances of affirmative projective references concerning 

which it would be arbitrary to assert that the aim is the 

dominant topic, although it may very well be. Since what is 

here called topical distinction is a phase of discourse which 

has received comparatively little attention in descriptions of 

languages, and even in corrective grammars, it may not be super- 
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fluous to offer an English example of the kind of distinctions 

which we suspect to be made in Yucatec in some cases by using 

one or another of the devices under consideration. 

Compare these two sentences: 'I went there to see what he 

had done', 'My purpose in going there was to see what he had 

done1. We know that the latter is not likely to occur in a 

context in which the speaker's going there was not previously 

mentioned. The dominant topic oí' that statement is the reason 

for going there. Or, as we prefer to put it, the protective 

reference 1B the dominant topic.  (This wording spares us the 

trouble of distinguishing between "reason for doing something", 

"purpose", "aim", "end", etc.)  It seems rather clear that the 

second of the above sentences requires a context that satis- 

fies at least one condition. What condition or conditions 

must the context of the first sentence satisfy? It is not 

easy to answer this question; but it is true that at least 

the sentence 'I went there to see what he had done' does not 

occur exclusively when the protective reference is not the 

dominant topic. Notice, for example, that the above sentence 

can very well be uttered in answer to the question 'Why did you 

go there?' Similarly, although we find some evidence in sup- 

port of the conjecture that in some cases tu  'jo'lal is pre- 

ferred to u  'ti*?al when the protective reference is the domi- 

nant topic, we observe that in 16 instances u  'ti^al is the 

first component of an answer to a question with one of the 
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Yucatec equivalents of 'Why?' or 'Por what purpose?' But, 

again, 16 observations do not justify the conclusion that in 

answer to such questions tu  'jo9lal is not used. 

So far a3 our observations go, it seems that it may be more 

feasible to find rules for the uses of the five units above men- 

tioned than for the uses of each of the three signs, treated 

separately from the dependent IKAL and MJLLAK-constructions. 

But, as already said, this would require a considerable num- 

ber of instances of each of the divisions and subdivisions of 

the topic.  The distribution of the five units in the 1140 

Instances of affirmative protective reference is as follows: 

+ IKAL + HÜLLAK Totals % 

tu  'jo'lal 97 41 138 12.1 

u  'ti'al 226 296 522 45.6 

neither — 480 480 42.1 

325     817     1140 

In the 52 instances of negative protective reference not included 

in the above tabulation, both tu  'jovial and u 'ti^al had as 

dependent constructions either ina.+ IKAL or ma:  tan -+-IKALj 

ma or ma: being the negative, and tan + IKAL the construction 

dealt with above (4.14). Further comment on the 817 instances 

with MJLLAK will be made at the proper place ( H.H I) • 

So far as concerns the IKAL-constructions themselves, it is 

seen that in protective references, as well as in the cases pre- 

viously dealt with, they serve exclusively to describe occur- 



rents whose chronologic position is specified by other com- 

ponents of the sentence.    in protective references,   the  chro- 

nologic position  is  obviously subsequent  (4.3)   to whatever 

time-index the preceding context indicates» 

Miscellaneous examples with tu    'jo'lal.    Exx.  1, 2 illus- 

trate two of  its uses without dependent IKAL-constructions. 

1» te:'ne'    tin    ber'tah    le    u'^a'    tu     'jo'lal    a    lkur.ipa,le'. 

I did  (you)   this favor for your corn-padre's sake.    Context: 

Individual A had  just brought  some food to B, with whom he was 

on bad terms.    He did so just to please his compadre (A1s/god- 

father,   or the father of A's godchild),    ten-e**,   as for mer so 

far as I am concerned;  ten,   1st.  pers.  pron. Class Cj  -e?,   at 

the  end of a  clause or  its  equivalent  [H.F9 ).     t-in    be:-t-ah, 

I did;  AHAB-constr. t-PA V-ah  (4.9).     le  ...  -a',  thi3  ( H.si ). 

uts,   good,  favor,     a    kunpal-e*?,  Spanish compadre;  -e?  (3,£>  ); 

a, your; 2nd. pers.  sing. pron. Class A. 

2. tfen    tu     'jovial    le:'lo"?    ka    ta'lo:n.    That  ia  our only 

object  in coming.    Literally:     Only on account   of that we  came» 

•tfen,  just,   only,    le-l-o*,  that (  H.5|).    For the conjunctive 

office  of ka see   H.é.2.     tal-o:n,  we  came;   intrans. AHAB-constr. 

V-IB,  exclusive  'we1. 

3. ka    bi'no:b    ti    hun    p1el    kah     'naatf,     tu     'jclal    ma    u 

'tfuuku,lo:b.    And they went to a village far away,   so  that they 

would not be  caught.    bin-o:b,   they went;   intrans» AHAB-constr» 



V-FB; 'bin, go; -o:b, 3rd. pers. plur. ti, to. hun p'el, 

numeral 'one1 and classifier for inanimate referents, kan, 

village, town.  'naatf, far. ma, negative, u ^juk-ul-o:b, 

passive IKALj for the double vowel see 3.H8; u ... -o:b, 

3rd. pera, plur.j tfuk, catch, overtake. 

4. ko: *ne:X k "be:'tik be: \-jo?,  tu  'jo'lal k ^oni'ke:^ 

le ke: fho'7 te 1 ltfil le koi'lo"?. Let us do it that way, 

so that we may shoot the deer there in the cornfield. 

ko-o:n-e:X k be:-t-ik, let us (you plural and i) do it; 

for this construction see 4.21. bei-o?, thus; with demonstra- 

tive suffix -o'>  ( H.s/ ). k i3'on-ik-e:,f, tran3. IKAL; 

k ... -e:/, you plural and I; ts'on, shoot, le keh-o9, the 

deer, te, there; in reference to place previously or subsequently 

mentioned and not in sight; cf. te:'lo'-" ( H.5I ). itf-11, inside, 

le kol-o?, the cornfield, milpa. * 

5. ta'len tu  '.jo'lal a k'u'bik u ja'tan le  'otsil ma: 'ka*. 

I came in* order that you release this poor man's wife. Context: 

The speaker came to force the ogre to give back to her husband 

the woman he had abducted, tal-en, I came; see Ix. 2. a 

k'ub-ik, trans. IKAL? k'ub, deliver, surrender, u j-at-an, 

the wife off see 4.9, Ex. 15. le ... -a', this ( M,5| ). <ft)-l5il, 
-tSi'T 

poor  (sympathetically or monetarily);   for^fefc see   H.~l|.    raak, 

person,  man. 

6.  ka    tu     'huntarjtali    tu     'laical    le     'tfako: ibo"7,     tu     'jovial 

u     'palital    u     'tfuukul     'luuiikab.    And he got together all the 



Chaca in order that it might lie possible to catch the Earth-man. 

Context: A human (the Earth-man) was dwelling in the abode of 

one of the gods of rain (Chac). During the Chac's absence he 

went for a ride on the Chac's horse, and it was difficult to 

catch him. t-u huntar-t-ah, AHAB-constr.; huntar, Spanish 

.juntar, gather, "bring together; for -t see 4.10, Exx. 28-31. 

t-u lak-al, all; possibly etymologically identical with lah, 

all; if so, the analysis may be la(h)-ak-al; for -ak see H-HTj 

for -al see 4,S"i. le tfak-o:b-o?, the Chacs. u pah-t-al, 

IKAL-constr.; pah-t, be possible; see 4.19. u tfuk-ul, pas- 

sive IKAL; see Ex. 3. luum-kab, the one from below on the 

ground; 'luum, ground; for -kab see 3-33. 

Examples with u 'ti^al, _ Exx. 7-11 illustrate specifica- 

tions of the service which an object or something else is 

expected to render, or the use which is to be made of it. 

tu  '.jo'lal has  not occurred in specifications which are 

definitely of that sort. 

7. ma jan'hi ts'ak u  'ti'al  lut3kin,tik le  'otsil  '.firpa^o?. 

There was no remedy to cure the poor young man. Context: All. 

the remedies known to the ones concerned load proved inefficient. 

ma, negative,  j-an-h-i, there was (3.5"S). ts'ak, medicine, 

uts-kin-t-ik, irregular IKAL-constr. (3.5"°); expected construc- 

tion: u j-uis-kin-t-ik; uts, good, well, favor; for formatives 

-kin-t see 3.¿3.  le o(j>4il /i(b) -pal-o?, the poor young man; 

see Ex. 5; J*ib, male; pal, child, youngster, young adult. 



8. he hun p»el  'nabaha,a' u  •ti'al a ts'i'lik le wak'/o*. 

Here is a razor for you to skin the cow. he ..» -a', here is; 

like French void, hun p'el, numeral and classifier; see Ex. 

3.  'naba,ha, Spanish navaja, razor (also 'knife', but not as 

adopted in Yucatec).  a ts'il-ik, trans. IKAL; ts'il, strip 

bark or skin from, le wak(a) X-o', the cow; wa'kaj", cow, 

cattle; very probably from Spanish vacas, cows. 

9. ts*o:k a  'ts'aik  'toon u  'ti'al k  'tsentik: ,ba. You 

have already given us (some) for us to est. ts'o:k a ts'a-ik, 

you have given; ts'o:k + IKAL (4.15); ts'a, give, k tsen-t-ik-(k)-ba, 

feed ourselves; trans. IKAL; -k-ba, ourselves (2.7 )• 

10. mi k'a'bet J*an si'', u  'ti*>a.l k t'a'bik k'ak*. It 

seems that we need firewood also, that we may make a fire, mi, 

it seems, k'ab-et, be necessary (4.20). Jan, also,  si9, fire- 

wood, k t'ab-ik, trans. IKAL; t'ab, to light (candle, cigar- 

ettes, etc.). k'ak', fire. 

11. jathie? ku  'ts'aik ta:'k'in u  'ti'al u  'ma:nal wa 

'be*/  'ts'aibal ti le k'o'haano?.  Some give money to buy 

whatever is given to the sick person (i.e., special food or 

medicine). Context:  Description of custom. Friends call on 

seriously sick person and bring presents, j-an-e?, there are 

some (there are those who ...); see Mé>i ; -e', end of clause or 

its equivalent, k-u ts'a-ik, constr. k-IKAL (4.18); ts'a, give. 

ta-k'in, money; see 4.16. , Ex. Q>   . u man-al, passive IKAL; 

nan, buy. wa  'baaj", ~1i—L—r. ( l i ^~     ts'a-(a)b-al, irregular 



passive IKAL? see/fFa, give, ti, to. le k'oh-aan-C?, the 

sick one; k'oh-aan, sick (4.53). 

12. le ka: tul J*'tf'upalalo: (bo''  'naako:b  'jok'ol le 

na'e?, u  'ti'sl u  'fukti^otb u  'tubul u we:'nel 

le  '«fi^a^e*. The two women got on top of the house to 

watch for the young man to "be overcome by sleep, le ... -0', 

the ( M.5"l ). ka:, numeral 'two1, tul, classifier for ani- 

mate referents. J,-y>,up-(p)al-al-o:'b, women (unmarried); 

X-tf'up, woman, female; cf. Jib-pal in Ex. 7; for -al see 

¿f.£T£>; -o:b, plural. naak-o:b, climb, go up; intrans. AHAB. 

j-ok'-ol, on; see explanation in 4.23.  le na-e*, the house; 

le ... -e* or le ... -o9 ( M.si ). u. tf'uk-t-ik-o:b, trans. 

IKAX; tpuk-t, spy on, lie in wait for; -t (3,aC>). u tub-ul, 

intrans. IKAX; tub, to become forgotten (x becomes forgotten 

with respect to the one who forgets x. Similar to Spanish 
. . because. <>f 

olvidársele a uno)t  u wen-el, intrans. IKAL; áue.t« the cir- 

cumstance that there is an English noun 'sleep' this IKA.L- 

construction can be rendeyired by 'his sleep1, but it would be 

arbitrary to hold that we:'nel is a Yucatec noun in this sen- 

tence, le Xi(b)-pal-e*?, the young man. 

13. ta'len u  'ti?al in ^'an ma'nik  'baal in han'te'-1. 

I came ,iust to buy something to eat.  tal-en, I came; see 

Exx. 2,5.  in nan-ik, trans. IKAL; man, buy. tfan, just, no 

more then that; frequent expression of modesty.  'baal, thing, 

something (xl^).  in han-t-e", NULLAK-constr. ( M-31 ); han, 

eat; transitive with formative -t ( 3.16). 
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14. ka    tfi'lah    tu     'booi    le     'fe,o'    u     'ti^al    u    'helsku,ba. 

And he lay down in the 3hade of  the tree in order to rest, 

tfil-ah,   irregular AHAB  ( 3.51 )  referring to the act of laying 

oneself on the ground,    t-u     'booi,   in the shade of»    le 

tfei'O-o'',  the  tree} tfe*,  tree,    u    hel-s-( i)k-u-ba,  trans. 

IKALj u~ba,  himself  (.2.. 7   ) . 

15. ka     'nahanitab    kan    tul    wi'nik    u     lti'al    u    k'a'lanjtik 

le     ,beo:|bo'>.    And they engaged four men to "block the roads, 

mah-an-t-ab,  passive AHAB  (4.10)>  mah-an-t,  to borrow,   to 

avail oneself of the services of others who will help without 

payj mahan-o:b,   those who are  so engagedj  analysis  of mah-an 

uncertain,    kan,  four,    u    k'al-(l)an-t-ik,  trans.  IKAL; 

k'al, close upj -Ian, distributively: each one, or each two, 

blocks one road ( H.k5"). le be-o:b-o^, the roads. 



IBHE3PENDEUT IKAL-COKSTRUCTIOBS 

4.24. ma + IKAL* This construction serves two usages here re- 

ferred to as Usage A and Usage 33.  In Usage A, the sentence 

may "be said to "be negative imperative, for lack of a better 

appellation. The speaker commands, instructs, requests, begs, . 

or otherwise tries to persuade the person or persons addressed 

not to do what the IKAL-component of the sentence specifies. 

As indicated elsewhere (4.M3), this is not the only construc- 

tion employed in negative imperative sentences, but it has a 

broader range of application than any other used in such sen- 

tences. Here, as in the constructions dealt with above (4.21), 

the pronoun of the IKAL-construction is more frequently omitted 

than employed. In this case, however, two rules are observed: 

(l) The 3rd. pers. pron. u of verbs which are conjugated only 

in the third person when they are U3ed intransitively was not 

omitted in any instance; e.g., ma u 'tubul tetf, Qon't for- 

get it (literally: 'let it not become forgotten to you1, as 

in Spanish: ]Jo se te olvide). Here, ma u frequently be- 

comes mu.  (2) The 2nd. pers. sing. pron. a, and the a of the 

2nd. pers. plur. a ... -e:J*, are not omitted in approximately 

77JÉ of the instances in which the initial consonant of the 

verb is w, or the prefix w- is required before a verb with 

initial vowel (3.2. )$ e.g.: ma a wo:'k'ol, 'Don't cry'. 

In other cases, one finds: (a) that there is no indication 

of the pronoun a, or of the a of a ... -e:/ (-e:,f is not omit- 

ted in negative imperative sentences); or (b) that the vowel of 



the negative ma is long, indicating a fusion of ma and a; or 

(c) in 15.8# of the cases not covered by Rule 2, ma9 a or 

ma a occurs.  In six instances, construction ma:  tan + IKA1 

(4.14) was used in utterances which were "both threats and ne- 

gative imperative communications, comparable with 'You won't 

do anything of the sort.'' In polite requests or supplications, 

tfen (in other contexts: 'just1, 'only') follows the negative 

ma or ma'. 

In Usage B, construction ma +• IKAL is the main verbal unit 

of a negative declarative sentence. In such cases, the occur- 

rent negated is either future, or contemporary (4.3); and the 

reference can he monochronic or polychronic (4.6). Aside from 

Usage A, this construction serves mainly to negate the refe- 

rences made in the independent uses of construction PA V-ik 

dealt with in 4.25, and all those references in which construc- 

tion k-IKAL occurs (4.27). The latter is used only in certain 

negations (4.32). Here, as well as in Usage A, ma +• IKAL has 

a broader range of application than any other construction serv- 

ing to negate. 

Examples of ma +. IKAL in Usage A. 

1. ma 'tf'aik sah'ki. Don't get frightened, tf'a, get, catch. 

aah-(a)k-i(l), Speech-type B, 'fear', 'fright'; for -ak see H.HI; 

for -il see M.co. 

2. ma tfen te'on'ken.  he  in  'sut,ke'-'.  Please, don't shoot 

me! I'll return it. ts'on-(i)k-en, Speech-type B; is'on, shoot» 
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gun; -en, 1st. pers. pron. Class B. he in sut-(i)k-e*, 

construction he + IKAL +• -e? (4.16); sut, return, give "back; 

(intransitive: su(t)-n-ah; e.g., sun:a'hi, he came "back). 

3. in ju:'mil, mu 'hak'al a wol. Don't get excited, my 

master. Contextt said "by a dog to his master, in jum-il, 

my master, my owner; for -il see H.£°. mu, fusion of negative 

ma and pron. u of the IKAL-construotion u hak'-al; hak', con- 

jugated in the 3rd. pers., 'become astonished', 'filled with 

fear, awe, admiration1, always with ol, mind, feeling, etc., 

or 'pith' (of a plant), a w-ol, your mind, will, etc. 

4. ma u  ltubul tetf a 't'an|ken. Do not forget to call me. 

tub, to become forgotten, tetf, 2nd. pers. pron. Class C. a 

t'an-(i)k-en, trans. IKAL; a, 2nd. pers. pron. Class A» fan, 

address a person, speak to one, call (not give a name to); 

also, h/ord', 'language1; -en, 1st. pers. pron. Class B. 

5. ma? a 'waatal. fen. Don't stand (there)i Go oni a 

wa(l)-t-al, intrans. IKAL; wal*, be on one's feet, stand up, 

get up; -t, formative (3, 2&) •    X-en, or, more probably, 

/(O-en, go, go on, go away; cf. ka 'Ji-ik, let him go, that 

he may go; -en, intransitive imperative ( H.£7). 

6. ma k be:'tik be:'jo?. Let us not do it that way. k 

be:-t-ik, IKAL-constr.; be:-t, do, make, bel-o?, thus; with 

demonstrative suffix -o* ( H.£j ). 

7. ma k k' itpah|le:,f, bik  'saat. Let us not go each his 

own way, lest (some of ua) get lost, k k' it~pa-h-(a)l-e:,f, 



intransitive IKALf  k ... -e:J*, you (plur.) and I; k'it (with 

the above and other formatives) scatter (transitive or intran- 

sitive depending on formatives affixed); for -pa-h, see 3 37. 

"bik, lest; special negative sign of contingent imperative 

( H.H3); 'seat, NULLAK-construction with bik ( H.37 ), become 

lost. 

8. ma: tan k  'p'atal t  'ka:ha,le'. Let us not remain in 

our village.  Illustration of occasional use of construction 

tan + IKAL in negative suggestion; similar to its frequent 

usage signifying refusal (4.14). p'at, remain, stay, t, 

fusion of ti, at, to, from, etc., and k; 'at our'; but in 

other instances t as well as k can signify 'we* or 'our1 

(2.. 1^). kah, village, town; Kah-al, small village, hamlet, 

inhabited locality,  -e?, demonstrative suffix referring to 

village not present; however, wai t  'ka:ha,le? is common for 

•here in this town of ours *. 

Examples of Usage B. 

9. ma u to'holtik ti'' mij* Iran p'el  sen'tabo.  It does 

not cost him a cent. Context: Polychronic reference; i.e., 

whenever he wishes to eat meat, he can get it without spend- 

ing a cent, u toh-ol-t-ik, IKAL-constr.j toh-ol, price; 

with formative -t, to cost, ti', to him (X. Co  ). mij, 

from earlier Yucatec na ij*, not even, without, and various 

other senses, hun p'el, numeral and classifier,  sen'tabo, 

3ps,nish centavo. 



10. wa mi'naan ta:*k'in te: l$e">,    ma u k'u'bik.  If you 

have no money, he does not, deliver it. wa, if. mi'naan, not 

to be$ followed by a pronoun of Class C (tetf in this instance) , 

'not to have',  -e? at the end of a clause (H-s-8). u k'ub-ik, 

IKAL-constr.j k'ub, deliver, surrender. 

11. ma in  •te*ibol,tik bin ti nu'ku^ ka:'ho:b. I have 

no desire to go to big towns,  in ts'ib-ol-t-ik, IKAL-constr. 

b'ib-ol-t, imagine, fancy, have fanciful wish; ts'ib, paint, 

writej ol, mind, thought, will, and the like; formative -t 

required by compound verbal unit ( 3 2.6»). bin, go. ti, to. 

nuk-uy, big ('3.^0), kah, village, town? -o:b, plural. 

4.25. Special uses of transitive construction PA V-ik. 

Without the aid of any other device, this construction serves 

in some cases to refer to contemporary occurrents (4.3). This 

is a remnant of what the writers on Old Yucatec, and those 

who followed their precedent, classed as the "present tense" 

of transitive verbs. We observed in our texts three main 

kinds of instances which exemplify the uses in question: 

(Kind A) when a topical distinction (4.8) is effected in the 

manner indicated below; (Kind B) when certain verbs refer to 

contemporary occurrents} those which occurred in the texts 

are verbs designating occurrents which take place within the 

individual; viz., those signifying to think, imagine, believe, 

be willing, love, etc.; (Kind C) the exceptional instances 

referred to below (4.26), and the verb al, say, tell, when 
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it is used in statements in which, the speaker is actually 

saying what he refers to? as, 'I am telling you that ...'. 

In other caBes, al requires construction tan +• IKAL (4.14), 

the construction which has replaced in nearly all cases the 

Old Yucatec "present tense" and the one classed by most 

writers as an "imperfect tense". Thus, on the "basis of what 

is prevalent in Modern Yucatec, it should he said that the 

cases under consideration are exceptional instances in which 

the simple IKAL-construction is used instead of tan + IKAL, 

or instead of the k-IKAL-construction (4.21). 

So far as our texts.a.ahow, the use of the simple IKAL- 

construction in instances of Kind B is confined to references 

to the present. Inquiries as to whether it is used also in 

references to contemporary-past occurrents (4.4, Case 5) 

yielded unsatisfactory results, as such inquiries generally 

do. Some informants asserted that for lI was thinking' 

they would sey tan in tu'klikj others, simple in tu'klik. 

Some said that it did not make any difference, while others 

expressed themselves vaguely as to the difference. Such 

questions, of course, should be settled, not on the basis 

of what the native says he would say, but on the basis of 

what the investigator finds that the native has said in 

actual communication. In Old Yucatec the same form of the 

transitive verb served for present and for contemporary-past 

(4.4, Case 5), which is the way in which tan + IKAL and other 



constructions are used in Modern Yucatec. Under the heading 

of pretérito imperfecto (imperfect tense) writers on Yucatec 

have always repeated the "present tense" paradigm with the 

addition of the word cuchi or cachi; e.g.,:(Coronel, 16a©) 

Present: cambecah in cah, I teach; Imperfect: cambecah 

in cah cuchi, I used to teach, I was teaching. (Beltran, 1746) 

ten cambezlc. I teach (him); ten cambezic cuchi, I used to 

teach (him), 1 was teaching (him). (Lopez Otero, 1914) 

ten cin hantic, I eat (it), ten cin hantic cachi, I used to 

eat (it). (Pacheco Cruz, 1920) in yacuntlc, I love; in 

yacuntlc caachi, I loved (Yo amaba). The Hotul dictionary 

lists "both cuchi and cachi as signB of the pretérito imperfecto, 

and specifies that the latter is used in reference to what 

happened "today", i.e., a recent past. Coronel (1620) makes 

the same distinction "between cuchi and cachi. In our texts, 

'kastfi was used to distinguish contemporary-past from present 

only for clarity or contrast when the speaker said, for example, 

lI used to do that, but now I do something else'.  Instances 

of this sort constitute less than 1%  of the cases in which no 

device was used to distinguish contemporary-past from present. 

Our informants always rendered the word 'kaatfi "by the Spanish 

entonces, then, or antes, formerly; and that is the transla- 

tion which Pio Perez (Dictionary, 1866) gives for caachi, 

•before adding that it is the sign of the pretérito imperfecto. 

It is doubtless justifiable to say that a word which signifies 

'formerly' is a device that serves to refer to the past; which, 



incidentally, is what the "past tenses" are frequently used for» 

But that holds also for the words and expressions which signify 

•yesterday', 'the day before yesterday', 'last year', 'a long 

time ago', etc. With regard to the English sentences 'I put 

it there yesterday' and 'l put it there every day', one could 

say that 'yesterday' and 'every day' are components of two 

"tenses" of the verb 'put' with as much justification as there 

is to say that in Yucatee the word 'kaatfi Í3 the sign of a 

past tense. But whether one chooses to class such word3 as 

signs of "tenses" or not, account must be taken of the fact 

that when the context indicates what time is referred to, 'I 

put' can be used for past as well as for present without the 

aid of any distinguishing device in the sentence of which 

'I put' is a component. A similar assertion holds for the 

various constructions which serve in Modern Yueatec to refer 

to contemporary occurrents, using the term 'contemporary' as 

specified in 4.3. 

In instances of Kind A, topical distinction is effected in 

two ways:  (a) by an alteration of the most common order of the 

words in the Yucatee sentence:  the word or expression which 

refers to the dominant topic (4.8) cornea before the IKAL-con- 

struction; (b) by U3ing a pronoun of Class C (X & )   instead 

of, or before, the pronoun of Class A of the IKAL-construction. 

Thus used, the pronouns of Class C were always translated as 

signifying 'It is I who ...', or 'I am the one who ...', 'It 

i3 he who ... ', etc. 
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Examples of Kinds A, B, and C, conforming to the divisions 

specified above, are: 

1. tfen 'let'ti*? in ko'nik. That íB all I sell. Context: 

Said in answer to 'What else do you sell?' tfen, only, le: 'ti? 

that, he, she, it; 3rd. pers. sing. pron. Class C.  in kon-ik, 

IKAL-constr.; kon, sell. 

2. ti? u ts'o:k a 'paktik  'sarsi'lil  'jok'ol kab. For 

the last time you are seeing the light in this world. Context: 

Said as the speaker was about to kill the hearer, ti? u 

ts'o:k, for the last time, the last time, a pak-t-ik, IKAL- 

constr.; pak with formative -t, to look, see, he able to see. 

sas-il-il, any light; sas, clear; sas-il, light, clarity; 

for the use of -il, as well as -il-il, see 4.£>o, j-ok'-ol, 

on, over (cf. 4.23). kab, earth, below, etc. (M.sx); 

'j'ok'ol kab, usual way of referring to the world. 

3. ten ka'nan,tik le kos 'la1?. I am the one who is taking 

care of this cornfield, ten kan-an-t-ik, IKAL-construction 

with pron. ten of Class C substituted for in. kan-an (etymo- 

logic analysis), guard, caretaker; kan-an-t, as transitive 

verb, 'take care of', le kol-a?, this milpa. 

4. te# han'tik ba'kan u le*? le in pa'k'al  'buulo?. 

So, it is you who is e ating the leaves of my bean plants. 

te# han-t-ik, IKAL-constr. with pron. tetf of Class C in- 

stead of a. han-t, eat. baai'kan, so, evidently, u le'-, ^ 

the leaf or leaves of; le?, leaf of plant, le in -o', 
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that .,» of mine, pak'-al, planted (4.53).  lbuul, bean. 

5, tu men u 'jalcuiml,ko:n. Because he loves us. Context: 

"He" refers to the patron saint of the village, t-u men 

"because ( H.5a), u ja-kun-s-ik, IKAL-constr. ja-kun-a or 

ja-kun-t, to love; for formatives -kun-s, see 3.^3* -o:n, 

us; in this context the listeners are excluded. 

6. 'esak tu men tan u  'jatlik in  'kumva,le', k k'a'nik 

le hun p'el ts'aja'tsil ku 'tibil 'oltik ti to:'na'. 

Since my compadre says (so), we accept this gift he bestows 

upon us. Context: ftitualistic style at a wedding ceremony, 

es-ak t-u men, since, it being the case that ,..; the gene- 

ral sense of each of the components of this expression is 

irrelevant to the sense of the expression (cf. English 'never- 

theless', 'notwithstanding'); es, show; from Old Yuc. et-(e)z, 

show, demonstrate; -ak ( M-37); t-u men, because, tan u 

j-al-ik, constr. tan -f-IKAL (4.14); al, say.  in kvuapajj-e^, 

my conpadre (see 4.23, Ex, l); -e*>, end of clause ( H^i*'). 

k k'sm-ik, illustrates an instance of Kind B (4.25); k'ara, 

accept, receive, le ... -a.*? (-a' at the end of the whole 

phrase), 'this1, referring to the gift the speaker holds in 

his hand, hun p'el, numeral 'one' and inanimate classifier. 

Va-ja-tsil, generous gift; in other contexts, 'charity', 'bles- 

sing (divine gift)'; obsolescent or obsolete except in solemn 

style in some communities; among old folks in Chemax, Yucatan, 

u  'ts'ajaiteil ha'hal djos (the gift of the true God) is a 

4 
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reverent reference to corn» ts'a,  givej  -,1a,  frequent, abun- 

dant  (3 31);   -tail ( H-.1l ).    lou    tib-il    ol-t-ik,   construc- 

tion k-IKAL ( 4.3H)?  tib-il    ol-t,  to give as a token of 

affection;  tib-il,  kindness,  propriety,  refinement,   etc.; 

ol-t, be willing,    ti,  to, for,  etc.    to:n or  'toon, we, 

us; pron. Class C. 

7. k     'a:lik    tun    ti'    a    t3ik|beni'le'     'kinae     'dias    Icen 

ka    tar-'kotn.    We,  therefore,   3ay to your grace that we may 

come   in a fortnight,    k    al-ik,   independent IEAL illustrating 

an instance of Kind C (4.25);   al,   say.    tun,   therefore,  then; 

other uses similar to French done,   or Spanish pues,   or German 

doch.    ti',  to.    a    tsik-ben-il-e', your grace;  see 4.15, Ex. 

4;   -e',   end of  clause.     'kinse     'dias,  Spanish quince días, 

fifteen days,  a fortnight,  conforming to Spanish usage of 

quincena,    ken    ka    ta(l)-(a)k-o:n,   construction EULLfiK 

( H.H£>);  the sense with this construction is approximately 

'if  it  is possible for us  to come,  we will come  in a fortnight'; 

tal,   come;   -o:n,  we; pron. Class B. 

4.26.     References to other uses of  the  IKAL-constructions.     It 

has seemed desirable to treat  some uses  of the  IKAL-constructions 

under other headings.    Particularly worthy of note is  the use 

of the  intransitive  construction ?A V-(a)l and the passive 

PA V-(aa)l after bin PA kah (4.54).     In that  construction,  the. 

transitive PA V-ik occurs only occasionally and inconsis- 



tently in the discourse of some individuals whose speech is 

predominantly of Type B. The other uses dealt with elsewhere 

have to do in each case with a snecial word or a small groun 

of words constituting exceptions to general rules.  Those 

exceptional uses are pointed out and illustrated in the 

following places:  4.12, Ex. 38, 39, 40; 4.33, Ex. 29; 4.34; 

4.36, Ex. 48, 49; 4.40, Ex. 1?, 18, 19; 4.48, Ex. 91; 4.52, 4.55. 

USES OF THE k-IKAL-CONSTHUCTIONS 

4.27. It has been shown (3.49) that so far as structure is 

concerned, the k-IKAL and the IKAL constructions differ only 

in that the former have as their first components kin, ka, ku, 

instead of in, a, u. From a purely descriptive point of view, 

there are either no k-IKAL-constructions or no IKAL-oonstructions 

for the so-called first person plural. A hypothetic combination 

of the k- of the k-IKAL-constructions with pronouns k and 

k ... -e:C would give kk and kk ... -e:J. What is actually 

found is that the forms k V-ik, k V-(a)l, k V-(aa)l, and the 

inclusive plural k V-ik-eíjT, k V-(a)l-e:£, If V-(aa)l-e:£ are 

used in conformity with the rules whichgovern the uses of the 

IKAL-constructions and with those which govern the uses of the 

k-IKAL-constructions. The two sets of rules are on the whole 

quite different. In the few instances in which they are 

similar, the use of one rather than the other of the con- 

structions depends often on whether or not certain words or 

expressions precede, or on the particular sense in.which a 

word is used. For example, 'tani,li can signify 'at once' 



or 'first', depending on whether IKAL or k-lKAX follows. In 

the same context, we find 'tani,li u ma'tfik, at once he 

grasps it (cf. 4.20), and 'tani,li ku ma'tfik, first he 

grasps it (then he does something else) l. And it should he 

noted that this distinction is made consistently in all the 

uses of 'tanijli with those two constructions* 

From the eighteenth century to the present, writers on 

Yucatec who expected to find in the language one and only 

one "tense" corresponding to each of the "tenses" for which 

conventional grammar provides names must have found consider- 

able difficulty in deciding what to do with the construction 

here labeled k-IKAL. Beltran (1743) says in his grammar 

(2nd. ed., p.40) that the "particle" joi, a sign of the pre- 

sent tense (signo de presente) drops the i. "before the pronouns, 

giving cin, ca, cu. One of his examples is ten oln haoic, 

which he renders by the Spanish Yo lo azoto, I whip him. 

According to our observations, ten kin ha'ts'ik can signify 

at present in different contexts 'I myself was whipping hira1, 

or 'I am the one who whipped him', or 'T myself whip him', or 

'I myself will whip him*. It is now a special construction 

for topical distinction (4.8), the dominant topic in the above 

sentence being the circumstance that the whipping is, was, or 

will be, done by the person referred to by the pronoun ten. 

If this pronoun is omitted, a different translation is re- 

quired:  in some contexts the translation would be 'I whip 



hira (habitually)*, or in a conditional sentence '(If x takes 

place), I'll whip him'; "but those are not the only possibili- 

ties. One notices that although Beltran classes el as a .signo 

de presente, no construction formed with this sign appears in 

any of his many paradigms of Yucatec conjugation. Contrari- 

wise, that is precisely the construction which Lopez Otero 

(Gramática, 1914) chooses for the model paradigm of the «present 

tense" of transitive verbs. Pio Perez (Dictionary, 1866) speaks 

of "tenses", not of one "tense" when he defines cin (IPA nota- 

tions, kin) as the first person pronoun in some tenses:  "pro- 

nombre de la primera persona para conjugar algunos tiempos del 

verbo". He may have said "tenses" instead of "tense" in view 

of the variety of uses of the k-IKAL-constructions, but it may 

also be due to the circumstance that kin can result as well 

from a combination of the word ka, required in some cases be- 

fore a HULLAK-construction (4.31), and the pronoun in; as in 

u k'at kin be:t  'saraajle' for u k'at ka in be:t 

1 sania|le?, He wants me to do it tomorrow. If Beltran is right, 

as he very probably is, that at the time he wrote, cin was a 

fusion of ci and in, then an etymologic difference corresponds 

to a present rule of usage; namely, that in the k-IKfiL-construc- 

tions the k- of the components kin, ka, ku a*e not separated 

from the pronouns in, a, u; whereaB with the UULLAK-construc- 

tions we find ka in, ka u more frequently than kin, ku. 

The latter do not occur consistently, and the very informant 
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who uses kin or ku with a HULL/EK-construction frequently re- 

places them "by ka in, ka u when he is asked to repeat the 

sentence. With regard to the second person, the situation 

is different: we find ka or ka: more frequently than ka a 

(stressing the second a) with a NULLAK-construction. But in 

no instance in which we submitted a native to the test were 

the words kin, ka', ku of the k-lKAL-construction resolved 

into two components. 

It seems natural that Spanish writers should equate the 

k-IKAL-constructions with the Spanish present tense. Por the 

Spanish device that is called "present tense", "besides "being 

used to refer to the present time, as the name may suggest, 

can refer also to the past, as the "present tenses" of various 

other languages do in "vivid discourse", i»e., the. "historical 

present"! it can refer to the future, as in Macana te lo traigo. 

I'll bring it to you toraorrowj and it can he an imperative, as 

in the second clause of this sentence: Vete a su casa, y, le 

dices que ..», ' Go| to his house, and tell him ...'. In these 

four kinds of references, besides a few others, we find the 

k-IKAL-constructions. Spanish writers could have argued thus: 

This Yucatec device is used more like the present tense of 

our indicative mode than like any other Spanish device. Hence, 

the appellation "present tense of the indicative mode" fits 

it "better than any other which grammar "books provide. In so 

naming it, those writers conformed to a precedent that was 

quite respectable at that time. V/hether or not it is equally 

i 



respectable now, it is the precedent to which contemporary: 

linguists generally conform — even those of us who empha- 

tically assert that the categories of the Latin and Greek gram- 

mars are not universal. If they are not universal, it does not 

seem desirable to apply their names to any additional categories 

that may "be found. Still, we find in descriptions of American 

Indian languages such terras as 'subjunctive', 'aorist*, 'middle 

voice' applied to devices whose uses bear only some resemblance 

to those of the Greek and Latin devices for which those names 

were chosen. In many instances, there is less justification 

for this abuse of nomenclature than the Spanish writers had 

for calling "present tense" the Yucatec devices in question. 

It is "by no means claimed that such a practice is consistently 

avoided in these pages. In the present instance, however, it 

would he highly arbitrary, not only to call the k-IKAL-construc- 

tions by a familiar name, hut to assert that their uses con- 

stitute a single semantic category. This, of course, does not 

imply that this Yucatec device is unusual in this respect. Di- 

versity of usage of a single device is common in the languages 

for which we have more than a superficial description. Perhaps 

no one regards as abnormal the variety of usage of the Latin 

devices referred to singly and collectively by the term 'abla- 

tive'. Nor does it seem strange that the English construction 

'if I had it' refers to a past time in the sentence 'If I had 

it, I must have lost it', but it refers to a present time in 
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lIf I had it, I would give it to you1. It will be seen that 

in a similar way the Yucatec constructions in question can re- 

fer to a past, a present, or a future time, depending on Other 

components of the sentence, and on the context of the sentence. 

The uses of the k-lKAL-constructions will be divided and 

subdivided as follows: 

A, In polychronic (4.6) references 

B» In monochronic references 

(B-l)     Por topical distinction (4.8) 

(B-2)    In construction he  ...  -a' (or -o') 

(B-3) In interrogative sentences 

(B-4)  In negative sentences with mij" mak, niX  'baal 

(B-5)  In temporal clauses 

(B-6)  In relative clauses 

(B-7)  In conditional sentences 

(B-8) In imperative sentences 

4.28. Usage 4, •polychronic references. This usage is observed 

in descriptions of hunting and agricultural techniques, cere- 

monies which the people are in the habit of performing, and 

other practices and customs. In such kinds of discourse, we 

find some construction other than k-IKAL only occasionally, 

when the narrator describes some step in a procedure as though 

he referred to a particular occasion. He may do so in one or two 

sentences, and then he goes on using the k-lKAL-constructions. 

Polychronic references of course, are not confined to descriptions 

of customs of a people or of the habits of a single individual. 
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Thus, the k-IKAL-constructions- serve also to refer to something 

which is said not to have happened on any occasion on which 

it was expected to happen or might have happened; or to that 

which took place several times during a certain period, or in 

such generalizations as 'It is bad to get drunk1 (i.e., it 

is "bad whenever it happens), or 'These birds can fly very 

fast'. If the reference is polychronic, a k-IKAL-construc- 

tion can serve to refer to the past, or to the present, or 

to the future| and it can be the main verbal unit, or it can 

occur in a relative clause, or in some other subordinate clause, 

except when a particular word or expression, or an assertion 

of high declarative value (4.7) requires some other construc- 

tion. 

Examples of Usage A. 

1» u  'ti'>al u  'lcinsa(al le ka^oo'bo?,  le jum hme:'no9 

ku ma'lfik le ka: 'Jo?, «a  'hotp'ol u t'o'hik ba:l'tfe» 

tu tfi*. In order to kill the chickens, the venerable shaman 

takes (each) chicken and begins to pour balche in its mouth. 

Context: Description of rain ceremony (if a  'tfaak) . u 

ti'-al u kin-s-aal, in order to be killed ; kiiL, die; with 

formative -s, changing m to n, 'kill'; for this whole construc- 

tion see 4.23. le kaj-orb-o9, the chickens,  le jun li-men-o', 

the venerable shaman; for jum, honorable, venerable, h-sien, 

from obsolete ah men, the one who performs, or causes; 'shaman' 

or 'medicine man1 of a desirable sort, lc-u matf-ik, k-IKAl-con- 
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str.j matf, take, grasp,  le ka,f-o*, the chicken, k-u 

ho:p'-ol u t'oh-ik, begins to pour; constr. ho:p'+- IKAL 

(4.17) with ho:p* in its k-IKAL-f orm, a second instance of 

Usage A; t'oh, to pour liquid from a container with small 

opening, barl'tfe*?, the name of an alcoholic drink made from 

the hark of a tree; tfe1», tree or wood; ha:l-, perhaps ety- 

mologically identical with 'baal, thing} hut this analysis 

is of uncertain validity,  t-u tfi9, into its mouth; t-u, 

fusion of ti or ti?, to, into, at, etc., and pron. u; tfi', 

mouth. 

2. ku  *la:bal u no:'k'e'-1,  ku  'k'atik ti u ts'u:'lil. 

When their clothes got old, they asked their masters (for 

new ones). Context: Description of how the plantation owners 

treated the Indians in former times, k-u lab-al, intrans. 

k-lKALj lab, be old, worn off, deteriorated, u nok', his 

(their) clothes; temporal clause requiring -e'?  (4.33). k-u 

k'at-ilc, constr. k-HCAL; k'at, ask for; with other construc- 

tions, 'wish* (4.^o). ti, to, ts'ul, master (as the word 

was used in that context), 'non-Yucatecan White' in other 

contexts,  -il, for general reference ( H-toO) . 

3. kah p'el k'ab ku Xo'tik  'jetel le fo'ko ku'tfijo. 

She cuts off (the width of) four fingers (from it) with the 

warm knife. Context: Description of how the midwife cuts 

the child's navel, kan p'el, numeral 'four' and classifier 

for inanimate referents, k'ab, finders (in this context); 

generally, 'hand1 or 'arm', k-u Jot-ik, constr. k-IKAL? 
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J*ot, out off or through by striking with the cutting tool. 

j-et-el, with, and, etc. ( H.si  ). tfo'ko, warm, hot. 

ku'tfijo, Spanish cuchillo, knife. 

4. hun titf*  i'tfil k»aX kin we'nel,  i Hfil k'aj kin 

wa'hal. Uight after night without exception I slept in the 

woods and woke up in the woods, hun titf', without exception, 

all the time, without ceasing; a single thread (in weaving). 

itf-ilj within, inside ( M.5Z ). k'aj", woods, k-in wen-el, 

constr. k-IKAL; wen, sleep, k-in w-ah-al, constr. k-IKAL; 

ah, wake up. 

5. behla'e? tfen tsik'bal kin wu'jik. Now I hear only- 

rumors. Context: Concerning the whereabouts of a certain 

person who left the village aiter committing a crime. 

be-h(e)l-a(*) -e?, now; bei, thus; he-l-a?, here it is, 

look.' (Prsbch voici); for -e* see 4.33. tfen, only, 

tsik-ba—1, conversation (3.3C>). k-in w-ui-ik, constr. 

k-IKAL; ui, ub, irregular stems of verb for 'to hear'. 

6. ti le karjia'o9 ku ta'sik  'baal uis, ku ta'sik 

'baal k'as;  tu aen le  'baal k»a:'so'<* le: 'ti'-* le 

,a:ni,3o,?. From sugar-cane one gets good things, and one 

gets bad things; because one of the bad things is brandy, 

ti, from, to, at, etc. le kaJ\a-o', the sugar-cane; from 

Spanish cana, k-u ta(l)-s-ik, constr. k-IKAL, 'bring', 

'baal, thing, u's, good, k'as, bad.  t-u men, because 

(H.sz).  le  'baal k'as-o", the bad thing, le:'ti-', that; 

pron. Class C; the intonation of the preceding part of the 

sentences and the brief pause preceding le:'ti', together with 



the special way of uttering this word, constitute a sign of 

assertion of identity equivalent to our verb 'is'.  'ajnis, 

probably from Spanish anís, is the name of a special kind of 

rum or brandy. 

4«29. Usage B-l, topical distinction.  In this class of 

instances, the occurrent referred to by a k-IKAL-construction 

can be past, present, or future.  The chronologic specification 

is provided either by the preceding sentence, or in the very 

sentence containing the k-IKAL-construction.  In many ceses, 

the occurrent for which the k-IKAL-construction stands was 

spoken of in the previous sentence or sentences, and what 

is in question is some constituent of the occurrent, or its 

time, or place. Thus, the rule in instances of Usage B-l 

is that the occurrent referred to by the k-IKAL-construction 

is not the dominant topic of the sentence. Dialogues pro- 

vide frequent exemplifications of this rule, particularly 

in utterances which specify what an interlocutor has been 

asked.  Take, for example, this question:  'When are you 

going to bring it?'  In other languages, and occasionally 

in Yucatec, the answer can be simply 'Sunday'. So far as 

the texts show, and so far as my observations on ordinary 

conversation can be trusted, it seems that the prevalent 

habit in Yucatec in not to answer by saying simply the 

equivalent of 'Sunday', but rather 'I'll bring it Sunday', 



using a k-IKAL-construction:  'domin,go kin ta'sik. 

This use of the k-IKAL-constructions is difficult to differ- 

entiate from that of the IKAL-constructions mentioned in 4.25, 

Kind A. So far as we have "been able to ascertain, certain 

words, among them the pronouns of Class C, are followed 

much more frequently by IKAL than by k-IKAL. In comparable 

instances some informants use only one of those two con- 

structions, while others use one more frequently than the 

other. We suspect, nevertheless, that it is not altogether 

a matter of individual preference. Eut the data at our 

disposal are insufficient to reech a conclusion. 

Examples of Usage E-l. 

7. le uts ta be:*tah tin wa: 'le? le:ti'e* kin su'tik 

tetf u  'heela*?. I em doing this favor to you in return for 

the favor you did to my daughter. Literally:  The favor you 

did to my daughter, that is the one I am returning to you in 

exchange, le uts t-a be:-t-ah t-in vz-al-e'-', the favor 

you did to my daughter; le ... -e*>, the (H.5~|); t-a be:-t-ah, 

constr. AHAB (4.9); t-in, to my; fusion of ti, to, and the 

pronoun; al, daughter (said by a woman), le: 'ti-e?, pronoun 

of Class C, •that1, with -e? (H.i%)/  see Ex. 6; equivalent 

to 'that is the one1, k-in cut-ik, constr. k-IKAL.  tey, 

to you; pron. Class C. u heel-a-', in exchange; literally: 

'its substitute1; -a*, referring to the present she is hand- 

ing to the interlocutor as she speaks (3.5~  ). 

8. bei  J;un,  tal: a wa: 'lak'  mis ka han'tik.  So, you 



eat even your pet cat. bei, thus, tun, therefore, then, etc. 

(4.25, Ex. 7).  tak, even, as far as, till,  a w-al-ak* mis, 

your pet cat} al-ak* is applicable to domesticated animals owned 

by an individual} 'pet' is not a good rendering; in a text from 

British Honduras, a:'lak' was used in reference to the wild ani- 

mals within the domain of a certain supernatural being, k-a 

han-t-ik, constr. k-IKAL; han, eat. 

9. tu  'jovial, ku  'ho:k'ol u kaj*t u  'kimil. Of his own 

accord he came out to meet his death,  t-u j-ok'-(o)l-al, on 

his account (4.23). k-u hok'-ol, constr. k-HCAL; hok', come 

out. u kaX-t, constr. KULLAK; 'to seek', u kim-il, his 

death, for him to die ( H.si). 

10. natf ku pek'tal u  'halia,tal le tfe'  'jete,ló?. Par 

landed the chips from the tree (as he cut) with it. Context: 

The child Jesus played pranks on Saint Joseph.  After dulling 

his ax by cutting stone with it, Joseph tried it and it cut 

better than before,  naip, far. k-u pek-t-al, k-IKA.L-constr.; 

pek-t, to lie flat on the ground, u ha-hat-al, the chips of; 

hat, to split, chip off; ha-hat, reduplication ( H.£»l); for -al 

see H.sx.    l>?, tree,  j-et-el, with, using as an instrument, 

le ... -o*?, the; for the inclusion of ' ,ietel in the form 

le ... -o' see M^H, 

11» in ma:'ma kin tu'klik,  tu men ma'1  in worh'li wa 

toh jol. l!y mother is the one I was thinking about, because 



I do not know whether she fares well,  in ma: 'ma, my mother; 

Spanish mamá., used now instead of na';>. loin tuk(u)l-ik, constr. 

k-IKAL; tuk-ul, thought; for -ul see 3. HI; tukl-, stem of verb 

'to think*, t-u men, because, ma-1 in w-oh-(e)l-i, I do not 

know; oh-el, to know (3, S"&) ; for -i in negative sentences see 

H-^1  • wa, if. toh j-ol, to be in good health and without 

worry; toh, straight, right; ol, mind. 

12. e'ja, nu'Ji ki'sin,  beh'la' leu k'u'tful tu k'in a 

bo:'tik le  'braj* ta be:'tali tin wa:'ta,no". Hey, old 

devil, now is the time you are going to pay for what you did 

to my wife! e'ja, heyi nu'.fi ki'sin, common insulting epi- 

thet; nu'J"i for noh-^ib, old man; components of ki'sin uniden- 

tified, 'demon', beh'la?, now; see Ex. 5. k-u k'utf-ul, 

constr. k-IKAL, k'utf, arrive, t-u k'in, to its day, or time. 

a bo:^i^-t-ik, constr. IKAL, special use (M.xo); bo:"t^C-t, 

pay.  le ... -o?, the; 'baaX, what; t-a be:-t-ah, constr. 

AHAB (4.9); be:-t, do.  t-in w-at-an, to my v;ife; see 4.9, 

Ex. 15. 

13. kali'kil u ta'hal in k'um kin  'hok'ol in bet'te'1". 

7/hile my nixtamal is cooking I'll come out to do it. kal-ik-il, 

while; etymologic analysis; no other use of components kal-ik 

at present; for -il see H.4.O. u tah-al, constr. IKAL (4.20); 

tali, boil, bake, k'um, corn boiled v/ith lime, nixtamal.- k-in 

hok'-ol, constr. 1:-IKAL; hoi:', come out.  in bej-t-e'-1, MJLLAK- 

constr. (4.Mi ). 



14.  ka     'mamen    to:'lo?,   ti7    ku     'wak'al    u    TDO:'1í. 

At the very moment I passed by, hie head burst.    Literally: 

"hen I passed there,  then his head burst.    Context:    The    nar- 

rator had already said that the villain's head burst with the 

potion they gave him to drink.    It is a stylistic devioe to 

end a story by saying in jfist that the narrator passed by the 

place where  the last incident of the story took place  just at 

the moment it occurred,    ka    man-en, when I passed;  AHAB-constr. 

in temporal clause  (4-t2-).    tor'lo7,  there; X-variant of 

te: 'lo7( H-s\ ) .    ti?,  then,   just then (^..xT).    k-u    wak'-al, 

constr.k-IKAL;  wak*1,  burst,    u    nol-i,  his head;  for -i see 4.5"? 

4.SO.    Usage B-2.    Constructions he + k-IKAL+-a7 and he-h 

k-IKA.L+-o? are used in references to present occurrents 

taking place at the very moment they are referred to,  and the 

reference serves to call attention to their occurrence.    The 

sentence  is generally uttered in an exclamatory manner:    he 

ku    ta'lo?,   Here he comes i    he    kin    bi'sik    le   -t^an    paila'', 

Here I come with the baby!    (Literally:     Here I bring the 

baby).    The final suffix is -a?when the speaker refers to 

what he himself does.    When the reference is not to the speak- 

er's own action,  the uee  of -a?  or -o? depends on the general 

rules governing the uses of these suffixes (M.^l   ).    The 

difference between these constructions  and he+ IKAL+-e7 



(4.16) should be noted: the latter requires ECAL with final 

-efj  and refers to a subsequent (4.3) occurrent; the former 

takes k-lKAL and always -a? or -of.    For other uses of 

he ... -a*? (or -o?, or -e?) see H,5\  . 

Examples of Usage B-2. 

15. he leu  'tfibal per'k'o'. Vo:k k k»u'tful ti kah. 

There are the dogs "barkingi We have reached the town. 

he ... -o'j k«u tfib-al, constr. k-HCAL; tfib, "bark, bite; 

etymologically, -b is a formative, but the only indication 

of it in Modern Yucatec is that tfib takes the suffix -al 

instead of -il or -el (3. / )» Old Yuc. (llotul diet.) chibal. 

ehilah. chiib. pek', dog, fe'ock k k'utf-ul, we have arrived 

(4.15). ti, to. kah, town, village. 

16. he kin k'u'bik tetf le  'nuuku,la?. Here I deliver to 

you this utensil, he ... -a'; k-in k'ub-ik; k-IKAL constr. 

tetf, to you; pron. Class C.  'nuuk-ul, utensil ('•I-ST-). 

17. he ku jor'k'ol a wa:'lo*. There is your child crying! 

he ... -o'j k-u j-ok'-olf constr. k-lKAL. a w-al, your 

child (speaking to a woman); cf. Ex. 7. 

4.31. Usage B-3, in interrogative sentences. There are in 

many languages, if not in all, at least two kinds of inter- 

rogative sentences which are called here disjunctive inter- 

rogative and definitive interrogative sentences. In a dis- 

junctive interrogative sentence, what is asked is whether 



the statement proposed therein is true or false; e.g., 'Are 

you sick?' Assuming that this question is not rhetorical or 

facetious, the statement 'You are sick' is there proposed 

without ascribing any declarative value (4.7) to it. What is 

asked is what declarative value does the person addressed as- 

cribe to it. Like all interrogative sentences which are not 

of a rhetorical sort, this can be rendered by an imperative 

sentence  .th a verb of 'telling1, e.g., 'Tell me whether or 

not you are sick. ' A simple test is that it malees sense to 

answer 'Yes' or 'No1 in reply to a disjunctive interrogative. 

That is why, for lack of a special term, they are often called 

"Yes-no ouestions".  It does not make sense so to answer a 

definitive interrogative. What is asked in a definitive 

interrogative is that the person addressed specify what is in- 

dicated in the sentence by means of what the grammarian calls 

"interrogative pronouns" and "interrogative adverbB"; e.g., 

what, which, who, when, where, how, why, etc. Such words or 

expressions stand for the items whose specification is re- 

quested or demanded in the definitive interrogative sentence. 

The word or expression which in a given sentence performs that 

office will be said to be an interrogative substitute in the 

given sentence.  The definitive interrogative sentence defines 

or delimits that which its interrogative substitute stands for, 

much as c relative clause does with respect to its antecedent. 

The k-IKAL-constructicns perform this definitive office both 
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in interrogative sentences and in relative clauses* and, as 

is also the case in other languages, most of the interroga- 

tive substitutes serve also as relative pronouns. In inter- 

rogative sentences the use of the k-IKAL-constructions is sub- 

ject to the following limitations: (a) the sentence is defini- 

tive interrogative; (b) the occurrent referred to is contempo- 

rary-past (4.4, Case 5) or present; (c) the sentence is not a 

negative interrogative. Since the k~IKAL-constructicns are 

used in negations only in the instances labeled B-4, a nega- 

tive interrogative sentence requires na -+• IKAL (4.24) if the 

reference is polychronic (4.6), and ma:  tan +-IKAL (4.14) 

if the reference is monochronic. On the other hand, the affirma- 

tive tan •+• IKA1 (4.14) has not occurred in any definitive inter- 
btcBuse, 

rogative. Where one would expect that construction duo to the fact 

tiaert the reference is monochronic, k-IKAI» was found. 

Examples of Usage B-3. 

18. 'baa/ ka be:'tik wa:'je? ? What are you doing here? 

'baaj*, what; from 'baal, * thing1 with suffix -$  from Old Yuc. 

ix; see 4*32. k-a be:-t-ik, constr. k-IKAI». wai-e', here 

{H.Sl  ). 

19. 'baaj    ku     'jutful    tetf ?    What  is happening to you?    k-u 

j-utf-ul,   constr. k-IKftL.    tetf,  to you; pron. Class C. 

20. lbaaJ    ten    lea    ku'tal '•'    Why do you sit down?     'baaj 

ten, why;  ten is of very doubtful identification in this 



expression; in other expressions, ten signifies 'time'j as, 

'three times'; 'occasion'; as, tfen hun p'el te: 'ne?, on 

a certain occasion.  It could also have resulted from a slur 

of tu iien, "because; in speech of Type A we have found 'baaj* 

tu men, 'for what reason' as well as '"baa/ ten, why. The 

slur conjecture is not too far fetched considering that ts'o:k 

in is slurred into Is'in, and ku bin u becomes 'kunu. k-a 

ku(l)~t-al, constr. k-IKAL; cf. kul-en, sit down (imperative). 

21. 'baan ten ka  'if'alk le hatj' k'a: 'so*? ? Why do you 

take the worst ones?  'baan ten, why; 'bean is used instead 

of 'baaj" (cf. Ex. 20) in this expression with an implication 

of absurdity or perplexity, k-a t;"'a-ik, constr. k-IKAL. 

le ... -©?, the. hati, very; in a context in which two or 

more things are compared its sense is that of the so-called 

"comparative degree" of European adjectives and the absurdly 

named "superlative" of English adjectives; e.g., 'taller1 

when two are compared; 'tallest' when three or more are com- 

pared,  k'as, bad. 

22. 'tuuj* ka  'tT'aik le  'baala? ? Where do you get this? 

ltuuJ", where, k-a tpa-ik, constr. k-IKAL. le ... -a'-1, this. 

'baal, thing. 

23. 'baahuj* kin bo: 'tik tetf V How much do I pay youv 

'baaliuj, X-variant ba'huj*, probably from Old Yuc. bay-hun-x, 

how much; in seventeenth century already slurred: bahunx. 

k-in bo^l>).-t-ik, constr. k-IKAL.  tetf, you, to you; pron. 



Class C. 

24. maj* tun ku  'kansa,al te: 'lo* ? By whom is he taught 

there? maj*, who; from Old Yuc. macx; Old Yuc. and Hod. Yuc. 

r.iak, person (cf. note on -J* in 4.32). tun, then, so, there- 

fore, etc. (cf. 4.25, Ex. 7).  k-u kan-s-aal, passive k-IKAJi. 

te-l-o?, there» te-l-a?, here (M.s"f). 

4.32. Usage B-4, Negative sentence with mi/ r.iak or mi/  'baal. 

Concerning the instances classed under this heading, all that 

remains to be said is that no exception has been found to the 

rule that in references to contemporary (4.4) occurrents, no 

other than the k-IKAL-constructions have been found with mi/ 

mak, nobody, no one, or with mij*  'baal, nothing.  In these 

negative expressions, mij* cornea from the obsolete phrase 

:.ia ij", Old Yucatec orthography, ma ix. The two other com- 

ponents, mak and 'baal, 3ignify 'person' and 'thing', respec-' 

tively. What ij* formerly signified in these expressions cannot 

be inferred from Modern Yucatec ussge. Etymologically. ij* 

is the S-  of Jma, without,- and the -J* of 'baaj*, what; bij4, 

how; r.iaj*, who; 'tuuj*, where; 'baahuj", how much. 

Examples of Usage B-4. 

25. te: 'ne',  ku fan,' ni/  'baal kin wo 'klik.  "As for 

me," said he, "I have not stolen anything."  ten-e'-", 1st. 

pers. pron. Class C with -e*? at the end of a clause or equi- 

valent (H-58). k-u fan, said he; irregular k-IKAi; 



idiomatic expression employed at the end of quoted discourse, 

or in the midst of it, as in the above instance; fan, 3peak, 

word, language, k-in w-ok~( o)i-ik, constr» k-IKAL; ok-ol, 

always with suffix -ol, 'steal1; stem ok unidentified with any 

other sense than 'enter1. 

26. 'esak ma* u Janta'le?,  ta:'ta,  :.iij  'baal ka  'ts'aik. 

In case there is no delay, sir, you do not give anything. Con- 

text: Answer to the -uestion "How much interest em I to pay 

you on this loan?" The teXt from which this sentence was 

taken is artificial to this extent: Lorenzo Kinil (93 years 

old) of Chemax, Yucatan spoke as the old folks of the town 

used to speak when he was young. He had the reputation of 

being able to do this to the satisfaction of others about as 

old as he. The only word that is obsolescent in the above 

sentence is ta:'ta instead of tat, father, sir (talking to 

one who is not the speaker's father),  es-ak, since, it being 

the case that, in case that ( q.3~l ). ma? u Jan-t-al, constr. 

aa 4- IKAL (4.24); Jan-t, delay; cf. 4.20; -e» at end of clause 

(H.59).  k-a ts'a-ik, conatr. k-IKAL. 

2?. 'jetel k'i^ne? ..-.ij* mak leu ji'lik. During the day 

he did not see anyone,  j-et-el, with (4.5"i). k'in, day, 

sun; for -e*> see 4.33. k-u j-il-ik, constr. k-IKAL. 

28. r.ij  'br:.al lea  'ju;"ul to:'ne'  'jetel ífu'kaan t 

u'k'ul k'a'til. Nothing happened to us with the other drinks 

we ordered, k-u j-uy-ul, constr. k-IKAL; utT, happen.  'tofn, 



we, us; pron. Class C; -e* (H ?8 )• j-et-el, with, tfuk-aan, 
<••*•„') 

other, companion, t, our (•.!.. 5" ); uk'-ul (MíTí); uk', drink. 

k*at, ask, ask for; for -il see H4o. 

4,33. Usage ff-5. temporal clauses.  In temporal clauses, the 

k-EKAL-constructions can refer to past, or present, or future 

occurrents. Their usage is comparable with that of the English 

participles, as in 'Entering the room,(we saw a strange sight)' 

or 'Having climbed the hill,(I stopped to rest)'. What they 

have in common is that the construction, without the aid of 

such words as 'when' or 'after', indicates that the occurrent 

mentioned in the temporal clause took place before the occur- 

rence of the one mentioned in the next clause. Por example, 

leu k'u'tful can signify in various contexts 'He arrives 

(habitually)', or 'He arrived (on several occasions)'; but 

ku k'utfu'le?, as the first component of a sentence, signi- 

fies 'after he arrived (on that occasion)', 'after he arrives 

(habitually)', or 'after he arrives (at a certain future time)', 

depending on the rest of the sentence and its context.  The 

temporal clause is in nearly all cases the first component 

of the sentence. This rule holds also when any construction 

other than k-IKAL is used in a temporal clause.  In only 8 

instances out of 1236 was a temporal clause found after another 

component of the sentence.  The first position in the sentence 

is frequently occupied also by other words and expressions that 



J>1 

specify chronologic position, such as those which signify 

'yesterday', 'tomorrow', 'at five o'clock', 'last Saturday1, 

etc.  The instances were not counted, but as a rough guess 

we would say that in at least 75%  of the cases expressions 

of this sort are the first components of the sentence. The 

temporal clause and many of the other expressions just men- 

tioned end with the suffix -e?, except when -a? or -o,? are 

required by a preceding le, the first component of the demon- 

strative forms le ..» -a"-1 (or -o9, or -e?) .  It seems pertinent 

to note that the expression leu  'ts' o:kolle
r'1, signifying 'after- 

ward', 'later', 'then', 'nevertheless', is but the verb ts'o:k 

(4.15) in its intransitive k-IKAL-form k-PA V-(a)l with the 

suffix -e? required in temporal clauses. Temporal clauses, 

as well as other time expressions requiring this suffix, have 

a characteristic intonation, ending with a high pitch (but not 

necessarily high stress) on the suffix -e?, followed by a brief 

pause. 

Temporal clauses signifying 'As soon as (x occurred)' begin 

with the demonstrative le.  Their construction may be thus in- 

dicated:  le + k-IKAL +• -e'. Likewise, with other than the 

k-IKAL-constructions, a temporal clause of the form le 4- (Ver- 

bal unit) 4. -e? asserts that a very brief interval is concerned 

in the sequence of the two or more occurrents spoken of. 

Examples of Usage B-5. 

29. ku no'hotf,tal u  'i:ho ma:'ke*-',  ku  'k'atik ti? wa 

uts tu fan u  'ts'o:kol u bel. After a man's son had grown 



Ic-f 

up, (the father) asked him whether he liked to get married. 

Context: Description of old customs, k-u noh-otf-t-al, 

constr. k-IKAL; noh-otj', of age, aged, important, u  'i:ho 

nak, the son of a person; Spanish hi.jo, son. k-u k*at-ik, 

constr. k-IKAL; k'at, ask.  ti">, to (him), v/a, if. uts 

t-u fan, to like (otherwise than with respect to what is 

seen, heard, or tasted); uts t-in iji9, I like (what I es.t); 

literally: 'good to my mouth'; uts t-a w-itf, you like (what 

you see); 'good to your eye'; fan, word, speech, speak, etc. 

u Votk-ol u l>el, idiomatic expression lor 'to marry'; lite- 

rally: 'to close up one's affair or transaction'; for 3'o:k 

see 4.15. 

30. leu  '!-3,o:ko,le'?;.  ku  'horp'ol u han t/'ak'tik  'ja:nal 

le nu'kuvf  'k'aXo:,bo?. After that, they begin to cut (the 

brush) under the tall woods.  Context:  Description of agri- 

cultural practice, k-u  j'o:k-ol, afterward (see explanation 

above), k-u ho:p'-ol u han tf'ak-t-ik, construction ho:p' -f- 

IKAL (4.17) with ho:p' in its k-IEAL-forín; han can be rendered 

in this context by 'right and left1, 'all over', 'throughout'; 

for the use of such words see M.SQjtf'ak-t, to cut branches off 

trees, trim bushes, cut undergrowth; tf'ak, without formative 

-t, to cut by hitting v/ith heavy cutting tool,  jan-al, under. 

le ... -ov, the.  nuk-utf, big. k'aJ*-o:b, woods; -o:b, plural. 

31. leu k'u'iful tik'nal u  su,kuno: 'be'-', ka ki  it",kina'hi. 

After he arrived at his brothers', he bathed,  k-u k'uf-ul, 



constr. k-IKAL; 'arrive', tik'nal, slurred form of t-u 

j-ik-n-al, at the home of, near, etc. (2..if ) • u su'kun, 

elder brother; -o:b, plural, ka ( H.i.^. ).  ki, nicely, tak- 

ing his time about it, comfortably, indulging in, etc.} per- 

haps etyniologically identical with ki', nice to one's taste 

(as food),  itf-ki-n-ah-i, form of certain intransitive verbs 

corresponding to AHAB-construction (3.53); for formatives 

-ki-n- see 3.H6; for -i see H.si  ; itf, within, inside; with 

formatives, 'bathe'. 

32. ku  • jak'a:ta,le'?,  ka  'naak we: 'nel tu k'ab tfer'. 

When night came, he got on the branches of a tree to sleep. 

Context: reference to a single occasion, k-u j-ak'a(b)-t-al, 

constr. k-IKAL; 'for night to come1; 'ak'ab, night; probable 

etymologic analysis:  ak'-ab, darkness, blackness, if ak' 

is cognate with ek', as it seems probable; for -ab with nouns 

see 3.38. ka, untranslatable in this context (M.62 ).  »naak, 

went up, climbed; intrans. AHAB-constr. ( W.? ). wen-el, 

3leep ( 3.5o). t-u k'ab, to the branch of; fusion of ti and 

pron. u. tfe*>, tree. 

33. leu pati'ke?, ka, tu tak'an'kuntah. After he shaped it 

he baked it. Context:  reference to a single occasion on which 

a shaman made an a'luj" (a kind of sprite) out of clay, k-u 

pat-ik, constr. k-IKAL; 'shape clay with hands (as when making 

pottery)', ka (Mt^). t-u tak'-an-kun-t-ah, trans. AHAB- 

constr.; tak', stick (as with glue); tak'-an, stuck (M.S3); 



tak'-an-kun-s (or -t); bake, ripen. Por formatives -kun-t, 

see 3^3. 

34. kin k'utfu'le'?', lea tin  'nombrar'tah ka:  tul  'kanabom,bao:b. 

After I arrived, I appointed two rocket-guards (i.e., two men 

whose duty is to warn the workers of the approach of an enemy 

"by firing a sky-rocket), k-in k'utf-ul, constr. k-IKAL. 

ka ( H.t.2). t-in nombrcr-t-ah, AHAB-constr. with Spanish verb 

nombrar; see 4.10, Exx. 28-31. ka:, two. tul, classifier for 

animate. kan-s4í)-bo;:iba-o:b} kan, take care of; kan-an, guard} 

Spanish bomba, 'bomb1, local Spanish for 'sky-rocket' instead 

of cohete; -o:b, plural. 

35. le ku. k'utfu'le? ka fan tu hoi na. As soon as you 

arrive, knock at the door, le ... -e'>, in temporal clausej 

see above explanations} k-u k'utf-ul, constr. k-IKAL} 'arrive'. 

ka ( H.ti). fan, speak, call; now used like Spanish llamar a 

la puerta, knock at door, t-u for ti u; u hoi na, the door 

of the house} hoi, hole, opening. 

36. le ku  ll3*o:kol u  'ts'uuts'ik le  •tfama,].©», leu ts*a» 'bal 

le sa' u:'k'o*. As soon as they may have smoked the cigarettes, 

they will be given the atol to drink, le ... -o**, in temporal 

clause for 'as soon as1; see above explanations, k-u ts'ojk-ol 

u ts'uuts'-ik, constr. ts'o:k+ IKAL (4.15) with ts'o:k in the 

k-IKAL-form. tfa/i-al, cigarette, k-u ts'a-<a)b-al, passive constr. 

k-IKAL} irregular passive oí' ts'a, give,  le ... -o*, the.  -ia*?, 

atol, corn gruel, uk», drink} HULLAK-constr. for service or 

aim (4.HI ). 



4.34. Usage B-6, relative clauses. So far as our text3 show, 

the construction of the Yucatec relative clause differs from 

that of any main clause or sentence only in three respects: 

(a) after the antecedents maj*, who, and 'baaj, what, that which, 

the pronouns of Class A of the IKAL and of other constructions 

are omitted (cf. 4.3l)$ (b) the first component of the relative 

clause is always it 3 verbal unit; (c) construction tan +• IKAL 

(4.14) is not used as the verbal unit of the relative clause, 

except in it;j negative form: ma:  tan 4- IKAL.  The monochronic 

references that would be made b- tan + IKAL, if it were used 

in relative clauses, are taken care of by the k-IKAL-construc- 

tions, in addition to their usual service in polychronic refe- 

rences (Usage A, 4.28).  On the other hand, since k-IKAL is 

U3ed in negations only after uij" mak and mij*  'baal (4.32), 

negative relative clauses make use of ma +- IKAL (4.24) and ma: 

tan +• IKAL (4.14) for polychronic and monochronic references, 

respectively. 

It should be noted that the IKAL, and not the k-lKAL-construc- 

tions, are used in rdative clauses with the verbs that do not 

take construction tan •+• IKAL. Some of these are mentioned in 

4.25, instances of Kind 33.  Others are verbs signifying 'to 

belong', as 'ti'al (4.23)$ 'to have' or 'to be at a place', as 

,ian; 'to be in a certain position', as kuluk'oal, 'be seated'} 

Ij'i'laan,' lie'} 'to cease', as 'ifenelj 'to rest', as 'heelel. 

These are the most coi:imon, but not the only ones. 



Examples of Usage B-6. 

37. le  tSLmin ku 'jatlal ti'ó7 hat$ «tai,tak u  «kimil. 

The horse of which they spoke to him was about to die. le ... -o?, 

the; the noun and the relative clause that delimits it are 

placed between the two components of this demonstrative form 

in all cases,  'tsimin or "fei:'min, 'horse', old word for 'tapir1. 

k-u j-al-al, constr. k-IKAL; al, say, tell, speak of. ti, to 

(him), ha-tf, very.  'tai,tak (of undetermined composition), 

'nearly, almost', u kim-il, IKAL (4.20); kirn, die. 

38. ti? jan ka:  n'el  tu:'ni+f ku  'het^ku^a,  ku  'weehel 

u k'a'k'il.  There are there two stones that bump against 

each other and emit fire.  ti? j-an, there is, there are, 

(at the place mentioned); for jan see 4.61. ka: p5el, numeral 

'two' and classifier, tun-rtf, stone; for iK see 3.40. 

k-u hets'-iijk-u-ba, constr. k-IKAL; u-ba, himself, themselves, 

one another (2.6). k-u weh-el, passive k-IKAL; weh, spread; 

i.e., the fire is spread by the bumping, u k'ak'-il, the fire 

of, from the stones; for -il see 4.60. 

39. ha-tf hah le  'baal kin 'wa:lik terH^o?. What I am 

telling you is quite true, hatj", very, hah, true, be true. 

le ... -o?, see note on Ex. 37.  'baal, thing, k-in v-al-ik, 

constr. k-IKAL. tertf,   2nd. tiers, sing. üron. Class C. 

40. 'kitf,pam le  vfup kin wili'ko7.  The woman I am look- 

ing at is beautiful. kit£-r>am, beautiful, be beautiful; said 



of female; Mtf-Ice'lera, handsome (male); both expressions of 

undetermined composition, le ... -o?, as in Exx. 37, 39» 

X-tf'up, woman, k-in w-ll-ik, oonstr. k-lKALj 'see'. 

4.35. Usage B-7. conditional sentences.  Ihe k-lKAL-con- 

structions occur in some protases and in some apodoaes of 

conditional sentences. When a k-iKAL-construction occurs 

in the protasis, the following has been found to be true 

concerning the reference made therein: (a) An undetermined 

declarative value (4.7) is ascribed to the protasis,  (b) 

The reference is polychronic or monochronlc.  (c) The occurrent 

can be past, present, or future, (d) If it is past, it is 

past-contemporary. For other than past-contemporary (4.4, 

Case 5), other constructions are required (H.HH). (e) The 

protasis is not negative. As in other cases, an affirmative 

k-lKAL corresponds to a negative ma +• IKAL (4.24) or ma: 

tan -*- IKAL (4.14). Frotases satisfying those five conditions 

are roughly as follows: 

If x was true at that time (then £ was, is, or will be, true) 

If x is true now (then y_ is, or will be, true) 

If x occurs in the future (then v, will occur after x occurs) 

In the apodosis of a conditional sentence whose protasis ia as 

above specified, a k-lKAL-construction is used for any declarative 

modality other than improbability. This point and others pertain- 

ing to the structure of conditional sentences are dealt with more 



speoiflcally in 4.LiH. In conformity with, the preceding speci- 

fications, some conditional sentences have a k-lKAL-construction 

"both, in the protasis and in the apodosÍ3» 

Examples of Usage B-7. 

41. wa ku  'pak'a^e'j  ma:  tan u "bin ti Icah. If he 

was planting, he will not go to town, wa, if. k-u pak'-al, 

constr. k-IKALj -e' at end of clause ( M.-^tf). ma:  tan u 

"bin, irregular tan <•»- IKAL (4.14) with Tain, go (4.S&). ti, 

to. kali, town, Tillage. 

42. wa ka be: ltik tu ka:  te: 'ne*,  kin  'p'at^etf hun 

pu'li. If you do It again, I will leave you forever, k-a 

be:-t-lk, constr. k-IKAL. t-u ka:  ten, for the second time) 

ka:, two. k-in p'at~( i)k-e^, constr. k-IKAL with 2nd. pers. 

sing. pron. -etf of Class B. hun pul-i, completely, forever* 

literally: 'one throw'. 

43. wa kin bin sa'ki">  'satinare*, kin ta'sik tetf tfa'mal. 

If I go to Valladolid tomorrow, I '11 "bring you oigarettea. 

k-in bin, irregular k-IKAL| "bin, go. sa'ki?, native name 

of the city of Valladolid, Yucatan.  ' saraal, tomorrow, k-in 

ta(l)-9-ik, constr. k-IKAL. tetf, to you. 

4.36. Usage B-8. imperative sentences.  The k-IKAL-constructions 

occur in affirmative imperative sentences in at least four kinds 

of instances: (a) In compound imperative sentences, after the 

first of the clauses of which the sentence LB  composed; for 

example, as in the equivalent of this Engli3h sentence: l(Go 



to his house), and tell him (I am waiting for him) '• (b) After 

previous imperative sentences, as, for example, when giving 

instructions for the performance of a task, (c) Por topioal 

distinction of some constituent of the imperative sentence; 

in which case, the reference to the dominant topic precedes 

the k-IKAL-construction. These are frequently polite requests 

or recommendations, (d) When offering helpi e.g., 'If you need 

me, call me', in these four kinds of instances, and particu- 

larly in the third, one flnda now and then a simple IKAL 

instead of a k-lKAL-construction. I have not discovered 

what distinction is made, if any, by the choice of either 

construction in these cases. 

Examples of Usage B-8. 

44. 'kaJite?, ka ta'sik ten. Look for it and bring it to 

me. kaX-t-e ?, look for itj HULLAK-constr., transitive im- 

perative (4.3*7 ). k-a ta(l)-s-ik, constr. k-IKAL.  ten, to 

me, I) pron. Class C. 

45. ka  ' is'aik ha? u  ' jiifin^e?.  (And) give him water 

that he may bathe. Context: The preceding sentence ordered 

'Take this soap to him', k-a ts'a-ik, constr» k-IKAL. ha', 

water, u ,1-i^-in-t-e', HULLAK-constr. (4.HJ )j 'bathe', 

see Ex. 31. 

46. ti' ka trun'kee,Xi.  There Í3 where you must start (or 

'There is where I am telling you to start'), ti*?, there (at 

the place just mentioned), k-a tpun-(i)!:-e:X, constr. k-IKAL; 

tfun, begin, origin} a ... -esj", 2nd. per3. plur. Por -i see W 51, 



47. ka ka:n'le? ka  't'ani,ken. TShen you get tired, call me. 

k-a kan-(a)l-e*?, when you get tired) k-lKAL in temporal clause 

(4.33). k-a t'an-ik-en, constr. k-lKAL with 1st. pera. pron. 

-en, me, of Class B. 

48. jaj* ti le no 'hotf ta:'ta a itfunke: 'Jo?. You must 

attend first to the venerable gentleman,  ja/, first,  ti, to. 

le ... -o?, the. noh-otf, aged, important, ta:'ta, sir (see 

note on Ex. 26). a tfun-(i)k-e: J, IKAL-constr. instead of 

k-iKAL| see explanations abovej ^un, begin (begin first with 

the venerable gentleman; serving the drinks in a ceremony in 

old times). 

49. in ts'u'lil, te a k'op'tal. My master, just snuggle up 

in there,  in te'ul-il, my master) see ne&e on Ex. 2) in this 

ease a cat talks to his master,  te, there, a k'op-t-al, 

IKAL-constr. instead of k-IKAL: 



USES OF THE NULLAX-CONSTRUCTIONS 

(No ka PA)-Forme 

V-(null) 

V-e 

4.37. Before entering upon the discussion of the uses of these 

constructions, it may be helpful to summarize their structural 

characteristics. The constructions referred to by the label 

'NÜLI.AK' are as follows: 

ka-Forms       (No ka)-Forms 

TRANSITIVE 

Null-Variants ka PA V-(null)   VA  V-(null) 

e-Variants    ka PA V-e       PA V-e 

INTRANSITIVE 

ka V-(a)k-PB     V-(a)k-PB 

PASSIVE 

ka V-(aa)k-PB    V-(aa)k-PB 

The e-Variants are used whenever both of these statements are 

true: (a) No suffix other than -e is affixed to the verb stem; 

(b) the transitive NULLAK-construction is the last or only word 

of a clause or a sentence. In all other cases, the transitive 

NULLAK-construction has no distinctive affix. When the subject 

of the (No ka PA)-Form ie a 2nd. pers. plur., the suffix -e:j* 

of the pronominal form a ... -etj" is required, but the a of 

the pronominal form is omitted. Thus, the (No ka PA)-Forms 

of the verb Va, to give, are: "ts'a, '-f^a^, 'tsae:^. The 

distinctive suffix of the intransitive is -ak, -ek, -ik, 

-ok, -uk, or, with elided vowel, -k. The vowel of the suffix 

is frequently elided when another suffix follows, particularly 

in speech of Tyt>e B. When the verb stem is simple (3.1), 

the vowel of the distinctive suffix is the same as that of 



the stem) e.g., naa"-ak, ascend) era-ek, descend} J(i)-lk, go, 

move on| hole'-ok, go out) lub-uk, fall. Composite stems 

(3. | ) and some irregular verbs require -ákj e.g., itf-ki-n-ak, 

bathe) tsik-ba-n-ak, converse, chat; uk'-u(l)-n-ak, drink 

(in intransitive usage)) Jol-ak, kneelj tfil-alc, lie down. 

These rules hold also for the passive, except that in the 

passive construction, -aak is commonly used instead of -ak 

when the composite stem consists of only one syllable) e.g., 

ta(l)-s-aak, bring) t>i(n)~s-aak, take from one place to 

another) hok*-3-aak or ho'-s-aalc, take out, bring out. A 

second difference between the passive and the intransitive 

forms is that in the former the vowel of a simple stem is 

generally doubled if the main stress is on it, and the ver- 

bal unit consists only of the stem and the distinctive suf- 

fix of the NUIiLAK-constructionj e.g., the KULLAK passive of 

:.ian, 'buy', is 'maan-ak) /3eb', 'press liquid out by twisting' 

gives 'jeets'-ek) t'oh, 'pour out', gives 't'ooh-ok; k'ub, 

'deliver', 'k'uub-uk. There are, however, many exceptional 

formations of the passive construction. In some sentences, 

the only indication of the passive use of a verb is the cir- 

cumstance that the verb is used transitively whenever other 

than a UULLAK-construction is required. Por example, t'ab, 

to light (a candle) to set on fire, was 't'abak in 6 instances 

in which there was conclusive evidence that the construction 

was passive. In these and in 43 other cases, the form for 



the passive usage was exactly like that of an intransitive 

verb. The verbs found in these 49 instances occurred in all. 

other cases with transitive construction» This lack of con- 

structional differentiation between intransitive and passive 

MJLLAK-forms seems to be due to changes which have taken 

place chiefly within the Modern Yucatec period, Formerly, 

the passive of some verbs required two suffixes:  -ab (4.10) 

followed by -akj e.g., the passive of han-t, 'to eat (that which 

is referred to)' was han-t-ab-ak. This form of han-t occurred 

twice in texts from British Honduras, and onoe in a text dictat- 

ed by Lorenzo Kinll of Chemax, Yucatan, born in 1837. That 

way of forming the passive is still prevalent with stems end- 

ing in a. Thus, the passive of ts'a, lgive', *put', is commonly 

'ts'aabakf and that of fa, 'fetch1, *get', 'tf'aabak. But in- 

stead of the obsolete or obsolescent 'hanta,bak, we find now 

han'taak. The fusion of ka with the pronouns of the transi- 

tive forms was commented upon in 4.27. it should be noted that, 

since there is no pronoun of Class B, for the 3rd. pers. sing., 

the intransitive and the passive 3rd. sing. HULLfiK-form is 

simply the verb stem with one of the distinctive suffixes -ak, 

-ek, etc. Exceptional uses of -ak Instead of -ek, -ik, etc. 

are dealt with in 4.47 and 4.48. 

The uses of the NULLAK-constructions are not as diverse as 

those of the IKAL and k-IKAL constructions already dealt with; 

nevertheless, it is not feasible to formulate verifiable gene- 



ralizations without dividing their uses into several classes. 

Conforming to precedent, one could say, for example, that we 

are dealing here with the subjunctive mode of the Yucatec 

verb. If that is all that would be said about it, the vague- 

ness of the statement would be roughly proportional to each 

reader's acquaintance with the variety of uses of the devices 

that have been classed as subjunctive modes in the grammars 

of the classical languages, and in those of the modern lan- 

guages of literate and illiterate peoples. To reduce the 

vagueness of the statement, one would have to specify the 

rules that govern the use of the Yucatec subjunctive,) which 

would obviously necessitate a division of the uses of the 

devices in question into classes, just as we have had to do 

in these pages. The number of divisions would naturally vary 

according to the preference of the investigator and the ex- 

tent to which the description would be superficial or would 

deal with details} but it does not follow that calling the 

device by a familiar name, or not, would neoessarily have 

something to do with the extent of this variation. By not 

using a familiar name, at least one advantage can be derived} 

namely, if a reader deoides that this is obviously a subjunctive 

mode, he can simply substitute the expression 'subjunctive mode1 

for our expression 'NULLAK-constructions'. Another reader can 

make whatever other substitution he prefers, if he decides that 

this is not a subjunctive. This entails the inconvenience of 



translating our expression in all the instances in which it 

occurs, but to a linguist that should be a matter of negligible 

concern. This inconvenience may be compensated by the freedom 

allowed to each expert in the use Of the current grammatical 

terminology to apply grammatical terms a3 he deems proper. 

In the majority of instances in which the HUIiAK-construc- 

tions occurred in the texts, they served to refer to subsequent 

occurrents (4.3), especially to discrete-future and subsequent- 

past occurrents (4.4, Cases 3 and 6). This is true if we con- 

sider that all imperative sentences refer to future occurrents| 

for whenever an individual tells another to do something, he 

obviously commands or requests that he do so at a time sub- 

sequent to that ocoupied by his imperative communication, how- 

ever immediate that time may be. The same holds for the use 

of the HULLAK-constructions in the references we have termed 

'protective1 (4.23)} for the occurrent aimed at must inevitably 

be subsequent to at least the beginning of that which is done 

in order to accomplish the aim. In the majority of the in- 

stances in which the KULLAK-constructions do not refer to sub- 

sequent occurrents, what is referred to is a non-particular 

referent. Thus, in temporal clauses, they occur in references 

to any one of the occasions on which something is said to take 

place» and in relative clauses the antecedent is whoever or 

whatever may be involved in the reference, and not this or 

that particular person or non-person. These generalizations 

are, of course, insufficient to delimit the uses of these con- 



structions* especially since it is the case that references to 

subsequent occurrents are made also by means of other construc- 

tions, some of which have already been dealt with (4.12, 4.14, 

4.16, 4.18, 4.19, 4.21, 4.23, 4.24, 4.35, 4.36).  In order to 

give less inadequate specifications, the uses of the HULLAK- 

constructions will be divided into classes and subclasses of 

instances treated under the following headings: 

A. Affirmative imperative sentences. 

B. Reported imperative utterances. 

C. After verbs of wishing or needing. 

D. Protective references. 

E. Construction bin f HULLAK. 

P. Negative imperative with bik or mik. 

6. Conditional sentences. 

H. References to non-particular referents. 

I. Temporal clauses. 

J. After certain verbs. 
K.      iNTransitive   V-G»)K IN    re-f ¿recces    Ht    ^r-i»r-      occurreh+s. 
L.      Su-ffi* -(OK /M    <re-fe.re*cts    -fi>   c»»-fe^^er-*rvj     occurre*-ts. 

4.38. ysage A. affirmative imperative sentences. All the 

forms of the HULLAK-constructions are used in affirmative 

imperative sentences.  The use of each of the forms depends 

on the circumstances indicated in the following tabulations 



SECOND PERSON 

First or only oomponent Preoeded oomponent 

Transitive    1. V-(null) (-e) (-e:{) la. ka PA V-(null) (-•) 

Intransitive  2. (None) 2a. ka V-(a)k-PB 

THIRD PERSON AND NON-PARTICULAR SECOND PERSON 

First or only oomponent Preoeded oomponent 

Transitive    3. ka u V-(null) (-e) 3a. Same as 3. 

Intransitive  4. V-(a)k 4a. ka V-(a)k 

Passive      5. ka V-(aa)k 5a. Same as 5. 

The above headings are to be understood as follows: Under 

Second Person we class the instances in which the speaker 

tells the person or persons addressed to do what his imper- 

ative utterance specifies. Third Person; the speaker com- 

mands or requests that one or more of the persons other than 

the one or ones addressed do what his utteranoe specifies. 

Non-particular Second Persont the speaker commands or re- 

quests that one or more of the persons addressed do what 

he indicates, but he does not specify who among those ad- 

dressed is to carry out his orders or comply with his request; 

e.g., 'One of you go and fetch some wood'. First or only oom- 

ponent: the NULLAK-oon8tmotion is not preoeded by any com- 

ponent of the sentence, exoepting the two specified below. 

Preoeded component: some component other than the two spec- 

ified below precedes the NULLAK-oonstruction. The preceding 

oomponent can be another imperative utterance in a oompound 

imperative sentence; as in '(Go to his house) and tell him I 

am waiting for him». The two exceptional components referred to 

above are the word-^an and a vocative(e.g.,'Boys, come here}. The 



word ^an, which in other contexts signifies 'little', 'small', 

is used before the verbal unit in invitations, kind requests, 

and the like, with some vague sense perhaps similar to that of 

the word 'just' in English in such sentences as 'Just make your- 

self at home1. Position 2 in the above tabulation cannot be 

occupied by any UULLAK-constructien. The intransitive impera- 

tive in that case requires construction V-en (4.5"7 ). The uses 

of the Hull-Forms and the e-Forms of the transitive are govern- 

ed by the rules stated above (4.37). in Position 2a, suffix 

-PB is either -etf (singular) or -etj (plural), since in this 

case -FB is always a 2nd. pers. pronoun. In 4, 4a, and 5, 

-PB is a null-sign. For the sake of simplicity, this null- 

sign was not indicated by writing '-PB*. If elucidation on 

this point is needed, see 1.5" . By using a ITULLAK-construc- 

tion in Positions la and 2a instead of a k-IKAL-construction 

as specified in 4.36, a distinction seems to be made: in 

most of the cases, the imperative communications employing 

the MU1LAK-constructIons were not imperious orders, and were 

frequently petitions soliciting favors; whereas authoritative 

or imperious orders occurred frequently with the k-lKAL-con- 

struct ions. This does not hold, or we have no evidence that 

it holds, in approximately 16# of the instances in which the 

HULLAK-constructlons were preceded components, and in 21%  of 

the instances in which the lc-IEAL-constructions were so used. 



There were exceptions to the rule that for the 3rd. pers. 

intransitive imperative (Position 4) the (Uo ka)-Forms are 

used. Instances with ka occurred mainly in speech of Type 

A. In this speech-type, the exceptions constitute 1Z%  of 

the total number of instances pertaining to Position 4 in the 

above tabulation» Incidentally, the exceptions conform to the 

examples of third person imperative found in various grammars 

written in previous centuries, and also in Lopez Otero's gram- 

mar (1914). 

In the explanations of the following examples, the clas- 

sification of the construction and its usage will be indicated 

thus: 'Usage A(l)', 'Usage A(2a)', etc.; 'A1 being the label 

for the use of the NULLAK-construction in affirmative impera- 

tive sentences, and the figures and small letters in parenthe- 

ses refer to the positions in the above tabulation. 

1. uk' hun p'it ha?. Drink a little water, uk', drinkj 

Usage A(l). hun, one| not followed by a numerical classifier 

when a word designating quantity follows (perhaps such words 

should be placed in the class of numerical classifiers), p'it, 

a small quantity of. ha?, water. 

2, 'te'ae:/ le  'ha:na,lo?  'jetel wa:'nil.  Give (him) the 

cooked food and some tortillas, ts'a-e:!; Usage A(l), plural; 

ts'a, give, le ... -o», the, that, han-al, cooked food| han, 

eat| for -al see 4.5"2 . wah, tortilla, the native corn bread; 

for -il in non-particular reference see 4. to .  J-et-el, with, 



and (H.5^ ). 

3. tf'a hun kutf si', ka a "bis tu jo'totf. Fetch a load 

of firewood, and take it to her home, tf'a, fetchj Usage A(l). 

him kutf, one load; of. Ex. 1. si?, firewood, ka a bi(n)-s, 

Usage A(la)| bin, goj "bis, take to or away from, a place, t-u, 

fusion of ti, to, and pron. u. u j-ot-otf, her home| ot-otf, 

the house one lives in and owns; for formative -otf see 3.4o. 

4. ka u bu'kint u no'k'oib.  (I order that) they put on 

their clothes, ka u buk-in-tj Usage A(3); buk, formerly 

•clothing' (Old Tuc. buc) t  now always with formatives -in-t 

(3.11 and 3.^fe), 'put on (clothes)1, u nok*-o:b, their 

clothesj u ... -o:b, 3rd» pers. plur. pron. Class A. 

5. ka u tas kan ts'it kib.  (i recommend that) he bring 

four candles, ka u tes, Usage A(3)| ta(l)«s, bringj tal, 

come, kan, four, ts'it, numerical classifier for candles, rods, 

poles, rifles, and similar objects, kib, candle. 

6. 'hok'ok hun tu'lerj",  ka  'Jiik  'taanil. One of you come 

out and walk ahead, hok'-ok, Usage A(4)j hok', come out, go 

out. tul-e:/, numerical classifier for animate referent, with 

2nd. pers. plur. suffix -e:/ ( H.£>8). ka /(i)-ik, Usage A(4a)j 

S  or J*i, irregular verb for 'go', 'walk1, 'move on1, taan-11, 

ahead$ taan, in front. 

7. ka  't'abak u ki'bil. Let the candles be lit. ka t'ab-ak, 

passive, Usage A(5)| t'ab, light candles, cigarettes, torches, 

etc. u kib-il, the candles of (those who have brought one or 



more apiece) f for -11 see 4.£>o. 

8» kej ha? ka a wu'k'e. Drink at least (some) water» 

ke/, at least, ka a w-uk'-e, Usage A(la)| uk*, drink. 

9, ku man a su'ku,ne?, ka  'Jiiketf tu patf. When your 

"brother will go by, follow him» k-u man, irregular k-IKAL- 

conatructionj man, pass, go by a place, a su'kun, your el- 

der brother? -e?, end of temporal clause (4.33). ka J(i)-ik-etf, 

Usage A(2a)| if this were not a preceded component, Jen would 

be used instead of ka  'Xllketfj e.g., Jen tu patf, go behind 

him, follow him. t-u patf, to his back, behind him. 

4.39. Usage £, ka-3?orms. reported imperative utterances. It 

may be obvious that the statement 'He told me to do it1 is a 

report of a communication which was made by means of an Impera- 

tive sentence or its equivalent. Every imperative communication 

can be reported by means of a declarative sentence with a verb 

of telling, ordering, requesting, begging etc.; the choice of 

each of these verbs depends on the degree of imperiousness, 

urge, or solicitude, indicated by the wording of the reported 

imperative sentence or expression, and the way it was utteredj 

provided, of course, that the report takes adequate account 

of this phase of the imperative utterance. The verbs al, 'say', 

'tell', and fan, 'speak', 'address' (and various other senses), 

were the only ones used in the texts to signify that an impera- 

tive utterance is reported. The ka-Porms of the HULLAK-con- 



structions are required in the reported utterance. Examples: 

10. ka tu  ' ja:lah to: 'ne? ka k uk'  le  'ha,o*. And he 

told us to drink the water,  t-u j-al-ah, AHAB-constr. (4.9), 

'he told1» torn, us; pron. Class C. -e* at end of the clause 

(4.£5). ka k uk', NULLAK-constr»; uk', drink, le ha(?)-o*, 

the water. 

11. ka 'a:lab ti*> ka o'kok u  *heelsu,ba. And he WBB told 

to go in and rest» al-at), passive AHAB (4.10); ti?, to him 

(literally: 'it was told to him1) see explanation in 4.10). 

ka ok-ok, MULLAK-constr.; ok, enter, u heel-s-u-ba, tran- 

sitive (reflexive) HULLAK, Usage D, 4.41| heel-el, intransi- 

tive, and heel-3 with reflexive suffixes, are both used for 

'to rest'| for formative -s see 3.25; u-ba, himself (2..T ). 

12» 'jetel tu  'lakal in puk'siik'al kin  't'anketf" ka 

'nata'a,ba tin v/ik'nal. I am telling you in earnest to 

approach me. Literally: With all my heart I speak (telling 

you to ...)• j-et-el, with (H.5^). t-u lak-al ( W.^i), 

all.  in puk'siik'al (or 'puksi ,k*al), my heart; analysis of 

puk'siik'al uncertain, k-in t'an-( i)k-etf, construction 

k-lKAL, Usage B-l, 4.29; with direct object -etf, 2nd. pers. 

pron. Class B. ka/ nats'-a-ba, constr» KULLAK; nab', near, 

approach; -a-ba, yourself; see Ex. 11: for fusion of ka and 

a see 4.27. 

13. ka  'a:lab  'tio:,be' ka  'si:na,ko:b. And they were 

told to fetch firewood, al-ab, passive AHAB (4.1o); al, tell. 



ti-o:"b, to them (X-<ó  )j -e* at end of clause (N.^8). ka 

si(?)-n-ak-o:b, constr. HULLAKj ai?, firewood; with formative 

-n ( 3.2H) *to fetch firewood'i -o:b, 3rd pers. plur. pron. 

Class B. 

14. ku k'u:si'ke«?,  ku  'jarlik ka "ber'taak u han'lil. 

When he arrives with (what he brings), he orders that his 

meal he prepared, k-u k'u^-s-ik-e?, constr, k-lKAI» in 

temporal clause (4.33); k'utf, arrive; with formative -s 'to 

arrive with that which is brought1 (literally: to cause the 

thing to get to the place; like tal, come, ta(l)-s, to bring; 

bin, go, bi(n)-a, take from one place to another), k-u 

,i-al-ik, constr. k-lKAL, Usage A, 4.28. ka be:-t-aak, 

passive MULLAK| be:-t, make, dO| from Old Yuc. hel-t-lk. 

which accounts for the suffix having a instead ox e like the 

stem, as explained in 4.37. u han-(a)l-il, his meal, cooked 

food; han, eatj for -al-il see 4.r-, 

4.40. Usage £, after verbs of wishing and needing. Usage 

C was observed in clauses subordinate to the following verbs: 

k'at and olt, both signifying 'to desire'; 'ts' ibolt, wish, 

would or should like to; k'a'bet and tea?, to be necessary, 

to be required. With the sense of 'to desire', k'at is a 

defective verb {35i>)m    Por the constructions that are not 

permissible with k'at, and for the sense of 'to be willing', 

olt is used. Its components are:  ol, mind, will, and 



various vague senses of that sort) -t, formative (3.^6). 

The components of'ts'ibolt are ts'ib, to draw pictures, write; 

ol and -t as above, k'a'bet has already been mentioned (4.20) 

in connection with the IKAL-constructions. It is used with 

the NULLAK-constructions mainly for needs whose satisfaction 

is problematic, or unexpected. In clauses subordinate to these 

verbB, one observes the use of all the ka-Forma, the transitive 

(JTo ka)-Forms, and the intransitive V-(a)l construction (H.i>2 ). 

The use of one or another of these constructions depends on 

whether the verb is transitive or not, and upon whether the 

subject of the main verb is the same as that of the subordinate 

clause. Thus: 

DIFFERENT SUBJECTS 
3. Trans., intrans., pass. 

ka-Porms 

SAME SUBJECT 
1« Transitive   2. Intransitive 

(No ka)-Forms    V-(a)l 

Examples with han, eat (intrans.) and han-t, eat (trans.) 

1. in k'at in  'han,te, I want to eat it. 

2. in k'at ha'nal, I want to eat. 

3. in k'at ka u  'han,te, I want him to eat it. 

in k'at ka  "hanak, I want him to eat. 

in k'at ka han'taak, I want it to be eaten. 

Since both k'a'bet and tsa? are used impersonally, the subjects of 

their subordinate clauses are never the same as those of the main 

verb) for what these verbs signify is that the occurrent to which 

the subordinate clause refers is necessary) as in the English 



'It is necessary that ...'. Uo instance of a passive with the 

same subject as that of the main clause has occurred in the texts. 

In notes out of context several instances were recorded, hut 

their reliability is unknown, since they are translations of 

Spanish sentences. 

There were two kinds of exceptions to the rule that the 

(No ka)-Forms of the KÜLLAK-constructions are used for transi- 

tive with the same subject: (a) in 6%  of the instances, a ka-Form 

was used; and (b) in 9#, a k-lKAL-construction (4.27) was used. 

These exceptions have approximately the same distribution in 

speech of Type A and Type B.  The instances are too few to 

draw any conclusion as to whether or not any communicational 

distinction is made by the use of these less frequent construc- 

tions. 

Although construction V-(a)l is not a MJLLAK-construction, 

it seems desirable that its special use after verbs of wishing 

be illustrated together with those of the HULLAK-constructions» 

Pertinent examples with both kinds of constructions follow: 

15. in k'at ka u tas v/a: ' ¿e?.  I want him to bring it 

here, ka u ta(l)-s, constr. HULLAKj ta(l)-s, bring, wai-e?, 

here ( M.5I ). 

16. ma' u k'r.t ka in "be:t be: 'jo9.  He does not want 

me to do it that way. ka in be:-t, constr. HULIAKj be:-t, 

do or make, bei-o?, thusj with demonstrative suffix -o? 

( H.Sl). 



17. hatf Icin  'te' ifcol, tik  'liok'ol. I am very anxious to get 

out. hatj, very, very much, k-in ta* ib-ol-t-ik, construction 

k-IKAL, Usage B-l (4.29). hok*-ol, construction 7-(a)lj hok', 

go out, come out. 

18, ma' in k'at  'naaka,li. I do not want to go up. 

'naak-al-i, construction V-(a)lf nask, go up, come upf for the 

use of -i in negative sentences see 4.5°1 . 

19» ma tu  ' joltah.  'oko,li. He did not wish to come in. 

t-u j-ol-t-ah, constr» AHAB (4.9)| ol-t, see analysis above 

(4.4o). ok-ol, constr. V-(a)lj ok, enter, -i, as in Ex. 18. 

20. "bei kin  ,to,i'bol,tik in kan te:'no?. That is the way 

I wish I would learn, bei ... -o9, that wayj for -o9 as a 

component of this form and its separation from "bei as in the 

forms le ... -a*?, le ... -c?, le ... -e?, seejTc-in ts' ib-ol-t-ik, 

constr. k-IKAL, Usage B-l, 4.29.  in kan, transitive KULLAK: 

ten, 1st. pers. pron. Class C. 

21. le:'tio: jbe1, u k'at u "bett terj" lo:"b. They want to 

do you harm, le-ti-o^-e?, theyj with -e">  followed by a pause, 

'as for them1; makes the reference to the persons a special 

topic in question, u k'rt, he wants) since a preceding word 

indicates plurality, 'they want' in this context; for the con- 

jugation of k'at with this sense see 3^M£. u be:t, tran- 

sitive MJLLAKf ~be:-t, do, make,  te:/, 2nd. pers. plur. Class 

C.  lo:t>, harm, evil. 

22. ma 13a? ka  'hokyen "beh'la^?.  It is not necessary that 



I go out now. ka hot'-en, intransitive HUXLAK} hok', go out}- 

-en, 1st. pers. pron. Class B. beh'la?, now, today} possible 

etymologic analysis: bei-he-la*?} bei, thusj he (H.^i )} la"', 

Old Yuc. demonstrative! now, 'he:1a*?, here it is; more like 

Trench voicit for -e">  in this ease see 3.<^ . 

23. a k'at ka in ts'a tetf ? Do you want me to give it to 

you? ka in ts'a, trans. NULLAKf ts'a, give, tetf, 2nd. pers. 

sing. pron. Class C. 

24. ma'  in k'at ka k'c'haantfahke: ,tfi?.  I do not want 

you to get sick, ka k'o ,haan-^,a-h-(a)k-etí'-i', intransitive 

NULLAKj the analysis of k'o'haan, sick, he sick, may he 

k'oh-aan or k'o-h-aanj there is evidence that -aan is the 

suffix dealt with in 4.5"2> , hut there is no ground for the 

delimitation of the other component or components; for tfa-h, 

signifying 'to become1 see 3.27; -etf, 2nd. pers. pron. Class 

Bf for -i or -i9 at the end of a negative sentence see H-5i . 

25. u k'at ka  'jama,ken te:'lo'.  He wants me to be there. 

ka j-an-ak-en, intransitive MD1LAK} j-an, to be at a place, 

to exist, etc.; irregular use of prefix j- with this verb 

(M>l ).  tet'lo?, there} etymologic analysis: te?... lo? 

where te' refers to a location and Old Yuc. demonstrative 

lo? specifies that the location is not near the speaker. 

26. u    k'at    ka    ta'saak    wa'je*?.    He wants that  it be brought 

here,    ka    ta(l)-s-aak, passive MILLAK}  ta(l)-3,  bring,    wai-e*?, 

here (H.5-!). 



27. *toone?, ma. k k'at ka kin'saake ,tfi'. We did not 

want you to "be killed. to:n-G*?, we, as for ourselves, so 

far as we are concernedj see Ex. 21. ka klia-s-aak-etf-i', 

passive HULLAKj kim, die| kiia-s, with change of m to n "be- 

fore formative -s (1.3 ), 'klll'j -etf, 2nd* pers. sing, 

pron. Class Bj for -V*  at the end of a negative sentence see 

4.41. Usage ]), protective references. The statements made 

in 4.23 concerning protective references are here supplemented 

by a few observations on the 817 instances in which the MJLLAK- 

constructions were used in such references. It was said there 

that the UULLAK-constructions were used in projective referen- 

oes in three ways: (a) with tu 'jovial, (b) with u 'ti'al, 

and (c) without either of those two signs. When neither of 

those two signs av« used, it was agreed to say that the sign 

of the protective reference is a constructional sign. 

With respect to the forms of the 33ULLAK-constructions used 

in those references, it was observed that in the transitive 

"both the ka-Porms and the (No ka)-Forms were used; but for 

the intransitive and the passive the ka-Porms were the only 

ones employed. As shown in 4.40, that was also the order 

found in the uses of those forms after verbs of wishing. 

When we dealt with the uses of the IKAL-constructions 

in protective references (4.23), we mentioned the difficulties 



met with in the attempt to discover what rules govern the use 

of tu  'jovial and u 'ti?al as signs of projective reference. 

We contend here with the same difficulties, and in addition 

we are confronted with the question of what determines the 

use of the constructional sign. The distribution of the 817 

instances with respect to the use of those three signs of 

projective reference, and with respect to whether the form of 

the HULLAK-construction is transitive, intransitive, or passive, 

is as follows: 

Intr. 

14 

23 

60 

Trans» 

tu  'jo'lal    15 

u  'ti?al     241 

Constr. sign  420 

Pass. Tota: 

12 41 

32 296 

0 480 
-S7S 57 44 8T7— 

It is seen that there was no instance of the passive with con- 

structional sign. But, in view of the complexity of the whole 

question, it seems unwarranted to formulate a rule on the "basis 

of only 44 instances. I"or reasons of the same sort, every gene- 

ralization that could he made concerning the transitive and the 

paooive would he of unknown validity, particularly since there 

were exceptions to every rule we attempted to formulate. 

An inquiry into the 676 instances of transitive construction 

led to the ohservation th&.t after verbs signifying locomotion 

or transference of tangible objects the projective reference 

was made most frequently by means of the constructional sign 



with the (No ka)-3?orma when the subjects of the two clauses 

referred to the same person or persons. The communication in 

this special group of instances is of this sort: 'I went to 

his house to notify him1, 'They brought it here to show it to 

you*. Other constructions occurred when the subjects of the 

two clauses did not refer to the saine persons or agencies, as in 

'They brought it here so that you could take care of it'. In 

order to obtain a fairly precise delimitation of this group 

of instances, we dealt only with 13 verbs, and only with the 

instances in which these verba signified motion from one place 

to another, or transference of tangible objects from one place 

to another. The 13 verbs are: bin, go* tal, come; ok, enter; 

hole', pass from the inside to the outside of; man, pass by a 

place, or walk about in unspecified direction* 'naak, climb, 

get on top of; em, move downward; and the transitive verbs 

formed by affixing the formative -s to some of the preceding 

with the required phonologic modification, as bis, take, carry 

away (transfer by going); taa, bring (transfer by coming); 

oks, transfer inward; hole's, transfer outward; 'naaks, transfer 

upward; -etas-, transfer downward. The total number of instances 

in which those 13 verbs preceded a projectlve reference made 

by means of a transitive NULLAK-construction was 501. Of 

these there were 371 in which the two clauses had the same 

subject, using this phrase in the sense above specified. There 

were 130 instances in which they had different subjects. The 



following tabulation gives the distribution of those instances 

with respect to the use of the ka-Porms and the (No ka)-Forms, 

and with respect to the three kinds of signs of projective 

reference: 

Label Projective reference Same Subj. Diff. Subj. Total 

A-l tu ',jo*lal ka PA V-(e) 0 6 6 

A-2 tu •jo'lal PA V-(e) 1 1 2 

B-l u 'ti*?al ka PA T-(e) 6 10 16 

B-2 u •ti'-'al PA V-(e) 13 105 118 

C-l ka PA V-(e) 0 8 8 

C-2 PA V-(e) 351 0 351 
371 130 501 

Rules for the use of constructions C-2 and B-2 could be inferred 

from the above tabulation were it not for 20 exceptional instan- 

ces in one case and 25 in the other. It may facilitate further 

discussion if we let x and y, stand, respectively, for whatever 

'c true of those 20 and 25 instances. Two rules may now be 

conveniently worded thus: 

Rule 1. Except when x is the case, construction C-2 is used 

in projective references whenever the three following statements 

are truet 

(a) The verb of the clause preceding that of the projective 

reference ii one of the 13 above specified. 

(b) The verb in the clause of the projective reference is 

transitive. 
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(c) The two clauses have the same subject. 

Rule 2. Except when y_ is the case, construction B-2 is used 

in protective references whenever statements a and b under Rule 

1 are true, and statement c under the same rule is not true» 

Since three different constructions, A-2, B-l, and B-2, were 

used in the 20 instances of which x is true, it cannot be 

taken for granted that x stands for a single requirement. 

Further inquiry into those 20 instances can hardly be expected 

to yield reliable results. Por whatever one would find would 

be of unknown validity, due fee tfee olroumotanee tfea* the lar- 

gest number of instances with one of those constructions is 

only 13. For y. the circumstances are even more unfavorable 

both with respect to the number of instances and the number 

of constructions. Still, the following may be worth noting: 

in 203 of the 351 instances in which construction C-2 was 

used, the protective reference followed immediately after 

the verb of the preceding clause; i.e., without any inter- 

vening words. With respect to the number of intervening 

words, the following was found upon comparing the 13 instan- 

ces of B-2 with those having C-2: 
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"So  of words Constr. C- •2 Constr. B-2 

7 0 1 

6 0 3 

5 0 2 

4 0 2 

3 2 1 

2 25 0 

1 121 0 

0 203 4 
351 13 

We see that none of the 351 Instances with construction C-2 

had more than 3 intervening words, whereas 9 of the 13 instan- 

ces with B-2 had 3 or more. It seems improbable that the 

number of intervening words fee irrelevant to the use of con- 

struction C-2» On the other hand, the 4 instances at the 

bottom of the second column indicate that the number of in- 

tervening words is not the only determinant in the use of con- 

struction B-2. It so happens that those 4 instances occurred 

after the verb bin, go, and they constitute the only exceptions 

to what was observed concerning protective references after 

this verb. Constructions with bin deserve special attention, 

as we proceed to show. 

Other uses of bin are discussed in 4.42 and 4.5*6 . At this 

point we are concerned only with the constructions whereby the 

aim of going to or from a place is specified. The constructions 



required in such cases are identical with those which most 

frequently serve to communicate predictions or resolutions) 

such as are communicated in English by 'to be going + infini- 

tive' j e.g., 'It is going to rain1, »l am going to tell you 

right now what I think about it1.  In many cases it could 

not be inferred from the context whether the Yucatec sentence 

signified that someone is going somewhere in order to do some- 

thing, or simply that someone will do something. For this 

reason we do not know how many were the instances of projective 

reference after bin. We classed as such only those in which 

the place of destination was specified in the same orjthe pre- 

vious sentence.  The number of instances of this sort was 158. 

The rest of them together with the instances in which the same 

constructions served to communicate predictions or resolutions 

would probably amount to more than two thousand; for these con- 

structions with bin are among the ones which occurred most fre- 

quently throughout the texts. In all but the 4 instances noted 

above, the HULLAK-construction found after bin is the transi- 

tive (No ka)-Pormj that is, PA V-(e). For those 4 instances 

we can offer no explanation. No intransitive or passive KULLAK- 

constructions were used in projective references after bin, but 

they were used after tal, come) and after hok', go out, come 

out. This lends Bupport to the hypothesis that the verb pre- 

ceding the projective reference is one of the determinants in 

the occurrence of some constructions in such references. Tor 

the intransitive and passive constructions used in protective 
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references after bin see 4.03 and 4 jrs". 

Examples with transitive constructions: 

28. Jan'hi    u     'iuk'sik    tu     'lakal    u    nok*    u   ts'a    ti*. 

He had to take off all his  clothes to give them to him. 

j-an-h-i    u    luk'-s-ik,   constr.  jan -+- IKAL (4.18);  luk', 

leave, depart} with formative -s,  take away or off.    t-u 

lak-al,  all (H.sa); u    nok', his clothes,    u    ts'a,  HÜLLAK- 

construction> ts'a,  give,    ti', to him ( ^.4» ), 

29* ka   ts'a:!)    hun    tul     'ulum   u    han'te.    And he was given a 

turkey to eat.    ts'a-ab,  passive AHAB-construction (4.10); ts'a, 

give,    hun,  one.    tul,  classifier for animate,     'ulum,  turkey, 

u   han-t-e, BUELAK-constr.,  e-Variant at the end of a sentence. 

30» tfen    ta    t'ana'hotn    a    ha'ts*o:n.    You called us just to 

heat us.    tfen,  just,   only,     t-a    t'an-ah-o:n, AHAB-construction 

(4.9)|  fan,  call,  speak;  -o:n, us; pron. Class B.    a   hats'-o:n, 

HÜI2AK-construction with pron.  -o:n. 

31. ka   hin    te: 'lo?    u    ka/'te.    And he went there to look for 

it.    hin,  intransitive AHAB  (4.9).    u    kaj-t-e, UULLAKj kaj-t, 

to look for. 

32. ka    bi'nen    in    tf'ak    le     ,Jaano'?.    And I went to cut the 

thatch,    "bin-en,  I went,     in    tf'ak, HULLAK-construction»    le 

Jaan-o9,   the  thatch. 

•53» ka    hin    u     'tf'ukte    u     'ti-.'al    ka    ji'le    wa    ku     'pahtal 

u    ts'o'nik.    And he went to lie  in ambush to see whether it was 

possible to  shoot  it.    u    tf*uk-t-e,  MULLAK,  e-Variant at end of 
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clause; tf* uk, He in ambush, waylay, u 'ti'al ka j-il-e, 

in order to see; a second protective reference with MULLAK, 

ka-Eorm, e-Variant; u 'ti?ol, s4@i ef projective referenoe 

with SRJüAK, ka-Fogm, o- Vari ant ; u 'ti'al, sign of project i ve 

reference (4.23); for j-il instead of u j-il see 3-?0; il, 

to see. wa, whether, if. k-u pah-t-al, construction k-IKAL, 

Usage B-7 (4.35); pah-t, be possible, be able, u ts'on-ik, 

constr. IKAL after pant (4.19); ts'on, shoot. 

34» tu men bina'haan tu jik'nal  in kik u  'ti^al u 

bis ha1nal ti?. Because she has gone to my sister's to take 

food to her.  t-u men, because (4.5"2). bin-ah-aan, constr» 

\¡-cx.a.^     ( 4-^3), •has gone', »is gone', t-u j-ik-n-al, to 

the home of, near, etc. (4.11, Ex. i).  in kik, my sister. 

u  'ti'al u bis, in order to take; construction of projective 

reference as in Ex. 33, except that the (No ka)-Form is used 

here, han-al, cooked food other than tortillas, atol, and 

other corn preparations; han, eat. ti?, to her. 

35. ka bi'no:b ti hun p'el kah u  'ti'al u raan'lant 

u  'mmkul. And they went to a town to buy what was needed. 

bin-ojb, they went; AHAB (4.9).  ti hun p'el kah, to a 

town, u nan-lan-t, constr. HULLAK; man, buy; -Ian, distri- 

butively: each was to buy what he contributed to the cele- 

bration (H.65"); -t, formative required by composite verbal 

unit {3.1(o) ; the construction of the whole projective refe- 

rence is as in Ex. 34 so far as HULLAK is concerned, u 

nuuk-ul, the necessary things; in other contexts, 'utensils', 
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•tools1}  for the use of u see 2. .3"]»     'nuuk,  to do in the 

ordinary way» 

36. tin ta'sah tetf hun pule'  k'elje:-.i u  'ti'al a 

wu:'k*e. I brought you a portion of pozol for you to drink, 

t-in ta(l)«s-ah, constr. AHAB (4.9), 'I brought', tetf, to 

you; 2nd. pers. sing. pron. Class C. puk', the usual 

amount of corn dough dissolved to make pozolg.: pule', 'to 

dissolve', used instead of numerical classifier; see com- 

ment in 4.38, Ex. 1. k'ei-em, pozol, corn dough dissolved 

in water, u 'ti'al a w-uk'-e, that you may drink; con- 

struction of protective reference as preceding example; 

e-Variant at end of sentence; ulc', drink. 

37. tan u 'hahan kin'sik u 'k'e^'egnorb u 'ti'al u 

han'torb. They were killing their pigs in a hurry in order 

to eat them, tan u kiin-s-ik, they were killing; constr. 

t an + IKAL (4.14). ha-han, reduplication of han, do with 

violence, in a rush, disorderly; used here as a component 

of a verbal phrase ( HSQ ).  'k'erk'en, pig; no data avail- 

able on the composition of this word; u ... -o:b, their. The 

use of the MJLLAK-construction u han-t-o:b as in preceding 

examples; han-t, e at (trans it ive). 

38. ks. ho:p'  a  'tf*ulcti tken u  'ti'al a ts'o'nen. And 

you began to waylay me in order to shoot me. ho:p'  a 

tf*uk-t-ik-en, you began to waylay me; constr. ho:p' + IKAL 

(4.17); -en, 1st. pers. sing. pron. Class B. a ts'on-en, 

HULLAK-constr.; -en, me; as in preceding verb. 

39. '.fint  ten htm wuts'  wsh u  'ti*?al  in bi'se. Make 

me a measure of tortillas to take (with me), aen-t, to make 
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to elaborate? transitive (lío ka PA)-Form, in imperative (4.38). 

ten, to me, for me; 1st. pers. sing. pron. Class C. wuts', 

a measure of volume, wah, tortilla, maize cake,  in 

bi(n)-3-e, that I may take; NULLAK-construction, e-Variant 

at end of sentence. 

40. k t'a'nik le hine:'no? u  'ti'al u ts'a ts'ak ti to:n. 

We call the shaman so that he may give us medicine. Context: 

'Whenever we get sick ...*. k-k t'an-ik, constr. k-IKAI», 

Usage A (4.28); t*an, call| intrans.» 'speak', le h-men-o', 

the shaman; for h- see 3. S   . u ts'a, NULLAK, (No ka)- 

Porm; ts'a, give, ts'ak, medicine, remedy, ti, to, for, etc. 

to:n, us, to us; pron. Clase C. 

41. ka/t le hun p'el fan ha: 'so te:'lo* ka k -fan uk' 

hun p'it le tra:'go tu  'tuftah  'kumpale,a*. Look for a 

little glass over there that we may drink a little of this 

liquor that (my) compadre sent. kaj-t, NULL&K, (No ka PA)-Perm, 

Usage A (4.38)| kaj-t, look for, le hun p'el ... te-l-o', 

the one over there; -o? is the terminal component of two demon- 

strative forms» le ... -o? and te-l-o?; te or te?, 'there* for 

place previously mentioned; with -l-o?, 'there' for place pointed t- 

to or for place not mentioned in the previous sentence; with 

-1-a?, 'here' pointing to the place, fan ha:'so, little glass; 

Spanish vaso, ka k uk', that we may drink; NULLAK, ka-Porm; 

uk', drink; the tfan before uk' in contexts of this sort is of 

difficult translation; approximately like saying 'let us treat 
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ourselves to a drink1 instead of 'let us drink1, hun p'it, 

a small quantity of.- le ... -a*, this, trat'go, from Spanish. 

trago, as in Tamos a tomar un trago, let us have a drink; 

adopted in Yucatec to refer to a specific quantity of liquor 

set aside for consumption on a given occasion, and in various 

other contexts, t-u tuj-t-ah, conBtr. AHfiB (4.9)} tuj-t, 

send, commission someone to do something.  'kui.ipa,le, from 

Spanish compadret see 4.23, Ex. 1. 

42. he bij* ma tin sut  'hok'ol k*a: 'Jo', tas ten in ts'on 

ka in tfoiL u 'bu:t'ul. Since I am not going to the woods any 

more, bring me my gun that I may unload it. he hi/ ... -o* (or 

-a* or -e*)» since, it being the case that ...; for he ... -o' 

see H.5"l | bij", in other contexts lhow*, 'in-what manner1, 'in 

the manner previously specified1, ma t-in hok'-ol, speech 

of Type B for ma: tan in hok'-ol, I am not going outf constr. 

tan •+• IKAI» (4.14) with negative ma:| sut, in other contexts 're- 

turn'j 'again', 'no more', when used as a component of a verbal 

phrase (M.SO). k'aj, woods. ta(l)-s, bring; NULLAK, (No ka 

?A)-Porm, Usage A (4.38). ten, to me| pron. Class C. in ts'on, 

my gun. ka in tfol, that I may releasei MJILAK, ká-Porm. u 

but'-ul, its plug; hut', to plug; for this constr. see 4.5X 

43. 'ha:li,be?, puk* le k'e'jen ka in wu:'k'e. All righti 

dissolve the pozol that I may drink it. hal-ib-e' (etymolo- 

gical analysis), Old Yuc. haili, or halili. that is all, no more 

than that; in Mod. Yuc. serves to indicate a transition to 

another topic in discourse, or a change in the circumstances, 
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or to attract attention to what the speaker is about to say; 

of frequent occurrence in narrative,    puk',  dissolve,    ka    in 

w-uk'-e,  that I may drinkj HUIIAK, ka-Porm,  e-Variant at end 

of sentence. 

44. wa    ta'le^"    a     'tf'ae: ine?,     le: 'lo?    he    in    man    'ta:ni,le*. 

If you came to fetch me, then I will walk ahead,    wa,  if.    tal-etf, 

you camej  intrans. AHAB (4.KI).    a   tf'a-en-e', MJHAK,   (No ka)- 

Formj  -en, me|  -e1' at end of  clause,  and particularly in condi- 

tional sentences.    le-l-C,  that  (on account of that),  so.    he 

in   man ... -e?,  irregular he + IKfil» +- -e*  (4.16)j nan, pass, 

walkf  formerly man-el in IKAL-construction.    tan-il, before 

(space)f for -il see M.&o» 

45. ta'len    in    »wui    ti»    a    Hsikbe:,nil   wa    'utfak    a    'ts'aik 

ha'    tu    pol    le    tfan    pa: 'la',    I came to hear from your grace 

whether you will kindly baptize this child.    Context:    descrip- 

tion of old customst asking the priest to baptize a child,    tal-en, 

I camei  intrans. AHAB  (4.9).    in   w-ui, BUIIAK,   (No kaJ-Pormi 

ul, hear,    ti*,  from,  to,  etc.    a   isik-ben-il, your gracej 

see 4.15, Ex. 4.    wa,  if, whether,    utf-ak,  it may happen, per- 

haps; used in polite request (4.^1 ).    a   ta'a-ik,  IKAL-construc- 

tion,  after impersonal verbs (4.2o)| ter'a, put, give,    ha', water. 

t-u    pol,  to the head of.    le  ... -a',  this,    fan,  small,    pal, 

boy. 

46. ku     'tf'aik    le     'uzlUjmo',     ku    bi'sik    u    k'ub    ti*>    u 

'kumpaile.    He takes the turkey and carries it to deliver it 



to his compadre»    Context»    Description of custom»    k-u    tf'a-ik 

and k-u    M(n)-s-ik, Usage A of construction k-IKAL (4.28)f tf'a, 

take hold of,  get,  fetch} bi(n)-s,  carry away or to.    le    ul-um-o', 

the turkey,    u    k'ub,  ItfUELAK (No ka )-Form| k'ub,  deliver,    ti* 

u    'kunpaile, to his compadre. 

47. wa    tu    men    ta    wi'lah    ma    set»     'ta:ke|ne?,     ka    han 

pal'tik    le    tfan     'kampaina    jan    ta    tse'lo*    tu     'jo'lal    ka 

in    wu'je    ka    ta: 'ken.    If you see that  I have not  come  soon, 

give a Jerk to the little hell at your side,  that I may hear 

it  and come,    wa    t-u   men    t-a   w-il-ah,   if you seej AHAB-con- 

struction, Usage B  (4.11).    ma,  not.    set,  soon.    ta(l)-ak-en-e*, 

I have come;  special use of HUIiAK-construction with some in- 

transitive verbs  (4.4^)1  -en, 1st. pers, sing. pron. Class B| 

-e?,  end of a clause  (H.5#K    k-a    pai-t-ik,   eonstr. k-IKAL, 

Usage B-8  (4.36).    han, with violence,  etc.  (see Ex. 37). 

le  ... -0',  the,  that,    tfan,  little.     'kampaina, Spanish 

campana, hell,     j~an,  there is  ( M.ai ).    t-a    tsel,  to your 

side1  a, 2nd. pera.  sing. pron. Class A.    tu     'jo'lal (4.23) 

ka    in   w-ul-e,  so that I may hear it}  e-Variant of ka-Jorm 

at the end of a clause,    ka    ta(l)-ak-en,  second protective re- 

ference with intransitive ka-Eormj  tal,  come. 

48. jan    kt'a'nik    tu     'jovial    ka    u    k'a'holtotb    k 

'Kvtmpaile.    ¥e have to call them,  so that they may become acquaint- 

ed with our .compadre,     j-an    k    tTan-ik,  we have to call  (them)} 

eonstr.  jan+-IKAL (4.18).    ka    u    k'ah-ol-t-o:b,  that they may 
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become acquainted with) k*ah, remember; ol, mind) k'ah-ol, 

to recognize^ with formative -t, become acquainted or recognize» 

Examples with intransitive and passive constructions. 

49» 'waalen tet'lo-', ka teikbana'korn. Stop there so that 

we may talk, waal-en, stop; constr. V-en, intransitive impera- 

tive (4. ST ). te-l-o?, there, ka t3ik-ba-n-ak-o:n, intrans. 

NUELAK, form ka V-(a)k-pB) tsik-ba with formative -n ( S.S.'fl, 

'converse', 'talk') with formative -t, 'explain', 'relate') 

-o:n, you and I; pron. Class B. 

50» sin le k'a: 'no' ka ^fila'ketf. Hang that hammock, that 

you may lie (in it), sin, stretch, extendí (Ho ka PA)-Form, 

Usage A"(4.38)» le k'an-o', that hammock, ka tfil-ak-etf, 

that you may lie; intrans. form as in Ex» 49. 

51» ku lon'lantik u  'be^'ik' u  'hool le maj ku 

k'it'nam u po:'lo* u  'ti'al ka  'hok'ok u k'it'k'el. 

He punctures the veins of the head of the one whose head aches 

so that the blood may come out. k-u lon-lan-t-ik, construc- 

tion k-lKAL, Usage A (4.28)) Ion,.pierce, stab, puncture) 

-Ian, distributively: a puncture for each vein ( M.cs )» 

u be-k'ik', the veins of; be, road, wayj k'ik', blood» u 

•hool, the head of. le ... -o?, the. maj", indefinite person; 

in other contexts, 'who1, k-u k'i:'nam, irregular k-IKAI» in 

relative clause (4.34); composition of irregular verb k'i:'nam 

undetermined, u pol, his head) difference in usage, if any, 

between the two words for 'head' (pol and 'hool) undetermined. 



ka hok*-ok, intransitive HULLAK; hok', go out, come out, u 

k'ik'-el, his blood; for -el instead of -il see 3.42. 

52, tu  »hok'sa'ho:n u 'ti*al ka 'Jiikotn he  'tuuj* k 

'k'ate'. He brought us out so that we might go anywhere we 

wished, t-u hok*-s-ah-o:n, He brought us out; AHAB-construc- 

tion (4.9); -o:n, us. ka Ji-ik~o:n, intransitive HULLAK, 

•that we might go1, he  'tuuj* . ,. -e', wherever:  'tuuj*, where; 

for this use of he .,. -e* see 4.45, k k'at, we wish, we wished 

(3.5-^). 

53, ts'o:k u ki  'naakal tu k'ab hun kul tf'e* tu  'jok'ol 

hun p'el hal'tun tu  'jovial ka ja'nak u jo'tfel i *tfil 

le  'haiO'. He had climbed conveniently on a branch of a tree 

over a pool so that his shadow would be in the water, ts'otk u 

naak-al, construction ts'o:k + IKAL (4.15), *he had climbed1; ki 

or ki', nicely, conveniently, t-u k'ab, to the branch of. hun 

kul Ife*», a tree; kul, special numerical classifier for trees, 

t-u j-ok'-ol, over, above, on; cf. tu 'jovial (4.23), hun 

p'el hal-tun, a pool; strictly, a deposit of rain water in a 

depression in the limestone of Yucatan, s art ene .i a in the local 

Spanish, ka j-an-ak, intransitive NUIIJAK; j-an, to exist, be 

at a place, etc. (H-tl ). u j-ctf-el, his shadow (no distinc- 

tion between shadow and image reflected in water); for the end- 

ing -el see 3.ÍJ1.  itf-il, within, inside, le ha^í-C, the 

water; ha?, water, 

54, ka ho:p* u k'a'lantik le  'beotibo*!' tu  'Jo'lal ka 

'pahtak u  '-{fuulcul. And they began to block the roads so that 
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It might "be possible to catch them. ho:p' u k'al-(l)£n-t-lk, 

constr. ho:p' +• IKAL (4.17)> k'al, close, lock, block; -Ian, 

distributivelyt each group of men were to block one road, 

le be-o:b-o?, the roads) -o:b, pluaal. ka pah-t-ak, that 

it may or might be possible} intransitive HULLAK. u tfuk-ul, 

passive IEAL after paht (4.19)} for double vowel of the passive 
3.H8 

form see -4T¿5. 

55. ka ho:p* u  'ho^saial  'huhun  'tuli u  'ti'al ka 

'k'atatk ti* bi/ utfa: 'nil le  'baalo'. And they began 

to be brought out one by one to be asked how it had occurred. 

ho:p' u ho(k*)-s-aal> passive IKAL after ho:p* (4.17). 

hu-hun tul-i, one by one) reduplication of hun, one) tul, 

numerical classifier for animate) for -1 see 1.3 . ka 

k'at-aak, passive IIÜLLAK) k'at, with regular conjugation, 

'to ask1) with irregular conjugation, 'to wish1 (3.56). 

ti?, to him or them, bij, how. utf-aan-il, had happened} 

construction T-aan (4.53 )j utf, happen» for -il see H-<>0* 

le  'baal-o', the thing, the affair. 

56. ka  'tu/tab kan tul wi *nik tu ka'hal le no 'hotf 

ma:*ko' tu  'jovial ka ta:'saak. And four men were sent 

to the village of the old gentleman, so that he would be 

brought, tuj-t-ab, passive AHAB (4.10)) tu/-t, send, kan 

tul win-ik, four men) kan, four) analysis of win-ik is etymo- 

logic) Quiche win-aq, man, people, t-u kah-al, to the village 

of. le noh-otf mak-o?, the old gentleman) noh-otf, large, 
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great; respectfully, •old1; raak, person, ka ta(l)-s-aak, 

passive HUILAK; ta(l)-s, bring. 

57. ka tu  'tu/tah tu jik'nal le nu'kutf hwe: •soo'be'? 

u  'ti'al ka ts'a:'baak  'kasti,go tu  ' jok'o (lo:b,  u 

'ti''al ka i'laak wa ku  'p'ati,ko:b le  'o:ko,lo*. 

And he sent them to the high Judges that they be penalized, 

to see whether they would stop stealing, t-u tuj*-t-ah, 

he sent; AHfiB (4.9). t-u j-ik-n-al, to the domain off in 

other contexts, 'to the home of1; cf. French chez. le 

nuk-utf hwes-o:b-e*>, the high judges; le ... -e? instead 

of le ... -o? because the judges are not present, nor were 

they mentioned previously; nuk-utf, big, great; used instead 

of noh-otf in various contexts; cf • J*-nuk, old woman (disre- 

spectfully) j hwes, Spanish juez, judge, ka ts'a-ab-aak, pas- 

sive NULLAK; for the passive form in -ab-ak, or -ab-aak with 

stems ending in a see 4.37 and 3,1 $ ts'a, give, put.  'kasti,go, 

Spanish castigo, punishment, t-u j-ok'-ol-o:b, on them, ka 

il-aak, that it be seen, in order that all those concerned see; 

passive MULLAK. wa, whether, if. k-u p'at-ik-o:b, construc- 

tion k-lKAL (4.28); p'at, with transitive conjugation, 'to 

leave behind1, •abandon1; with intransitive, 'remain', le 

ok-ol-C*, the stealing. 

4.42. Usage E, construction bin •+- HULLAK. The constructions 

discussed under this heading are: 



Transitive: "bin PA V-(e) 

Intransitive: "bin V-(a)k-PB 

Passive: bin V-(aa)fc-PB 

In these constructions, no suffix is added to bin, nor is 'this 

word preceded by a pronoun, as it is in various contexts in 

which bin signifies 'to go1. Here, bin is simply the dis- 

tinctive sign of a construction. In this respect, and also 

with regard, to the fact that the sign is invariable, bin 
•v. 

is like tan in construction tan +- IKAL (4.14). Writers on 

Old Yucatec, as well as later authors, have used the transi- 

tive and the intransitive forms of bin +• BUELAK to exemplify 

"the future tense" of the Yucatec verb. In all but 9 instan- 

ces the above constructions were used in our texts to refer 

to discrete-future occurrents (4.4, Case 3). Those 9 in- 

stances indicate that these constructions do not constitute 

an exception to the rule in Modern Yucatec that the forms 

which serve to refer to the present or to the future, can 

serve also to refer to the past.  Throughout the preceding 

portion of Part IV it has been shown that with regard to 

chronologic specifications, the distinctions which determine 

by and large the uses of Yucatec constructions are those de- 

noted in these pages by the terms 'prior', 'contemporary', and 

'subsequent', in the senses specified in 4.3. In the 9 in- 

stances referred to, we find bin -H HULLAK in references to 

subsequent-past occurrents (4.4, Case 6)$ as in '(He said 



that he would do it regardless of) what might happen to him' 

(he  '"baa/ "bin  'utfuk  ,tiIe*), Construction "bin 4- HULLAK 

occurred approximately 5 times more frequently in references 

to events whose occurrence at a distant and unspecified time 

is predicted) and in generalizations concerning the future» 

than with reference to particular events expected to occur 

within a few days. No instance was observed in which the 

reference is to the same day in which the prediction is 

made.  In many cases we were unable to account satisfactorily 

for the use of other bin-constructions (4.Sfe ) instead of 

the ones under consideration. It is possible that in speech 

of Type B and to a lesser extent in speech of Type A, bin +• HULLAK 

is seldom used in references to practical everyday affairs. 

This applies particularly to the intransitive and the pas- 

sive forms. 

For negative predictions, construction bin -f- HULLAK haB 

occurred only in generalizations with mij* bi'k'in, lneverl: 

viz.t  'So-and-so will never happen1. In all other instances, 

even in the various versions of a certain traditional account 

of how the world will end, a different construction was employed 

( H.I4 ) after the common negative ma or ma*?. 

The uses of the transitive NULLAK-forms in other bin-construc- 

tions which serve to refer to the future are dealt with in 4.ÍT& . 

Miscellaneous examples: 

58. ken hatf  'nats'ak tu k'in u  'J"u:lul  'jok'oka: ,be?,  tu 



'lakal     'baaj*    ma    tetf    u    ji'laa,le'    bin    i'laak.    When the 

time for the world to end may draw near, all sorts of things 

which have never "been seen will he seen»    ken    nate'-ak, when 

it may approach;  intransitive MUILAK in temporal clause with 

reference to future time  (4.46); hatf, very, very much;  i.e», 

when the event will he very near,    t-u    k'in,  to the day or 

time  off k'in, day, sun,  and other senses,    u    Jul-ul,  the 

ending of; J\il, end,  or  'to end',    j-ok'-o(l) -kab, the world, 

the earthf  ok',  on,  over; kab,  in compounds:   'earth',   'ground', 

'downward', etc.    t-u    lak-al    'baa/, all sorts of things; 

t-u    lak-al     'baal,  everything» t-u    lak-al,  all (H.52.). 

ma    tetf, not at all,  emphatic negative requiring construction 

IK&L (4.20).    u    J-ll-aal,  passive IKAL (4.13);   il,  to see; 

-e* at the end of a clause, as  in the clause ending with 

'.jok'oka: ,be?.    bin    il-aak, will be seen; passive form 

of bin + BULMK: 

j59. he    ken    bij*    tu    tfu'nah    k    nuki'lo:b     'u#ia,ke?,    mif 

bi'k'in    bin    Ju'luk.    It being the case that our ancestors 

started it long ago,   it will never end.    Context:    preamble 

in the preparations for the kutf-ceremony,    he    ken   bij* ... -e*>, 

since  (such-and-such is  the case);  the senses in which the 

words ken, when, and biX, how,  are used in other contexts 

are irrelevant to the  sense of this construction; for other 

uses of he ...  -e* see 4 lC,H.3q,'^'«    t-u   tfun-ah,  construction 



AHAB (4.9); tfun, start, begin (transitive), k nuk-il-o:b, 

our ancestorsi nuk-il, ancestor; nuk, old, big, great. 

utf-i-ak, long time ago, ancient times} for less remote time 

utf-ben is used; also: utf, to happen; 'utfi, it happened; -ak 

affixed to certain words to distinguish prior from subsequent 

time; thus, the adapted Spanish word sábado. Saturday is 

used without suffix for 'next Saturday1, but for 'last Satur- 

day1 we have 'sábado,ak; for similar uses of -ak see 4.t|S . 

:nij bi'k'in, never (4.20)» bin Jul-uk, will end; intransi- 

tive bin H- NÜLLAK. 

60. ken hatf  'nate'ak tu k*i:'ne*? bin a wi'le:/ 

'k'ewe'lel ta: 'k'in. When the time will draw near, you will 

see leather money. Context: Prophecy concerning the end of 

the world; one of the signs that the end is near will be the 

introduction of leather money, ken ..• -e?, as in Ex» 58. 

bin a w-il-e:/, you will see; transitive form of bin + BULLAK 

a ... -e:J, 2nd. pers. pluxt. pron. Class A. k'eu-el, leather, 

skin; k'eu-el-el, of leather (3Liz).    ta:'k'in, money; see 

comment on composition of this word in 4.1 £ , Ex. 6 • 

61. wa kin bin in wi'le?,  ka bin u be:t ten he 

bi/ tu be:'tah ten u su'kuune?. If I go to see him, he 

will do to me as his elder brother did to me. wa, if. k-in 

bin, irregular k-HCAL-construction, Usage B-7 (4.35); for- 

merly, and still occasionally in speech of Type A, the k-IKAL- 

construction with bin would be kin bi'nel.  in w-il, tran- 

sitive NULLAK in protective reference (4.41); ii, to see. 
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bin u be:-t, he will do; transitive "bin +• UULLAK; for the 

use of ka in the apodosis see H-Cz . ten, to me) pron. Class 

C. he bij* ... -e', as, like, t-u be:-t-ah, construction 

AHAB (4.9), *(he) did1, u su'kuun (or su'kun), his elder 

"brother. 

62. "bin a wi'le. You will see. Common expression used to 

express assurance as to what is predicted, "bin a w-il-e, 

transitive "bin +- HULLAKf e-Variant at the end of a sentence 

or clause. 

63. te:'fe', tsu: 'tsui, miX bi'k'in Tain 'kimi,ketf tu men 

u'k'ah. As for you, tsu: 'tsui, you will never die with thirst. 

tetf-e?, you) 2nd. pers. pron. Class. C| with -e* at the end 

of a clause or its equivalent, 'su: 'tsui, the name of a species 

of wild doves whose cooing resembles the name; tsuts-ul, blocked, 

obstructed! the similarity of the cooing with the latter word 

seems to have given rise to the prevalent legend that the dove 

said tsu: 'tsui be, 'the road is blocked' to protect Jesus 

against his pursuers. The rest of the sentence is the bles» 

sing pronounced on the dove, mi/ bi'k'in, never; as in previous 

examples, bin kira-ik-etf, intrans. form of bin 4- NULLfiK; kim, 

-die. t-u men, because ofj for other senses see 4.10. uk'-ah, 

thirst; ulc', drink. 

64. he  'baaj1 k'in bin ti'hik le  'k'ewe ,1o*»', le» 'ti* ken 

'/iiko:n. Any day that the hide will be dry will be the one 

when we will go. he  'baa/ ...(-e?), whatever, whichever; 



the -e* Is expected to occur at the end of the clause, but in 

this instance the last word of the clause requires -o?, "because 

of the form le ... -o' (H.5"i ). k'in, day, sun. bin tin-lie, 

intransitive form of bin 4- HULLAKt tih, get dry, be dry. k'eu-el 

hide, skin, leather, le: 'ti?, that one, that is the one, etc» 

(ü.é ). ken, when (4.46). Xi-i^-o:n, (when) we will goj 

NULLAK in relative or temporal clauses (4.46) | J*(i)-, defective 

verb supplementing the defective verb bin, go. 

4.43. Usage P, negative imperative with bik ,or_ mik. The nega- 

tive imperative sentences in question serve to recommend caution, 

to give warning, or to ridicule by telling someone not to do what 

he cannot help doing, or is in need of doing. The negative 

sign is moat frequently bik, a B-variant of which Is mik. The 

verbal unit following either of these negative signs is a 

(No kaJ-Porm of the HULLAK-constructions. Examples: 

65» e'ja, hwan, bik a t'ab le in kutf  'suuko*. Hey, 

John, be careful not to set fire to my load of zacate, e'ja, 

interjection to attract attention, hwan, Spanish Juan. John. 

a t'ab, HULLAK-constructionj t'ab, set fire to, light torch, 

cigarettes, etc. le ... -o'>, that, thej in, myj kutf, load, 

to carry> 'suuk, zacate, a kind of grass used for fodder. 

66. ka wa:l ti a  ':"uska'no:To bik  'kinsa: 'ko:n wai 

i'^il le ko:'lot. And tell your companions to be careful 

lest he kill us here inside the cornfield, la.(a) v/-a:l, 



HULLAK, ka-Form with omission of pron. a; Usage A (4.38); 

al, say or tell, ti a tfuk-an-o:b, to your companions; 

tfuk-an or tfuk-aan, companion, that which completes; complete, 

kin-s-aak-o:n, passive NULLAK; kirn, die; kin-s, kill; m 

changes to n ( 1.3 ); -o:n, we; pron. Class B. wai, here. 

ltf-il, within» le kol-o^', the cornfield, milpa, 

67. "bik  'lu:b,ketf. Don't falli lub-(u)k-etf, intransitive 

NULLAK. In both speech-types, but particularly in Type B, the 

vowel of the suffix -(a)k is elided when a suffix follows. 

68. bik  'sa:tak a  'wo:le:.r ka  'wa:le:/ wa te:J* ta 

bejt'he:/. Do not get confused and say that you did it. 

sat«ak, intransitive NULLAK; sat, to get lost; literally: 

'let not your minds get lost', a w~ol-e:/, your minds; 

a ... -e:J, 2nd. per3. plur. pron. Class A. ka (a) w-a:l-e:J, 

and say; NULLAK with omission of a after ka; al, say, tell, wa, 

whether, if. te:J*, 2nd. pers.ipron. Class C. t-a be:t-(a)h-e:/, 

you did it; AHAB-construction (4.9). 

69» bik  'alkabna'*ke:/, u mehe'ne:J ki'sln, he ku tal a 

'jume:1 Jo'. Don't run, you 3eed of the devil; here come your 

masters! Context: What the people of Chemax yelled at the 

Quintana Roo Indians as they ran away at the Mexican soldiers 

who came to rescue the town,  al-kab-n-ak-e:/, intransitive 

NULLAK; al-kab, to run; always with formative -kab (3. '33); 

formative -n, required by intransitive composite 3tems (_.,-. 

(3.3-M); -etj*, 2nd. pers. plur. pron. Class B. u ne'hen-ej/, 



you (plur.) seed of» me'hen, formerly, Children' of aman; 

now with reference to human male, 'semen*, ki'sin, devil. 

he k-u tal... -o', here comes| k-u tal, irregular k-IKAL| 

formerly, tal-el, regular except for -el instead of -al 

after stem with aj for the whole construction he ... -o' 

see 4.30. a juta-e:J, your master, or masters! a ... -ejj1, 

2nd. pers. plur. pron. Class A. 

4.44. Usage ff. conditional sentences. Both the ka-Forms 

and the (B*o ka) -Forms of the NULLAK- const ructions occurred 

in the sentences in which Usage G was observed. The order 

found in the occurrence of each of these two kinds of forms 

can be indicated conveniently by dealing with constructional 

units thus composed! Conditional sign +• HULLAK. The words 

and phrases classed as conditional signs are: wa, if| wa 

tu men, if, if perchancej 'esak tu raen, in case that .»•; 

lha:li, or tfen ba:'le', or fpen ba: 'le*  'ha:li, provided, 

on oondition that, only if. In other contexts, both tfen and 

'ha:li can be rendered by 'only1, and ba:'le*? by 'but', *how- 

ever*,  'esak is the "7-alc forra (4.31 ) of es, to show, from. 

Old Yuc. et~o>-(ah),  variant of et-ec.. to show. In other 

contexts, the phrase tu men signifies 'because'j or *by', 

as sign of the agent of the passive voice (4.10). The units 

consisting of conditional sign + NULLAK are as follows: 



;/ 

I. Affirmative with. ka-Porms 

1. wa   ka-Porm. 

2. (a)   'ha:li    ka-Porm 

(b) tfen   ba: 'le*    ka-Porm 

(c) tfen   ba: 'le*     'hatli    ka-Porm 

II. Affirmative w ith (iTo ka)-Porms 

3. wa    tu    men    (Fo ka)-Porm 

4. 'esak tu men (Ho ka)-Porm 

III. Negative with. (Ho ka)-Porm 

5» wa ma, or wa tu men ma, or lesak tu men 

ma, or 'ha:li ma, etc. followed by a (Ho ka)- 

Porm. 

The kinds of sentences in which the above constructional units 

(1, 2a, • ••, 5) occurred, and the particular unit or units em- 

ployed in each kind of sentence, are as follows: 

Usage G-l. Conditional sentences contrary to fact; viz., 

*If he had come, I would have seen him1. Unit 1 is used in 

the protasis. 

Usage 0-2. Suppositions concerning the future. It seems 

that by using Unit 1, or 3, or 4 in the protasis different 

declarative values (4.7) are ascribed to the suppositions, 

but the evidence on this point is not conclusive. In about 

46£ of the instances in which wa tu men was the sign of 

the conditional sentence there was an implication of impro- 

bability of this sort: *It is not likely to happen, but if it 



happens, • ••'.  'esak tu men is the usual sign of condition 

in the expression 'e3ak tu men toh k o: 'le?, 'if we hap- 

pen to "be in good health1, which the old folk of some loca- 

lities are in the habit of uttering when they make an appoint- 

ment, or propose some plan or enterprise. In that expression 

an undetermined declarative value is probably ascribed to the 

condition; that is, the implication is 'we may be in good 

health and we may not, and we do not know which alternative 

will be true'. But with a NUIiAK-construction, the implication 

seems to be rather of this sort: 'If x happens, as it probably 

will, ...'. 

Usage 0-3. Provisory promises! viz.: 'I will do x provided 

you do v/. The proviso requires Unit 2a, or 2b, or 2c. If 

any communicational distinction is made by using one rather 

than another of these three units, we failed to discover it. 

Examples of these various uses are: 

70. wa ka  'kinsa:,ke?, ma:  tan  * jutful le  'baa/ ku 

'jutful toe'na?. If he had been killed, what is happening 

to us would not have happened, wa ka kin-s-aak-e', if he 

had been killed; Unit 1, Usage G-l; passive HULLfiK with suf- 

fix -e? required at the end of the protasis ( M.5"3); kirn, 

die; with change of m to n before formative -s; kin-s, kill. 

ma:  tan j-utf-ul, negative tan + IKAL (4.14); omission of 

u in the expected IKAL-form u j-utf-ul, as is often the case 

with intransitive verbs requiring prefix j- {3So),    le 



'"baaj* ... -a*», this thing, what (H-^/ ); k-u j-utf-ul, is hap- 

pening» construction k-lKAL, Usage B-6 (4.34)) utf, happen, 

to:n, to us| we; pron. Class C. 

71, wa ka a be:t ten le uts kin  'wa:lik tet'tfo*, hay 

miX bi'k'in ku  'tuubul ten.  If you do me the favor I speak 

of, I will never forget it. wa ka a be:t, if you do; Unit 

1, Usage G-2. ten, to me, me, I) pron» Class C. le ... -o?, 

the, that; uts, favor, good| k-in w-a:l-ik, that I say; k-IKAL, 

Usage B-6 (4.34); al, say, tell; tey, to you, you; pron. Class 

C. ha^, very, very much; in this context, it is a device for 

topical distinction (4.8), or for high declarative value (4.7), 

or both; the equivalent device in English would he to utter 

the word 'never1 emphatically in such a construction as 'Never 

will I forget it1, mi/ bi'k'in, never, k-u tub-ul, passive 

k-iKAL, Usage B-l (4.29); vowel of stem duplicated in passive 

(4.37); literally: 'become forgotten to me', the person that 

forgets is not the subject of tub*  ten, to me, me, I; pron. 

Class C. 

72. wa ka k'utf'ke:/ te ka: 'ho*», he u hay uts'tal ta 

wi'tfeeJV'. If you come to town you will like it (the town) 

very much, wa ka k'uy-(u)k-e:J>, Unit 1, Usage G-2; omis- 

sion of the vowel of -(a)k when a suffix follows (4.37); 

k'utf, arrive, come to; -e:J", 2nd. pers. plur. pron. Class 

B, required by intransitive KULLAK. te, fusion of ti and 

le, 'to the'; le ... -c*>, the, that, kah, town, village. 



he u uts-t-al ... -e?, oonstr. he + IKAL +• -e*> (4.16); 

literally» 'it would be good (to your eyes)'j idiom for 

'to like' when the pleasure is produced by sight (see com.» 

ment under 4.33 , Ex.2.1). t-a 'w-itf-e:]', to your eyes; 

a ... -e:J, 2nd* pera. plur. pron. Class A; itf, eye, face. 

73. he in  Hs'aik te: 4^e',  'ha:li ka a 'wolte ka 

'ts'oskok in bel ta  'wetteile?.  I will give it to you, 

provided you be willing to marry me, he in ts'a-ik ... -e?, 

constr. he -f IKAL. +• -e' (4.16); ts'a, give, te-y, to youj 

2ncLpers. sing. pron. Class CT.  'ha:li ka a w-ol-t-e, 

Unit 2a, Usage (?-3| ol-t, wiah, be willing (4.40). ka 

t3'o:k-ok, intransitive NULLAK, ka-Form| tg'o:k, to come to 

an endj the expression for 'to marry' may be translated li- 

terally thus: 'for one's affair (bel) to come to an end'; 

the affair is understood by the natives to be the various 

transactions and requirements which precede the consummation 

of the marriage%  the expression, however, is used even before 

any such affair has begun, as is the case in the instance 

under consideration,  in bel, my affair, t-a w-et-el, with youj 

et, with, together, in the company of> cf. j-et-el, signifying 

'and', or 'with'i we find tin  'wetel, with mej ta 'wetel, 

with you (sing.) > \jetel, with himf k  'etel, with usj k 

'etetle:X, with you (pi.) and me or us; ta 'wete|le:X, with 

you (pi.)| Mete,lo:b, with them; the 3rd. sing, is the one 

which serves for references equivalent to our conjunction 



Iand,| see also comment on a'tan, wife, 4.9, Ex. 15. Por -e' 

at the end of this sentence see 4.5"8. 

74. wa tu raen  'lubke: ^e'"», ka lklnsika,ba. If you fall, 

you kill yourself, wa tu men lub-(u)k-e^, Unit 3, Usage 

Gr-2j -etf, 2nd. pers. sing. pron. Class B, required "by intran- 

sitive NULLAKi omission of the rowel of -(a)k before stressed 

suffix, -e?, required at the end of the protasis unless -o' 
because of 

or -a* be necessary •*»••*•. the "use of le ... -o?, etc» (H-5"j ), 

as above in Exx. 71, 72j lub, fall, k-a kin-s-ik-a-ba, constr. 

k-IKAL, Usage B-7 (4.35)%  kin-s (kim-s), killj see explana- 

tion under Ex. 70» a-ba, yourself ( x ,~l  ). 

4.45. Usage £, references to non-particular referents» These 

references can be of two kinds: (a) unrestricted; e.g., 'any 

object'j (b) restricted» e.g., 'any object which weighs at 

least two pounds'. The instances that concern us here are 

of the restricted kind. In such instances, the clause refer- 

ring to a non-particular referent requires a ka-Fonn of the 

HULLAK-constructions. With the words ma/ (who), 'baaj* (what), 

and "tuuj" (where), the construction of the clause is as fol- 

lows: 

he maj (  )-e9, whoever ».., anyone who ... 

he  'baaX (    J-e'» whatever ..., anything that ..* 

he  'tuuj (    )-e?, wherever ••», anywhere .». 

The parentheses indicate the position of the verbal unit 



containing the NULLAK-construction. The clause ends with the 

suffix -e?, as in other uses of construction he ... -e* (4.16, 

4.3o). Examples: 

75. he ma/ ka u ji'le?, bin  'kiinik. Whoever sees it will 

die. ka u j-il, transitive HULLAK, ka-Porm; il, see. "bin 

kim-ik, construction bin + HULLAK (4.42); kim, die. 

76. ku  'te* o:ko,le9,  kin  'wanti,ketf he  'baaj* ka  'utfuk 

tet'tfe^. After that, I will aid you in anything that may hap- 

pen to you. k-u ts' o:k-ol-e?, temporal clause with construction 

k-lKAL (4.33); literally: 'when it ends', 'when that may be over1, 

for 'afterward', k-in w-an-t-ik, constr. k-IKAL, Usage A (4.28); 

an-t, aid, help; always with formative -t; -etf, 2nd. pera. sing, 

pron. Class B. he  'baa/ ... -e', whatever; see explanation 

above (4.45); ka utf-uk, constr. BULLAK, ka-Eorra; utf, happen. 

teif, to you; 2nd. pers. sing. pron. Class C. 

77. .Te'ne:/ he  'tuuj" ka a  'wolte: |J*e*. Go wherever you wish. 

,T( i)-en-e:,T, construction 7-en (4.57), intransitive imperative; 

-e:J", 2nd. pers. plur. he  'tuuj* ... -e', wherever; ka a 

w-ol-t-e:J*, transitive UULLAK, ka-3Porm; 2nd. pers. plur.; ol-t, 

wish (4.40). 

78. tar;  ten he  'baaj tsi lmin ka a kaj'te*. Bring me any 

horse you may find. ta(l)-3, bring; (Wo ka PA)-Form of UULLAK 

in transitive imperative (4.38). ten, to me. he  'baa/ ... -e', 

any. l3i'inin, horse; formerly, 'tapir1, ka a kaj*-t, UULLAK; 

kaj"-t, find, look for. 



4.46. Usage ¿^ temporal clauses. The temporal clauses requiring 

the NUHAK-constructions serve two kinds of references» (a) gene- 

ralization! e.g.., 'Whenever x is the case, £ occurs1f (b) re- 

ference to particular or non-particular future timet e.g., 

'When he comes, tell him to wait for me1. For both kinds of 

references the (No ka)-Eorms of the Hullak-constructions are 

used, and the clause begins with one of these words or phrases: 

ken, kan, le ken, le kan, which may conveniently be said to 

signify 'when1 or 'whenever', depending on the context. The 

clause ends with the suffix -e?, whether or not it begins with 

le, as in the temporal clauses previously dealt with (4.33). 

No distinction was observed between the use of ken and le 

ken, or kan and le kan. One finds kan and le lean more fre- 

quently than ken and le ken in speech of Type A. In Old Yuea- 

tec we have observed only kan. 

Examplest 

79» ken k'u'tfuk tu hoi in nai'le?, ku t'a'nik in su'kun. 

When he arrives at the door of my house, he calls my brother» 

k'utf, arrive, t-u hoi, to the door of. in na-il, my housej 

na or na'il, house, k-u t'an-ik, constr. k-IKAL in polychronic 

reference (4.28).  in su'kun, my elder brother. 

80. le kan a  'wui ku  'jatlik a wa'tan ka  'sa:sak u 

'süpiíle?, ka  'waslik ti'  'heele'. When you will hear your 

wife saying that her sin be forgiven, tell her you are willing 

(to forgive), a w-ui, transitive NULLAKj ui, hear, k-u 



j-a:l-ik, construction k-IKKL; a^l, say. a w-at-an, your 

•wife (4.9, Ex. 15). ka 'sas-ak, intransitive UUELAK, reported 

imperative (4.39)} sas, to "become clear or transparent, u 

"siipil, her sin, offense; the term was used in this sentence 

with reference to confession in church; sip, to err. k-a w-a:l-lk 

constr. k-UCfilt in imperative sentences (4.36). tl?, to her 

{l.(o  ).  'heele?, I am willing, 'yes*, 'it will be done", and 

similar expressions of assent; see 4.16. 

81. le ken  'listo,ak u 'nuuku,le', kin 'abisartijketf. 

When the necessary things may he ready, I will let you know, 

listo-ak, the Spanish adjective listo» ready, used as an in- 

transitive verb with the usual suffix -ak of the HUILfiK-con- 

structions. nuuk-ul, utensil, wherewithal, k-in abisar-t-ik-etf, 

construction k-lKAL (4.29); with pron. -etf, 2nd. pers. sing» 

Class B for the object of the verb (it. 5" ); Spanish avisar» 

notify; for the use of formative ~t with adopted Spanish words 

see 4.10. 

4.47. ysag;e £, after certain words. The NUELAK-constructions 

were found after the following words: bi'nak, X-variant bi'na,ki, 

signifying 'maybe1, 'possibly'; 'olak, to have been just about to 

(happen), barely to miss doing something; 'kakah, X-variant kak, 

to begin resolutely or energetically to do something, get busy 

doing something; olt, to attempt to; in other contexts 'desire' 

(4.40). In the first of these words we have a use of the verb 



bin comparable to that explained in 4.42j for bi'nak(-i) 

has occurred only in references to future events. The 

difference between the two kinds of future reference is 

one of declarative value (4.7)j for bi'nak(-i) is used for 

conjectures, whereas bin-f-UUXLAK (4.42) has occurred even 

in suoh references as 'l shall die some day1. The use of 

bin to ascribe a low declarative value to a reference is 

observed also in the instances dealt with in 4.5¿> . If 

bi'nak is classed as a NULLAK-construction,, the vowel of 

the suffix -(a)k is exceptional. One would expect -ik, as 

in the HUÜftK-form 'kimik of the verb kirn, to die» A simi- 

lar exceptional use of -ak is seen in the word 'u#ak, 'per- 

haps', and* X-variant of which is 'untfak. Assuming that in 
lutfak we have the verb utf, to happen, one has to conclude 

that there are two HULLAK-forms of utfi namely, ""Utfuk, as in 

ma in  'k'ati ka  'utfuk, I don't want it to happen (4.40) 

and 'utfak signifying a low declarative value approximately 

like that indicated by the English word 'perhaps' in some 

contexts. The latter form, however, is not used exclusively 

with the sense of 'perhaps1. In 4 instances 'utfak occurred 

with the sense of 'to happen', *to take place1 in imperative 

sentences addressed to a third or unspecified person (4.38) 

e.g.,. 'utfak le  'ok'Ojto', let the dancing take placei With 

the above word, 'olak, the circumstances are different. The 

stem ol signifying 'mind1, 'will*, 'imagination', 'desire', 



etc., requires the formative -t in a verbal unit. That is 

the case also when olt signifies 'to attempt1, as above in- 

dicated. With the formative »t we have a composite stem, 

and therefore (4.37) the suffix of its MULLAK-form is expected 

to be -ak. Thus, what is irregular in the word 'olsk is both 

that the formative -t is omitted, and that the suffix -ak, in- 

stead of an expected -ok, is nevertheless used. If all these 

are classed as HULLAK- const ructions, we have here a special 

usage of those constructions which, so far as our texts show, 

is exemplified only in the references made by these special 

words. 

The clause following all these words, excepting 'utfak, 

requires the (Ho ka)-Forms of the UULIAK-constructions. The 

clause after 'utfak, 'perhaps1, requires an IKAl-construction, 

(see 4.2o), although there is apparently only a slight dif- 

ference of declarative value between a conjecture with 'utfak 

and one with bi'nak(-i). The latter seems to be a more hypo- 

thetic;^ conjecture» 

82» bi'na,ki b'ot'kok in "bel  'jetel. Maybe I will marry 

him» !3*o:k-ok, HUILAK-constructionj te'o:k, to end. in bel, 

my affair, j-et-el, with (him)| see explanation under Ex. 73. 

83» bi'nak  'ajik'altfah^ken. Maybe I'll get rich. The Spanish 

translation given for this sentence was: Q.uién culta que me 

ponga rico, which we may paraphrase thus: 'it is not out of 

the ranfee of possibility that I should get rich1. 



ajik'alHfa-h-(a)k-en,  1st. pers.   (-en)   of the  intransitive 

MILLAK;  ajik'al, unanalyzable on the basis  of our data, 

'rich',   'wealthy'i for formatives -+fa-h see 3.il  . 

84.     'u^ak    u    ajik'al'tal.    Perhaps he will get rich.    This 

example is given for comparison with Ex. 83.    The implication 

in the context of Ex. 84 is of this sort:   'if he continues to 

make as much money as he is making now, he may get rich1; 

whereas the statement in Ex. 83 Í3 made by one who is consider- 

ing whether it would be advantageous for him to leave his na- 

tive village in search of opportunities.    The contrast is that 

of a possibility in 83 with a degree of probability in 84. 

u    ajik'al-t-al,   construction IKAL subordinate to an impersonal 

verb (4.2o)j  ajik'al,  as in Ex. 83$ notice the use of the forma- 

tive —t  in this case, but -ifa-h in Ex. 83j  see comment -eneátoMV 

<WMM*M in the  introductory paragraph t>receding 3.51. 

85*  lolak    a   katf    in   ^f'a'laatel.    You came near breaking my 

ribs,    a'   ka^,  trans. ITULLAK| katf, to break something compara- 

tively thin and long,    -jf'a'laat, ribj word of uncertain analysisj 

collective reference with suffix -el (3,42.). 

86. ' olak    u   ki'mes.    He nearly killed him»    kirn,  die; with 

formative -a,   'kill'j  the older form of this suffix,  -es,   still 

occurs when no other follows and the stress is not on the verb-stem. 

87, ku ' joltik u 'tf'ae*?', tu "kakah u 'kotko^ak' ,te. When 

she tried to catch hira, he began to kick her furiously. Example 

of the use of the MJLLAK-constructions after olt,  attempt,  and 



'kakah, start vigorously, k-u j-ol-t-ik ... -e', construction 

k-IKAL in temporal clause (4.33); u tf'a, constr. UUIifiKj tf'a, 

catch, get. t-u kak-ah, constr. AHAB (4.9). u ko-ko-tfak'-t-e, 

transitive UUELfiK, e-Tariantj ko-ko-^ak', kick repeatedly^ 

ko-tfak', kiekj ko was found only in this compound stemj tfak' 

or tfek', to step on, is a component of a number of words de- 

noting action with the foot. 

4.48. Usage g, construction V-(a)k in references to prior 

occurrents. In Usage K, construction V-(a)k serves to assert 

that something has happened, or that it had happened prior to 

some past time referred to in the context. Since for those 

two chronologic specifications construction- *s* o:k •+- IK&L has 

been used also (4.15), further delimitation is necessary. The 

following was observed: (l) V-(a)k is used only with intransi- 

tive verbs, but ts'osk 4- IK&L serves the same usage with tran- 

sitive, intransitive, and passive. (2) ts'o:k +• HSAL  can refer 

to a prior-past, a discrete-past, or a prior-future oecur- 

rent (4.4, Cases 1, 4, 7); whereas V-(a)k with Usage K has 

occurred only in references to prior-past and discrete- 

past.  (3) Usage K of V-(a)k occurred in negative as well as 

in affirmative sentences; but (s'o:k -+• IKAl has been used only 

in affirmative assertions. Since in affirmative assertions 

with intransitive verbs both constructions are used to refer 

to discrete-past and prior-past occurrents, we have to ask fur- 

ther what determines the choice of either construction in such 



caaes. Perhaps we could answer this question satisfactorily 
oree ?««. 

if we were able to state in fairly unvague terms what it is 

that the SpaniBh word yji signifies in affirniative sentences; 

for that was the word used by our bilingual informants in 

their translations to distinguish the sense of te'otk ••- IKAL 

from that of V-(a)k. Since in some contexts 'already1 is the 

equivalent of yji, we may vaguely indicate what is approximately 

the distinction in question by asking what is the difference 

between saying 'I have already done it1 and 'I have done it1, 

or 'I did it'. That the distinction has nothing to do with 

chronologic specifications is clearly shown by such sentences 

as this: *I have already done it, and I did it just to please 

you1. It seems that the difference in question must be sought 

in the discoursive or circumstantial context, rather than in 

the temporal,, or descriptive specifications of the occurrent 

referred to. But this conjecture has not been tested to an 

adequate extent. We have touched upon this question simply 

to indicate roughly what remains to be done to distinguish 

the uses of the two Yucatec constructions under consideration. 

Irregularities in the vowel of the suffix ~(a)k of the 

intransitive NULLAK-con3truction V-(a)k are found more fre- 

quently in Usage K than in the uses,of this construction al- 

ready dealt with. Por example, in texts from different lo- 

calities, we found lu'k'uk and lu'k'ak, both signifying 'he 

has left', 'he has departed'; and 'utfulc, 'uLfak, 'utfik, sig*-i- 



-hi'fying 'it has happened', or 'it had happened'* The irregular 

forms 'utfak and bi'nak were mentioned in 4.47. Various other 

irregularities with respect to the agreement of the vowel of 

-(a)k with that of a simple stem are pointed out in 4,49, 

There is much in common between Usage K of construction 

V-(a)lc and the use of the suffix -ak with the names of the days 

of the week. The days of the week are always referred to in 

Modern Yucatec by their Spanish names pronounced more or less 

in conformity with Yucatec epeech-habitsj e.g., 'domin,go, 

Sunday; bi'e:mes, iridayj 'saba,do, Saturday. When a day 

of a preceding week is rex"erred to, the suffix -ak is affixed 

to the name of the day; e.g., 'sábado|ak, last Saturday (dia- 

erete-past), the previous Saturday (prior-past). Here, the 

occurrent is the passing of a dayj or, worded in terms of 

our knowledge, a rotation of the earth. The so-called "names 

of the days of the week" are more like the words 'first', 

'second', 'third', etc. than like 'John' or 'tree', or 'water'j 

for all that need be true of a day to be properly called Mon- 

day is expressible only in terras of chronologic order with 

respect to a calendar. To happen before, and to happen after, 

are occurrents in the sense in which the term 'occurrent' 

is used here (4.1). Thus, comparing, for example, 'sábado,ak, 

last Saturday, with ta'lak, he has come, we find that both 

expressions serve to refer to prior occurrents, and both con- 

sist of a stem and the suffix -ak. Yucatec structure offers 

no ground in this case for classing the stem of ,sr.bado,ak 



otherwise thanAa verbal stem. But this difference is to be 

noted:  'sábado(ak and all other expressions referring to 

previous days of the week have occurred only in temporal 

clauses; and in temporal clauses the intransitive MJLLAK- 

construction V-(a)k formed with other stems does not refer 

to prior occurrents (4.46). 

Examples of Usage K with construction V-(r.)k. 

88. ma' ta:'lak u  '.ju:milo: |bi?. The owners have not come. 

tal-ak: intransitive MJLLAK-construction: tal, come, u 

jum-il-o:b, the owners of (the horses previously referred to): 

u ... -o:b, 3rd. pers. plur. pron» Class Aj jum-il, ownerj 

jum, lord, master; in Old Yuc. lfatherl and various other 

senses similar to those found in Mod. Yuc»; for ~11 see 

H.60» ma? ... -i?, components of some constructions in 

negative sentences (4.5^ ). 

89. sis'talc le  'tfokwijlo?. The fever has subsided. Literally» 

'the fever has cooled off. sis-t-alc, intransitive HULLAKj 

sis, cool: with formative -t, 'to become cool', le ... -o', 

the. tfo'ko, hot, warm» tfo'kwil, heat, fever: for -il see H.€.o • 

90. pit  *ma:nalc ti le ^*an  'he,o*,  pe: 'ro ma?  '.fi:Jtfaihi*. 

It had gone right through the little egg without smashing it. 

Literally: 'It had passed neatly through the little egg, but 

it (the egg) did not become smashed. Context: To prove his 

ability, the hero shoots at a bird's egg. Upon examining it, 

it is found that the egg is perforated, but not deformed, pit, 



clean or smooth, after removing dirt or roughness,  skin a snake, 

scale fish; for this use of simple stems see 4.5Q •    nian-rjc, 

in trans. KULLAK; man, pass,    ti,  through, by,  at, from,  to, 

etc.    le    tfan    he(*)-o',  the little egg;  le  ...   -o*, the; 

tfan,  little; he*,  egg.    pe:'ro,  Spanish pero, but.    ma* ...  -i', 

negative,  as in Ex. 88.    JiJ-tfa-h, for the use of -tfa-h see -3 
yi.^L\% /i/,  corrugated,  deformed,   crumpled. 

91.  talc    behla_',e*    ma     'utfik    u     'pahtal    u    ka/'taal.    To this 

day it has not been possible to find her.    tak,  till. 

be-h.(e)l-a(')~e?,  now,   today;  see 4.28, Ex.  5*    na    utf-ik    u 

pah-t-al,  literally:    the accomplishment  (of finding her)  has 

not occurred; ma, negative; utf-ik,  has happened;  irregular 

BULLAK;  suffix expected!  -uk;  for u   pah-t-al, be able,   see 

4.19; for the use of the IKAL-form of this verb in this con- 

text see 4.2o.    u    kaj-t-aal, passive IKAL; literally:     'that 

she be found1; kaj-t,  to find; with, tan + IK&L,   'to look for'. 

92» hatf    hah   ma    Bu'nakje-*.    le    beiti'ke*,    mi/    mak    tfen 

*&ilcba,nak     ljo:k'ol.    It is quite true that  she has not re- 

turned.    That is why nobody has even spoken of her.    hatf, 

very,    hah,  true.    su(t)-n-ak,   intranB. MJÜAK;  sut,  return 

(transitive);  also   'a turn4;  for formative -n with, intransi- 

tive verbs see 3A^; for -e? at the end of the sentence see #, 

3. <•   .    le    be(l)-t-ik-e*,   irregular construction with verb 

"be(l)-t  (to do,  to make)   signifying  'on that account1,   'that 



is the reason'? le ... -e?, that (referring to preceding con- 

text) ; the irregularity consists in the absence of a pronoun 

of Class A "before the V-ik component of the IKAL- construct i on. 

mij mak, nobody (4.32). tfen, Just, simply, only, tsik-ba-n-ak, 

intrans. MJLLAK; toik-ba-t, transitive, 'to explain', 'give in- 

formation upon a specified topic1; tsik-ba-n, intransitive, ap- 

proximately: 'to raise a question', 'to express opinion'. 

j-ok'-ol, upon; cf. 4.23. 

4.49. Usage L, suffix -(a)k in references to contemporary oc- 

cur rents. The suffix -(a)k of the intransitive MJLLAK-construc- 

tion is found in a number of verbal units, many of which can 

be translated into English by means of the verb 'to be' fol- 

lowed by an adjective or a participle. They serve to assert 

(a) that something or someone is or was in a certain position 

or posture? or (b) that something or someone has or had a cer- 

tain shape, or (jg) certain properties, or manner of behaving; 

or (d) that something or someone is or was in a certain con- 

dition; e.g., wet, frightened, swollen. In some cases the 

condition or posture is a consequence of an event of the sort 

that is referred to by the stem of the verb. For example, 

'he:he,tek, 'it is cracked in several places', asserts a con- 

dition or circumstance which is a consequence of events of the 

sort designated by het, 'to crack', 'to split'. Similarly, kul, 

•to sit down', gives kul-uk-ba-1, he is (or was) seated; 



tfil-ik-ba-1, he is (was) lying, refers to a circumstance which 

is a consequence of the act signified "by tfil, to lie down» Some 

of the constructions are identical with regular intransitive 

MJLLAK-constructions, while others differ from them, in one or 

more of the following respects: (l) the vowel of the suffix 

-(a)k is not the same as that of the simple stem. (2) Re- 

duplication of the stem is required,  (3) The suffix -(a)k is 

preceded "by another operative (3.  ). (4) The suffix ~(a)k 

is followed by an operative other than a pronoun of Class B. 

We proceed to illustrate the various types of constructions 

observed. For convenience, only the 3rd. pers. sing, is given 

and each example is translated as though it referred to a pre- 

sent occurrent. But it should be understood that for the other 

persons the pronouns of Class B are used as with any other in- 

transitive BULLftK-construction, and that the chronologic speci- 

fication can he contemporary-past (4.4, Case 5) as well as pre- 

sent. Thus, corresponding to the 3rd. pers. sing., sub'lak, 

•he (she) is (was) bashful1, we have sub'lak^n for 1st. pers.; 

sub'lak,etf for 2nd. sing.j sub'lak,eiX for 2nd. plur.j etc. 

The range of application of some of the words used below to 

illustrate the various forms may be wider than indicated by 

the translations. They are all translated in conformity with 

the particular context in which we have found them. The let- 

ter S stands for a simple or a composite stem. Eor a redup- 

licated stem we shall write SS. 



IFORM 1. S-(a)k with or without vocalic agreement between 

S and -(a)k. 

sah-ak, he is afraid,  (sah-ben, it is frightful, terrible). 

pet-ek, it is flat and round. 

J"il-ik, it is wrinkled. 

wiih-ak, he is hungry continually for lack of food; Span- 
ish hambriento. 

p*ool-ak, it is full of blisters; (tortillas) are puffed up. 

k'uj-uk, it burns (describing pain)* 

tfum-uk, it is in the middle. 

FORM 2. SS-(a)k and SS-n-ak. Por intransitive formative -n 

see 3.7-4 

hehet-ek, it is cracked in several places. 

wowol-ok, it is spherical. 

susut-ak, it revolves, or moves around something else. 

lelem-n-ak, it is brilliant, it glitters* 

mimis-n-ak, it is dragging on the ground. 

mumul-n-ak, they are disorderly piled up. 

FORM 3. S-(a)l-(a)k. 

J*ak-al-ak, he crawls on hands and knees.  (.fak-aan, a 
quadruped). 

p'utf-al-ak, it is shredded, it is ripped. 

koot-ol-ak, (grains of corn) are withering. 

p'otf-1-ak, (trees) are loaded (with fruit).  (p'otf, a bunch). 



hop-l-ak, it "burns, (said of chile in mouth, or eyes). 

po(*)-l-ok, he is obese. (po', "big abdomen). 

ku/-l-ik, he is alive.  (ku.r-t-al, life). 

POBM 4, S'-tfa (or -k'a, or -pa)[-ak. Por formatives -tfa, 

-k*a, pa, see 3>,21^-3.37» 

ot-tfa-1-ak, (overripe fruit) is dropping (from tree). 

nol-tfa-1-ak, (loose legs of table or bench) squeak. 

lub-tfa-1-ak, (drunkard) tumbles and gets up repeatedly. 

t'ok-pa-1-ak, it is fragile. 
•r-7- 

kuk-tfa-1-ak or kuk-k'a-ifek, (restless person in hammook) 
turns over and changes posture 
repeatedly. 

man-k'a-1-ak, (shower, rain) is of the sort that is over 
in a brief time. 

PORK 5. S-ba-n-ak. In other constructions, -ba is a re- 

flexive sign (2.- 7 )• Intransitive formative -n 

as in Ponn 3. 

sii-ba-n-ak, it is getting dry, 

al-ba-n-ak, (candle) is soft (due to heat). 

nuts'-ba-n-ak, it is withering. 

huts'-ba-n-ak, (tree that is being felied) is about to fall. 

POBM 6. S-(a)k-n-ak. 

Jab-sk-n-ak, (objects fallen from container) are scattered 
(on ground). 

fal-ak-n-ak, (muddy water) is getting clear, or is now clear. 

p'al-ak-n-ak, (rope) is frayed due to wear. 

ak'-ak-n-ak, it is slimy. 



tap-ak-n-ak, (odor) is pungent. 

k'an-ak-n-ak, it is neither green nor ripe. 

wek-ek-n-ak, (liquid) is spilt on ground. 

mis-ik-n-ak, variant of mimis-n-ak (see under Form 2). 

FORM ?. S-(a)k-ba-l. Suffix -ba as in Form 5. 

kul-uk-ba-1, tie is seated. 

tfil-ik-ba-1, he is lying (on ground or hammock). 

waal-ak-ba-1, he is standing. 

kali-ak-ba-1, he resides, he is a resident (of a village). 

p'ok-ok-ba-l, she is seated with her legs folded under 
(Indian fashion). 

Jak-ak-ba-l, he is on his hands and knees (see 'Jakajlak 
under Form 3). 

if'eb-ek-ba-1, it slants (it is not vertical). 

kop-ok-ba-1, (snake) is coiled. 

TORM 8. S-aan-ak and S-aan-t-ak. For -aan see 4.53. Forma- 

tive -t ( 3.7.6). 

tak'-aan-ak, it is stuck (adhesively). 

tos-luum-aan-ak, (face) is filthy from dust. 

1fik-aan-ak, it is marked (a sign has "been put on it). 

k'al-e,an-t-ak-o:b, they are locked up. 

sin-aan-t-ak, (hammocks) are tied (i.e., are hanging ready 
for use). 

ifuk-aan-t-ak-o:b, they are trapped. 

So far as our texts and supplementary inquiries show, each of 

the 8 forms illustrated above is used with certain stems and not 

with others. This idiosyncratic restriction is not a recent 

development. In a considerable number of instances, the Motul 



dictionary entera as special words many which, are constructed 

as we have just indicated.    All the words of the first 6 groups 

of examples are so entered,  and they are defined as "being equi- 

valent to Spanish adjectives.    Forms 7 and 8 may he later de- 

velopments,  or the words with those forms may have "been excluded 

from the dictionary on the, ground that they appeared to he in- 

flexional forms of the Yucatec verb, more properly dealt with 

in a grammar than in a dictionary.    Ford3 with Forms 7 and 8 

are found in Pio Perez'  dictionary.    They are there translated 

by means of  Spanish adjectives or past participles; hut only 

those with construction V-aan (4.53)  are said to he past par- 

ticiples. (2SrticJÜ2ÍfiS32MiZ2S)   oí" *&& Yucatec verb.    Thus, 

with the stem tfil,  to lie down, we find chilaan (tfi 'laan)  as 

past participle of  chital.  variant of  chlltali  and also 

chilicbal (tfilik'bal).    The Spanish equivalent given for 

chilaan is simply acostado» but for chilicbal the author re- 

sorts to an old way of defining adjectives in dictionaries: 

cosa acostada,  tendida.    This translation may or may not imply 

that the word is applicable to inanimate objects,  and not to 

persons.    If that is  the implication,   it  contradicts our obser- 

vations.    In our texts, •tfilik'bal was used only for persons and 

animals that were lying as a consequence of having laid down to 

sleep or rest,    tfi'laan was used for persons who lay dead,   or 

unable to get up.    Por objects, pek-ek-ba-1 or pek-aan was used 

for singular reference,  and pek-aan-t-ak or pek-aan-t-ak-o:b, 



for plural. When two or more forms are ps rmisslble with a 

given stem, it is probable that they are not interchangeable 

in every oontext, but our texts do not provide sufficient 

data to determine the range of application of the various 

combinations of -(a)k with the other operatives shown 

in the above 8 forms. 

The affixation of -t-ak to construction V-aan (4.55) 

as illustrated under Porm 8 occurred only in references to 

more than one person or non-person. Previous writers on 

Yucatec class tac (-tak) as a sign of plurality used ex- 

clusively with past participles ending in -aan or -an. 

Lopez Otero (Gramática, 1914, p. 64) notes that the oommon 

sign of plurality ob (-o:b) may be affixed to tac. For 

the plural of chilaan he lists these three forms: chilantao. 

ohilanob. chilantacob. which he gives apparently as equi- 

valent variants. We did not discover any rule for the ad- 

dition of -o:b to -t-ak, but an adequate study of this whole 

topic requires a great deal more information than is now 

available to us. 

The following sentences illustrate common uses of 

some of the 8 forms listed above: 

93. wai ka'hakba,len. I live here. Note: wai, 'here', 

refers to the village; and the implication is that the speaker 

is a permanent resident, a regular member of the community. 

kah-ak-ba-1, Form 7; kah, village, town, to inhabit, -en, 

1st. pers. sing. pron. Class B, required by intransitive 

verbs. 



9é. ka k'utje:'ne?, tfi.likba'letj ti le k1 a:«na?. 

When I arrived you were lying in this hammock, ka k'utf-en-e?, 

when I arrived; ka ... re?, temporal clause when using an 

AHAB-con8truotion; cf. 4.33; k'utj-en, intransitive AHAB-con- 

struction, 1st. pers. sing. (4.9). tjil-ik-ba-1-etj, you were 

lying; Form 7, 2nd. pers. sing, ti, at, in, etc. le k'an-a?, 

this hammock. 

95. ma? sa'hatken ti'i?. I am not afraid of him. For 

ma? ... -i? in negative sentences see H.5"1 .  sah-ak-en, Form 

1, 1st. pers. sing, ti, to, of, to him, etc. (2..2#) . 

96. ti? t'ulja:'nak le tfan ku:'ko? tu k'ab tfe? . There 

was the little squirrel sitting up on the branch of the tree. 

ti? , there, at that place (X^S).      t'utj-aan-ak, Form 8; 

t' utf, squat, roost, perch, le ... -o?, the; tfan, little; 

kuuk, squirrel, t-u, fusion of ti, to, at, etc and Class A 

pron. u. u k'ab tje?, branoh of tree; k'ab, branoh, arm, 

hand. 

97. 'p'utfa:,lak u p'ok «otjil  'konka,i. The hat of the 

poor fish peddler was crushed and ritroed. is'utj'-al-ak, Form 

3; r>' utf, to shell corn by mauling, shred by pounding, rip 

clothes in a scuffle, etc. u p' ok, the hat of. o(l)-t$il, 

poor, worthy of sympathy; ol, mind, psychologic activity of 

various sorts; for -tiil see 4.71. kon, sell; ka'i, fish. 

98. «lelerc^nak u ' hats1 a ,bo:b. Their swords glittered. 

lelem-n-ak, Form 2; lem, component of various words signifying 

'to shine', 'be bright', 'lightning' (lem-ba) . hats'-ab, 

obsolescent word occurring in stories from two localities 



"l 9 < 

(Calkini, Campeche; and Xaybe, British Honduras) understood 

now as signifying 'sword'; hate', to hit; -ab, phonologically 

identioal with suffix of passive voice ( 3 -?>2),  found as 

component of names of some tools and utensils; also in 

fan-ab, sandal. 



EEVICES LISTED ALPHABETICALLY 

Adjunct Verbal Stems 

4.50. These are simple stems employed jointly with, the stems 

of the various verbal constructions to describe actions of 

various sorts. Take, for example, .fot', which signifies 'a 

piece that has "been cut off', or 'to cut off1; and tf'ak, used 

with the formative -t (tf'ak-t), signifying 'to cut "by strik- 

ing' (with a.n ax, a machete, or some other tool similarly 

used). Each of those two stems can be the V-component of 

the transitive AHAB-construction t-FA V-ah; e.g., tu Xo't'ah, 

'He cut it off | tu tf'ak'tan, 'He cut it by striking'.  Or 

the two stems can be used jointly in a single AHAB-construc- 

tion which we may formulate thus: t-PA V V-ah; e.g., tu .rot* 

tT'ak'tah, approximately:  'He chopped it off with a single 

stroke', or 'He chopped them up'. We say that in this case 

Jot' is used as an adjunct verbal stem. 

We distinguish between adjunct verbal stems and composite 

verbal stems on these two grounds: (l) The phonologic rules 

governing the accent of verbal units apply both to simple 

and to composite stems, but not to combinations of adjunct 

verbal stems with other stems.  (2) The combinations of the 

constituents of composite stems are lexicographically predeter- 

mined; but the combinations resulting from the use of adjunct 

verbal stemB are circumstantially determined. That is to say, 



whether two given items are or are not to he combined, depends 

in the case of the adjunct verbal stems on what one wishes to 

communicate} just as it depends on what one wishes to communi- 

cate whether one should say 'it is a horse', or 'it is a "black 

horse'. In the case of the composite stems, the combination 

is as predetermined as that of 'under' and 'stand' in our word 

'understand'. 

Adjunct verbal stems have occurred in all the verbal con- 

structions, and their position i3 always immediately before 

the V-component of the construction» Some stems have "been 

found in no other constructions than those in which they were 

adjunct verbal stems. The most common of these is han, 'to 

do in a hurry', 'to proceed without further ado', 'to act 

without regard for the consequences', 'not to make much of 

what is done'. Examples contrasting verbal units with and 

without han: 1» ka .rola'korh.  'And they knelt down'} ka 

han .fola'korh, approximately: 'And right away they knelt 

down'.  2. ka tu k'a'lah le  'huuno^.  'And he sealed the 

letter'} ka tu han k'a'lah le  'huuno^',  ka lik'  'jalka,"be*?\ 

lHe hurriedly sealed the letter, and darted away'. 3. ka 

tfek'ta: 'hi.  'He was stepped on' (someone or ones stepped on 

his body)} ka  '-ye+fek'ta: ,bi (reduplicated stem), 'He was 

stepped on repeatedly (on a single occasion)'} ka han 



tfek'ta:'bl.  'He was mercilessly trampled upon'. 4. tan u 

kin'sik u  'k'erk'e,nojb.  'They were killing their pigs"? 

tan u  'hahan kin'sik u  'k'erk'e,no:b (reduplicated han), 

'They were killing their pigs as fast as they could (Context: 

To prevent the raiders from taking them away).  5. 'hahan 

tf'ak kan p'el me'hen J*ai tfe» u  'ti*al  't'inik u 

k'a'no:b.  'Cut as fast as you can four small Y-shaped sticks 

to stretch their hammocks'. 

The words that are used as adjunct verbal stems are quite 

numerous.  In fact, it is probable .that any stem that desig- 

nates action can be so used. This device enables the speaker 

to describe action in a brief and specific manner, a circum- 

stance which bilingual individuals often point out when com- 

menting on the inadequacy of Spanish words: to report a happen- 

ing as much in detail as in customary when speaking Yucatec. 

Take, for example, the action of throwing something with force, 

for which the stem tf'ih is used. By combining with it the stem 

tf'ik, 'to drive a pointed object into the ground (or some other 

substance into which driving by pressure is feasible)l, the act 

of driving a pointed object by throwing it like a javelin is 

described: tu tf'ik tpin'tah  'luum.  'He threw it and drove 

it into the ground'. Replace tT'ik by hup, 'to insert into some- 

thing that offers little insistence', and we get tu hup tf'in'tah, 

which describes an act such as that of throwing a stick into the 

water tip first.  If we replace hup by Xak, 'to rest on four props or 



legs (like a table or an animal)', we get tu J*ak tf'in'tah, 

said of an instance in which a man was thrown out of the house, 

and landed on hi3 hands and knees. Similarly, tu k'ah tf'in'tah 

is said of the act of splitting something "by dashing it against 

a stone, a tree, a wall, etc. (k'ah, to split "by concussion). 

J*ik, to crumble, disintegrate} tu J*ik tf'in'tah, 'He dashed 

it against (a hard object) and shattered it to pieces', tu 

pik tf'in'tah, 'He threw it in disgust (or with wrath, or just 

to get rid of it), tu lem tf'in'tah, said of an act of throw- 

ing something into the fol£iage of a bush as to hide it (lem, 

to insert into piled ohjects, or as a stick into a load of fire- 

wood) . 

Occupying the same position as the adjunct verbal stems, we 

find the numeral ka:, 'two', signifying 'once more', 'again'j 

et, 'together with', 'in the company of', 'bringing along (some 

object) 'j mul, 'in a group', 'all together'} e.g., 'kone:J mul 

itfin'tik, 'Let us bathe together', le ken ta:'ke*?,  jet tal 

nun tfatf sip'^e^, ''When he comes, he brings along (comes with) 

a bunch of herbs.' tu ka:  /ikpa'tah tu pol, 'Once more he 

smashed it on his head. ' 

All adjunct verbal steins whose initial sound is a vowel re- 

quire the prefixes w- (for 1st. and 2nd. pers.), and j- (for 

3rd. pers.)* Examples with op', 'to indent by pressure', 'to 

crack shells or nuts by pressing': kin wop' k'ujti'ketf, 'I 

will bite you (driving teeth in the flesh)} ka tu jop' 



k'u.r'tah, 'And lie bit him1 (as in the preceding example). 

Some stems which are generally used without the formative 

-t (3,3.(b) are found with this suffix when certain adjunct 

verbal stems precede them. The above examples with if'in, 

'to throw', are of this sort. We were unable to find any 

rule for this use of -t. This was observed only in transi- 

tive constructions, and in no instance did this particular 

use of -t occur when the adjunct verbal stem was han, 'to do 

in a hurry', etc, 

AEO-Constructions 

4.51.  The description of these constructions will be based on 

these two formulas: 

AEO-Units 

form 1.      IC-TC 

Form 2.      IC IU-TC 

The notation 'IC' stands for the initial component of an AEO-Unit, 

IC can be one of the following stems: bei, 'thus', 'just like1, 

etc. he(l), (untranslatable apart from TC and IU-TC).  le(l), 

a component of some demonstrative devices.  te(l), 'here' or 

'there', wai, 'here', 'hereabout'. The notation 'TC ' stands 

for the terminal component of an AEO-Unit.  TC is always one 

of the following suffixes: -a^ , -e^ , -o">.     In Form 2, 'IU' 

stands for an included unit, IU can be (a) a simple or a 

composite stem used as a Yucatec noun, or (b) two or more 



words which are components of a phrase, or (c_) a verbal unit 

consisting of two or more words, or (d) a unit which in other 

instances can be a sentence. TO is always suffixed to the 

last component of IU, regardless of what sort of component 

it may be. The whole AEO-Unit can be a phrase, or a clause, 

or a sentence, depending on its 10 and IU components, and on 

its position in the sentence when the AEO-Unit is a component 

of a sentence. 

Excepting some of the uses of he(l) with -e* as a terminal 

component, the AEO-constructions are devices of a sort that 

could be called contextual definitives (See Note \7.) • At 

least two kinds of references are made by means of contextual 

definitives: ostensive, and retrospective. In an ostensive 

referenoe, the speaker indicates what item he refers to by 

pointing or looking at it, or by taking advantage of some 

other contextual circumstance, such as the circumstance that 

he refers to the very time during which he speaks, as in some 

of the uses of the word 'now', or that he refers to the place 

where he is at the time he speaks, as in some of the uses of 

the word 'here' . An ostensive reference could be said to 

be prospective when the item referred to is demonstrated 

or exemplified after the reference; as when one says, 'Do 

it this way', and proceeds to specify what he proposes to 

say. In a retrospective referenoe. the speaker refers to 

that rhich occurred prior to his reference, or to what was 

previously mentioned or spoken of by him or by the one or 

ones to whom he speaks; e.g., 'Tha^s what I told him'. 



Although in order to specify adequately what an AEO-con- 

struction signifies,* one must deal with its initial and ter- 

minal components concurrently, as constituting in each case 

a single device, some generalizations can "be made concerning 

the referential uses of the terminal components. The terminal 

component -a*? is UBed exclusively in ostensive references to 

items nearer to the speaker than to the listener, or to a time 

contemporary with that in which the reference is made; or in 

reference to what the speaker proceeds to demonstrate, exem- 

plify, or speak of. -o? is used both in ostensive and in re- 

trospective references.  In ostensive references, the item is 

nearer to the listener than to the speaker, or roughly at about 

the same distance from both. For retrospective references, 

either -o*? or -e? are used, depending mainly on topical dis- 

tinction (4.8). -e*? is used for ostensive references only with 

wai, 'hereabout'. It should be noted that -e"? is used other- 

wise than as a component of AEO-constructions, as shown in 

4.58. Specifications more definite than the preceding can be 

made by dealing with each initial component together with the 

terminal components that concur with it, as we proceed to do. 

bei. Form 1 (bei-TC): be'ja?, 'in this manner', 'like 

this'; be'jo?, 'in that manner', 'like that', 'by so doing", 

'that being the case'.  In no instance was bei found in Form 

1 with -e? for TC. Form 2 (bei IU-TC): bei IU-a?, ostensive 

reference to what is being demonstrated; e.g., bei ku 



"be:'taal^*?, 'Tlxis is the way it is done1, bei IU-o**, 

retrospective reference to what has just "been demonstrated, 

or described; e.g., "bei kan a be:'to?, 'That is the way 

you are going to do it'; (kan, fusion of ka and bin), "bei 

nj-e*>, retrospective reference to a procedure being dis- 

cussed, but not demonstrated; e.g», bei tu: 'ne*? (ma:  tan 

u  'pahtal ' in  'baatel), 'That being the case, (I cannot 

fight)j tun, 'so', 'therefore1. 

he(l). Form 1 (hel-TC). Ostensive references: "fh.e:'la'? 

or 'heela?, 'Here it (he, she) isi'  'Here they areJ1  '*he:'lo'? 

or 'heelo? 'There it (he, she) is.'1  'There they are.'' Both 

expressions serve to attract attention to the presence of the 

referent, rather than to specify its location. Their uses are 

very similar to those of French voici and voila.  'heele? or 
4he:'le'!», 'I will do so', 'it will certainly be done" (See 

4.16). Form 2 (he(l) IU-TC): when TC is -a? or -o? the re- 

ference is ostensive, and differs from Form 1 only in that 

IU specifies what is referred to; e.g., he le p'ok tin 

mana'ha', 'Here is the hat I bought' (he ... -a*?). The pro- 

nouns of Class B are affixed to hel, as they are to any intran- 

sitive verb; for example: 2nd. sing., -etf in 'he:le,tfo*, 

'There you are!' (said upon noticing the presence of the 

person referred to). The uses of he in ostensive references 

with the k-lKAL-constructions were discussed in 4.30, Usage 



B-2. Two special uses of lie HJ-e? were dealt with in 

4.16 and 4.45. 

The stem hel as an X-variant of he seems to "be mainly 

a Modern Yucatec development. Historically, the words 

'het'la?, ''"het'lo'? are compounds of he and la?, lo?. Cor- 

responding to Modern Yucatec le (initial component of 

AEO-Units) and.-a1?, -o?, ~e?, we find in Old Yucatec lay 

la, lo, e. lay, like Mod. Yuc. le, was the first component 

of the construction that required it; la occurred both as 

an initial component and as a terminal component. Cor- 

responding to Mod. Yuc. le .»• -a?, we find in Old Yuc. 

iü ••• ¿§r* as *-n this example under la in the Motul diction- 

ary: la bin a cha la, 'This is what you will take1. Old 

Yuc. lo, like Mod. Yuc. -o?, occurred as a terminal component, 

and also affixed to lay; thus, lailo corresponds to le:'lo?, 

'that', 'that one'. Adhering to purely descriptive procedures, 

as we endeavor to do in these pages, there is some ground for 

analyzing "'he^lo' into a variable stem he(l) and a suffix -o?, 

and none for saying that a variable -(l)o' is affixed to he. 

Por in the speech of some localities, hel without any affix 

has occurred, though inconsistently. On the other hand, 

there is no more reason for analyzing le:'lo? and te:'lo?' 

into the variable stems le(l), te(l), and a suffix -o? (as 

we have done) than for assuming a variable suffix -(l)o?. 

Historically, of course, the 1 is a component of -lo*?. With 



regard to he(l), Old Yucatec presents the same sort of dif- 

ficulty» Por although e was the form of the terminal com- 

ponent at the end of a phrase or a sentence, when affixed 

to he we find hele» as in laac hele laac carnal laac, 'Be 

it today, or tomorrow, or some other day' (Motul dictionary, 

Art. laac). 

le(l). Form 1 (lel-TC): le:'la?, 'this", 'thisone'j 

ler'lo*?, 'that1, 'that one1. For the intervening consonant 

-1- see the preceding paragraph, le: 'la*? is used only in 

ostensive references, let'lo? is used both in ostensive and 

retrospective references. Form 1 with -e? has not "been found. 

Form 2^(le IU-TC): the only difference between a reference 

with Form 2 and one with Form 1 is that in the former IU 

specifies explicitly what is referred toj e.g,, le pe: 'k'a*?, 

'this dog'j le pe:'k'o?, 'that dog' or 'the dog'j le pel:' 

a matpna'o?, 'That dog you are holding'. The form le IU-e*? 

is used in retrospective references and in vague references 

to what may be present or occur in a non-immediate future 

time. In retrospective references, le IU-e? is not used 

when the Identity of the item specified by IU is the dominant 

topic. Aside from such instances, it is difficult to disclose 

what governs the choice of le IU-e? or le IU-o? in retrospec- 

tive references. For the special use of le iU-e"? in temporal 

clauses, see 4.33. Sentences whioh illustrate the most com- 

mon uses of le IU-TC are found in 4.14, Exx. 1, 5, 6, 7j 



4.15, Exx. 5, 7, 8, 9; 4.18, Ex. 5; 4.20, Exx. 9, 10? 4.34, 

Exx. 37, 39, 40. 

te(l). Form 1 (tel-TC): tet'la?, 'here', ostensive re- 

ference to a particular locus generally indicated by a ges- 

ture, te:'lo?, 'there', ostensive or retrospective reference. 

Form. L with -e?  for TC has not occurred. The uses of Form 

2 (te IU-TC) differ from those of Form 1 only in that IÜ 

specifies the place referred to. 3?orm te IU-TC is not used 

when IU contains one of the constructions that require 

ti? HJ-i('?), as shown in 4.59.  In 4.59 we compare the most 

common uses of -iC9) with those of the terminal components 

of the AEO-constructions.  It should "be noted that te, as 

a fusion of ti1? and le, and te, signifying 'there1, as in 

form te IU-TC, are homophonic devices governed "by different 

rules.  It is observed that ti*? and le fuse into te more fre- 

quently when a phrase of the form ti(?)  le IU-TC specifies 

a location; e.g., te ka; 'ho"? (ti le ka:'ho*?) 'in the vil- 

lage'; kah, village, town. 

wai. Form 1 (v/ai-TC). wa'je?, 'here', ostensive reference 

to the locality or region in which the speaker is when he re- 

fers to it; or ostensive reference to the immediate surround- 

ings; or to motion toward the speaker, as in ko'ten wa'je'?, 

'Come here1, wa'ja', 'this way', 'in this direction", osten- 

sive reference generally supplemented by a gesture. This re- 

ference differs from one with te: 'la.? in that the latter is 



generally applicable to location, and not to direction of 

motion» wa'je' differs from te:'la*? in that when the for- 

mer is used the circumstance that the speaker is within or 

near the place referred to is sufficient to delimit the 

scope of the reference; whereas te:'la' depends on some 

other- contextual circumstance for such delimitation* The 

gesture accompanying wa'je' in references to space near the 

speaker is similar to a gesture indicating direction of 

motion; and wa'je' signifies in such cases 'hereabout' rather 

than 'right here'. For 'right here' with a pointing, gesture, 

te:'la' is the expression commonly used. The foregoing ap- 

plies as well to Porm 2 (wai IU-TC). This form has occurred, 

most frequently with the name of a locality for IU; e.g», 

wai  'tfemaiXe*?, 'here in Chemax'; wai  'jukataine', 'here in 

Yucatan'; or with wai followed "by construction ti le .•• -a', 

or te .»» -a*?; e.g., wai ti le ka:'ha', 'here, in this. 

town'.  In answer to the question 'tuuXetf, 'Where are you?1, 

we hare observed wai used as an intransitive vero with the 

1st. pers. pron. -en; thus:  'waje,na', 'Here I am'. 

,behe'la', or b eh 'la', signifying 'now', is etymologically 

analyzable into these three components: bei-he-la'; where 

bei and he are the initial components above spoken of, and 

la' corresponds to Old Yuc. la, from which the terminal com- 

ponent -a"? seems to have developed. The first component, 

he (from Old Yuc. hay), is found also in the hybrid words 



i"beo:'ra and ,beo: ^ita'e*?, signifying 'presently', 'right 

away'. The Spanish components are evidently ahora, 'now', 

and the colloquial diminutive ahorita, 'right now', common 

in the speech of some peoples of Spanish America* In the 

localities in which these hybrid words are prevalent, they 

are not equivalent to the non-hybrid ,behe'la?, beh'la?. 

The difference is that the hybrid words are used in reference 

to an immediate future time; whereas the non-hybrid expres- 

sion refers exclusively to contemporary time» Example of 

Speech-type B. from Piste, Yucatan:  ,beo: trita'e?, bin 

in  'isikbaite? bi.f u mo:do'il u be:'ta:  kol wai 

ban^a'e*?, 'Now, I am going to describe the way in which 

milpas are made in this region'; adopted Spanish words: 

ahorita (mentioned above), modo, 'way', 'manner'; banda, 

colloquial for 'region', 'side'; be:'ta:, B-variant of   *• 

be:'taal, passive IKAL 4.13; 'the way of doing', 'the way 

it is done '. 

The terminal component -a*? is frequently omitted when 

the word to which it would be affixed in conformity with 

the general rules ends in a. Example: hel in matf'ma, 

'Look, I am holding it'; construction he(l) IU-a'j -a? 

omitted after matf-ma (construction V-ma, 4.66). Still, 

with ha''1, 'water', le  'ha,a?, 'this water', occurred 

twice,  emissions of -o9 in Form 2 (IC IU-o?) were ob- 

served in instances in which IU was a rather long and com- 

plex unit. 



-(a)l 

4.52. By the notation '-(a)l' we refer to the following 

five suffixes: -al, affixed to a simple stem whose Towel 

is a, or to a composite stem, whatever its vocalic com- 

ponents may "be; and -el, -il, -ol, or -ul, affixed to a 

simple stem whose vowel is like that of the suffix. Thus, 

the discussion of the uses of -(a)l excludes the special 

uses of the suffix -il (4.60) affixed to simple or com- 

posite stems regardless of their vocalic constituents» 

The uses of -(a)l as a distinctive component of the intran- 

sitive IKAL and k-IKAI» constructions were discussed in 4.13 

and 4,27. in those constructions, the uses of two other suf- 

fixes, -ik, for transitive, and -(aa)l, for passive, cor- 

respond to those of -(a)l. That is to say, in 4.13 and 4.27, 

it was feasible to formulate generalizations which hold for 

various uses of -ik and -(aa)l as well as for -(a)l. We will 

now take up some uses of -(a)l which do not correspond in the 

same manner to any uses of -ik or -fca)l.  Por convenience of 

reference, those uses will he said to he the X-uses of -(a)l. 

Any word of which -(a)l is a component and serves an X-use 

will be represented by the notation lX-(a)l'. 

In different instances, X-(a)l can be equivalent to an 

English infinitive, or to a noun, or an adjective, an adverb, 

a preposition, or a conjunction. Thus, from the standpoint 

of the grammatical taxonomy we have all been taught, the 

X-uses of -(a)l appear to be quite diverse.  In 4.13, it 



was suggested that construction PA V-(a)l, as well as each 

of the other two IKAL-constructions, is comparable to an 

English infinitive clause specifying an action and the 

agent, as 'me to go' in 'He wants me to go'. Uow, in such 

a sentence as 'i want to go' it is asserted that the speaker 

wants x.  It is obvious that x is an act of going, hut not 

any act of going whatever:  it is an act of going performed 

"by the speaker himself. Thus, "both in lHe wants me to go' 

and in 'i want to go' the agent of the action of going is 

specified, though "by different devices» One may say more 

or less figuratively that English avoids the repetition of 

the specification of the g.gent when the same individual or 

non-individual is the agent of the two actions specified 

in sentences constructed as the second of the above examples. 

The same sort of economy of device is observed in Yucatec 

with intransitive, hut not with transitive verhB. Thus, we 

find the pronoun in repeated in in k'at  in he:'te, 'I 

wish to do it' (4.40); hut not in in k'at  'hok'ol, 'I 

wish to go out'. 

In view of such uses of X-(a)l, writers on Yucatec had 

no difficulty in finding what was the "infinitive" of many 

intransitive verbs. What is the "infinitive" of transitive 

verbs was apparently a question they could not so easily 

answer. Particularly in view of the fact that the tran- 



•/ 

sitive forms whose uses resemble those of the Spanish infini- 

tive require the specification of the agent by means of the 

pronouns of Class A, as the above example, in k'at in 

be: 'te, illustrates. In dictionaries the difficulty was: 

variously disposed of by entering the stem of the transitive 

verb without affixes, or with formative affixes, or with the 

suffix -ah (see form PA V-ah of the AHAB-constructions). So 

far as I know, Lopez otero (Gramática, 1914) is the only writer 

who classes the form V-ik as the "infinitive" of regular tran- 

sitive verbs; that is, the transitive form whose uses corres- 

pond to those of the intransitive V-(a)l in the IKAL-construc- 

tions (4.13).  The suffix -(a)l is purely a constructional 

device with no more referential value than ifoat of 'to" in 

'I wi#h to go1; that is, with no referential value at all. 

Hence, when no pronoun or other device specifies the agent, 

a word of the form X-(a)l renders no other referential ser- 

vice than that of designating a kind of action, just as many 

names of actions do in English; viz., 'attraction1, 'repul- 

sion', 'impulse', 'vibration', and numerous others» With 

such referential value we find many words of the form X-(a)l 

used as Yucatoc nouns.  In most cases the stems we represent 

by 'X* in 'X-(a)l' are found in other constructions serving 

as stems of intransitive verbal unitsj e.g., ha'nal, 'cooked 

food' (excluding such as consists entirely or principally of 

maize); and tan  in ha'nal, 'I am eating '(in verbal construe- 



3V-,. 

tions, han is now applicable without restriction to the action 

of eating any food whatever). In other cases, X occurs at pre- 

sent only as the stem of a special noun; e.g», tfa'raal, 'cigarette 

This does not imply, however, that the V-(a)l form of any in- 

transitive verb can "be used as a Yucatec noun. Etymology and 

particular habits of speech seem to he the only determinants 

in the choice of the intransitive verbs whose V-(a)l forms 

can he UBed as nouns, and those which require the suffix -il 

(4.60) when used in nominal constructions. Similarly erratic 

is the formation of nouns by affixing both -(a)l and -il, with 

the frequent elision of the vowel of -(a)l. A few stems occur 

both in construction X-(a)l and X-(a)l-ilj the former being 

used in reference to a particular item, and the latter in 

vague references to any item whatever, or to an unspecified 

number of them. E.g., ha'nal is used in reference to the 

particular non-maize food delimited by the context; whereas 

han'lil or hana'lil is used in such a non-particular reference 

as ku Voiko 'le**,  leu be:'taal u han'lil, 'After that, 

the non-maize food is prepared' (literally: 'is made'), said 

in reference to what is done habitually on certain occasions» 

To indicate what sort of Yucatec nouns are composed of a simple 

or composite stem and the suffix -(a)l, we list below those 

which occurred in the texts, or which appear in our lists 

of names of various plants, insects, and other items, re- 

corded merely as lexicographic data. 



a'bal, plum 

ha'nal, non-maiy.e food 

ka'hal, hamlet 

'kimil, death 

ki'nil, wound, sore 

ki'pil, slippery place 

ki« ts'il, filth 

kol'nal, milpa tiller 

ko'tfol, species of cricket 

ku'lul, species of cactus 

'leet'el, furrow, partition 

mank'i'nal, holiday 

met'nal, Hell 

me'k'el, armful 

'naahal, wages 

na't)'al, leech 

•niijil or nif, slope 

no'hoi or no'nil, south 

kuptal, life, living 

o'kol, thief 

sak    tsa'kal,  kind of wild dove 

na'k'al,  orange 

po'k'ol, species of plant bugs 

•siipil, sin, guilt 

to'hoi, price 

•o'ookol, kiiot (in wood) 

t'u'jul, species of termite 

tsa'hal, sliver, splinter 

'ts'apal, pile of small objects 

jak'nal, quadruped 

Ji'tf'il, tendon, cord 

Ju'kul, purslane 

lía'mal, cigaret 

tfi'kil or 'tfikul, sign, indication 

tfu'lul, name or_a tree 

k'o'Jol, mosquito 

Some Yucatec words that onform to the above specifications 

of form X-(a)l are equivalent to English prepositions and 

conjunctions. Definitely of this sort are the following: 

«ka.bal, down, below; 'kaanal, up, above; iMjil or itj, 

within, in, among; • janal-, under; 'jetel, with, and; • 30k? ol 

or iok', on. From the standpoint of Yucatec construction, 



these are irregular verbs. The irregularity consists in 

the omission of the pronouns of Class A, which are distinc- 

tive components of the IKAL-constructions (4.13). They 

are verbs also from the standpoint of Yucateo usage; for 

Yucateo verbs serve to assert what they specify. Take 

for example, •Jetel, which is equivalent to 'with' in 

some cases, and to.'and' in others. It serves to assert 

that something is together with something else, or that 

something is added to something else, or that two or more 

items are similarly involved in what is asserted. Its 

stem is ©t, and it has occurred in the following com- 

binations: tin 'wetel, with me; ta 'wetel, with you 

(sing.); •jetel, with him, her, it; k 'etel, with us; 

k 'ete,le:r, with you (plur.) and me; ta wete'le:P, 

with you (plur.); '3ete,lo:b, with them. Without the 

suffix -el, we find it in et ts'o'nol, hunting partner, 

one of the membersof a hunting party; i.e., one who is 

hunting together with someone else; in ^ret  'fibil, my 

companion; hun tul et tf'u'pil, a female friend (of 

another woman). Examples with the stem ék'of 'jok'ol, 

on, are: tin 'wok1 ol, on me; ta wok'o'le;]1, on you 

(plur.). In «jok'ol and 'jetel there is a remnant of Old 

Yucatec construction. For the prefix j- (written yj was 

the 3rd. pers. pronoun prefixed to verbs or nouns with 

initial vowel. Thus instead of Mod. Yuc. u jo'hel, 



•he knows1, we find simply yohel: and instead of u ja'tan, 

'his wife', we find yatan. Similarly, for tin 'wetel, 

'with me'f Old Yuoatec had uetel, and for in wa'tan, 'my 

wife1, one finds uatan. The stem of 'kaanal, 'above', is 

identical with the word 'kaan, 'sky'; and that of the word 

for 'down', 'below', is found in composite stems signifying 

motion downward, as well as in references to soil, earth, 

as in sas kab, 'white earth'; and in the phrase Mok'ol 

kab, 'the earth', 'this world', 'in this world'. It is 

possible that 'janal, 'under' is a Modern Yucatec development. 

In some localities we found 'jalan, instead of 'janal. The 

Motul dictionary gives alan with these two inflexions: 

ualan. 'under me*; a ualan, 'under you (Bing.)'. The 

stem of i'tfil, 'within1, 'among', is phonologic ally identical 

with that of the verb for 'to bathe', as in the imperative 

itj-n-en (4.57); transitive, itf-in-s(-e) (4.38). In the 

texts we found itfi'lorn, 'among us'; idi'le:j, 'among you*; 

itji'lorb, 'among them' . Different from the above, but con- 

taining the suffix -(a)l, and used more definitely as verbal units, 

are the following: tu 'io?lal (less frequently: tu 'jok'lal 

or 'jok'olal), 'on account of, 'in order to', 'so that'; 

tu me'nel (most frequently: tu men), *because', 'due to', 

'by' (agent of passive); tu 'lakal, 'all', 'every'; u 

•ti?al, 'for', 'in order to', 'it belongs to him'; 'it is 

for him'. The uses and inflexions of the first expressions 

were discussed in 4.23. tu men with the suffix -el has been 



used mainly to assert or deny that someone was to be blamed, 

or to be given oredit, for a certain happening; e.g., tu 

me'nel 'kimi, 'He is to be blamed for her death'; literally: 

'on account of him she died'. With the 1st. Tjers. pron. in 

instead of the 3rd. pers. u, we found ma tin me'nel 'lubi, 

'it is not my fault that it fell'. The stem men occurs at 

present frequently with the sense of 'to make', 'to fashion'; 

etymologically, men is the stem of me'jan (me(n)-j(a)-ah), 

to work. For the identification of the suffix -(a)l in 

tu 'lakal, we find only etymological evidence. The Motul 

dictionary defines lah. lacach. and tulacal as signifying 

•all' . Incidentally, the example given to illustrate the use 

of lacach is lacach binob tulacal, 'they all went'. This 

use of two expressions signifying 'all', one before the verb 

and the other after, is common in Modern Yucatec; but the first 

of the two, so far as our texts show, is now lah; e.g., lah 

bi'notb tu 'lakal, 'they all went'. The uses of lah are dis- 

cussed in 4.64. The identification of the pronoun u in tu 

•lakal rests on the occurrence of t 'laklotn, 'every one of 

us'; and ta 'lakle:f, 'every one of you'. Previous writers may 

have been influenced by their own languages in writing the phrase 

tu 'lakal as a single word (tulacal). Those who wrote, for 

example, tu yotoch (tu jo'tcrtp, 'to his house', as two words, 

are doubtless inconsistent in writing tulacal as a single word. 

It is possible that it did not occur to them that the equivalent 

of their word for 'all' could be in another language a phrase con- 

taining a pronoun, or even a verb in some "tense" and "mood". 



It is pointed out in 4.53 that construction V-aan-PB 

serves in many cases to refer to a ciroumstance which is a 

oonsequenae of an event of the sort denoted by the V-com- 

ponent of the construction; e.g., lik', 'to get up', 

li'k'aan, 'He is up'. As stated in 4.53, at least three 

constructions are employed in suoh references. One of them 

is V-(a)l-P8. This is used with certain simple stems (3.| ). 

Some of them can be used indifferently with construction 

V-(a)l-PB or V-aan~PB; others are at present more frequently 

used with the former than with the latter. We were unable to 

disclose any rules governing the ohoioe of either construction. 

In the 3rd. tiers, sing, and plur. of construction V-(a)l-PB, 

which is simply the stem with the suffix -(a)! (3L.5 ), the 

vowel of the stem is doubled or not, depending of whether 

the verbal unit is emphatically uttered, or is the only or 

last word of the sentence; e.g., 'luubul, 'It is fallen'; 

also, though less prevalently used, lu'baan, 'It is fallen'. 

'aahal, 'He is awake'; ah, 'to wake up',  'kaa^al, 'It is 

broken'; katf, 'to break' (intransitive), applicable to 

sticks and other brittle objects classed as comparatively 

long and thin. In subordinate assertions equivalent to 

English adjectives or relative clauses, construction V-(a)l 

sometimes precedes and sometimes follows the noun that 

specifies what or who is in the condition or circumstance 

referred to by V-(a)l; e.g., hun n'el  'luubul le?, 'a fallen 

leaf; hun n1 el u le? tfe?  'lui:bu(le
?, 'a leaf that had 

fallen from a tree'; literally: 'a leaf of a tree fallen'; le?, 

'leaf. 



-aan, -an 

4.53. In 4.49 we dealt with the use of the suffix -aan in 

construction S-aan-ak and S-aan-t-ak (Form 8). We are to con- 

sider now the most common uses of -aan and its variant -an. 

The difference between -an and -aan is purely phonologic. The 

single a is found in most cases when the main stress of the 

word or the phrase, or sentence, is on some component other than 

this suffix. Ordinarily, and particularly"when the verbal unit 

which contains the suffix in question is the main verb of the 

sentence, the main stress falls upon this suffix. In the 

instances which will be said to be regular due *teo their fre- 

quency, the constructions conform to this formula: V-aan-PB. 

It may not be superfluous to note that, since the pronoun of 

Class B for the 3rd. pers. sing, is a null sign, the actual form 

for the 3rd. sing, is V-aan. 

Construction V-aan-PB specifies a contemporary (4.3) cir- 

cumstance which is a consequence of a prior event of the sort 

referred to by the V-component of this construction. For 

example, let the V-component be k'al, signifying 'to look up1; 

and let PB be -en, 'I1, 'me'. We obtain this sentence: 

k»a'laanen, 'I am locked up', or, in reference to a contem- 

porary-past occurrent (4.4, Case 5), 'I was locked up', i.e., 

the individual had been locked up and was still locked up at 

that time. Here, the prior event is an act of locking up, and 

its consequence is the contemporary (4.3) circumstance of being 

in confinement. Should the distinction between a prior event and 

its consequence seem arbitrary in reference to the past, account 

should be taken of the fact that the English translation 'I was 



locked up1 is ambiguous out of context. The Spanish translation 

of kVlaanen, estaba encerrado, would unambiguously indicate 

that what is asserted is that the individual was in confinement. 

Many specifications of conditions or circumstances that are 

made in English by the verb 'to be*, a.nd in Spanish by estar 

(not ser), are made in Yucatec by means of construction 

V-aan-PB. For example: li'k^aanen, 'I am up1 (on my feet); 

lik*, 'to get up', ka'lar:n, 'He is drunk'; kal-=t$a-h-i, 

'He got drunk', k'o'haanen, 'I am sick', ma  'Vaananeftfi7, 

'You are not tired'; kaan-an-et$-i?, -et|, 2nd. pers. sing.; 

for -i7see 4.59. 

Three other constructions are used like the one under 

consideration. They are: V-(a)k (4.48), V-(a)k-ba-l (4.49, 

Form 7), and V-(s)l (4.52). These three have been found 

only with verbs that are generally used intransitively; 

whereas V-aan-FB has occurred with stems that are generally 

used transitively, as well as with a fev which are always 

used intransitively. So far as our texts and supplementary 

inquiry show, some intransitive verbs are used only with 

one of those three constructions, or only with V-aan-PB, 

while others admit of the use of two of them. Thus, the 

verb tal, 'to come', has been found only with construction 

V-(a)k for 'he has come'; e.g., ta'lak; or. as some of the 

older folk say, ta'lik; or with the B-variant tak instead 

of ta'lak. But construction V-(a)k with bin, 'to go', 

signifies 'perhaps' (4.47). For 'he has gone', the 

irregular construction bina'haan was the only one found. 

According to various informants, it is permissible to say 



lu'baan, for 'it is fallen', but 'luubul (4.52) is at present 

preferred, and that is, in fact, the one which ooourred in the 

texts. 

The plural forms V-aan-o:b, V-aan-t-ak, and V-aan-t-ak-o:b 

have already been discussed (4.49). The differences and simi- 

larities, between the uses of V-aan-PB and PA V-ma are pointed 

out in 4.65. 

With the verb kirn, 'to die', the suffix is -en instead of 

-aan. Several writers on Old Yucatec point out this ir- 

regularity. In our texts ki'men has occurred signifying 

'He is dead* and 'He was dead'. 

Construction V-aan-PB, like any other Yucatec verbal 

construction, is used without alteration in Yucatec relative 

clauses. This is pointed out simply to mention one of the 

devices which render the same service as those which are 

said to be, or to serve as, adjectives in English and in 

other languages. There are no devices in Yucatec that can 

be classified as relative pronouns. The construction is 

like the English paratactical relative clause in 'the man 

I saw'; e.g., tin wi'lah, 'I saw'; le ... -op, «the' (4.51), 

mak, 'man', 'person'; hence: le male tin wila'ho?, 'the 

man I saw'. Similarly, k'o'haan, 'He is sick'; k'o'haan 

le ma:'ko?> 'the man is sick' or 'that man is sick'; le 

mak k'o'haano?, 'the man who is sick' or 'the sick man'. 

Rationally, of course, there is no difference between a sick 

man and a man who is sick. Lack of distinction between an 

adjective and a verb may seem odd only to those who are 



victims of the irrational grammatical taxonomy we have all 

been taught. 

Construction V-aan-PB is exemplified in the very useful 

and common word mi'naan, 'there isn't any', 'there is no 

more', 'he (she, it) is not (at a specified place)', 'not 

to have', 'not to exist'. It serves to negate all that 

can be asserted by nan (4.31). The common negative mai?) 

is not permissible with Ian, 'there is', 'to have', etc. 

Thus, ja'nen te:'lo?, 'I was there'; mi'naanen te:'lo7, 

'I was not there',  jan tat'lcMn ten, 'I have money'; 

mi'naan ta:'k'in ten, 'I have no money'. The stem of 

mi'naan seems to have resulted from a -ohonetic change in 

Old Yucatec rnanaan, which was used as Mod. Yuc. mi'naan. 



-ankil 

4.54. This suffix or combination of suffixes has occurred in 

our texts predominantly in verbal units of this form: tan PA 

V-anlcil. The V-component was reduplicated in some cases, and 

not in others; e.g., tan u  ,t>ekan«kil, He was wriggling1, 

'He was squirming about'; tan u 'kikilan,kil, 'He was 

trembling'. It is seen that this construction is similar in 

form to the common intransitive construction tan PA V-(a)l 

discussed in 4.14, and that both are used to refer to con- 

temporary occurrents (4.3). Classing it as a tan + IKAL-con- 

struction (4.14), one would expect its final component to be 

-al; for that is the suffix required by composite stems in 

that construction. In analyzing -ankil one can assume either 

of these alternatives:  (l)The final component is -il used 

irregularly instead of -al.  (2) The final component is -1 

affixed to -anki, the vowel of the suffix -(a)l being elided. 

If the second alternative is assumed, one could assume further 

either that -an!-i is an unanalyzable suffix (the only one 

thus far observed with two syllables), or that we have here 

a combination of the suffix -an of construction V-aan (4.53), 

and -ki, the suffix used in intransitive verbal units with 

reduplicated"stems (4.63). But as a matter of fact, **e are 

not sure that -ki is not itself a combination of two suffixes: 

-k-i, as implied by our remarks in 4-.83 . What -an and -ki 

may be said to signify in other constructions is of no aid 

in the analysis of -ankil. Since we are trying to describe 



Modern Yucatec, and not to write its history, we take no 

account of what was the case in Old Yucatec. But even in 

Old Yucatec, the analysis of the two variants -ancil. -ancal 

is not easy. In the dictionaries, both combinations, -ano-al 

and -anc-il. are listed, and it is indicated in some instances 

that either combination can be used with some stems. Thus, 

the Motul dictionary gives tzayanoal and tzayancil for 'to 

quarrel• (hablar con desgracia a otro. _o reñirle alborotando\', 

also: mutancal and mutancil. for 'to be defamed1; tixancal 

and tixanoil, 'to be full to the brim'; and several other 

pairs of equivalent words with -ancal and -ancil.  Aocording 

to our informants, -ankal is not used at present. 

The kinds of action referred to by the verbs that are used 

at present with -ankil are too diverse to permit any general- 

ization as to what this ending signifies; and the same was true 

of the apparently more extensive use of -ancal and -ancil in 

Old Yucatec. In some instances what is referred to is some 

sort of oscillatory or vibratory motion; as in ,lolokan,kil, 

'bubbling'; 'kikilan,kil, 'trembling'; ,fojan'Vil, 'undulating1; 

itiikilsn'kil, said of excited activity of ants in an ant 

hill.  In others there is onlv a remote analogy to such kinds 

of motion; as in ,t'iban'kil, said of water that spills over 

the border of a container as one carries it; i human'kil, 

'making rumbling sound'; |ornan'1 kil, 'foaming'. The fol- 



lowing are of a quite different sort: ,ne:lan'kilf 'laying 

eggs'; ,koko'?anlls:il, 'acting like a maniac'; ik'u^an'kil, 

'(birds) are making nest';.k'e'lukan'kil, 'perspiring'; 

i alan'kil, 'giving birth'. 

In all cases the verbs with -ankil were intransitive. 



-bil 

4.55. Corresponding to Modern Yucatec -bil, we find as 

late as the nineteenth century this combination of suffixes: 

-ab-il. Pio Perez (Dictionary, about 1850) gives as equi- 

valent words hoohochabil and hoohochbil. defined as sig- 

nifying "it has been, or should be, scraped frequently, 

or repeatedly'; aalabil and aalbil. 'it has been said, 

or should be said'. The variant -abil did not occur in 

our texts, nor was it known to any of our informants. Due 

to its special uses, it seems desirable to deal with -bil 

separately, whether we class it as a suffix or as a com- 

bination of suffixes. The reason is that what -bil sig- 

nifies at present cannot be inferred from the separate 

uses of -ab (4.10) and -il (4.60). 

In our texts, -bil occurred in these four constructions: 

(1) V-bil-PB, (2) V-bil, (3) V-bil-ak, (4) V-an-bil-PB. 

The fourth construction was found only with the stem 

ka|, 'to look for' or 'to find', in Speech-tyoe A. kaj 

is generally used with the formative -t (3.1é); tan in 

kaf'tik, 'I am looking for it'; tin kaj'tah, 'I found 

it'. In the fourth construction, the formative -t after 

kaj was replaced by -an (4.5?) in some cases; e.g., 

ka'Jan,bil, 'It should be looked for'. But kaj"'bil, and 

even kejt'bil were more commonly found in both Speech-types. 

So far as usage is concerned, this fourth construction is 

a variant of V-bil-FB, the first of the constructions listed 

above. They are all classed here as passive constructions, 



having the following in common with the passive AHAB-con- 

etruction (4.10):  (a) their V-components are stems pre- 

valently used in transitive constructions; (b) the agent 

of the action signified by the stem is not specified, 

or its specification is preceded by the expression tu men, 

the sign of the agent (4.10); (c_) the pronouns of Class B 

stand for persons or non-persons involved in the action 

in the same manner as the objects of transitive verbs; 

that is, there is no inversion of subject and objeot. 

Usage A. Construction TF-bil-PB, used as the only or 

main verbal unit of a sentence, serves to communicate 

that something should be done. Thus hate"bll, 'He should 

be flogged', was said in answer to a question as to what 

should be done with a thief who had just been caught; and 

pul'bil, 'It should be thrown away', was said in reply to 

•Of what use is this to us?'.. 

Usage B. As a component of a bin-construction (4.55), 

V-bil-PB specifies what has been planned or what had been 

planned. Defending on the rules governing the uses of the 

bin-constructions, the form of the component containing 

-bil is V-bil for all persons, or form V-bil-PB is em- 

ployed as usual with different PB-components for the 

different persons. When the bin-construction contains 

a pronoun of Class A, V-bil is used; and when it does 



not, V-bil-FB is used. For the use of pronouns of Glass 

A in bin-constructions see 4.56. The bin-constructions 

in which V-bil or V-bil-PB occurred are: 

1. bin PA kan V-bil 

8.  PA bin V-bil 

3. k-PA bin V-bil 

4. bin V-bil-PB 

Construction 1 conforms to the rules of usage of bin PA kah 

(4.56). Constructions 2 and 3 occur in subordinate clauses, 

and conform to the rules governing the uses of the IKAL 

(4.13) and k-IKAL (4.27) constructions, respectively. The 

use of construction 4 is.in conformity with that of con- 

struction bin+lIULLAK (4.42). Thus, these bin-const ructions 

differ from other bin-constructions only with respect to 

the fact that these contain a passive verbal unit (V-bil 

or V-bil-PB), whereas the others contain either transitive 

or intransitive verbal units occupying the same position 

as V-bil or V-bil-PB. For example, instead of bin u kah 

u be:'te, 'He is going to do it', we have bin u kah 

best'bil, 'It is going to be done1. 

Usage 0. V-bil-FB is the mssive construction employed 

in projective references (4.27) under these conditions: 

(a) The reference is monochronic (4.S); that is to say, 

a particular aim is to be accomplished on a subsequent 

occasion (4.3). £b)_ The one who is to accomplish the- 



the aim is not specified,  (o) The main verb preceding 

the urojective reference Jts, deeignates motion, or implies 

motion, as, for example, tuX-t, 'to send',  (d) The sign 

of projective reference is constructional (4.23); that 

is, neither tu 'jovial nor u "ti^al is employed to 

signify 'in order to', 'so that', etc. Examples: tin 

'tuXtah '-tf'abidef, 'I sent for you' ; -tfa, 'fetch'. 

'Jiik aSl'bil ti'e? ka u jlik1 su' ba, 'Let someone 

go and tell him to get ready'; lik'-s-u-ba, literally: 

'to lift himself. Here, as in many other cases, a Yucatec 

passive construction cannot be rendered idiomatically by 

the English passive voice. To use the passive voice in 

the translation of the first of the -©receding examples 

one would have to say 'I sent (someone) in order that 

you would be fetched (by him)'; and for the second example, 

'Go (someone) in order that it be told to him (by the one 

who may go) that he get ready1. In both instances, and in 

many others, the Yucatec passive is a special device em- 

ployed when the subject of a transitive verb is not specified. 

Usage D. The construction serving this usage is V-bil N; 

where 'IT' stands for a Yucatec.noun. For example, if V 

is the stem -ts'am, 'to soak', and N is 'bal,iie? (the name 

of a tree, its bark, and an alcoholic drink made from the 

bark), we get is1 ?• :r.' oil  'ealf^e?, 'soaked bal che' ; that 

is, balche bark that is soaked by whomever may make the 



drink called bal che . In the name -tfam'bil  'balf^e? the 

passive with -bil is still a device for referring to an 

action without specifying who uerforms it. In construction 

V-bil N t  used as a nominal unit, V-bil serves to differen- 

tiate some items of the class denoted by 11  from others 

denoted also by N. This device is obviously comparable 

with that of using an English past participle adjectivally. 

In a few instances, -ak (4.49) was affixed to V-bil, and 

the construction was then either V-bil-ak U , or B V-bil-ak. 

In one text, 'k'uumbil, 'softened by boiling' was used 

in a general reference to maize softened by boiling; and 

•k'uumbiilak was used in the same text in reference to a 

particular quantity of maize which had been softened by 

boiling. It may well be the case that -ak serves to 

distinguish references to particulars from references to 

non-particulars, but the number of instances with -ak were 

too few to justify generalization. Furthermore, the uses 

of -ak to signify that somefting has occurred or has been 

done are subject to so many restrictions, as indicated in 

4.49, that nothing can be confidently inferred in this case 

from the way -ak is employed in others. 

Miscellaneous examples. 

1.  ka  'a^ajbe7 tan  ji'las-1; ku bin ka'fanjbil  'tuuj 

i'latbi. And it was said that he was being seen (here and 

there); that he would be looked for (at the places) where 

he had been seen. ai'l_ab, it was said; passive AHAB (4.10) 



tan  j-il-aal, was being seen; passive tan+IKAL (4.14). 

k-u bin kaf-an-bil, was going to be looked for; see 

construction 3 above under Usage B.  'tuuj, where, il-ab, 

was seen; passive AHAB (4.10). For final -i see 4.59. 

2. 'Jiik bis'bil ti* a  'kumrjaile tu na'il. Have 

someone go to your compadre's house and take it to him. 

(Literally: let someone go in order to take it to your 

oompadre to his house),  ^(ij-ik, let someone go; 

intransitive NULLAK, Usage A (4.SS). bi(n)-s-bil, in 

order that it be taken; see Usage C above.  'kurnoatle, 

Spanish compadre; see 4.23, Ex. 1. t-u na-il, to his 

house; for -il affixed to na, 'house', see 4.60. 

3. ka tu Marlah ti'e?, kinsbi'lotb. And he said to 

him, "They should be killed." t-u j-al-ah, he said; 

transitive AHAB (4.9). ti(?), to him (2.6 ); for -e?see 

4.5S. kirr.-s-bil-o:b, they should be killed; kirn, die; 

kin-s, kill; m changes to n before non-labial; see Usage 

A of construction V-bil-PB ab, ove. 

4. k& tu  «tujt.ah t'an'bil le o/ tul J'-^'upalalo: ,bo"?. 

And he sent (someone) to call the three girls, tu 

tuj"-t-ah, he sent; transitive AHAB (4.9). fan-oil, 

in order to call; see Usage 0 above, .f-tfup-ipjal-al-oib, 

girls; J -, see 3.3 ; -tf'up, female; rial, youngster, youth; 

-al, old generic plural retained with the noun Dal; at 

present, the regular plural -o:b is added to -al. 



5. ka tu -fe'ah han p» el T.ent'bil i^' itp 'jok'ol 

u k'ab -t^e?. And he put an artificial bird on the branch 

of the tree, t-u -ts7a-(a)h, he t>ut. hun Tí» el, one 

(inanimate); see 4.68. men-t-bil, artificial; that had 

been made; men-t, to fashion, to make; see"Usage D above. 

**í'i-*í»f bird,  j-ok'-ol, on; see 4.52. u k'ab -^e?, 

the branch of the tree; -t^e?, tree. 



bin-constructions 

4.56, The following prevalent uses of the verb bin were 

observed: (A) signifying 'to go away' or 'to go to a specified 

place'; e.g., bi'nen tin wo'totj, 'I went home'.  (B) 

Prediction of imminent happening, or of favorable happening 

close at hand, and resolution or project; e.g., bin in 

kah in be:«te?, 'I am going to do it' (without implying 

that the speaker is going to any place).  (0) As a com- 

ponent of construction bin-f NULLAK in predictions of the 

sort dealt with in 4.42.  (D) In its NULLAK-form, bi'nak, ." 

signifying 'perhaps', 'maybe' (4.47). (E) As a sign of 

undetermined declarative value (4.7) ascribed by the speaker 

to what he quotes or infers. Before discussing these re- 

ferential uses of bin, it seems desirable to take account 

of some constructional data. 

In Old Yucatec, bin, 'go', tal, 'come' and man, 'pass 

by a place', 'wander', required the suffix -el in con- 

structions corresponding to the form V-(a)l (4.52) of 

Modern Yucatec. By the first half of the eighteenth 

century, as Beltran's grammar shows, the sinrole stems 

bin, tal, man were used in various constructions in which 

binel. talel, manel were previously required. On page 85 

(2nd. edition), Beltran gives as equivalent constructions 

binel in. cah  and bin in cah. 'I am going'. In Modern 

Yucatec, -el is affixed to bin, tal, man only in certain 

obsolescent expressions, as he tun bivnel'e?, approxima- 

tely: 'if that happens to be the case'; and sporadically 

in the speeca of the old folk of some localities. The 

result is that in IKAL and V-IKAL constructions (4.13, 4.27) 



the prevalent form for bin, tal, and man is now PA V and 

k-PA V, instead of PA V-(a)l and k-PA V-(a)l. Save for 

the lack of a suffix of the type -(a)!, the verb bin has 

retained an Old Yucatec construction which seldom occurs 

at present with any other verb. This Old Yucatec con- 

struction may be formulated thus: V-(vowel)! PA oah ; 

where 'V-(vowel)!1 stands for a verb stem used intran- 

sitively with a suffix consisting of a vovel and the con- 

sonant 1. For some verbs the vowel of the suffix was the 

same as that of the stem; for others, the vowel was e_. 

•PA' stands for a pronoun corresponding etymologically 

to the Mod. Yuc. pronouns of Class A. can, corresponding 

to Mod. Yuc. kah in Speech-tyoe A, and to ka: and kaa 

in Time B, was a defective verb signifying aporoximately 

•to be engaged in doing something', 'for something to be 

happening' (Motul dictionary: "pospuesto al cuerpo de 

todos verbos en presente de indicativo significa estar 

actualmente haziendo lo que los tales verbos significan". 

Beltran, Grammar, 2nd. ed. p. 90: "hacer, esto es, entender 

en algo que se está haciendo"). In Coronel's grammar (1620), 

the conjugation of intransitive verbs in the "present 

indicative" is exemplified by means of this paradigm with 

the stem nac. 'go up' or 'come ut>' (Spanish subir): 

Singular Plural 

nacal in cah nacal ca cah 

nacal a cah 

nacal u cah 

nacal a cahex 

nacal u cahob 



This construction with any intransitive verb other 

than bin was understood by some of our oldest informants, 

but not as referring to a single occurrence of going up. 

Three informants, each in a different locality, said that 

the equivalent of the antiquated 'narkal u kah, for 

example, is now -tjen 'naakal ku be:'tik, 'He does 

nothing but go up', 'He is all the time going up', imply- 

ing an unusual or excessive recurrence. None understood 

it as the equivalent of tan u 'narkal, 'He is going up' 

or 'He was going UD', said now in monochronic reference 

(4.6) to a contemporary occurrent (4.3), using construction 

tan+IKAL (4.14). On the other hand, with bin, 'go', the 

old construction is understood in an entirely different 

way, as shown below. To refer to this construction as it 

actually occur8 with bin, we shall write bin PA kah. The 

complete paradigm of bin PA kah, signifying 'to be going1, 

'to t>roTDOse to do something1, is as follows: 

Singular Plural 

bin in kah 

bin a kah 

bin u kah        bin u ka'ao:b 

We revert now to the uses of bin labeled above 'A, ..., E'. 

Usage A requires no special comment. It must be taken 

into account simply because in some of the other uses no 

action of going from one place to another is referred to 

by the stem bin. Usage 0 was discussed in 4.42, and Usage 

bin k kah, bin k ka'heij" 
(inc. & exclusive) 

bin a ka';ie:J 



D was discussed in 4.47. Usages B and E remain to be considered. 

Usage B. The constructions whose uses are grouped under 

this heading are: (1) bin PA kah, the modified Old Yucatec 

construction mentioned above. (S) PA bin and k-PA bin, eaoh 

followed by one of the verbal units specified below. The 

last two are irregular IKAL and k-IKAL constructions so far 

as bin is concerned, but they oc'cur in conformity with the 

rules governing the uses of those constructions (4.13, 4.87). 

The irregularity oonsists in that the suffix -(a)! is not 

affixed to bin (cf. above remarks on disuse of -el). The 

usage labeled 'Usage B' is distinguished from ©there on 

the ground that here the bin-construction does not stand 

exclusively, or does not stand at all, for the action of 

going away from or to a place. Por example, in the sen- 

tence 'samal in bin te:'lo?, which may be adequately 

rendered by 'I am going there tomorrow', an aotion of going 

to a place is referred to, but in addition to this a plan 

or resolution is communicated; that is, the sentenoe is 

equivalent to 'I plan to go there tomorrow', or 'I have 

decided to go there tomorrow'. For 'I am going', signifying 

that one is on his way to a plaoe, construction tan+IKAL 

(4.14) is required; viz., tan in bin. Plan or resolution, or 

immediate action other than going to a place, can be commun- 

icated by sentences such as bin in kah in 'waal tet£ , 

'I am going to tell you'. When the PA oomponent of 

the construction is a 2nd. pers., as in bin a kah a 

bet'te (bin PA kah PA V-(e)), 'You are going to do it', 

the communication is occasionally imperative with a high 



degree of imperiousness (4.39). The same sentence, uttered 

with an interrogative intonation, is often equivalent to 

'Do you intend to do it?' Any of these senses, including 

even the imperative, is possible when PA is a 3rd. t>erson. 

When PA refers to an inanimate referent, the bin-construction 

can be siiroly a sign of immediate future occurrence; e.g., 

bin u kah •lubul, 'It is going to fall', 'It is about 

to fall'. For the sake of simplicity, all the preceding 

examples have been translated as referring to future oc- 

curents, but it should be understood that the same construc#- 

-üon can refer to subsequent-past (4.4, Case 6). When a 

resolution is communicated, the resolution itself is con- 

temporary (4.3), but even then the execution of the resolu*- 

üon or plan is subsequent: it is said that something will 

be done, or it was said that something would be done. 

As is frequently the case in Modern Yucatec, the con- 

struction that is used in affirmation is not permissible 

in negation, ma:  tan + IKAL (4.14) is the construction for 

the negation of what is asserted by bin PA kah; e.g., ma: 

tan in bin te:'lo?, 'I am not going there', 'I do not 

intend to go there', 'I refuse to go there'. 

When the subsequent occurrent referred to ie other than 

the action of going, the construction of the transitive or 

intransitive verbal unit specifying the subsequent occurrent 

is the same as that required after verbs of wishing or 

needing (4.40); namely, PA V-(e) for the transitive, and 



and V-(a)l for the intransitive. For the passive, con- 

struction V-bil (4.55) is required in monochronic references 

(4.6), and V-(aa)l (4.1?) in polychronic references. Examples: 

bin in kah in han'te, 'I am (was) going to eat it.' 

bin u kah 'lubul, 'It is (was) going to fall.' bin 

u kah u ta:'se, 'He is (was) going to bring it', bin 

a kah 'ki-vil, 'You are (were) going to die' . Comparing 

the above constructions with bin + NULLAK (4.42), it is 

seen that for the transitive, the difference is only that 

the latter lacks the components PA kah; while for the in- 

transitive, the onlv characteristic component common to 

the two  constructions is bin. The difference in usage 

is.mainly that the above constructions with bin PA kah 

are not used for a remote future, and are preferred in 

references to ordinary affairs. They also serve to com- 

municate resolution or project; whereas bin + NULLAK, so 

far as our observations go, indicate simply that a sub- 

sequent occurrent is referred to. On the whole, the deter- 

minants in the choice of one or the other of these two 

sets of constructions seem to be similar to those which 

govern the use of comparable English constructions referring 

to future occurrents with and without 'go'; e.g., 'It will 

haTmen', 'It is going to happen' . 

Usage E. For this usage the stem bin, without any affix, 

occurs after rorde or constructions which serve to assert. 



The office of bin when so used is to modify the usual 

assertive sense of the construction of which it forms a 

part. It is then a sign of undetermined declarative value 

(4.7) . For example, tu ma'nah "nun tul "bi'min would 

serve to communicate this assertion:  'He bought a horse1. 

But if the speaker says:  tu ma'nah ^bin hun tul 

•fci'min, he does not hold himself responsible for the truth 

of the statement. Depending on the context, that sentence 

can be equivalent to 'It is said that he bought a horse», 

or 'He claims to have bought a horse'", or 'He .may have 

bought a horse'. In the Motul dictionary we find bin 

rendered by the Spanish phrase diz que, which was used 

to introduce hearsay; while duplicated bin, that is, 

bin bin, is translated as signifying uncertainty. In 

our texts, bin without duplication was used for both senses. 

When the declarative value signified by bin is ascribed to 

the whole statement, bin occurs immediately after the main 

verbal unit, or immediately after such components of the 

verbal unit as.tan (4.14), -ts'o:k (4.15), he (4.16), ho:p> 

(4.17), jan (4.18), if the verbal unit contains one of 

these components. If the bin declarative value is ascribed 

only to a part of the statement, bin occurs immediately 

after the word denoting the assertion whose validity is 

in question. Take, for example, the statement tu ju'k'ah 

hun t)> it bin le  'atnijso?. If we disregard the declarative 

value ascribed by the speaker to the included assertion 

hun ri>it, 'a little', this sentence would be equivalent 



to 'He drank a little rum'. By the position of the word 

bin, the speaker indicates that he vouchee for the truth 

of this portion of the statement:  'He drank rum'; but not 

for the assertion that the quantity of rum was small. Had 

he said tu ju'k'ah bin hun u'it le  'ami,so?, placing 

bin after the main verbal unit, tu ju'k'ah, 'he drank', 

he would have indicated that he does not vouch for the 

truth of any item communicated by that sentence. When 

reciting a story, we observe that in most cases bin occurs 

in the first sentence, and is omitted thereafter, except 

sporadically when using direct quotation. With direct 

quotation, bin comes most frequently after the phrase ku 

fan, 'says he'; e.g., "ma: tan in k'u'bik," ku fan 

bin, '"I refuse to deliver it", he said (but I am not re- 

porting as an actual fact that he said it)1 . Some inform- 

ants used bin, not only in the first, but in the second and 

third sentences of the story. 

In addition to the foregoing, there are a few uses of 

bin which may conveniently be classed as idioms. Among 

these is the use of bin in the expression hun r>">it u bin, 

signifying approximately 'it is almost done', 'it lacks just 

a little to be completed'; literally: 'a little to go'$ also 

in an apparently superfluous usage comparable with the col- 

loquial American expression 'went to work' where no going 

and no work is spoken of, as, 'He went to work and told all 



his neighbors what he had seen'. Similarly, ka bin tu 

ji'lah le -fe'ut'lo9 tan u -t^er'he?,  ka tu ko'lah tu 

"feel. Leaving bin out of consideration, this sentence sig- 

nifies 'And the "ts'ul (an urban white gentleman) saw that she 

was giggling, and he pulled her close to him' . 

Examples of Usage B. 

1. wai bin a kah  ' tfetal, u  'ti?al ka  in we:s 

tetf merja'he?. You are going to stay here, that I may 

show you how to work, wai ... -e?, 'here'; AEO-construc- 

tion (4.51). bin a kah p'at-al, you are going to stay; 

bin-construction, Usage B. u ti?-al ka in w-e(t)-s, 

in order that I show (4.41). tetf, you, sing. pron. Class 

C. me:-j-ah, work, to work; for -j  see 3.31. 

2. bin k ka'he:]" mul ut'k'ul. We (you plur. and I) 

are going to drink together, mul, together, uk>-ul, drink. 

3. bin in kah in wa:l  'baaj in wil'ma. I am going 

to tell what I have seen, bin in kah in w-a:l, I 

am going to tell, in w-il-ma, I have seen; construction 

.PA. V-ma (4.35) . 

4. be o:'rita k' bin 'hok^la1?. We are going to get 

out right now. be ot'rita ... -a?, right now; adopted 

colloquial Spanish ahorita; AEO-construction (4.51). 

k bin, we are going; irregular IKAL-construction mentioned 

above, hok^-ol, go out, come out. 

5. ti? kin bin we:'nel, te  'be|0?. There is where I 

am going to sleep, by the road, ti?, there; (4.51). 



k-in bin, I am going; k-IKAL, mentioned above, wen-el, 

sleep, te, fusion of ti(?) and le; see 4.51; ti(*?), by, 

at, to, etc. (2.11).    be, road. 

Examples of Usage E: 

6. le ka hok' bin le  'bac<ba,lo?, u ki? tJui'ma 

bin hun tul le  ' t>alo:,bo?. When the demon came out 

(so they say), one of the young fellows was dangling from 

his mouth (so they say). Comment: This passage was 

taken from an account of how demons of the sort called 

•baebal attacked two young men and were about to devour 

one of them. In this text there is an unusual number of 

sentences containing bin in Usage E.  In some of them, it 

occurs in every clause, as in the passage under consider- 

ation. An attempt, to disclose why bin had been used so 

profusely in this instance is described in Note \3   . 

le ka ... -o?, temporal clause; the construction usually 

found is le ka ... -e'(4.62; cf. 4.33); when an AEO-con- 

struction (4.51) requires -o"? at the end of the clause, 

as in this instance, -o? is retained in some instances; 

much-more frequently, -e"? replaces -o? . le  'baabal-o?; 

le ... -o?, 'the* (4.51). hok', come out; intransitive 

AHAB (4.9). ki?, nicely, at ease, done without effort, 

u t'ui-ma, construction PA V-ma (4.36); t3ui refers to 

the action of seizing something as a bird does with its 

bill, or a person with his forefinger and thumb, the thing 



seized being like a filthy rag, an earthworm, or something 

flexible that dangles as it is carried thus seized, hun 

tul le nal-o:b-o'i>, one of the young men; hun tul, one 

(animate); see 4.68. 

7. tu "lakal bin u jotj wan tu han'tah.  It is said 

that he ate his whole ration of tortillas. The bin declara- 

tive value is here ascribed to the assertion specified by 

tu «lakal, 'all' (4.64). u j-oij, 'his ration', the por- 

tion of food given to a person, or the amount he carries 

with him on a journey, t-u han-t-ah, he ate; transitive 

use of han, eat; AHAB-construction (4.9). 

8. bu'kae bin 'wiihil. How hungry he must be'. Exclaimed 

by a woman upon hearing that a neighbor who got lost in the 

woods had not eaten in four days, bu'kaa 'wiihil, literally: 

What hunger \  is an inference from what she has been told. 

She does not know whether the neighbor is hungry or not; 

nor has anyone said that he is hungry. By the insertion 

of bin she ascribes a declarative value to bu'kaa, 'very 

much', which is either a degree of probability, or simply 

undetermined (4.7). Her behavior after the exclamation 

seems to indicate that she does not doubt the veracity of 

the report that the person had not eaten in four days; for 

she hurries to the neighbor's house with a gourd full of 

food. 



4.57. The most common use of this suffix is seen in the 

intransitive imperative form V-en for 2nd. pers. sing., 

and V-en-e:J for 2nd. plur.; e.g., with the stem hok1, 'to 

"*-go (come) out', we find ho'k'en, 'come out», addressing 

one person; hole'e'ne:f, addressing two or more. As: usual, 

-n is the formative employed in these intransitive con- 

structions when the stem is composite (3.2.^). 

Examples with simple stems: 

ó'ken, oke'ne:J, enter (sing, and plur.), 'come in' or 
'go in' 

'lik^en, 'lik'e|ne:J, stand up 

ku'len, kule'ne:]1, sit down 

•emen, 'erae^e:!, come down, go down 

-tji'len, -tfile'ne:j , lie down 

1ahen, 'ahe,ne:J, wake up 

'manen,   ' mane|ne:{ ,  pass, walk ahead 

•hanen,   'har.e,ne:J,  eat 

•t>enen,   'penejnetj, hurry up 

Examples with composite stems: 

HJeeh-n-en, laugh 

' eit'-n-en, jump 

k'a'i-n-en, sign 

•t>aj-n-en, play (on an instrument) 

'uk5-ul-n-en-,e:J, keep on drinking (plur.) 

•baj-al-n-en-^:]", keep on gambling (plur.) 

Isik-ba-n-en-,e:J, chat with one another 



:j.'l 

The verbs tal, 'to come', and bin, 'to go1, do not occur 

in the imperative. For the imperative 'come', ko'ten, 

singular, and kote'nerf, plural, are used. For 'go' we 

find ]"en, singular; Je"ne:J, plural. The suffix -en of 

ko'ten conforms to the rule governing the intransitive 

imperative, but neither ko- nor kot- is found with any 

sense approximating 'to go' in any other construction. 

The stem of Jen may be J- or fi. In TTULLAK-cons truc t ions 

we find 'Jiik, 'let him go' (4.3c), 'that he may go'. 

The irregular use of -en with the verb kirn, to die, 

for other than imperative utteranoes was noted in 4.53. 

On the basis of the data available to us, it cannot 

be decided whether or not we have two suffixes, -b and 

-en, in -ben as a component of such words as 'ut^ben, 

ancient, of old; 'tun,ben, new, modern; 'k'ojben, the 

stones of the native hearth, or 'kitchen'; and a number 

of others in which -ben may be said to signify 'worthy 

of, or implies possibility much as our endings -able, 

-ible (e.g., detachable, visible) do. E.g., 4sik,ben, 

worthy of respect; a hsikbe: ,nil, a Hsikbe:ni|le: j, 

your grace, your graces (respectful form of address); 

-tfa'ben, acceptable (-tfa, take, fetch); -tfah'ben, that 

can leak, that can drip; bah'ben, that can be nailed. 

It is possible that at least in some words -ben is 

etymológically composed of -c and -en; the former may be 

cognate with -ab, the sign of the passive in AHAB-con- 

structions (4.10); cf. -bil, 4.55. 



-e? 

4.58. The uses of this suffix as a terminal component in 

the AEO-constructions were discussed in 4.51. It was 

feasible there to specify what devices concur with -e?. 

To make a similar specification for the instances we are 

now to speak of, one would have to take account of hundreds 

of possibilities. The task would be comparable to that of 

enumerating the kinds of words and constructions which can 

precede a comma in written English. For in many cases, 

-e? is used or not at the end of a given phrase, a clause, 

or a single word, depending on what may be termed the elo- 

oution of the utterance; i.e., manner of delivery. Quite 

frequently an informant objected to the use of -e? when a 

text he dictated was read to him. The reason in most cases 

was that the discourse was not read with the intonation 

and pauses of his original delivery. In other instances, 

the unaccustomed procedure of dictating a part of a sentence 

and waiting till that much was written before proceeding with 

the rest of it had led him to use -e?at the end of the dictated 

portion, contrary to his habits in uninterrupted discourse. 

It seemed advisable, therefore, to base our observation 

exclusively on the texts which were recorded phonographically. 

Unfortunately, it is too* costly at present to deal with in- 

tonation, pauses, and peaks of intensity with the aid of 

reliable instruments, such as the oscillograph. Our aural 



observations are to the effect that the intonation of the 

units of discourse which end with the suffix -e? are 

divisible into a number of classes. In nearly all in- 

stances, it seems that -e? has the highest pitch, or the 

second highest pitch, of the unit that ends with this 

suffix. A pause, very brief in some instances, and longer 

in others, follows -e?. 

There are at least 4 classes of instances in which the 

use of -e? is predictable with a high degree of probability: 

(l) At the end of a temporal clause or its equivalent, when 

such a unit is the first component of the sentence, as is 

generally the case. For the construction of such units 

see 4.33 and 4.62.  (2) At the end of the first clause of 

a conditional sentence (4.35).  (3) At the end of the first 

component of an NP-construction (4.67). (4) Affixed to a 

pronoun of Class 0 which is the first component of a sen- 

tence; e.g., te:'ne", 'as for rae', 'so far as I am con- 

cerned', etc. There are at least two kinds of exoeptions 

to the use of -e? at the end of a temporal clause: (l) 

-e? is not used when a single word that is the equivalent 

of a temporal clause is one of those which require: the 

suffix -i(?) (4.59). The exclusion of -e?  when a unit ends 

with the suffix -i(?) applies in all instances; just as -i(?) 

is excluded in all instances in which the suffixes -a?, -e?, 

-o<> are required by the AEO -con struct ions (4.51).  (2) When 

the temporal clause contains an AEO-construction requiring 



-o? at the end of the clause, either -o7 replaoes -e?, or 

the latter replaoes the former. The replacement of -o7 

is much more frequent. For example, the regular construction 

le ka ... -e? of a temporal clause containing an AHAB-oon- 

struction is seen in le ka k'u'-tfe?, 'When he arrived' . 

To say 'When the child arrived', the -e? of the temporal 

clause is generally retained, and the -o? of le ifan pa:'lo?, 

'the child', is omitted; viz., le ka k'utf le -tfan pa:'le?. 

But some individuals omit -e?, saying le ka k'utf le ifan 

pa:'lo?. 

Examples of the various uses of -e';  spoken of above will 

be found in the sections mentioned and in many illustrations 

under other headings. 



-i(?) 

4.59. By the notation '-i(?)' we refer to the suffix -i 

and its X-variant -i?. Prom a study of our phonographic 

records we conclude that the difference between -i and -i? 

is to a considerable extent of an elocutionary sort. At 

the end of a clause followed by a pause indicative of 

hesitation, we hear -i without glottal stop and partially 

devoiced at the end of its articulation; whereas in em- 

phatic utterance, particularly in negative sentences, -i*? 

occurs with an unusually short vowel^ and glottal stop. 

In utterances which are of neither of those two sorts, 

we observed only regional and individual habits of em- 

ploying one more frequently than the other in comparable 

constructions. Disregarding these various circumstances, 

and considering only frequency of occurrence both in 

phonographic and in dictated texts, we find that -i?occurs 

more frequently than -i in negative utterances; while the 

latter occurs about twice as frequently as the former in 

non-negative utterances. 

It may be useful to compare the uses of the suffix -iC?) 

with those of the suffixes -a? , -e?, -o?of the AEO-construc- 

tions (4.51). In the AEO-constructions we have two special 

sets of items: (l) bei, hep), le(l), wai, etc.; and (2) 



the suffixes -a?, -e?, -o?. To facilitate generalisation, 

let us refer by the letter 'A' to an item of the first set; 

and by 'B', to one of the second set. From what was said 

in 4.51, it can be inferred that these four statements 

are true: (l) Whenever A occurs, B occurs.  (2) B is 

affixed to A or to some other word that occurs after A. 

(3) B is not affixed to A when any other component of the 

constructional unit to which A belongs occurs after A. 

(4) B is always the last component of such a constructional 

unit. The extent to which the uses of the suffix -i(?) are 

like those of -a?, -e?, -o? may now be roughly indicated 

as follows: If in the above statements we substitute 

•-i(?)'for 'B', and »X' for »A', the four statements will 

hold for certain values Of 'X'. For oortain other values 

-oí—'X' t.-Bfr&fcwmentó 3, -5^—4 holriy onfl gt'iftam&nt 1 doc**-no-t. 

For certain other values of 'X', Statements 3, 3, 4 hold, 

and Statement 1 does not. For a third group of values of 

'X1, all that we have observed is that when X occurs in 

sentences which are of a certain sort, -i(?) is affixed 

to X, but in other sentences X occurs and -ii?) does not. 

Further discussion of the uses of -i(*?) may be facilitated 

by these two formulas: 

Form 1.  (...) X-i(?) 

Form 3.  (...) X IU-i(?) 



We let '(...)' stand for the circumstance that in some 

cases one or more words may precede X and be components 

of the discoursive unit containing X and -i(?); while in 

other cases, X is the first component. In Form 2, 'IU1 

stands for an intervening unit; that is, a word, a phrase, 

or a clause that occurs after X. In Form 1, -i("?) is 

affixed to X. In Form 3 -i(?) is affixed to the last 

component, or to the only component, of the intervening 

unit. In all cases, -i(7) is the last component of a 

discoursive unit to which one of those two formulas apply. 

In the preceding statements, the phrase discoursive unit 

is to be understood as referring to a Yucatec sentence, 

or to a clause constructed as a Yucatec sentence. It is 

to be noted that we class as a Yucatec sentence any word 

which in a given discourse satisfies these two conditions: 

(a) it is not a component of a Yucatec sentence; and (b) 

it serves to assert that something occurred, or is occur- 

ring, or will or may occur. For example, 'ki-rd, 'He died'; 

k'o'hRrnen, 'I am sick1; , hats'b i' letf-, 'You are to be flogged'. 

It will nor be our task to specify what values can be 

assigned to 'X' and 'IU' in Forms 1 and 2. It will be 

seen that in most cases one or the other of those two 

formulas is annlicable if we let 'X' stand for one of 

the verbal constructions-whose conjugation requires the 

suffixation of the pronouns of Class B. Those verbal con- 

structions are; 



'Hi 

V-PB and V-ab-P3, the intransitive and passive AHAB (4.9) 

V-ak-PB and V-aak-PB, the intrans. and passive NULLAK (4.37) 

V-an-PB, intrans. or passive (4.53) 

NP-PB, intransitive (4.67) 

That much is true by and large, but the uses of -i(?) 

cannot be adequately delimited by broad generalizations. The 

various cases in which the above formulas are applicable must • 

be dealt with separately. 

Case 1. Formula: (...) X-i(*?). Specifications: (l) 

X-i(?) is a sentence, or the last word of a sentence.  (3) 

'X' stands for the 3rd. pers. sing, or plur. of the intran- 

sitive or passive AHAB-constructions. Thus, if we replace 

•X' by the formulas for the 3rd. pers. sing, and plur. of 

those constructions the possibilities in Case 1 can be 

formulated as follows: 

Intransitive Passive 

Sing.   (...) V-i(?)        (...) V-ab-i(*) 

Plur.  (...) Y-o:b-i(?)    (...) V-ab-o:b-i(f) 

Examples ka lu'k'i, 'And he left', (... V-i ).  'luk'o:|bi, 

'They left',(V-o:b-i) . ka  'kinsatibi, 'and she was killed', 

(... V-ab-i) . No exception has been found to the rule that 

when one of the above AHAB-constructions is a sentence, or 

occurs at the end of a sentence, -i(?) is affixed to it. 

The assertion ka bi'ni, 'And he went (away, or to a pre- 

viously specified place)' occurred in conformity with the 

above specifications more than 100 times; and in about as 



many times we found bin without -i(?) used in the same 

sense, and otherwise than at the end of a sentence; as 

in, ka bin tu jo'tcrt^, 'and he went to his home». The 

oonolueions under Case 1 are supported by more than 1,000 

instances. 

Oase 3. Formulas: X-i(?) and X iu-i(?). Specifications: 

(1) Each of these two formulas stands for a sentenoe, of 

which -!(?) is the last component. (2) 'X» stands for the 

negative sign ma("P) followed either by (a) one of the in- 

transitive or passive constructions listed above as requiring 

the affixation of the pronouns of Olass B; or (b) a transitive 

AHAB-construction to which a pronoun of Olass B has been af- 

fixed; that is, t-PA V-ah-PB (i.5"). (3) «IU» stands for a 

component which does not oontain an AEO-construotion (4.51). 

Examples: 1. ma bi'net^.i?, 'You did not go'; bin-eif-i? 

(V-PB-i?). 3. ma? i»la:be,ni, 'I was not seen'; il-ab-en-i 

(V-ab-PB-i). 3. ma ka'laane:jni?, 'I am not drunk1; 

kal-aan-en-i?; V-aan-PB-i . 4. ma ta ha'Vahes, ni, 'You 

did not hit me»; t-PA V-ah-PB-i. 5. ma • col^ e?e: HJi?, 

'You are not a carpenter»; pol-^e? (carpenterJ-etf-i?; 

NP-PB-i?. 6. ma »ja:bo:,ni, 'We are not many»; ja:b-o:n-l; 

V-PB-i. 7. ma ii^atb te:'ni7, 'It was not given to me'; 

-fe'a-(a)b ten-i?; V-ab IU-i7; ten, 'to me»; pron. Olass 0. 

8. ma bin tu jo'tot£( i
7, 'He did not go to his home»; 



bin- (null sign)  t-u j-ot-oq-V>;  V-(PB)  IU-i?; t-u (ti-u), 

'to his'; o'totf, home. 9. ma tin ta'sah rnij" 'basli?, 

'I did not bring anything'; t-in ta(l)-s-ah, 'I brought'; 

mij baal-i?, 'nothing' (4.32); t-PA V-ah IU-i?. To gener- 

alize upon the uses of -i(?) in, Case 2, one would have to 

say that -i(?) is required in negative sentences whose 

main verbs have certain constructions, and such that 

either no component other than -i(?) follows the main 

verb, or the component which follows the main verb does 

not contain an AEO-construction (4.51). The restriction 

concerning the AEO-construction applies in all the uses of 

-i(?) . Thus, regardless of what construction precedes, 

for example, the AEO construction le .. . -o?, 'that1, 'the', 

and regardless of whether a noun or a clause comes between 

le and -o?, if le ... -o'follows the verb, -i? is not used. 

For instance, -i(?) is required above in Example 9, but 

not in ma tin ta'sah le  '"feimi,no?, 'I did not bring 

the horse'; nor in ma tin ta'sah le  Hsimin tin 

rr.ana'ho?, 'I did not bring the horse I bought1; although 

in the unit le ... tin manah-o? we have a verb with the 

same AHAB-construction as that of the main verb tin ta'sah. 

Case 2 shows more clearly than Case 1 that a description 

of the instances in which -i(?) occurs has to be a des- 

cription of the constructions of certain kinds of sentences, 

and not exclusively of certain kinds of words. It cannot 

be said that -i(?) occurs '"hen this or that item occurs; 

but rather that it occurs when certain items concur. 



Strictly, it should be said that those items and -1(?) 

concur in certain discoursive units which serve to com- 

municate negation and specify what is denied. 

In the preceding description of the instances which 

fall under Case 2, it was not necessary to say that -i(?) 

is not used when the negative sign is not simply ma(?) 

but ma te-t£, the sign of emphatic denial. The reason is 

that when ma tetj" is used, the following verb takes the 

IKAL-construction, as shown in 4.20; and that is not one 

of the constructions which concur with ma("P) and other 

items in the sentences in which -i(?) occurs. Thus, we 

find -i(?) in ma tu is9a:h te:'n.i?, «He did not £ve it 

to me'; but not in ma teq u -fe'aik ten, 'He certainly 

did not give it to me' (emphasis on 'give'). 

It may be obvious that the foregoing is not sufficient 

to delimit the use of -i(?) under consideration. The in- 

formation given by means of formulas X-i(?) and X IU-i(?) 

is that for the specified values of 'X' and 'X IU' there 

are instances such that when -i(?) occurs, either X or 

X IU occurs. We need to know now whether it can be as- 

serted that whenever X of X IU occurs -i(?) occurs. So 

far as our observations go, whenever X occurs formula 

•X-i(?)' applies. That is to say, we found no exception 

to the rule that negative sentences with ma(?) followed 



by a verb with one of the constructions above specified 

require the affixation of -i(?), as indicated by formula 

•X-i(?)', when the verb is the last word of the sentenoe. 

But the rule that X IU requires -i(?) has exceptions. 

Evidently the restriction that TU must not contain an 

AEO-construction is not sufficient. We shall not attempt 

to specify what other restriction or restrictions should 

be taken into account, because the exceptional instances 

are too few (27), and too different from one another to 

justify generalization. 

Oase 3. Formulas:  (...) X-i(?) and (...) X iu-iC?). 

Specifications:  (l) '(...)' indicates that X may or may 

not be preceded by one or more words which are components 

of the sentence to which one or the other of the two for- 

mulas apnly.  (2) 'X' stands for a unit consisting of the 

negative sign ma(?) followed by a form of one of these 

three verbs: k'at, «to wish", 'to want'; o'hel, 'to know' 

(French savoir. not conáítre; or Spanish saber, not conocer); 

k'a'bet, 'to need', 'be necessary'.  (3) 'IU' stands for a 

component which does not contain an AEO-construction (as in 

Case 2), nor a clause introduced by wa signifying 'whether'. 

This last restriction applies to clauses subordinate to 

o'hel; as in ma? u  jo:h,le? wa jan ti kan, 'He does 

not know whether she is in town'. It should be noted that 



in Case 5 the verbs to which -i(?) is affixed are not, as 

in Oases 1 and 2, of the sort that require the use of the 

pronouns of Class B in their conjugation. As already 

shown (3.5"&)f k'at and o'hel require pronouns of Class 

A; and k'a'bet requires none (4.40). Thus, 'X' may be 

said to stand in the above formulas for one of these three 

constructions: ma(?) PA k'at, ma(?) PA (prefix)-o'hel, 

ma(?) k'a'bet. Examples to which formula (...) X-i(7) 

applies: 1. ma? in 'k'ati, 'I don't want it1 or 'I 

don't want to'. 2. ma? in woh'li, 'I don't know' (as 

in answer to a question); the e of -el is omitted in con- 

formity to the prevalent phonologic tendency (l.f ). 3. 

ma k'a'bet|i, 'It is not necessary', 'There is no need of 

it'. Examples to which formula (...) X IU-i(?) applies: 

4. ma? in k'at 'hok'oili, 'I don't want to go out'; 

hok'-ol, 'go out'; V-(a)l; for clauses subordinate to 

k'at and k'a'bet see 4.40. 5. ma? u k'at ka 'j"iike,ni, 

•He does not want me to go'; J"(i)-ik-en; intransitive 

NULLAK-construction V-(a)k~PB, ka-Form (4 .?7) . 6. ma? 

u jo:'hel 'tuuj1 ja'nen,i?, 'He did not know where I was'; 

•tuuf, 'where', jan-en (V-PB), 'I was'; see 4.61. 7. ma? 

in k'at  in woks tin wo:'li?, 'I can't believe it'; 

literally:  'I don't want to introduce it (ok-s) into 

my mind (t-in w-ol) . 8. ma k'a'bet ka  'fiike:]" tu 

'joto^',i?, 'It is not necessary that you (plur.) go to 

his home'; o'totf, 'one's dwelling'. 



•i-¡ 

If in view of the foregoing we formulate the rule that, 

for the specified values of 'X' and 'IU', whenever.(...) X IU 

occurs, -i(?) occurs as indioated by the formula (...) X IU-i(P), 

it would be found that the rule holds for 91$ of the instances 

in our texts. Evidently there are more restrictions for IU 

than those above specified. All that we found that is com- 

mon to nearly all the exceptional instances is that IU is 

more complex than in the 91$ of the non-exceptional in- 

stances. Those which cannot be said to be more complex, 

for they consist of a single clause, end with proper names. 

The instances with proper names, however, are too few to 

justify generalization. The instances to which the other 

formula,(...) X-i(?), is concerned involve no exception; 

that is, the negation of what k^at, o'hel, and k3a'bet 

signify requires -i(?) whenever one of these verbs is the 

last word of the sentence. 

Case 4. Formula:  (...) X IU-i(?). Specifications: 

(1) •(...)• as in any of the previous cases.  (2) 'X' 

stands for the word ti? signifying 'there', or 'right 

there'.  'IU' is a sentence construction which does not 

contain an AEO-construction. In the instances of Case 4, 

the specification of the location referred to by ti?is 

the dominant topic (4.8). The location has been mentioned 

in the part of the sentence preceding ti?, or in the preced- 

ing sentence, and ti? introduces the assertion 'there is 



where x occurred (or was, or Is, or will be, or will occur)'. 

Examples: 1. ti? ku 'heeli?, «There is where he was rest- 

ing'.  2. ma hah wa ti? tu "fe'ona'hi?  'Is it not true 

that there is where he shot him?'  3. te  'k^ewe,!©7, ti7 

ku bin u hr'^i7, 'On the leather, there is where he is 

going to twist it'.  4. ti? ku  ' enkantar'tal  'makli
?, 

•There is where people are enchanted'; Spanish encantar. 

with formative -t; passive k-IKAL, Usage A (4.28). No 

exception was found to the rule that under the specified 

conditions, whenever ti? is used, -iC?) occurs as indioated 

above. 

Case 5. The use of -i(?) at the end of an affirmative 

sentence.  In Case 5, Usage A of the NULLAK-constructions JS involved* 

It is convenient, therefore, to base our explanations on 

the tabulation used in 4.3c. We take ur> first the tran- 

sitive constructions employed when a 2nd. person is ordered 

or asked to do something. We notice that when the verbal 

unit is the first or only verbal component of the imperative 

sentence, the constructions are: 

2nd. sing. 2nd. rtlur. 

(1) V-e (3) V-e:f 

(2) V-(null) 

Construction 1 is used when the whole imperative sentence, 

or the first imperative component of a comnound imperative 

sentence, consists entirely of the verbal unit; e.g., 1ía,e, 

'Turn it loose', 'Let it go'. If the suffix -e occurred 



in no other constructions, it could be said that it is a 

3rd. pers. object pronoun that is used only with the NULLAK-con- 

structions. In fact, there is no valid objection to saying 

that, whatever else it may be in other instances, it is 

such a pronoun in imperative sentences. The fact that 

it is omitted whenever the verb is followed by another 

component of the imperative unit, regardless of whether 

the additional cotrmonent be an object of the verb or not, 

could be dismissed as a peculiarity of this language. 

We find now that when a pronoun of Class B referring to 

the object is necessary the suffix -iC?) is required, and 

the above form (l) becomes V-PB-i(?). Thus, with the stem 

•fcfa, to turn loose, we have: 

(addressing 2nd. sing.) 

H£a|e, Turn it loose (V-e) 

-tfa le nei'k'o7, Turn that dog loose (V-(null) ) 

H£ao:|ni?, Turn us looue (V-orn-i7) 

H£ae:ini?, Turn me loose (V-en-i?) 

Similarly, form 3 becomes V-PB-e:j" -i( ?) . Thus, addressing 

2nd. pers. plur. we have: 

't|ae:f, Turn it loose 

•tfae:! le t>e: 'k' o? . Turn that dog loose 

^tfaome:,/"^, Turn us loose 

•tíaenet^/i', Turn me loose 



We see that a single formula for 2nd. sing, and 2nd. plur. 

for instances requiring -i(?) as just indicated could be 

V-PB(-e:p-i(?) . But it should be specified that in the 

instances to which that formula applies, the imperative 

unit consists entirely of a single word, except when the 

word -tjan, the sign of a sort of persuasive imperative, or 

a vocative precedes the verbal unit, as indicated in 4.38. 

Let us consider now the affirmative imperative sentences 

in which one or more words follow V-(null) or V-e:j". In 

some of those instances the formula for the construction is 

V(-e:f) iu-i(?) 

Here, «Vi-e:]')' stands for the 2nd. pers. sing, form V-(null) 

and for the 2nd. plur. V-erf.  'IU' stands for an inter- 

vening unit the last component of which is one of these 

items: (l) a pronoun of Class C; (2) the word tun, 'therefore', 

•so', etc.; (3) a phrase referring to the object of the 

verb, and such that it does not contain any of the AEO-con- 

structions. When IU is a pronoun of Class C, the pronoun 

may perform the same office as that of an indirect object 

pronoun in various languages, or the pronoun may refer to 

the person or persons addressed; e.g., English 'you' in 

the imperative sentence 'You take it'. Examples in which 

IU is, or contains, a pronoun of Class C, or the word tun: 

1. -is,»a tet'ni, 'Give it to me' (V PC-i) . 2.  '•fe'aerj' 

to:'ni?, '(You plur.) give it to us' (V-etf PC -x7"). 



3. -fe'a    tun    te:'ni?,   '3o,   give   it  to  rae1   (V    tun    PC-i?). 

4. uk> tu:'ni,   'So,   drink it'.    5.    uk>  te:»-tfi?,   'Drink 

(some)  yourBelf   (V PC-i?).    Examples in which IU is 

other than tun or PC:     S.    "te'a    ti    a    su'kuuni,   'Give 

(some)  to your elder brother1;  su'kuun,   'elder brother'. 

?..   "te'a    u    lak'   'k'ak'ii?,   'Give  it some more fire'; 

u    lak',   'another',   'its other','some more';  k'ak3,   'fire'. 

In the imperative sentences ordering or requesting 

that a 3rd. pers., or a non-particular 2nd. pers. (4.38) 

act, the rules for the use of -i(?) are similar to those 

just dealt with. Specifically, when the sentence consists 

of a single word containing a uronoun of Class B, the 

construction is V-(a)k-PB-iC?). For sentences consisting 

of the verbal unit followed by one or more words (IU), 

the form is V-(a)k IU-i(?), and the specifications for 

IU are the same as those given above for the 2nd. pers. 

imperative. Examples: 1.  'hok'ok nun 'tul,i, 'Let 

one (of you or of them) come out' (V-ok IU-i); hun, 'one'; 

tul, classifier for animate (4.68). 2.  'hok'ok hun tul 

•vraatal  ' ja:lan |yna:ka,ni, 'Let some one come out and 

stand under the shed'; 'makan, 'shed', a sort of canopy 

made of poles, vines, and leaves (Spanish enramada). 

3.  '-fe'ajbak tu k> ab  jum «bata,bi, 'Let it be placed 

on the hand of the honorable 'batab (in this context, 



in a ritual)'. 

Oase 6. The suffix -i(?) is affixed to any interrogative 

substitute (4.31) when the word thus formed is the sole 

component of an interrogative sentence. Examples: 1. 

•baaji ? 'What?'  2. ma'fi ? 'Who?'  3. bi'fi ? «How?1 

When the interrogative sentence consists of the inter- 

rogative substitute and the word tun, 'so', 'therefore1, 

'then', -i(?) is affixed to the last component of the 

sentence, which in such cases is always tun. Examples: 

4.  'baaj tu:'ni ? 'What, then ?'  5. maj tu:'ni ? 

'Who, then ?'. 

Oase 7. Certain expressions are found with and without 

the suffix -i(?) depending on the sense in which they are 

used, or on the manner of uttering the sentence that con- 

tains them. The following are the most common: 1. • J*iike,ni, 

'I am going'; and 'Jiikorjni, 'We are going', when either 

is uttered upon leaving a house, or in similar circum- 

stances. Sometimes the expression to announce that one is 

leaving is 'Jiiken tu:'ni, 'Well, I am going'; ' J"iiko:n 

tut'ni, 'Well, we are going'.  2. The Spanish word adioa 

'goodby', is used with the pronoun -et£ when addressed to 

a single person, and with -e :| when addressing more than 

one. In circumstances which we are unable to specify, tfee 



the suffix -i(?) is affixed to those constructions. Thus, 

for 'goodby' the expression is sometimes adjo'setf,!? and 

adjo'serf ( i
?, and sometimes simply adjo'setf, adjo'se:]", or 

with tun, 'so1, 'well', adjo'se-tj tu:'ni, adjo'setf tu:'ni. 

3. The expression for 'Thank you' is djos bor'tik te-tf 

(God reward you). If the interlocutor replies 'Thank you'. 

the pronoun te^, 'to you1 is uttered in a certain manner, 

and the expression is djos bo:'tik ter'-tfi?. 4. -i(p) is 

found constantly in the expressions hun w'li and hun 

pu'lak(i, both signifying 'at once', 'altogether', 'definitely'; 

and in 'tani,li? (tan-il-i"?), 'first', as the first component 

of a sentence; e.g., 'tani,lip,  fen a HJ'ate, 'First, 

go and get it" . 

The verbal constructions for which 'X' stands' in Cases 

1, 2, and 3, and also the imperative constructions of 

Case 5, occur in various instances in which -iC?) is not 

the last component of the sentence.  It is probable that 

such exceptional instances are due to the manner of ut- 

tering the sentence when the verbal unit or some other 

component to which -i(?) is affixed refers to an item 

which is the dominant topic of the sentence. This infer- 

ence rests on our observations on the texts that were re- 

corded phonographically. We find in the exceptional in- 

stances in question that the sentence is uttered with a 

certain intonation, and there is a pause betreen -i(?) and 



the rest of the sentence (cf. 4.58). In the sentence ka 

'kinsat^bi le otko'lo?, 'And the thief was (finally) 

killed', we find -iC?) affixed otherwise than at the end 

of the sentence. In other sentences wit h the same con- 

struction -i(?) is not used at all; for the last portion 

of the sentence contains one of the AEO-constructions, 

le ... -o?. As we hear this sentence in the phonographic 

record, the -oortion of the sentence ending with -i is ut- 

tered almost as if it were the end of the whole sentence, 

and the last phrase, le o:ko'lo?, is uttered in a Yucatec 

manner characteristic of instances in which a reference is 

made by wav of elucidation, or as it is said, as an after- 

thought. Even in those cases, -i(?) could be said to sig- 

nify something, only in the special sense in which one 

could say that a certain facial expression signifies dis- 

pleasure. The suffix -i(?) is doubtless one of the lin- 

guistic devices which, like the augment in some tenses of 

the Greek verb, are untranslatable. 

Certain words which contain the suffix -il (4.60) in 

polychronic references (4.3), and in references to contem- 

porary occurrents (4.Z), require the affixation of -i(?) 

when they occur in monochronic references to past or future 

occurrents. Of that sort are the following: tani'li, 'at 

once»; -ts'otki'li, 'beforehand'; '•na',i,li, before; lei'li, 

'even so', 'once again1, 'as before'; hun 'nalci,li, 'with- 

out further delav', 'without hesitation', 'without regard 

for^onsecuences' .  The following contained -i in-all the 



instances in which they occurred in our texts:  'ha:li, 

•only', 'except that ...', 'however'; suki'li, 'it is 

customary';  hun puli'li, 'finally', 'absolutely', 

'resolutely'. Both suffixes -il and -i(?) are affixed 

to the component he(l) of construction he+IKAL+-e? 

(4.15) in emphatic promises; e.g., 'heli|li k tal 

,okk>i:'ne?, 'We will surely come this evening'. 
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-il 

4.60. If the phrase 'the suffix..-il' is understood as 

referring to any Modern Yucateo suffix phonologically 

describable by the phonetio notation 'il'-, we have to 

say that some of the uses of the suffix -il have already 

been dealt with. For, thus understood, the suffix -il 

is one of the members of the class of suffixes we have 

conveniently referred to by the notation '-(a)l' (4.52). 

The -(a)l-class of suffixes may be said to be a construc- 

tional class in attention to.the fact that it is definable 

in terms of certain rules of construction:  to put it 

briefly, we have found that a set of rules can be formulated 

which applies to various uses of suffixes phonologically 

describable by five combinations of phonetic notations: 

al, el, il, ol, ul. If each of these phonologic units had 

bean dealt with separately, the same set of rules would have 

been given five times.  It has been considered preferable to 

say that there ie a class of suffixes whose uses conform to 

the given set of rules; that those suffixes consist of a vowel 

followed by the consonant 1; and that the vowel is in each in- 

stance a, e, i, o, or u, depending on certain specifiable circu». 

stances (4.52). The members of this constructional class (the 

-(a)l-class) are not homophonic, since their vocalic con- 

stituents differ. We are now to deal with another construc- 

tional class:  the -il-class.  The members of the -il-class 



are homophonic, for each one of them is phonologically 

describable by this combination of phonetic notations: 

il. Consequently, in the present description, the phon- 

ologio unit il can in a given instance be a member of the 

constructional -(a)l-class; and in another instance, a 

member of the constructional -il-class. This is a con- 

venient way of saying that in one instance the occurrence 

of the phonologic unit il conforms to one set of rules, 

while in the other instance its occurrence conforms to 

another set of rules. Let us agree now to understand the 

phrase «the suffix -il» as referring to a member of the 

constructional -il-class. 

The suffix -il occurs in nominal constructions of various 

sorts. In some cases, it may be said to be a constant com- 

ponent of certain Yucateo nouns; in others, it should be 

said that it is required by the nominal construction of 

which the noun is a component. It does not seem feasible 

to formulate a single set of rules that can apply to all 

its uses. As in other cases, one must resort to grouping 

analogous instances. 

1. The suffix -il serves to convert verbal constructions 

into nominal constructions, and to form Yucatec nouns with 

stems which are also used otherwise than in nominal con- 

structions . Thus, corresponding to the verbal construction 



k'o'haan, which in some contexts can signify 'He is sick', 

we find k'o'hae.nil, 'sickness'. Similarly, sa'hak, 'He 

is afraid', and sah'kil (elision of unstressed vowel) 'fear'; 

-tj'ak, »to chop', 'to cut by hitting with cutting tool', 

and -tpa'kil, 'action of chopping'; i^'ui, 'to hang' 

(transitive); and -tpu'jil, 'the action, manner, or effect 

of hanging something1, haf, 'make groove or scratch with 

pointed tool', and ha't'il, a noun designating collectively 

scratches or grooves. The number of nouns thus formed is 

considerable. 

2. Let 'N' stand for a given simple or composite stem 

used as a Yucatec noun; and let 'N-il' stand for the same 

stem with the suffix -il. There are numerous pairs of 

nouns in Yucatec which correspond structurally as N and 

N-il; and such that for each pair, what N designates dif- 

fers from that which is designated by N-il. The dif- 

ference, however, is not of the same sort for all pairs; 

as shown in the following examples: 1. k'in, day, sun; 

k'i'nil, time, occasion. 2.  jum, sir, honorable (before 

person's name or word referring to office), Old Yuc, 

'father'; ju,rril, owner. 3. na, house (without spec- 

ifying who lives in it); na'il, one's dwelling, home. 

4.  'luum, ground; 'luumil, region, country, soil, re- 

moved earth. 5. Jib, male, man; 'Jiibil, manhood. 6. 

we'kaj", cow, cattle; wak'fil, cow-like, having the pro- 



perties or appearance of a cow. 7.  'kuuk, squirrel; 

'kuukil, name of a game in which the participants imitate 

squirrels. It is convenient, though by no means eluc- 

idating, to say that in each case, the stem N is used in 

a "derived sense" when -il is affixed to it. But no 

useful generalization can be made as to what sort of 

sense is the derived sense in all instances. One sort 

of derived sense which is subject to rule is as follows: 

By affixing -il to the name of a village, town, or region, 

a noun referring to its inhabitants can be formed; e.g., 

jok^-'ts'o^oti'lorb, inhabitants of Yok Dzonot; le 

san-antonjoilo:'bo?, those from San Antonio; hun tul 

le no|hilo:'bo?, one of the Southerners (people of 

Quintana Roo). 

The word k'i'nil, signifying 'time' or 'occasion', 

is always preceded by the 3rd. pers. oron., u, even in 

such expressions as -fcfen hun p>el u k'ini'le7, 'once 

upon a time', 'on a certain occasion'. On the other 

hand, the adopted Spanish words hora, time, hour, and 

mes, month, are used without u or -il when preceded by 

a numeral,, but -il is affixed to them when the reference 

require^ the use of u; as in u jorra'il in wet'nel, my 

sleeping time (the time of my sleeping); tu me:'sil 

'ábrale?, in the month of April. The distinction between 

na, house, a building, and na'il, one's dwelling, is made 



in some localities by means of the words na, house, and 

o'tot^, one's dwelling. Thus, for such a statement as 

»I see a house', na seems to be used throughout the 

Yucatec speech-area, but for 'I went to his house' bi'nen 

tu na'il or bi'nen tu jo'totj would be used, depending 

on the locality. In some localities, tu na'il, 'to his 

dwelling', is sometimes replaced by tu ta'na. The ex- 

pression ta'na seems to contain the word na, 'house', 

but we are unable to identify the component ta in any 

other combination. Furthermore, various tests indicated 

that ta'na may be used only in reference to a 3rd. person's 

dwelling, and only in the expression tu ta'na, 'to his 

dwelling', 'to his home'. 

3. Construction u N-il. The components of this con- 

struction are u, 3rd. pers. sing. pron. of Class A; N, 

a simple or composite stem commonly used as a noun. The 

objects, persons, or other items referred to by construction 

u N-il are of the same sort as those referred to by N. 

Take, for example, the stem kaj*, signifying 'chicken'. 

In many contexts, the two phrases u kaji'lozb and le 

ka' fo^bo?, signifying 'the chickens', are interchangeable. 

Evidence of their equivalence comes not only from the 

reactions of the native speaker to our tests, but from 



the many instances in which the same items are referred 

to by both constructions in the same discourse. It is 

observed, however, that a given item is referred to by 

construction u N-il only after it has been mentioned 

in a previous reference, and only if the particularity 

of the item is not the dominant topic (4.8). Thus, in 

a description of a ceremony, it is first stated that 

chickens have to be procured. In describing further 

what is done with the chickens, construction u N-il 

is frequently employed, but not exclusively. In con- 

trast with this, we observe that when an item is the dom- 

inant topic of the discourse, construction u N-il is 

not employed. In the cases just spoken of, if we try 

to understand the pronoun u as signifying that the item 

spoken of belongs to someone, we frequently fail to find 

a possessor, in the grammatical or in the strict sense 

of the term 'possessor'; and the native speaker is per- 

plexed if he is asked whose item he refers to.  In those 

cases* the pronoun u cannot be said in any useful sense to 

operate as a possessive pronoun. In other instances its 

use is like that of the genitive case in various European 

languages. That is the case in references to a part of 

a whole, or origin,, or material of which something is 

made, or an accessory of a contrivance, or the various 
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articles or other items habitually utilized or in some way 

involved in the performance of a common activity, i.e., 

items pertaining to that activity. Examples: u ji'til 

ef, the seat of the pants, u 'su:mil le 'kampana,o?, 

the cord of the church bell, u palfii u kal, the back 

of the neck, u ta'nil u 'hool, the forehead (the front 

of the head), u mi'sil u k'ab, the muscles of the arm; 

u han'lil le *t50?o?, the turkey dinner; literally: the 

food (han-al-il) (made) with the turkey, u 'tasnil le 

•na,o?, the ashes of the house (after the house was burned 

down), u war:'hil le  'mañano: 'bo?, the tortillas for 

the helpers (the ones usually furnished for those who 

help without remuneration), u '"te* op"tfe' il u na'k'al 

'buul, the stick for planting beans, u M^ukwajil le 

'is'o:kol be:'lo?, the chocolate for the wedding (that 

usually prepared for the celebration), ku t5 a:bal u 

ki'bil, the candles are (then) lighted (the candles that 

are habitually used in the ceremony). 

With respect to the narts of the body, it is observed 

that construction u N-il is used for parts of parts, but 

not for the whole part. Thus, for 'his foot» we find u 

jok; but for 'the skin of the foot', we find u 'k^ewejlil 

jok in some localities and u 'k'ewi,lel jok or u 

'k'ewijlel u jok in others. 



Some references which require construction u N-il 

are comparable with those that are made in other languages 

by means of the so-called "collective nouns", and by 

various devices termed "partitive genitive", or "the use 

of a noun in a partitive sense". Such a use of the con- 

struction, however, is permissible only with certain nouns. 

The restrictions appear to be as arbitrary as that which 

forbids us to use the plural ending in such English nouns 

as 'sheep', 'deer1, etc. The Yucatec nouns are for the 

most nart those which designate aggregates of particles, 

as ash, earth, dust. Others are of a different sort, and 

are subject to very special rules. Among the latter we 

find the names of such common items as wah, tortilla 

(corn cake), andida'mal, cigarette, lutf, 'gourd' (of 

a certain kind and size used as plates) falls in the 

same clasp, but only when it is referred to as being a 

container, or to specify quantity, i.e., as much as a 

gourd of that kind generally contains, similar to 'spoonful' 

in English. The plural suffix -o:b is sometimes used with 

wah, but it must follow -il; e.g., kan p'el u lu^il 

'jetel u wahi'lo:b, 'four gourds with (containing) 

tortillas' . The use of i'jim, or i'Ji^m^ or Ji^m, 'maize', 

is governed by special rules, which differ from one loc- 

ality to another. For 'one grain of maize' we found in 
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some localities hun o'el iji?,mil; and in others hun 

p">el u 'Ji^mil. Since the initial sound of the word 

i'fim is a vowel, it would be expected (3.2.) that j- 

be prefixed to it when the pronoun u precedes. This is 

avoided in some localities by not using the pronoun, and 

in others by dropping the initial vowel. On the whole, 

it seems that an adequate treatment of the nouns which 

require construction u N-il in partitive or collective 

references would necessitate dealing separately at least 

with each of the names of the most common items of food. 

The foregoing is not a complete account of the instances 

in which the suffix -il occurred. We estimate that it 

excludes about 304 of the total.number of its occurrences 

in our texts. It seems to be true of many of the instances 

excluded that the suffix -il is used as a sign of unknown 

delimitation or identity; as in he  'baaj meja'hil tu 

be:ta*he?, 'whatever be the work he did'. But the evid- 

ence is equivocal in many cases, and there is the further 

difficulty that -il did not occur in many references which 

were definitely of that sort. Many more samplings would 

be necessary to warrant generalization upon those doubtful 

cases, ani upon the rest which were excluded from thiB 

description for similar reasons. 



jan 

4.61. The documentary data on Old Yucatec'clearly show 

that jan (yan in previous writings)consists etymologically 

of a stem an, and the prefix j-, which was in Old Yucateo 

a 3rd. person pronoun required in some constructions before 

words rt.th initial vowel or the consonant which some writers 

called "weak h". In Modern Yucatec there are only sporadic 

indications that this word was formerly analyzable into 

two components. In texts from individuals whose speech 

was predominantly of Type A, an has occurred without the 

prefix j- in the form an'hi, 'it came to be1, 'it came to 

pass', and in a'nil, 'being (in a specified condition)'; 

see 4.SO. But in both speech-types jan'hi and ja'nil are 

the usual forms. At present, jan is the stem for all per- 

sons; e.g., ti? ja:'nen te:'lo?, I was there; ti? 

ja:'netf te:'lo?, you (sing.) were there; wai  ,ja:no:'nep, 

here we are. In a description of Modern Yucatec, therefore, 

the omission of the j- of jan has to be classed as an ir- 

regularity. At present, jan is conjugated in conformity 

with formula V-PB of intransitive verbs in the AHAB-con- 

structions (4.9). But jan is exceptional in that its V-PB 

form is used for all chronologic specifications. Fes 

eoc&mple-j—jnt'nttn ocinrñ in th*"**»--fch-r^e r».h7»onQj.ng.in-A.pft^_ 

i-f-icatlons. For example, jat'nen occurs in these three 

references: ti? ;ia:ne'ni (for final -i see 4.59), 'I was 



there»; wai  ja:ne'ne? (for final -e? with wai see 4.51), 

'Here I am', in reply to the question 'tuufetf ? «Where are 

you?'; ti? ja:'nen 'samal te:'lo?, 'I'll be there tomorrow'. 

With the irregular AHAB-construction, jan'hi or jantfa'hi 

(3.SS), signifying »it came to be', 'it came to pass', 'it 

so happened that ...', jan is used in references to dis- 

crete-past occurrents'(4.4, Case 1), as the AHAB-constructions 

are most frequently used. 

The uses of jan are here grouped under six headings. 

Usage A was dealt with in 4.16, where it was shown that 

construction jan+IKAL is commonly equivalent to the English 

construction 'to have to (infinitive)', signifying need 

or obligation of some sort, as in 'I have to do it'. 

Usage B.  jan serves to specify location. In such 

specifications, jan is preceded by ti9 (variants: ti, te), 

signifying 'there' or 'at'; or the whole sentence is a com- 

ponent of the AEO-construction v;ai .. -e?, 'here'; or 

he ... -a?, approximately: 'here, look at it'; or he   -o?, 

'look, there it is1 (4.51). When ti?, or one of its variants, 

precedes jan, the location must again be referred to after 

jan, except when it has been soecified in the preceding 

sentence; e.g., ti? jan tu jo'tcrt$,i, 'It is (was) in his 

house'; ti? jan te:'lo?, 'It is there' (pointing to the 

place); ti? ja'ni, 'It is (was) there' (referring to a 

place previously mentioned; ti1? jan te:'la?, 'It is here' 



(pointing to the place); wai ja'ne?, 'it is (was) here' 

(said without pointing, and in reference to the spot or 

locality, or region, where the speaker is). For a better 

understanding of these expressions, the discussion of the 

AEO-constructions (4.51) should be taken into account. 

With wai ... -e? and the first person pronoun -en two 

equivalent constructions have occurred: wai jatne'ne? 

and wa'jen ja:'ne?, both signifying 'Here I am' in 

answer to the question 'tuufe-tf, 'Where are you?1 . 

Usage 0. This usage may be adequately specified by 

saying that the English equivalents of the verbal unit 

with jan are: 'there is', 'there was', 'there will be', 

'there are', 'there were'. In such references,jan is 

seldom preceded by ti?, or any of its variants, ti, te, 

as in Usage B; and it has not occurred as a component of 

wai ... -e?. If wai is used in the sentence, it occurs 

after jan and its subject ; e.g., jan nun tul vi'nik 

wa'ie?, ku ..., "There is (was) a man here who ...'. The 

simple word jan serves both for present and contemporary-past. 

In reference to future time we find bin 'janak, 'there will 

be'(4.42) . 

Usage D. The phrases ka jan'hi and ka  jantfa'hi are 

frequently used to introduce a new episode or incident in 



a narrative. They are rhetorical devices of a sort 

comparable to 'And it came to pass that ...'.  It is 

observed that ka jairtja'hi is used more frequently than 

ka  jan'hi when it is evident that the incident thus 

introduced is detrimental or highly beneficial to the 

hero of the story. For the suffixes see 3Ji(-h), 

4.59 (-i), 3.27 (--tfa). 

Usage E. Followed by a pronoun of Class 0, or by 

ti(?) and a noun, jan is equivalent to 'to have', denoting 

what is commonly referred to in grammars by the vague 

word'possession'; as in 'He has two sons', or 'He has a 

job't  or 'It has four legs'. That is to say, in Usage E, 

jan serves to assert all that is asserted subordinately 

by the pronouns of Class A when they are equivalent to 

the English possessive -nronouns. Examples:  jan ten 

nun tul  'tsimin, 'I have a horse', or 'I had a horse', 

jan nun tul  'tsimin  'tio:b, 'They have (had) ahorse'; 

jan nun tul tsimin ti hwan, 'John has (had) a horse'. 

Occasionally the possessor is referred to before jan; 

e.g., le  '.fifoa, lo? jan "nun tul  ""feimin, 'The young 

man had a horse'. 

Usage F. Before a verbal unit, jan can be equivalent 

to 'some' in the sense of 'more than one', or 'a certain 

quantity'. Thus, jan tin bo:'tan holni'ak, 'I bought 
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some yesterday'; without jan, this sentence would be 

equivalent to 'I bought it (or them) yesterday». 

It should be noted that in order to negate what can 

be asserted by jan in Usages B, C, E, the soecial verb 

mi'naan, 'not to be at a place1, 'not to exist', 'not 

to have'f is required. . But for Usages A and D, the 

common negative maC?) is used before jan.  Thus, the 

negative of ti? jan ter'lo?, 'He is (was) there', 

is mi'naan tet'lo1?. Similarly, corresponding to jan 

ten ta:'k'in, 'I have money', or 'I had money', we 

find mi'naan ten ta:'k"*in,- 'I have no money', or 'I 

had no money'. Other data concerning mi'naan are given 

in 4.53. 



ka 

4.62. There are three homophonic devices whose phonologic 

constituents are as represented by this phonetic notation: 

ka. One of them consists of the component k- of the k-IKAL- 

constructions (8.27) and the 2nd. pers. pron.a. A second 

device is a fusion of a non-conroosite ka and the pronoun 

a, a fusion that occurs, though not prevalently, when 

non-comoosite ka precedes the 2nd. pers. of the transitive 

NULLAK-construction (4.37). We are concerned at this point 

with the uses of the non-composite ka, referred to in this 

discussion sirrroly as ka. This word is in some cases equiv- 

alent to the English conjunction 'and'; in others, it can 

be rendered by the conjunction 'that'; and in a third 

group of instances it is untranslatable into English. 

Translating English into Yucatec, the conjunction 'and* 

would be rendered in some cases by 'jetel, 'with', 'in 

the company of; by ka, in others; and in a third group 

of instances, what is indicated by 'and' would be in- 

dicated by the circumstance that a certain Yucatec sen- 

tence occurs after a certain other, or by such expressions 

as fan, 'also'; bei  fan ... -e? (4.51), 'in like manner'; 

lei'li or lai'li, 'still' (in other contexts:  'even so1, 

'once again1). Our conjunction 'and' can be rendered by 

the subordinate verbal unit 'jetel only between two Yucatec 

nouns or nominal constructions; e.g., hwan 'jetel u ja'tan, 

'John and his wife'.  Between two constructions, each of 

which can be a non-e]liptical Yucatec sentence, ka indicates, 

as «and' does in English in compound sentences, that the 



assertion that follows has some bearing on the preceding 

assertion, or simply that the declarative value which the 

speaker assigns to the first assertion is assigned also 

to the second. This holds for most of the uses of ka 

even when it cannot be rendered by English 'and', ka, 

however, differs from the conjunctions which signify 

'and' in many other languages in that ka is used only 

before certain constructions, anc never before a negative 

sentence. The instances in which ka was found in our 

texts may be classified as follows: 

(l) Affirmative sentence; ka immediately followed 

by an AHAB-construction (4.9). 

(2 ) Affirmative sentence; ka immediately followed 

by construction ho:t>T+IKAL (4.17). 

(3)  ka as a component of a NULLAK-construction (4.37). 

It is unnecessary to specify that the NULLAK-conetruction 

stands for an affirmative assertion, because those construc- 

tions are never used otherwise. With regard to the first 

two classes of instances specified above, it would be 

justifiable to say that ka is a component of the AHAB and 

ho:p'+IKAL constructions, were it not for the fact that ka 

does not precede them when either of those constructions 

Is used as the first component of the first statement of 

a discourse, or of the first sentence uttered in answer 

to a question.  Thus, in answer to a question, or to 



announce an occurrence, one can say simply, 'kimi, 'He died'. 

But ka 'kimi would be used when any other item of infor- 

mation concerning the occurrence precedes; e.g., ku 

k'u'-tful tu nai'le?,  ka 'kimi.  «Upon arriving at his 

house, he died'. Consequently, after the first statement 

of a narrative, we find ka before every AHAB and ho:p' + 

IKAL construction that is not the main verb of a negative 

sentence. In some instances, ka is the first component of 

five or more consecutive clauses or sentences, as in this 

TDassage: ka tu jur'bah le ta:, taki'lo?, ka tu 

ts'ah ta:'lc5in ti t'uD. ka tu ma'-tjah le ta:'k'in 

fur'po?, ka bi'ni. ka k'utj ti hun p'el no'ho»i kah, 

ka  'heeli?.  'The father heard it, and he gave some money 

to the youngest son.  (And) the youngest son took the money 

and went away.  (And) he arrived at a city, and he tarried.' 

In such oases, as in many others, a basis for deciding 

whether two given units of disoourse constitute a compound 

sentenoe^ or two simple sentences^. has to be sought in the 

elocutionary manner in which they are uttered. If such a 

basis can be found, it is doubtful that the matter will 

turn out to be as simple as orthographic conventions in 

written languages assume it to be. 

To facilitate generalization upon the uses of ka with 

the verbal unitsof the NULLAK-oonstructions, we found it 

convenient to speak of the ka-Forms and the (No ka)-Forms 

of the NULLAK-constructions, as shown in 4.37. Those 

are the constructions in which ka oan frequently be 



rendered by the English conjunction  'that1. 

In 4.33 it was said that temporal clauses of the form 

le+(verbal unit)+  -e?assert that a very brief interval 

is concerned in the  sequence of the two or more occurrents 

spoken of.    That is to say,  an interval between x and y_ 

such as would be asserted in English by saving 'As soon 

as x occurred,  y_ occurred  '   ,  or  'No sooner x occurred^y, 

occurred' .    That  interval is evaluated as being still 

briefer by using an AHAB-construction in the teitrooral 

clause;   in ^hich case,  ka precedes the AHAB-construction. 

The construction of the temporal  clause has  in such 

cases this form:  le    ka    AHAB  (...)-e?;  e.g.,  le    ka 

tu    jila'he1?,   'The very moment he  saw him'.    Sometimes 

le  is omitted;  e.g.,  ka    k'ut^es ,ne?,   'HVhen I got there', 

•No sooner had I arrived'.    Aside from the characteristic 

intonation of such temporal clauses, the use of the suffix 

-e?(4.33;   4.58)   is  the only difference from ka    k>u«tfen, 

'A nd I arrived'; and ka    k')uH^e:lne?,   'When I arrived'. 



-ki 
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4.63. This suffix has ooourred in the texts only as 

a component of an intransitive construction with a re- 

duplicated verbal stem. The verbal unit of which -ki is 

a component serves to assert a contemporary condition or 

circumstance, or to generalize upon the properties of 

objects. It is a construction that is permissible only 

with certain verbs. No rule can be given to distinguish 

the verbs that can be so used from those which cannot. 

In our texts this construction was used only with 3rd. 

pers. subject. Inquiries as to what is said in references 

to the 1st. and 2nd. persons disclosed that such referen- 

ces are either unusual or are not made by means of the 

constructions in question. Some informants dropped the 

-i of -ki upon, affixing the pronouns -en and -etj, for 

1st. and 2nd. pers., respectively; others retaine'd it. 

The faot is that nearly all the verbs observed with this 

construction designate properties and changes in plants 

and in non-biologioal objects. Examples:  «henhen,ki, 

*It splits easily*"; 'hanhan,ki, (cord or thread) is 

easily broken; ••fcpe-t^ebfki, (pot or gourd) is easily 

tipoed over;  'kakat^ki, (stick, wood) is easily broken, 

it is brittle; 'hehel,ki, it changes (in form or con- 

dition); ^ui|ul,ki, (wood) is full of knots; 'babai,ki, 

(hair) is smooth, is combed; 'banban,ki, (fruit, ears of 



corn) are scattered on ground; •bibil,ki, tt ie filthy, it 

ie full of trash; ' bibit^ki^has a very shart> point; 

H^atja,ki, (rope, knot) is very loose. 



lah and -lah 
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4.64. In Modern Yucateo, lah occurs most frequently 

before the stem of a verbal unit. Hence, its usual pos- 

ition is that of an adjunct verbal stem (4.50). In 

that position it is used with transitive, passive and 

intransitive constructions. With intransitive and passive 

constructions it is also found, as in Old Yucatec, affixed 

to the stem of the verbal unit, and preoeding any other com- 

ponents of the unit. In either position, it signifies 'all', 

'totally', 'completely'. The main stress of the verbal 

unit is on lah when it oocurs before the verb stem. In 

its affixed position, -lah is unstressed. Stressed lah 

is used when that which it specifies is a dominant topic 

(4.8) of the communication. When that is not the domin- 

ant tot)ic, we find either the independent expression tu 

•lakal, 'all', 'entirely', or the unstTesaed suffix lah. 

We do not know what determines the choice of the latter 

in intransitive and passive constructions. In emphatic 

utterance, both the stressed lah and tu 'lakal are 

frequently found in a sentence. 

Examples: 

1.  •ha:li,be'?,  ku lah bin tu  'lakal tu na' il.  So, 

they all go to their houses. hal-ib-e?, etymologic analysis 

except for -e?(4.58); a rhetorical device introducing a 

new incident in a narrative; in conversation, it is often 
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equivalent to 'Hell, ...' introducing a topic that has 

some bearing on previous remarks, or preoeding an infer- 

ence, «so', k-u bin, irregular k-IKAL, due to lack of 

-(a)l suffix for bin; see 4.56; 'they go» (habitually). 

lah and tu «lakal, «all», tu, fusion of ti and u; for 

the construction of tu na'il, 'to their houses', see 4.60. 

2. ti ka bi'ne:]1 lah kinsbi'li. There is where you 

are all going to be killed. For ti ... -i, «there is 

where', see 4.59. k-a bin-e:f, irregular k-IKAL, you 

(plur.) are going, kin-s-bil, will be killed, in order 

to be killed; for special passive with -bil see 4.55; 

kin-s, kill; kim, die, with formative -s and change of 

m to n (1.3 ). 

3. is'ork u lah tal in maha'norb, tat. All my 

helpers have come, sir. "fe'ork u tal, he has come, they 

have come; irregular fe'ork + IXAL, due to lack of -(a)! 

suffix for tal (4.56). raa'han, to lend, to borrow, one 

who helps without remuneration. 

4. ku bin u ja:l le u tar'ta le  j^utua'ld9 ka 

ma:nla:'hak u no:k>i'lorb. The father of the girl will 

order that all her olothes be bought, k-u bin u j-a:l, 

is going to tell (someone); see 4.56. le u tar'ta le 

J--fc$\ip-(p)al-o?, the father of the girl, ka man-lah-ak, 

that all be bought; passive ka-Form of KULLAK-construction 

(4.37, 4.39). u nok5-il-orb, her clothes; nok3, olothes; 



for -il see 4.60. 

5. ka binla'hotb tu jik'nal. And they all went to him. 

bin-lah-o:b, they all went; bin-o:b, they went; intransitive 

AHAB-conetruction, t-u (ti u) j-ik'nal, to him, to where 

he was; see 4.11, Ex. 34. 



7? 

-Ian 

4.65. This suffix may be said to be a sign of polyohronio 

reference (4.6) used in oonstruotions whioh ace ordinarily 

employed in monoohronio references, or which are ambiguous 

as to whether the referenoe is monoohronio or polyohronio. 

It is used when each of two or more individuals performs 

one or more acts, the acts being performed contemporarily 

(4.3), or one after another. It oocurred in the texts only 

in transitive and passive constructions. Worthy of note 

is the oircumstance that the formative -t is required after 

-Ian, as though the combination of -Ian with a simple stem 

constituted a composite stem. The following formulas in- 

dieate how 

Constructs 

this 

>n 

rule applies: 

Simple! Stem With -Ian 

AHAB t-PA V-ah t_PA V-lan-t-ah 

IKAL PA V-ik PA V_lan-t-ik 

Oomnositey stem With( -la* 

V4fc-1 ¿lafUtOi 

with the composite stem-^ukr>a^-t, «to pursue', «overtake», 

-Ian is placed between the two oomponents of the stem^tjuk, 

'catch1, andr^, 'behind', 'baok'; ^uk-lan-pstf-t. 

Examples: 

1. ku «hok'slan'taal u pol le  •k^ek'eno: 'bo1?* The 

heads of the pigs are brought out (each by a different 

individual, one after another), k-u hok">-s-lan-t-aal, 
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hok>, come out, go out; hok'-s or ho?-e, to take out, bring 

out. pol, head,  'k'ek'en, pig. 

S. ku k'aplantaal tu isel le -tf'uju'bo*?. They are 

tied to the Bides of the gourd-holder. The passive k-IKAL-con- 

struction k-u k,af-lan-t-aal(4.28) with the oomponent -Ian 

refers in this passage to eaoh occasion in which several 

men are engaged in the preparation of the various utensils 

employed in the *t£'aatfak ceremony. Four vines serving as 

cords are to be tied to a large gourd-holder that hangs 

over the table. Thus, the verbal unit containing -Ian refers 

to four aote of tying performed by two or more individuals 

one after another, or more or less coinoidently, on each 

oocasion in whioh such preparations are made, t-u (ti u) 

-feel, to the side, or sides of, -fcj'ui-ub, gourd-holder; 

tf*ui, hang; for -ub see 3.3ff; a device to hang gourds. 

3. wa tu men jan'hi ka: tul wa of tul keh 

-fe'otno'le?, k ku^'lanti,ke?, k tat'sik. If it happens 

that two or three deer have been shot, we oarry them, and 

bring them (to the village), wa t-u men, if perchance; 

see 4.44. jan-h-i, it so happens (4.61). ka: tul wa 

oj tul, two or three (animate); see 4.68 and 4.70. keh, 

deer, -fe'on-ol-e?, have been snot; construction V-(a)1 

(4.52) with -e*for terminal component (4.58). k 

kutj-lan-t-ik, we carry them, each one of us takes turns 



In bearing a deer as a load; kutf refers to the aot of 

bearing a burden, not to the transference from one 

place to another; like Spanish cargar. Both k kutf-ik 

and k ta(l)-s-ik, are k-IXAL-oonstructions in Usage A 

(4.28) for descriptions of customs. 

3Si 



-ma 

4.66. The suffix -ma occurs mainly in these two equivalent 

constructions; PA V-ma and PA V-ah-ma. The latter was the 

prevalent construction in Old Yucatec. It occurs frequently 

at present with some stems, and infrequently with others. 

The choice of one or the other of those two constructions 

is about as inconsistent in speech of Type A as in Type B. 

Striot adherenoe to the use of V-ah-ma with certain stems 

and not with others was observed only in the texts dict- 

ated by comparatively young informants whose speech was 

prevalently of Tyr>e B. It seems adequate to say that 

PA V-ma and its variant are the transitive constructions 

corresponding in referential usage to the intransitive 

and passive V-aan (4.53). In references with PA V-ma, 

it is clearer than in references with V-aan that what is 

spoken of as a dominant topic (4.8) is a contemporary (4.3) 

circumstance which is a consequence of an ocourrent of the 

sort denoted by the V-component of the construction. Thus, 

in k'al'nsa. signifies coincidently both that the speaker 
r 

locked up someone, and that the person referred to is still 

locked up. But there is unequivocal contextual evidenoe 

that the dominant topic is the assertion that the person 

is locked un at the time the communication is made. In 

agreement with this is the fact that bilingual informants 

having a good command of Spanish, rendered in k'al'ma -by ~ 



by lo tengo enoerrado. and not by lo he encerrado, or lo 

encerré'. Although the statement is vague, it may be 

useful to say that PA V-ma is used when the consequent 

circumstance Vas a bearing on some topic that is being 

dealt with. For example, in a discussion of one of the 

revolutions in Yucatan, one of the interlocutors is con- 

tradicted by another. Thereupon, the one contradicted argues 

that he knows he is right, because he saw the beginning of 

the revolution. For 'I saw1 he says in this case in 

wilah'tna (variant PA V-ah-ma) . The speaker proceeds to 

enumerate what he saw, and every one of the sentences of 

this enumeration begins, not with in wilah'iia, but with 

the AHAB-construotion tin wi'lah, 'I saw'. It may be 

objected that if his seeing the beginning of the revolution 

has a bearing on the topic discussed, his witnessing of 

each of the inoidents he enumerates must have also a bear- 

ing on that topic; for it so hatjpens that all he does in 

the enumeration is to itemize what was covered by the as- 

sertion 'I saw the beginning of the revolution'. We would 

say that when dealing with such phases of disoourse as 

the one we have termed topical distinction (4.8), we 

observe that it is generally more feasible to make state- 

ments of the form 'When device D occurs, x is the case1 

than of this form: ".Then x is the case, device D occura' 



In fact, this is likely to be true of most phases of 

discourse, excepting formal and phonologic phases. 

Examples: 

1. u matj'ma u is'on • jetel u 'maskab. He was 

holding his gun (in one hand) and his machete (in the 

other), ma^1 refers to the act of taking hold of; matf'ma 

refers to circumstance of holding in the hand; for •jetel, 

signifying 'and' see 4.62. 

2. nun p">el  'panwo u  ,hentah'raa. He had a panwo- 

bag hanging from his shoulder,  'panwo or 'pa,wo (depend- 

ing on the region) is the name of a special kind of carry- 

ing bag (sabuoan). The composite stem of hen-t-ah-ma is 

hem-t with change of m to n before t; the composite stem 

signifies 'to place across'; the bag in question hangs 

on one hip, being suspended by a cord orossing diagonally 

over the individual's chest and back, and resting on his 

shoulder, like a bandoleer. 

3. behla'e?, k'a'bet a 'ts'aik ten tu 'lakal a 

nok> a  ,bukint'ma,o?. Now, it is neoessary that you give 

me all the clothes you have on. For be-he-l-a-e?, now, 

see 4.51 and 4.58 (-«.e? at the end of the equivalent of a 

temporal clause), k'a'bet a 1s*a-ik, it is neoessary that 

you give, you must give (4.20). ten, to me (2.6 ). t-u 

'lakal, all; see 4.52. a nok', your olothes. buk-in-t, 

to put on(clothes); with -ma to have (clothes) on. 



4. ku ji'lik u 'mut^ina u ji:^e?, ... When he sees 

that her eyes are closed, ... k-u j-il-ik, he Bees; 

k-IKAL-oonstruction in temporal clause with -e? at the 

end of the clause (4.33). imrfcs'is applicable to the act 

of closing; with -ma the oondition of being closed is 

referred to. itf, eye, eyes, faoe. 



NP-Constructions 

4.67. The notation »NP' stands for (1) a word whioh in a 

given sentence is a Yuoatec noun; or (2) a phrase consisting 

of a noun, or a pronoun, and another or other words describ- 

ing, delimiting, or specifying the item or items (persons, 

animals, or non-animals) referred to by the noun or pronoun; 

or (3) for a pronoun which stands for the item or items 

spoken of in a given sentence. To facilitate a comparison 

of the NP-oonstructions with oertain English constructions, 

let us write '18(4)' to indicate that 'is* can be replaoed 

by 'am', 'are', or 'was' or 'were'. Using 'NP' for English 

as specified above for the Yucatec devices, we can now say 

that what is communicated in Yuoatec by means of the NP-con- 

structions is generally equivalent to that whioh can be 

communicated in ICnglish by means of this construction UP 

is(&) NP; e.g., 'John is a carpenter', 'They are the men 

I saw', 'What he saw was a raccoon'. That which is sig- 

nified in English by «íBU)' in NP is(&) NP is in some 

cases signified in Yucatec by the construction and intona- 

tion of the sentence together with a brief pause between 

the two NP-components. We have used a comma to indioate 

the pause and the intonational differentiation of the two 

components, thus: NP, NP; e.g., le:'lo?, le p'ok tin 

mana'ho'?, That is the hat I bought; word for word: 'That, 

the hat I bought», le mak ta wila'he9,  ten, The person 

you saw was I (The person you saw, I). The Yucateo con- 



8truótion of such sentences differs according to whether 

UP is a single word or a phrase; a pronoun or a noun; a 

3rd. pers. pronoun or some other. The pronouns involved 

are PC (pronoun of Class 0) and -PB (pronoun of Class B). 

If we let 'ÍT' stand for a simple or composite stem used 

as a noun; and 'PHH' for a nominal phrase, the NP-oon- 

structions that ooourred most frequently may be indioated 

by the following formulas: 

Common Variants 

1. N-PB Ka). PC, N-PB 

3. PHR, PC 2(a). PC, PHR 

3. PHItp PHRg 3(a). PHR1, PC, PHR2 

4. PHR, N 

In forms 1 and 1(a), -PB is a 1st. or 2nd. pers. pronoun, 

sing, or plur., inolusive of plural (-o:n-e:[), or exclusive 

of plural and inclusive of singular (-o:n). For example, 

with the word •t>ol,i£e?,'carpenter", we have: polH^en, I 

am a carpenter; pol'tfe7! ertf, you are a carpenter. For the 

3rd. persons, form 1(a) applies if we take into aocount 

that the 3rd. pere. sing. pron. of Class B is a null sign 

(2.5"): le:'ti,e?, 'politfe?, he is a oarpenter. Form 

1(a) is used also for 1st. and 2nd. pers. in certain 

oontexts: ten, tiolH^e?, en, '(as for myself), I am a 

carpenter.1 In a few instances, -PB has been affixed to 

the noun component of a phrase consisting of a pronoun of 



Class A and a noun. That is to say, instead of PC, N-PB, 

we have found PC, PHR-PB, but only when the construction of 

PHR is PA N. In those cases PA is equivalent to an English 

possessive pronoun; e.g., ten, u ta:'ta,en, I am his 

father, te^,  in •witja,me-tj", You are my husband. In the 

instances conforming to form 3(a), that is, PHRj, PC, PHR^, 

the reference made by PC may be said to be a repetition of 

that made by PHR,, and what is asserted is that PHR, is(&) 

PHR^. For example: le kan ta •kinsa,he?, let'ti?, u 

ja'lak', The snake you killed was his pet (The snake you 

killed, that one, his pet). 

When the HP-constructions are used in negations, the 

negative sign ma(?) appears sometimes before the first of 

the two main units composing the sentenoe, and sometimes 

between the first and the second. Roughly, it is like 

saying "It is not x that is y_», or 'x is not y.». The use 

of maC?) with one or the other of the components depends 

mainly on what is the dominant topic (4.8). In conformity 

with what is said in 4.59, the suffix -iC?) is required 

in many of the negations with the NP-constructions. The 

NP-oonstructions most oommonly found with the negative 

ma(?) and the suffix -i(?) are: 

1. ma(?)  N-PB-iC?) 

2. PHR, ma(?)  P0-i(?) 

2(a)  ma(?)  PC-i(?), PHR 



Miscellaneous examples: 

1. tu men le na'a'?,  in wo'tot(. Because this house 

is my dwelling, t-u men, because (4.52). le na-a?, this 

house (4.51). in w-ot-ortj, my dwelling, home, residence 

(4.60). 

2. le:'tio:,be?, in wet 'maki,lo:b, They are my com- 

panions. le:ti-o:b, they; for -e? see 4.58. in w-et 

mak-il-o:b, my companions; et, together with, in the com- 

pany of; adjunct verbal stem (4.50); mak, person; for -il 

see 4.60; -o:b, plural. 

3. let'lo?, ma? a wet kaha'letfi'í3. He does not belong 

to your village, le-l-o?, that.one (4.51). a w*-et 

kah-al-e:[-i, your townsman; a ... -e:J, you(plural); 

et as in the preoeding example; kah, village; ka'hal, in- 

habited place; also 'village' or 'town' in conroosite words, 

as in this example. For final -i? in negative sentences 

see 4.59. 

4. le  'a:lab ti? 'kartroanai'lo7, ma"? 'kattroana, i?; "t$en 

hun ü'el nu:'/i Juf. What had been said to him to be 

a bell, was not a bell, but a big wasps nest, le .. -o?, 

that, the (4.51); al-ab, passive AHAB (4.10); ti?, to him; 

'kampa,na, adopted Spanish, campana. bell;-il in referenoe 

to the clase to which an object belongs (4.60). -tjen, only, 

just. nur'Ji, X-variant of nu'/ib, 'big', applicable to 

animate referents; used here perhaps because the reference is 

to the nest and the wasps together, or because ju^ is the 

word both for the insect and its nest. Still, the numerioal 

classifier used here, p'el, is for inanimate. 



numerical Classifiers 

4.68. The Old Yuoatec numerical system is at present 

obsolete except for the first four or five numbers. Still 

in ourrent use are the numerals hun (in some localities 

un), ka:, of, kan, 'one, ..., four', ho?, 'five', is 

known to many, but it cannot be said to be a word of their 

ordinary vocabulary. The old folk of some localities 

remember the Old Yuoatec numerals to 20, hun k'al, and 

know how to prooeed combining the first 19 numerals with 

the vigesimal unit k'al; but upon reaching 30 times 20, 

few seem to remember the second vigesimal unit, hun bak?, 

'400' . All this, however, is old lore to them, and not 

the ordinary way of counting. 

The first four or five numerals that are still in 

current use. are always followed, as in Old Yuoatec, by 

the words we term here numerical classifiers. These words 

designate various kinds of units in a special claesificatory 

system which is in evidence only when the Yuoatec numerals 

are employed. The use of the numerical classifiers is 

comparable to that of the English word 'head', as in 'a 

hundred head of sheep'. The total number of numerical 

classifiers is not known. Despite the long lists in 

Beltran'8 grammar, and in other books, one can find even 

at present some which no author, so far as we knov, has 

mentioned. Some seem to be used only in oertain commun- 

ities. The two which have the broadest application are 



tul, for animate referents, and p'el, for any inanimate 

item for which there is no special numerical classifier 

in the speaker's own vocabulary, p'el is used also when 

counting without mentioning what is counted. There are 

individual and local differences with respect to the kinds 

of objects to which some numerioal classifiers are ap- 

plicable. Thus, "fe'it is generally used for counting 

ears of corn, bananas, candles, short pieces of bamboo, 

and other objects similar in form and size to some of 

these. In some communities it is applied to shot-guns; 

saying, for example, hun "te'it  ison, one gun; whereas 

in others the general inanimate p'el is used for a single 

gunj at least when the number of guns is not the topic 

in question; but for more than one gun iilt  is commonly 

employed, kul is generally applicable to bushes and 

corn-stalks. In some communities it is also applicable 

to hair, but not in others. The numerioal olassifiers 

are not used before words which vaguely or otherwise 

designate quantity or plurality; as kutj", load; mut^, 

heap, group; luij, gourd, when referring to as much as a. 

gourd of the kind called lutj oan contain; p* it, a little 

(of liquid); wilti», measure of pozol usually oarried when 

traveling; puk', the quantity of pozol usually served in 

a gourd. Nor are they used in any oase after the adopted 



?• ,' u. 

Spanish numérale. 

As a rule, the plural suffix -o:b is not used when 

the noun is preceded by a Yucatec numeral and the clas- 

sifier; e.g., hun tul pek', one dog, a dog; o/ tul 

pek>, three dogs. But many exceptions to this rule 

are found in the discourse of individuals whose speech 

is predominantly of Type B, particularly if they are bi- 

lingual. When the adopted Spanish numerals are employed, 

the use and omission of the plural suffix are subject either 

to extremely complex rules, or to none at all, so far as 

we have been able to disclose. Por 'ten men', for example, 

one finds djes wi'nik, djes wini'kotb, and even djes 

•ombrej8o:b, adopting in the last phrase the Spanish 

plural hombr.es. and adding to it the Yucatec plural, -o:b. 



Reduplioation and Duplication 

4.69. As already stated (4.6), the device of repeating 

the first two Bounds of a stem (reduplication), and that 

of repeating the whole stem (duplication) serve the same 

usage. Letting '0» stand for a consonant, and 'V for 

a vowel, the rules governing the two devices oan be in- 

dicated as follows: 

Reduplication 

Case 1. When 02 ie not m or n 

Stem Reduplication 

O^VCg O^-O^Og 

Duplication 

Case 2. When Cg is m or n 

Stem 

°1V02 

Duplication 

°1V02-°1
VC2 

Case 3, 

Duplication 

0V-0V 

(No instance observed) 

0 is any consonant 

Stem 

CV 

V0 

Case 4. Diphthongs: the first vovel is repeated; e.g., 

Oai; OaOai. 

Due to the greater number of stems of the form OVO, re- 

duplication occurs much more frequently than duplication. 

There are a few exceptions to the formulation under Oases 

1 and 2. The following have been observed: hun, 'one'; 'huhun, 

•one by one', 'each one*, han, in a hurry (4.50); «hahan, 



in a great hurry,  recklessly, etc.    man, pass;   'maman'sah, 

pass repeatedly (transitive),    mum, not ripe,  tender; 

'mumumkin'tah, make very tender. 

Examples of instances supporting the formulation under 

Oase 2:     Hfin^in,  inclined, not vertical, not firmly set. 

H^int(in,pol or  tjurrtjun(pol, upside down,  standing on head. 

•-tpam-tfam(-ah), to dent hollow objects (like Spanish abollar); 

H^eirtpen^i,  solitary, in silence.    "tpiirtpini-ah), throw 

repeatedly.     'henhen(.-ah), crack or split in several parts. 

•homhom(-ah),  submerge repeatedly,    'lamlam(-t-al) or 

'lamlanrt&'ai-h),  sink repeatedly in mud.    'tantán,buh, a 

half to each,    'tumtum'olal, caution. 

Reduplication and duplication occur in verbal constructions 

and in a few expressions derived from them and constructed 

at least in part like verbal unite.    The two procedures are 

employed chiefly to signify a more or less rapid repetition. 

With some stems it signifies distribution; e.g., ku 

' Jojolkinti^otb, they kneel dovn here and there (not at 

once, and each wherever he may be  standing during the 

ceremony).    With a few stems it stands for a considerable 

magnitude, but not excessive;  e.g., na'naatf,  rather far; 

•naatf,  far.  is'e'ts'ek,  quite a few.    From speoial in- 

quiries and tests, we infer that the old use of reduplication 

as a sort of diminutive is at present obsolete in the 

localities we visited.    Miscellaneous examples of redup- 

lication will be found in 4.63. 



wa 

4.70» Depending on the sentence of whioh it is a component, 

the word wa is equivalent to 'if, 'whether', or 'or', aside 

from what it may signify in interrogative sentences. In 

exolamatory sentences having the construction of interroga- 

tive sentences, wa has a sense similar to 'really?' Its 

use in the protases of conditional sentences has been shown 

in 4.11, 4.35, and 4.44. With the sense of 'whether' it is 

found mainly in reported disjunctive interrogative sentences 

(4.31) subordinate to k'at, 'to ask'; e.g., tu 'k'atah 

ti'O? wa -ísbtk u ta'eik, He asked him whether he had 

brought it. Jen a k'at ti'e? wa  "tsb:k u ta'sik, 

(Jo and ask him whether he has brought it. Indicating 

alternative possibilities or any other sort of disjunction, 

wa can occur between any two components of a sentence with 

the sense of 'or'; e.g., ku '-fe'arbal ti'otb hun tul 

•ulum wa hun tul kaf, They are given a turkey or a 

chicken (customarily). 

In disjunctive interrogative sentences (4.31), wa 

oocurs immediately after the first assertive word of 

the sentence, exoept in interrogations beginning with 

the negative sign ma(?) . About 40fo of the disjunctive 



wa 

4.70» Depending on the sentence of which it is a component, 

the word wa is equivalent to 'if1, 'whether', or 'or', aside 

from what it may signify in interrogative sentences. In 

exclamatory sentences having the construction of interroga- 

tive sentences, wa has a sense similar to 'really?' Its 

use in the protases of conditional sentenoes has been shown 

in 4.11, 4.35, and 4.44. With the sense of 'whether' it is 

found mainly in reported disjunctive interrogative sentenoes 

(4.31) subordinate to k'at, 'to ask'; e.g., tu 'k'atah 

ti'e? wa -fork u ta'eik, He asked him whether he had 

brought it. Jen a k'at ti'e? wa  "ísbrk u ta'sik, 

Go and ask him whether he has brought it. Indicating 

alternative possibilities or any other sort of disjunction, 

wa can occur between any two components of a sentence with 

the sense of 'or'; e.g., ku '-fe'atbal ti'o:b hun tul 

•ulum wa hun tul kaf, They are given a turkey or a 

chicken (customarily). 

In disjunctive interrogative sentences (4.31), wa 

oocurs immediately after the first assertive word of 

the sentence, except in interrogations beginning with 

the negative sign maC?). About 40% of the disjunctive 



interrogative sentences in our texts contained wa. The 

difference in sense between those which contained wa and 

those which did not is difficult to disolose in most cases. 

The explanations offered by bilingual informants are to 

the effect that when one doubts that the person addressed 

can answer the question, wa is used, A'hie explanation 

holds for some of the oontexts in which wa was used, but 

it certainly does not hold for many others. It seems 

to account for the frequent occurrence of wa when the 

question is introduced by the r>hrase a wor'hel wa .. ?, 

which at least in some oases could signify 'Do you know 

perchance ...?• But it has occurred also in instanoes 

in which an interrogative sentence (interrogative in con- 

struction) is a persuasive request; e.g., ma: tan wa a 

-ts^aik ten? 'Aren't you going to give it to me?' and 

in the sort of interrogative constructions known as 

rhetorical questions, as a variant of which re may regard 

those rhich serve to express gladness or surprise, as in 

this case: One who has been pursuing an enemy brings the 

welcome news, -(^otk in t^u'kik, 'I have just caught him'. 

His interlocutor reacts by repeating the component i^otk 

(4.15) followed by wa; viz.: ii>'o:k wa ?, 'You have?' 

•Really?', or some other utterance of the sort with an 

intonation suitable to the context. 



-•fell 

4.7}.. The suffix -"fell is a oomponent of a number of words 

used either as Yucatec nouns, or as Yuoateo intransitive 

verbs of the sort that are equivalent to English adjectives^ 

or to English verbal units consisting of a form of the 

verb 'to be1 followed by an adjective; viz.:  'a tall man", 

•a man who is tall'. 'that man is tall1. Many Yucateo 

nouns containing -"fell stand for persons and other referents 

respectfully evaluated; e.g., -b'aja'-fcil, mercy, charity, 

grace; -fe'a (give)-ja (bounteous,repeated)-f*ii; as in the 

obsolescent ritualistic reference to maize: u -feíaja,'feil 

ha1nal djos, the merciful gift of the true God. ko'lel, 

lady; ko,lei'tell, highly respected lady; jum'Ml, reepeoted 

gentleman. Such evaluation, however, is absent, or not 

evident, in quite as many words that contain the suffix 

-•feil; e.g., «ki?o(l)-tsil, merry; 'kPo(l)<5i'lil, merriment; 

'o(l)feil, poor (worthy of sympathy, or destitute); 

«0(1)^1,111, poverty; «hak', o(l>*>il, frightful. The pre- 

ceding words contain the stem ol, 'mind', sentiment', etc., 

whose consonant 1 is generally omitted in those compounds. 

Other compounds with ol take -al instead of -"$11; e.g., 

'k1?mak,olal, happ iness. 

Excepting terms denoting kinship and marital relation- 

ship, it is not feasible to specify what kinds of nouns 

require the suffix «¿fell. It is true that all the words 

that contain --fell stand for items which can be said *o 



to be "abstract" in some sense or other of this vague term. 

But quite as many "abstract" items are referred to by words 

which do not contain this suffix. With terms of kinship 

and marital relationship, however, this rule is observed: 

Every one of these terras requires the suffix --feil when 

it is not preceded by a pronoun of Class A specifying 

whose relative is spoken of. Thus, u ta:'ta, 'his father1; 

le ta:, ta-fei'lo7, 'the father», 'that father'. u ' Jjltfam, 

her husband; le »i^antsi ,lo?, 'the husband', tu 'lakal 

(lak'tsi'lotb, all relatives; hun tul lakJ'isil, a relative, 

someone's relative. 



NOTES 

INTRODUCTION 

f-f 

1.  To the earliest investigators the words Maya and 

Yucateco were synonymous. In fact, it is probable that at 

least in the eighteenth century the language was more com- 

monly referred to by the Spaniards as Yucateco than as Maya. 

Beltran entitles his grammar Arte del Idioma Maya y_ semi- 

lexicon Yucateco. Nevertheless, four of the dignitaries of 

the church refer to his work in the official approval con- 

tained therein as Arte del Idioma Yucateco, while one of 

them, Pr. Felipe Santiago Maria de la Madera, evidently 

specifies what the less common term designates when he 

writes, "..• siendo Maestro de la Lengua Maya, que es el 

Idioma Yucateco." Beltran himself, notwithstanding the 

title of his book, begins the introduction (Prólogo al 

lector) with these words: "Es el Yucateco Idioma garboso 

en sus dicciones, ..." Another book of his is entitled 

Declaración de la Doctrina Christiana en el Idioma Yucateco. 

In the seventeenth century, Juan de Acevedo is said to be 

the author of Principios elementales de la gramática Yuca- 

teca. Earlier, perhaps, Francisco de Torralva writes ser- 

mons en lengua Maya o  Yucateea, and Villalpando, the earli- 

est writer on the language, so far as the records show, 

wrote in the sixteenth century on Doctrina Christiana en 



Idioma Yucateco o Maya. Those two ways of referring to the 

language are found in Spanish writings throughout the three 

centuries preceding the twentieth, and also thereafter, 

though less frequently. 

The circumstances which brought about the use of those 

two names are not known. We  do not know whether the natives 

themselves referred to their language "by more than one name. 

To call the "same le.nguage" by different names in different 

localities where it is spoken is by no means a rare circum- 

stance among illiterate peoples. In fact, within the Maya 

area it is the most prevalent practice at present. For 

example, our Tzeltal informants in the Bachajon region knew 

that their speech differed only slightly from that of 

Ocosingo. But they claimed that the name 'Tzeltal1 applied 

to the latter, and not to their own vernacular. A name 

that would apply to both vernaculars was not known, nor did 

they have any need of it. Instances of that sort are common 

in Guatemala. In pre-Columbian times, the Quiche-speaking 

peoples may have been aware of constituting at least a polit- 

ical unit, regardless of the differences between local ver- 

naculars, which may have existed then, as they exist now, 

not only there, but almost everywhere else on earth. At 

present, however, if individuals from different localities 

within the Quiche region say that they all speak Quiche, it 

would be by no means a common occurrence, and it would be 
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very probably due to information obtained directly or in- 

directly from someone who has read about it. Some of our 

Quiche informants in Chichecastenango thought that their 

language was called Cakchiquel, perhaps in view of the fact 

that the Whites referred to several other Indian vernaculars 

by that name. All this is quite natural, for the grouping 

of different local vernaculars under the name of "one lang- 

uage" is generally the work of individuals devoted pro- 

fessionally or otherwise to historical studies. 

It is true that such conditions do not exist at present 

in the Yucatec area, but we lack unequivocal information as 

to what was the case when the Spaniards came to Yucatan, 

In the chronicle of Ah ÍTaum Pech edited by Martinez Hernan- 

dez (Crónicas Mayas, Merida, 1926, p.25), the country is 

called yucal peten» and the people maya uinlc. The language 

is known to have been called maya than, as at present. In 

these phrases, the word peten means 'country1 or 'region1, 

and than, pronounced fan at present, signifies 'speech' in 

this context. But so far as the present writer knows, the 

combination yucal than, which would conform to the rules of 

Yucatec morphology and syntax, is not found in the extant 

literature. Had it occurred, it would have seemed plausible 

to conjecture that Yucatan is a Spanish corruption of yucal 

than, allowing, of course, for the possibility that the 

first Spaniards who inquired what the country was called 
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mistook the name of the language, or one of the names of 

the language, for the name of the country. In the chron- 

icle referred to, it is explicitly stated that Yucatan was 

the name given by the Spaniards to the region (peten) known 

to them as yucal -peten. The word yucal is evidently an ad- 

jectival form of the word yuc, the name of a species of 

deer which abound in Yucatan. The epithet "the land of the 

deer and the turkey", whatever its origin, is familiar in 

references to Yucatan. 

2. An extensive "bibliography and much valuable informa- 

tion concerning books and manuscripts about Yucatec, or 

written in Yucatec, will be found in Alfred M. Tozzer's 

A Mava Grammar, Papers of the Peabody Museum, Vol. IX, 1921» 

Since the publication of Tozzer's book, an edition of the 

Iffotul dictionary by Juan Martinez Hernandez, Merida, Yuca- 

tan, 1929, and William Gates' A Grammar of Maya. Baltimore, 

1938, have appeared. All the works and authors mentioned 

in the Introduction and in the Hbtes there referred to are 

listed in Tozzer's bibliography. 

3.  The chief source of information on the sounds of 

Old Yucatec is, of course, what the writers of the sixteenth 

and seventeenth centuries tell us about them. A knowledge 

of Modern Yucatec pronunciation is of but minor service in 



this inquiry. That may not "be clear to those who have been 

misguided by the circumstance that the alphabet which the 

Spaniards devised to write Old Yucatec serves fairly well 

to write Modern Yucatec. This circumstance may indicate 

that so far as the number of sounds is concerned Yucatec 

has not changed much, but nothing can be reliably inferred 

from it as to what each sound was like. The fact that a 

word was written in previous times exactly as we would 

write it now does not necessarily imply that it was pro- 

nounced then as we pronounce it now. This is too obvious 

to require further comment» We offer the following illus- 

tration of this point mainly because of its bearing on 

subsequent remarks. In the sixteenth century the Spanish 

word for 'son1, hi.1o, was written exactly as at present, 

but it is rather unlikely that a Spaniard of this day would 

understand it if he heard it pronounced as during the first 

half of that century. While the spelling has remained un- 

altered, the sound of the initial consonant has dropped 

out, and the sound for which j, stood has undergone a series 

of rather divergent changes. The h in the word hi.lo re- 

presented, at least according to one writer, some sort of 

"guttural" sound, and the ¿ stood for some sound similar 

to that denoted by English ¿ as in 'John1. Incidentally, 

it is pertinent to note that those changes, and a few others 

which are by no means of the sort that requires a trained 
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ear to notice the differences, occurred in less time than 

that during which the Yucatec sounds are assumed by some 

writers to have remained practically unaltered. 

It is well known that Spanish pronunciation has changed 

considerably since the time when the Spaniards began to use 

some letters of their alphabet to represent Yucatec sounds. 

This, however, does not seem to have been taken into account 

by some who wonder why the early writers employed for this 

purpose certain letters rather than others. For example, 

in a note to the second edition of Beltran's grammar (p.2), 

the editor says, "No sé que fundamento tuvieron los que 

formaron el alfabeto de la lengua Maya para darle a la h 

el sonido de ¿, cuando pudieron usar de la misma j. y 

suprimir la h.H That writer obviously assumes that h was 

always a silent letter in Spanish orthography. Laboring 

under the same erroneous impression, Fio Perez concludes 

that the difference between Old Yucatec hula, guest, and 

Modern Yucatec ula is solely orthographic. In his comment 

on these words under "J" in his dictionary, we read, "Los 

primeros ortógrafos del idioma cuando aun vacilaban sobre 

el uso de la h, escribían huía, por el huésped, hulul o 

hulel por estar presente o llegado por ulul o ulel que se 

pronuncian suaves: esto prueba que la h no tenía el sonido 

fuerte que después le atribuyeron." In view of such con- 

fusions, it has seemed justifiable to deal with the whole 



matter as much in detail as has been done in this note. 

The set of characters and combinations of characters 

referred to in these paragraphs as the Old Yucatec alphabet 

is as follows: 

S» 32» 2.* SJ  ^i£* ~» -Síl» -áí» —» —» 2» ¿» 

£> ¿> £> E» £» E> 2E> 1» *h> Z (2¿) > 5» 

It is certain that this alphabet was in use in 1567, for 

February, 1567 íB the date on five of the letters addressed 

to Philip II in YUCEtec by several Yucatec chieftains, the 

original manuscripts of which are kept in the Archivo General 

de Indias in Seville. Examining the photographic copies, 

we find that all the characters listed above, and no others, 

have been used. Furthermore, their uses conform to the 

orthography of the manuscript of the Motul dictionary. We 

need not consider whether the Old Yucatec alphabet was de- 

vised by Villalpando, who, according to various accounts, 

wrote the first Yucatec grammar and a dictionary, or by 

Landa, or by some other member or members of the Franciscan 

mission. It is sufficient to know that the one or ones who 

used letters of the Spanish orthography to write Yucatec 

were Spaniards who had learned to write their own language 

in the second or third quarter of the sixteenth century. 

Hence, that is the period in the history of Spanish sounds 

and orthography with which we shall be chiefly concerned 

later. 



We find the Old Yucatec alphabet used without alterations 

in Coronel'B grammar (1620) and in San Buenaventura's gram- 

mar (1684). Beltran suggests in his grammar (1746) that 

the character z should replace 9 in Yucatec orthography in 

order to prevent certain errors resulting from a careless 

omission of the mark that distinguishes 9 from c. It is 

possible that he did not follow his own suggestion in his 

grammar, but we cannot be certain. The only edition known 

to the present writer is the second. There we find that 

the letter z is used throughout the text, but not in the 

chapter dealing with the sounds. One suspects that the 

notorious practice of modernizing old writings upon editing 

them, or quoting from them, may have led the editor to sub- 

stitute z  for c except where the substitution would have 

rendered Beltran's statements nonsensical. 

The sounds of Old Yucatec may have changed by the time 

Beltran wrote, but that is not necessarily implied by the 

orthographic reform he proposes. His, as well as later 

proposals to reform the Yucatec orthography, evidently re- 

flect the changes which had occurred in Spanish. Thus, 

when Beltran wrote, the Spanish Academy had already decided 

to exclude the letter ¿ from the Spanish orthography. In 

their first dictionary, usually referred to as Diccionario 

de Autoridades (1726), their decision reads in part as 

follows: "... porque haviendose inventado la 9 únicamente 
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para suplir el defecto de la comíainacion del Ce, Ci en las 

tres vocales a, o, u, a fin de pronunciar ca, c_o, £u en 

lugar de Ca, Co, Cu: lográndose esto mismo, y con la misma 

igualdad y blandura el dia de oy con la z, realmente se 

puede reputar por supérflua la 9" (p.IJQCIIl). By that time 

the distinction between the old Spanish sounds of c and z 

was no longer observed, and, as many books and manuscripts 

amply show, few Spaniards could use those two letters con- 

sistently. By the first half of the nineteenth century, 

writers on Yucatec make no use of the character c. Sim- 

ilarly, the use of u in Yucatec orthography where the old 

¿<o-?:ir.  •   writers used v ceased at approximately the time that a 

corresponding reform was introduced in the Spanish ortho- 

graphy. We repeat that the orthographic changes which have 

been made since the Old Yucatec alphabet was devised do not 

necessarily indicate that the sounds of the language changed. 

Whether they changed or not is to be inferred from other 

observations. 

It may facilitate further discussion if we indicate at 

this point what phonetic values are ascribed to the charac- 

ters of the Old Yucatec alphabet by those who have assumed 

explicitly or otherwise that the sounds of Yucatec have 

undergone no change since that alphabet was devised. In 

the following tabulation, the consonants are grouped, not 

according to any phonetic order, but in a way which may 



facilitate their discussion. The phonetic value ascribed 

to each character of the Old Yucatec alphabet is indicated 

by the IPA notation (notation of the International Phonetic 

Association) written under it, each IPA notation having the 

specific value described in Part t. 

CONSOHANTS 

Group 1 

OY alphabet    b c ch y 1 m n p t 

Phon. value    b k #  jlmnpt 

Group 2 

OY alphabet    £ tz h, V(JJ) x 

Phon. value    s ts  h  w   / 

Group 3 

OY alphabet    o      cií  k w      th 

Phon. value    ts' ' tf'  k' p'  t* 

VOWELS 

OY alphabet    a  e  i  o  u(v) 

Phon. value    a  e  i  o  u 

It is probable that the phonetic values of the characters 

of Group 1 were approximately as indicated above. The argu- 

ment in support of this probability is as follows. Various 

writers inform us that in the combinations ¿e, jci the letter 

c was to be pronounced as in ca, co. cu. In the Motul dic- 

tionary it is explained that y was used as a consonant, and 



stood for the sound heard in the Spanish words jra, yerno. 

yo» yunque, yugo. The fact that nothing is said about the 

rest of the characters of Group 1 seems to imply that they 

were to he pronounced more or less as in the Spanish of 

that time. If that is true, the Yucatec sounds for which 

those nine characters stood may have been similar to nine 

sounds in present-day Spanish. Por the latter are assumed 

by all authorities on Spanish philology to be similar to 

nine sounds represented by those letters in the Spanish of 

the sixteenth century. In support of all this we find that 

the nine sounds of Modern Yucatec traditionally represented 

by those characters are similar to nine sounds of modern 

Spanish represented by those letters. Roughly outlined, 

the argument amounts to this: If A and B were similar at 

one time, and if neither A nor B has changed much, then 

A and g must be similar now. And we do find that they are 

similar. This, of course, tells us nothing about the degree 

of similarity. Granting that the evidence is conclusive 

with respect to the preservation of the nine Spanish sounds 

ill question, the possibility that the Yucatec sounds dif- 

fered more from them than they do now is not excluded. For 

the present similarity is compatible with this argument: 

A and B differed at one timej A has not changed, but B has 

so changed that it is now quite similar to A. Against this 

it can be said that, if the difference was considerable, it 



ia improbable that In as many as nine instances the sounds 

of the two languages changed, let us say, in the same direc- 

tion. Of assimilation of the Yucatec sounds to those of 

Spanish there is no evidence at present. The assimilation 

observed is rather the conversej for, so far as the writer 

is aware, the Spanish pronunciation that resembles most 

closely that of Modern Yucatec is that which is prevalent 

in Yucatan. The argument receives some support also from 

the fact that the nine sounds in question occur in those 

languages of the Maya family which seem to be most closely 

related to Yucatec, as well as in some which seem to be 

less closely related, as Mam and Huastec. This, however, 

does not mean much until it can be shown that those sounds 

correspond etymologically among the various languages of 

the Maya family in which they occur. In conclusion it 

should be noted that the above form of argument is applic- 

able only to the consonants of Group 1, and to the vowels 

used singly or in diphthongs, but it is not applicable to 

the double vowels. It does not apply to the other charac- 

ters because some of them were not characters of the Spanish 

orthography* others were used in the sixteenth century 

otherwise than in modern Spanish; one of them, 9, is no 

longer a character of Spanish orthography; and the sound 

it represented at the time the Old Yucatec alphabet was 

devised no longer occurs in Spanish. 
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Let us consider now the characters of Group 2. The 

phonetic value of c_ in the Old Yucatec alphabet has been 

supposed to be like the s-sound one hears now in Modern 

Yucatec and in the Spanish spoken in most parts of Spanish 

America. There are reasons for concluding that this sup- 

position rests on erroneous premises. It has been supposed 

that £ and z always stood for the same sound in Spanish. 

The z of modern Spanish orthography is now pronounced like 

s in Spanish America and in some parts of Spain. It has 

been supposed that it was so pronounced also in those parts 

of Spain, particularly in Andalusia, at the time the Span- 

iards invented the Old Yucatec alphabet. It has been 

noticed that the character c stands for an s-sound in 

French, which, of course, is quite irrelevant. And it is 

observed that Modern Yucatec has an s-sound where Old Yucatec 

written words have £, which by itself proves nothing at all. 

But, contrary to some of these suppositions, it can be shown 

(l) that c and z did not stand for the same sound in the 

Spanish orthography of the period that concerns usj (2) that 

it is probable that c and z came to be pronounced like s in 

Andalusia about the time that the phonetic distinction be- 

tween 5 and z began to disappear in Castilej (3) that there 

is no reason to assume that the one or ones who devised the 

Old Yucatec alphabet were Andalusian. Full credit for the 

invention of the Old Yucatec alphabet has been given to 
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Villalpando, who was Castilian. Landa tells us that 

Vlllalpando began to learn the language by means of ges- 

tures and other devices, and ended by writing a grammar. 

Landa could possibly have had something to do with the in- 

vention of this alphabet, and he, also, was Castilian. 

There is no disagreement as to the birthplace of these 

individuals, and the authoritative Espasa encyclopedia 

expresses no doubt upon this point. 

To offer some evidence in support of our statements con- 

cerning the old Spanish pronunciation of ¿  and z, as well as 

to prepare the ground for further remarks on the Yucatec 

sound in question, we will quote a few statements from the 

following works: ITebrija's Gramática Castellana (1492), 

E. Walberg's edition (Reproduction phototypique de l'edition 

princeps, Halle, 1909)j and R. J. Cuervo, "Disquisiciones 

sobre antigua ortografía y pronunciación castellanas," 

Revue Hispanique, March 1895. In that thorough inquiry 

into the sounds of old Spanish, Cuervo quotes from numerous 

sources. We transcribe here a few of his quotations from 

works pertaining to the particular period that concerns us. 

I. Statements indicating that the Spanish sound for 

which £ stood at the various times specified was neither 

an s nor the theta-sound of modern Castilian. 

1. In 1492 Nebrija says that the Spanish c-sound oc- 

curred neither in Latin nor in Greek. He spent ten years 



in Italy studying these languages. He wrote about the 

Hebrew language in Latin. That he knew how the Greek 

theta was pronounced is shown by his description of its 

articulation in Chapter IV of his grammar. Concerning 

the Spanish sound of £ he writes as follows: "La c tiene 

tres oficios: uno propio, cuando después della se siguen 

a, o, u, como en las primeras letras destas diciones: 

cabra, coraijon, cuero. Tiene también dos oficios 

prestados: uno, cuando debaxo della acostumbramos poner 

una señal, que llaman cerilla, como en las primeras 

letras destas diciones: car9a, $evada; la cual pronun- 

ciación e3 propia de judios e moros, de los cuales, 

cuanto io pienso, las recibió nuestra lengua, porque 

ni Los griegos ni latinos que bien pronuncian, ni sienten 

ni conocen por suia." 

2. In 1560, M. G. Mario Alessandri d'Urbino equates 

the Spanish £ with the ts-sound of Italian z.  "Si pro- 

nuntia come la nostra z quando ha gagliardo spiritu, 

onde la forza che ha la nostra z in queste voci ... 

confidenza, scherzo, zuccaro ... si possede dalla £ 

Castigliana in ... caragoca, caca, oluidanca ... et 

altri simili." (II paragone della lingua Toscana et 

Castigliana. Zeitschrift für rom. Phil., XI, 419). 

3. Twenty-two years later, Juan Lopez de Velasco indi- 

cates that at least to him the Italian z was not an 



acceptable substitute for the Spanish £.  "El sonido y 

voz que la 9 con cedilla haze, es el propio que la de 

su nombre, que se forma con la estremidad anterior de 

la lengua, casi mordida de los dientes, no apretados, 

sino de manera que pueda salir algún aliento y espiritu: 

como en lo alto del paladar se forma la s, de donde nace 

la dificultad que los estrangeros sienten en pronunciar 

la 9 cedilla, diziendo siempre se por ce, y assi no hay 

en el Latin, Griego, Italiano ni otras lenguas vulgares, 

con que poder escreuir los nombres de personas, linages 

y otros que en el Castellano tienen pa, 90, 9U, cuyo 

espiritu en el pronunciar a de ser blando y lleno, porque 

si se esfuerca, y adelgagandose sale con algún zumbido 

o siluo: conuiertese en la voz y sonido de la z, que se 

forma arrimada a los dientes, pero no metida entre ellos." 

(Orthographla y_ Pronunciación Castellana, Burgos, 1582). 

4. In 16S3, John Minsheu implies that the sound of 

Spanish c_ was similar to, but not quite like, that of 

English th.  "£ is sounded by putting the tongue to the 

rankes of the teeth, as the french £ Vienca, or very 

near: the Italian z, as diligenza. scienza.  This 9 must 

be so pronounced, whether it be at the beginning, end or 

middle of a word, though a, 0, u follow, and is sounded 

as in English ths, as zaragüelles ... 9090bra ... eufre: 

pronounce thsaraguelles, thsothsobra, ..." (A Spanish 



Grammar, London, 1623). Authorities on the history of 

English sounds do not doubt that English th as in 'thin' 

has always been articulated as at present. 

II. Statements which show that £ and z were not equi- 

valent . 

1. According to Cuervo, in ITebrlja's De literis 

hebralcis, £ is used to transcribe the Hebrew letters 

samekh and tsadi, while z is used for zayin. 

2. In addition to what was quoted above under 1.3, 

Lopez de VelaBco proceeds to describe the difference 

between £ and z as follows: "... arrimada la parte an- 

terior de la lengua a los dientes, no tan pegada como 

para la £, sino de manera que quede passo para algún 

aliento o espíritu, que adelgazado o con fuerza salga 

con alguna manera de zumbido, que es lo que diffiere de 

la £.» 

3. From various statements and observations, Cuervo 

draws this conclusion: "De estas explicaciones, aunque 

contradictorias algunas en la expresión, resulta que la 

¿ se pronuncia con toda su fuerza y que en su duración 

equivale a media z; que ésta va acompañada de un zumbido 

o ruido que haoe cosquillas, saliendo el aire con más 

suavidad y dulzura que en la otra, mas blanda y amorosa- 

mente, como si fuese una £ blanda y comedida. Dificil- 

mente pudieran caracterizarse mejor una plosiva y una 



fricativa en tiempos en que no había fonética; me parece 

claro también que la fricativa debía ser sonora, circun- 

stancia que cuadra mejor con su predominio en medio de 

dos vocales y al fin de palabra." 

Ill» Statements concerning the disappearance of the 

distinction between c and z. 

1. In the first quarter of the seventeenth century, 

the distinction is observed by some, but not by all. 

Miguel Sebastian says, "La consonante zeta componen vnos 

de las t y s, los mas de las d y s; pronunciase en el 

mesmo lugar que la £ algo mas blando, y como en las 

palabras siguientes zaino, zenon, zimara. zorro, zagal. 

Parientes muy cercanas son la £ y la z, tanto maior 

cuidado deve haver de no poner vna por otra. Gomo los 

que escriuen Zaragoca por £aragoca, Zarpa por parca." 

(Orthographia y, Orthologla. Zaragoza, 1619). 

2. By 1651, the phonetic distinction is entirely gone, 

or little is left of it. TOT  this reason Spanish writers 

could no longer depend on their own pronunciation to 

decide when they should write £ or z. Juan de Villar 

clearly reflects the chaotic condition of the orthography 

of his time with respect to those two letters: "Pues 

como toda la dificultad nazca de la poca, o ninguna 

diferencia que ay en la pronunciación, quando se escrive 

con la una, o con la otra, esso mesmo da licencia para 



escrivir con lo que mas presto a la memoria venga: y a 

lo sumo solamente señalara yo a el uso de la z el prin- 

cipio de las diciones zelo y sus derivados zelar, zeloso. 

y en el medio quando se escriben plurales de nombres que 

el singular le tuvieron por final, como Cruz, cruzes, 

luz, luzes. voz, vosea, y también quando se halla entre 

dos vocales, como dezir, hazer, induzir, etc., esto es 

inteligible, y como tal puede guardarse, lo demás es 

adivinar." (Arte de la lengua espartóla, reducida a reglas 

y, preceptos de rigurosa gramática, Valencia, 1651). 

IV. Statements showing (a) that it is unjustifiable to 

assume that at the time the Old Yucatec alphabet was 

devised the speech of Andalusia differed from that of 

Castile with regard to the pronunciation of £ and ¿;  and 

(b) that in Andalusia the Castillan sounds of <¡j  z, and s 

converged into the Andalusian s. 

1. As late as 1589 the older generation in Seville pre- 

served the Castilian pronunciation. Cuervo comments as 

follows on a quotation from Arias Montano*s De varia 

República, siue Commentarla in librum Judicum, Antwerp, 

1592: "Benito Arias Montano, el célebre director de la 

Políglota de Amberes, conocida con el nombre de Biblia 

Regia, nos refiere en su comentario sobre el libro de 

los Jueces que, siendo él niño, se pronunciaba todavía 

en Andalucía, y sobre todo en Sevilla, exactamente lo 
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mismo que en Toledo y Castilla la Vieja, y que a la 

vuelta de unos veinte años se trocó de tal manera la 

pronunciación que apenas se distinguía un sevillano de 

un valenciano, tan completamente confundía la z y la £ 

con la _s. Sabido es que los valencianos, sin duda por 

efecto de su parentesco con los catalanes y provenzales, 

jamas han acertado a distinguir exactamente dichas 

letras. Ahora "bien, habiendo nacido Arias Montano por 

los años de 1527, puede suponerse que todavía en 1540 

subsistía la antigua pronunciación, la cual conservaban 

los viejos cuando el escribía, que era como en 1589." 

2. In 1609, the famous author of Guzman de Alfarache, 

the Andalusian Mateo Alemán, comments at length on the 

confusion concerning the use of the letters 9, z, j3, and 

shows not only by what he says, but by the words he 

writes incorrectly in his criticism, that in his pronun- 

ciation there was no distinction between the sounds of 

£ and z,  nor between either of them and s: "... pues 

poniendo una letra por otra, no solo se trueca el sonido, 

mas aun se altera el sentido diziendo a la braza [sicl 

braca, o al contrario; la braza es la que llamamos ascua, 

que se haze de la lumbrej y la braga es una medida de 

dos varas, que se mide con los bracos abiertos. Caja, 

es de aves o animales de la tierra; i casa, la en que 

vivimos. Consejo, el que se da o se recibe; i consejo 



I sic], la junta de regidores de algun pueblo." (Orto- 

grafía castellana. Mexico, 1609). 

We take no account of any Spanish dialectal pronuncia- 

tion other than that of Andalusia, "because there is no 

reason to suspect that any other is relevant to this dis- 

cussion. At least one writer on Yucatec has supposed that 

the Spaniards used the letter x for a X-sound in several 

American Indian languages because, according to him, the 

Spaniards who settled in America or came as missionaries 

or soldiers were mainly from northern Spain. I find no 

evidence in support of this assertion. Moreover, it has 

no "bearing on the particular question that concerns us, 

because in the Spanish dialects of the north the s and the 

9-sound are distinguished exactly as in Castile.  In fact, 

such is the case even in Galician, except near the Portu- 

guese border. 

Before considering in the light of the preceding quota- 

tions what may have been the Yucatec sound represented by 

the character c, something should be said about the Castilian 

,s. Por this question readily suggests itself: Why did the 

Spaniards not use the letter 3  in writing several American 

Indian languages which now have s-sounds? It would be a 

most rare coincidence if even in geographically separate 

and historically unrelated languages an s-sound had devel- 

oped independently in each language since the Spaniards 
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wrote about them.» The s-sound one hears now in at least 15 

aboriginal languages of Mexico and Central America, as well 

as in the Spanish spoken there, is the common sort of s, 

such as occurs in the English word 'six', and in other 

European languages. ]?or convenience of reference, let us 

call it 'Common s1. One need not be a phonetician to hear 

the difference between the Common s and the present Castilian 

s. A technical description of the modern Castilian s, com- 

paring it with the Common s of other European languages, is 

given by Tomas Navarro Tomas in his Manual de pronunciación 

española» second edition, Madrid, 1921, pp.83-87. About its 

distribution in Spain Ramon Menendez Pidal sayB: "La a  cas- 

tellana es cóncava, ap ico-alveolar; el ápice de la lengua, 

vuelto hacia arriba, forma una estrechez contra los alveoles. 

Esta variedad de B  se extiende por todo el norte de España. 

(incluso por Galicia, norte de Portugal, Provincias Vascon- 

gadas y Cataluña). Al sur de la Península (incluyendo la 

mayor parte de Portugal) la B  es convexa, dorso-alveolar; 

puesto el ápice de la lengua en los incisivos--inferiores, 

el predorso de la lengua forma una estrechez contra los al- 

veolos y dientes superiores. Esta £, propia de Andalucía, 

y por lo tanto de America, eB una ,s semejante a la francesa, 

italiana o alemana, mas dental que la castellana, la cual 

bien pudiera llamarse prepalatal, como hacen algunos 

fonetistas." (Manual de gramática histórica espafiola, 4th 
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edition, Madrid, 1918, p,87). 

What we need to know, of course, is whether in the six- 

teenth century there was at least as much difference between 

the Castilian s and the Common s as there is now. Both 

ITavarro Tomas and Menendez Pidal say that those to whom 

the Castilian s is not familiar hear it at present as some 

sort of J. Castilians who have lived in Spanish America 

may have observed that when their pronunciation is ridiculed, 

the natives exaggerate by substituting J" for s.  The same 

sort of substitution seems to have occurred in the Moorish 

pronunciation of Spanish previous to the discovery of 

America. The Spaniards represented the Moorish pronuncia- 

tion of the Castilian s by the letter x, which, as is well 

known, stood then for a Castilian /-sound. Menendez Pidal 

speaks of this in the work quoted above, and gives thi3 

specimen: "xean llevadox todox estox" (se han llevado todos 

estos). The Spaniards brought cattle to America in the ear- 

ly colonial period, and several Indian languages adopted 

the Spanish word vacas, cows, to refer indiscriminately to 

cattle, cows, or a cow. With the stress on the last syllable, 

as is the rule for the native words in most of the Maya 

languages, this word is now pronounced wakaj* (uacax, in 

present Yucatec orthography)• The word castellano, Castilian, 

may also have been learned by the Indians not long after 

their first contacts with the Spaniards.  This has become 



in several of the aboriginal languages ka/lan, and the name 

Tomas, Thomas, has been reduced to maj*. This reduction to 

one syllable is not a serious objection in identifying the 

word; for the same thing has occurred in a number of Chris- 

tian names, as Pedro, Peter, which became pe'lu, and finally, 

lu?, at least in Quekchi. I know of no unequivocal descrip- 

tion of the Castilian s in the literature of the period 

that concerns us, but the above remark (1.3) by Lopez de 

Velasco, "como en lo alto del paladar se forma la a", does 

not seem to refer to the articulation of a Common s. If it 

is accurate, it indicates rather that the Castilian s dif- 

fered more from the Common s than it does now. 

Prom the foregoing one may infer that the Castilian s 

was such that some peoples who had both Common s and /-sounds 

in their languages classed it rather as a variant of the 

latter than of the former. But from this we cannot conclude 

that the difference between the two kinds of s-sounds was 

such that the Spaniards heard the Common s otherwise than 

as an s of some sort. At present it is rather unlikely that 

a Castilian would not class the Common s as a variant of 

his s. The reason, however, is likely to be that there is 

at present no other sound in his speech that strikes him as 

being akin to it. In the sixteenth century, and perhaps 

later, at least one phase of the articulation of Spanish _c_ 

may have had an acoustic effect which to the Castilian ear 
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was closer to the Common s than to the Castilian s. Cuervo 

infers in the above passage (II.3) that the articulation of 

£ was plosive. It is possible that he does not use this 

term strictly in the sense in which phoneticians understand 

it at present. All the evidence he presents indicates 

rather that the articulation of c_ was either affricate or 

fricative. Referring to the statements quoted above, we 

find that it is compared with a ts-sound in 1.2. In 1.3 we 

are told that the contact of the tongue with the teeth is 

not tight, so that the air be allowed to pass as in the 

articulation of s. In 1.4 it is compared with the combina- 

tion of the two English fricatives 9 and s. In III.l we 

are told that those who confused ¿ and z pronounced both as 

ts or as ds. These and other writers, although of different 

nationalities, agree in that at least the second phase of 

the articulation of c_ was fricative, and that it was dental. 

And as a dental fricative one could class the most audible 

effect of the Common s, particularly the variety which is 

most prevalent now in the Maya languages. In twelve of 

those languages, the s is articulated with the upper and 

lower incisors in contact, or almost in contact, and the 

tip of the tongue next to the lower incisors near their 

edges. 

These observations seem to account for those instances 

in which the Spaniards did not use the letter s in writing 
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American Indian languages which had s-sounds. But, needless 

to say, this does not enable us to conclude with any degree 

of confidence that if a Spaniard of the sixteenth or seven- 

teenth century used £ to write for the first time a given 

language, that language had an s-sound. Perhaps we should 

mention the fact that a single a  written "between two vowels 

stood in Spanish for a voiced sound similar to that of the 

English or French s in 'rose1. To represent the Castilian 

s between two vowels they wrote sa, as In assl. possession. 

necessidad. etc. We have not taken this into account in 

the preceding discussion of the letter s because it could 

hardly have "been an obstacle for using this letter for the 

Common s-sound. If the voiced sound of a  between two vowels 

offered any difficulty, the Spaniards could have used ss 

between two vowels, as they habitually did when their 

s-sound occurred in this position in Spanish words. 

In view of the foregoing remarks on the history of the 

Spanish sounds and orthography, let us try to understand 

what some of the early writers said about the Yucatec sound 

in question.  In his discussion of the hieroglyphs, Landa 

includes "S" among the sounds (letras) which did not occur 

in Yucatec. His statement would be nonsensical if in that 

context the word letras does not refer to sounds, as it did 

frequently at that time, and does even now when it is not 

used by a phonetician. On the basis of the above observa- 
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tions on the Castilian s and the Common s, Landa's statement 

may be interpreted as asserting that Yucatec had no s of the 

Castilian sort. But, of course, it does not follow that if 

it had no Castilian s, it had a Common s. The earliest 

statement on the phonetic value of c as a character of the 

Old Yucatec alphabet, so far as the extant literature is 

concerned, is that made by San Buenaventura in his grammar 

(1684). He says, "La letra c se pronuncia de la misma 

manera que la letra z, v.g. cambec o cambez, enseña tu." 

In interpreting this statement, two main possibilities may 

be considered. By that time, sundry writers were perhaps 

using £ and z to write Yucatec. San Buenaventura may ex- 

plain to the reader that no phonetic difference was implied 

by the use of those two letters. If that is the case, his 

statement tells us nothing concerning the articulation of 

the Yucatec sound. The second main possibility is that his 

aim was to indicate what sort of sound the letter c stood 

for in Yucatec writing. San Bxienaventura was a Frenchman, 

but since he wrote in Spanish, and was supposed to write 

chiefly for the benefit of the Franciscan friars in Yucatan, 

it seems reasonable to proceed on the assumption that he 

tells the reader to pronounce 9 in Yucatoc as z was pronounced 

then in Spanish. How was z  pronounced at that time? The 

evidence presented above (ill.2) indicates that by 1651 

either there was no difference between the sounds of ¡_ and 
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z, or the difference was 30 slight to the Spanish ear that 

the author of a grammar is in doubt as to whether there was 

any difference at all ("la poca o ninguna diferencia que ay- 

en la pronunciación")» That holds for the speech of Castile. 

It would have been senseless for San Buenaventura to tell 

the Andalusians to pronounce £ as they pronounced zj because 

by the year 1609 they evidently pronounced c, z, and a  with- 

out making any distinction between any two of them. This is 

shown above in IV. 1, and particularly in IV.2. The Castilian 

pronunciation of z is, therefore, the one to be taken into 

account, even if San Buenaventura's aim was to tell the Anda- 

lusians and their descendants in America how the Yucatec c 

was pronounced. The fact that he was a Frenchman would have 

led him to regard a Common s as a regular sort of s. Indeed, 

if Yucatec had a Common s at that time, as it has now, a 

Frenchman might have been more inclined to regard 5 as the 

proper character to indicate the articulation of a Common s; 

for such was the phonetic value that 5 had in his native 

language. But he evidently says that the Yucatec sound is 

to be pronounced "in the same manner" as z was pronounced 

then in Castilian; if that is not the case, he does not tell 

us anything about its pronunciation. There is no doubt that 

in Castile the old sounds of 5 and z converged into the 

present 3-sound. Suppose that by the time San Buenaventura 

wrote the convergence had not quite produced the present 



9-sound. Was the sound in this transitional phase more 

like that of the old £ or that of the old z? We would say- 

that there is only a rather remote possibility that it was 

more like that of the old z. This may he inferred from 

III.l and from the circumstance that the change was toward 

an interdental voiceless fricative, and all the evidence 

available indicates that "by San Buenaventura's time the 

articulation of c was "both voiceless and interdental. It 

was already so about 1623, as evidenced by the fact that 

an Englishman used his th to indicate how at least one phase 

of it was articulated (1.4). From all the foregoing we con- 

clude that it is doubtful that the Yucatec sound San Buena- 

ventura speaks of was an s-sound. 

This doubt increases rather than decreases when we con- 

sider what Beltran says about the Yucatec sound for which 

the letter £ stood in the first half of the eighteenth 

century. In his grammar (1746), he takes special care to 

explain that Yucatec c was to be pronounced, not with an 

s-sound, but as c was pronounced in Castilian: "Asi mismo 

careciendo de s, usa por ella la £ con cedilla; pero no con 

sonido de s, sino como el castellano la pronuncia en estos 

vocablos: cicerón, papato, cinco, corra." We are aware of 

the fact that the word castellano is used now in Spanish 

America to refer, not exclusively to the speech of Castile, 

but to Spanish in general. We do not know whether it was 



so used in Beltran's time, but if it was, what we said above 

in San Buenaventura's case applies with even more certainty 

in Beltran's time. Beltran's explanation is futile if it is 

addressed to readers who do not know how Castilian was 

pronounced. And if hi3 word castellano does not refer to 

the speech of Castile, what he tells us is not that there 

was no Castilian s in Yucatec, hut rather that there was no 

s at all. Being a native of Yucatan, Beltran's ordinary 

pronunciation may not have been Castilian, but it does not 

follow that he knew nothing about Castilian pronunciation. 

He was educated by Spanish friars, and from them he got the 

knowledge of Latin he so frequently displays. His command 
j 

of Spanish at the time he wrote may not have been as good 

as in previous years, but, as he himself says (p»46), it 

was simply a question of forgetting words during the time 

he had but little occasion to speak Spanish. As already 

shown, the Spanish Academy had by this time excluded the 

character c from the standard orthography. Even before 

their decision, the z was used much more frequently than 

the £ when writers deviated from the previous uses of these 

letters. Beltran's examples, gapato, corra, and particular- 

ly cicerón and cinco, exhibit an orthography which was no 

longer sanctioned, and for other reasons was becoming, or 

had become, antiquated. Of course, since he spoke of c_ and 

not of z, it is natural that he should take advantage of 
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such orthography. But, whatever may be the case with regard 

to the orthography, those words were doubtless pronounced 

with a 6-sound at his time. CarlOB de Tapia Zenteno wrote 

about the same time as Beltran. In fact, the date of three 

of the official approvals (privilegios) in Beltran's Yucatec 

grammar is 1743, and that in Tapia Zenteno's Huastec grammar 

is 1746. Huastec has now, and it doubtless had then, a 

9-sound, for which Tapia Zenteno used the letter z. He ex- 

plains that this z is to be pronounced exactly (con todo 

rigor) as in Spanish. His description of the articulation 

of the Huastec sound is quite unambiguous: "La z se pronuncia 

con todo rigor, con la lengua algo fuera de los dientes, 

pegada a ellos. Hallase en principio, medio, y fin de 

Vocablos, y en todos se pronuncia sin diferencia, como 

Zipac. Zamzul, Tuz, Iziz. Y en este (como en IOB demás) 

de darle a cada termino su propio sonido, pende el hablar 

perfectamente." 

Let us now consider the hypothesis that the letter c 

stood for a 6-sound in Old Yucatec, and let us see how this 

hypothesis agrees with the foregoing statements and observa- 

tions. Hone of the assertions and implications that the 

sound in question was not s needB any special interpretation 

if we assume that it was a 8-sound. At the time the Old 

Yucatec alphabet was devised, there seems to have been no 

sound in Castilian as similar to 9 as that of c. The latter 



hardly differed more from 9 than it differed from the Common 

s, according to what may he inferred from the above quota- 

tions.  San Buenaventura's statement does not offer any 

difficulty if the sound he speaks of is 8. The tendency 

to write z instead of c_, rather than the converse, was al- 

ready in evidence. At the end of the Motul dictionary, 

instructions are given to enable the reader to find the 

words he hears. For z the reader is directed to the por- 

tion of the dictionary where the words beginning with c are 

entered.  That seems to provide for instances in which a 

reader might assume that a 9-sound had been represented by 

z.  In view of this, San Buenaventura's statement that £ 

was pronounced as z was would be helpful to those who more 

frequently used z  to represent the Castilian 0-sound.  Then, 

Beltran's object in emphasizing the assertion that p was 

not to be pronounced as s becomes clearer. The Andalusian 

and Spanish American pronunciation was doubtless known to 

him, and may have been his own.  Those who so pronounced 

might ascribe an s-phonetic value to the 9 in Yucatec written 

words. Beltran warns them that it was pronounced as Castilian 

9. From these agreements with the hypothesis, it seems 

justifiable to! conclude that it is more probable that £ 

stood for a Yucatec 9-sound than that it stood for an s-sound. 

If Yucatec had formerly a 9-sound, by the first half of 

the nineteenth century this sound had already changed to s. 



Pio Perez' proposal that the letter s  "be used instead of z 

definitely shows that the Yucatec sound was s in his time. 

About one century had elapsed since Beltran wrote. One 

century is not too short a time for 9 to change to s. Ac- 

cording to the above account (iV.l) a more complex change 

occurred in Seville in less time.  If ¿_stood for a 9-sound 

in Old Yucatec, the phonologic system of this language seems 

to have been analogous to that of Huastec on all points, 

excepting the Yucatec pj>, the two sounds of h, and the 

double vowels. Huastec has an h-sound like Modern Yucatec, 

but no p' or double vowels. It is pertinent to note at 

least that these two languages may have agreed on the fol- 

lowing points of their phonologic systems: 

Old Yucatec (OY alphabet)   £  tz o 

Huastec (IPA notations)     0  t3  ts* 

For the sake of brevity, we shall not consider in detail 

the evidence for regarding it probable that the phonetic 

vaiue of the character tz was ts in Old Yucatec.  That it 

was not interdental is indicated by the fact that the 

Spaniards used t to represent the plosive phase of this 

affricate. The fact that they did not represent its frica- 

tive phase by ¡s may be accounted for by what was observed 

above with regard to the old Castilian s.  The combination 

of t and Castilian s might have had an acoustic effect 

similar to tf, if the s was so much like J". San Buenaventura's 



description of the articulation of the sound represented by 

tz supports this probability, and Beltran gives an unusually 

unambiguous and detailed description of how the tz was pro- 

nounced.  In his time it doubtless stood for a ts-sound.  It 

is of interest to note that although Tapia Zenteno used the 

letter z for the Huastec 0-sound, he used tz for a ts-sound. 

His description definitely shows that tz did not stand for 

an affricate composed of t and 9» "La tz se pronuncia cerrando 

los dientes, y difundiendo por todos ellos la lengua, formando 

un sybilo sin violencia." The teeth are in contact also at 

present in the articulation of the Huastec ts-sound. 

Proceeding now wéiái the rest of the characters of Group 2, 

let us consider what is known about h. In the Jiotul diction- 

ary, as well as in San Buenaventura's grammar, we are told 

that there were two kinds of sounds which those writers re- 

ferred to as "sounds of h". One of them is called "h simple" 

and the other "h rezia". We will say untechnically 'weak h' 

and 'strong h', for a technical rendering would necessitate 

more information about these sounds than is now available. 

According to the Motul dictionary, the weak h was hardly 

audible, and was even omitted in some words when certain 

pronouns preceded them. No other information is given there 

about the sound of the strong h than that which is vaguely 

suggested by contrasting it with the weak h.  The distinction 

between these two kinds of so-called h-sounds is not indicated 



in the letters to PMlip II mentioned above. The words hibici, 

hahal, hach. and hunal, which according to the Motui diction- 
tKcse 

ary had strong h, are written in MM* letters with the same 

character as all the others which are listed in the Hotul 

dictionary as having weak h. Nor are these sounds distin- 

guished in the dictionary by different characters. Which 

words had initial weak h and which had initial strong h is 

shown "by entering them separately. But, so far as I know, 

there is no information in that work, nor in any other, as 

to whether the distinction between these two sounds applies 

only to h in initial position. We do not know whether the 

h in other than initial position was always strong, or always 

weak, or strong in some words and weak in others. This íB 

not a negligible item, if we consider the large number of 

Yucatec words which have h in other than initial position. 

In Modern Yucatec, the final h is more prevalently omitted 

in some morphemes than in others. The initial weak h is 

consistently absent only in the r-oot al, to say or tell, 

and in the words mentioned above in Pio Perez* statement. 

That much is in agreement with the distinction between 

weak and strong h, but, obviously, nothing can be inferred 

from it as to what may have been the case with regard to 

the words in which both the weak and the strong h are pre- 

served. 

It has been suggested that the strong h may have been 
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the voiceless velar, or uvular, fricative of other members 

of the Maya family which, has "been represented by the letter 

i with one or another of its phonetic values in modern 

Spanish. But no valid reason has so far been given to lead 

us to suppose that it was, nor have we so far disclosed any 

clue in the etymologic correspondence between those velars 

or uvulars on the one hand, and the weak or the strong h on 

the other. 

The uses of the letters h and ¿ in the Spanish orthography 

of at least the first two-thirds of the sixteenth century 

account for the fact that the Spaniards used h, and not ¿, 

to represent the Yucatec h-sound or h-sounds.  The h was 

then silent in the syllable hue, and in words in which it 

was written simply because the ones from which they were 

derived, or which were borrowed and Hispanized by various 

writers, had h in Latin. On the other hand, it was not 

silent, and stood for a special Spanish sound wherever this 

special sound had de?eloped from a Latin f. This arbitrary 

imitation of the Latin orthography developed mainly after 

the fifteenth century. Nebrija writes ombre, onestas. 

istoria, and even Omero; not hombre, honestas, historia. 

Homero, as is done now. But he wrote hazer. to do or make, 

and hl.1 o. son, for example, because they were pronounced 

with the initial consonant which developed from the Latin f. 

It may be readily seen that from the fact that ¿ was not 
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used for the Yucatec sound in question nothing can be inferred 

as to whether this sound was like the present Yucatec h, or 

like the present pronunciation of the Spanish ¿.    Nor do we 

know precisely what sort of sound the old Spanish h stood 

for when it was not silent. Nebrija says, "La h entre 

nosotros tiene tres oficios: uno propio, que trae consigo 

en las dieiones latinas, mas non le damos su fuerpa, como 

en estas: humano, humilde, donde la escrivimos sin causa, 

pues que de ninguna cosa sirve5 otro, cuando se sigue u 

después della, para demostrar que aquella u no es consonante, 

sino vocal, como en estas diciones: huésped, huerto, huevot 

lo cual ia no es menester, si las dos fuercas que tiene la 

u distinguimos por estas dos figuras: u, v. El tercero 

oficio es cuando le damos fuerca de letra haziendola sonar, 

como en las primeras letras destas diciones: hago, hi.jo; 

e entonces ia no sirve por si, salvo por otra letra, e 

llamarla emos he, como los judios e moros, de los cuales 

recebimos esta pronunciación." (Gramática, 1492). 

San Buenaventura reports in 1684 that the Yucatec strong 

h was then pronounced almost as Spanish j,. By that time, 

¿ was pronounced more or less as at present, according to 

the evidence presented by Cuervo. From this remark of San 

Buenaventura nothing can confidently be inferred as to the 

articulation of the Yucatec h in his time. Even at present 

some assert that the Modern Yucatec h sounds like Spanish j_, 



although the former hardly differs from English h. It re- 

sembles a Spanish sound only if we specify that we refer 

to the Spanish spoken in this or that part of Spanish 

America. üTurthermore, we do not know how the Spanish ¿ 

was pronounced in its transition from something like the 

present sound of English j, to something like that of modern 

French ¿, and from this to the present sound. It may not 

have reached the last stage of its development when San 

Buenaventura wrote. 

It is not clear whether Beltran draws a distinction be- 

tween the Yucatec h-sound and the Castilian pronunciation 

of j_, or whether what he says is simply that the letter ¿ 

is not used in Yucatec writing. We refer to this statement: 

"Esto supuesto se advierta, que la h se pronuncia con 

aspiración, porque la usa el idioma en lugar de la ji, que 

no tiene." The situation with respect to the Spanish h in 

Beltran's time is described in the Diccionario de Autoridades 

as follows: "... pues los Castellanos jamás usan de la H, y 

aunque precisamente la pidan diferentes palabras, en su boca 

no se oye el mas leve indicio de aspiración: lo que no sucede 

en Andalucía, y en casi toda la Extremadura, donde se habla 

con tan fuerte aspiración, que es dificultoso discernir si 

pronuncian la H o la J" (p.IXVTl).  Thus, it is possible that 

in the Spanish known to Beltran there may have been a dif- 

ference between the sound for which j stood then and an 
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"h-sound" sucli as occurred in some parts of Spain, and simi- 

lar perhaps to that which still occurs in those parts and 

outside of the Peninsula. 

It should "be noted incidentally that in some editions of 

Old Yucatec manuscripts, ¿ has been used where the original 

has a special form of the letter i after another ,1.  In so 

doing, the editors conform to precedent, but in this case 

it is misleading. For the reader may be in doubt as to 

whether this ¿ standB for a Yucatec sound other than i, or 

whether it is the old way of writing JL at the end of a word, 

and even in Roman numerals.  In the manuscript of the Motul 

dictionary, the way the second i of the double vowel _ii is 

written differs appreciably in form from the regular j. used 

there in Spanish words.  This explains our exclusion of j, 

from the list of the characters of the Old Yucatec alphabet. 

The phonetic values of the other two characters of Group 

2 can justifiably be assumed to be as heretofore supposed. 

The v was used only in initial position, and stood for a 

vowel sound when the next letter was a consonant, but it 

stood for a semivowel when the next letter was a vowel. 

This conformed to the Spanish orthography of that time so 

far as the u-sound and the w-oound are concerned. At that 

time, v and u were merely two ways of writing the same 

character.  So much so that as late as the eighteenth cen- 

tury there seems to have "oeen  no standard name for the v, 



as may "be inferred from this statement in the Diccionario 

de Autoridadest "El medio para separar en lo escrito en- 

trambos oficios es usar de la regla ya comunmente recibida 

de substituir, quando son consonantes, en lugar de la I la 

Y, y en lugar de la U abierta o cuadrada la V cerrada, que 

llaman de corazoncillo." Even now, it can hardly be said 

that there is a standard name for the v in Spanish. 

The character x was doubtless used to represent a Yucatec 

/-sound. Such was also the phonetic value of x in Castilian. 

There is no need of pointing out how the letter x is used at 

present to write Asturian, or Galician, or Catalan, as various 

writers have done, in order to account for the use of x in 

the various alphabets devised by the Spaniards to write the 

aboriginal languages of America. Castilian had a J"-sound 

which after the sixteenth century converged, together with 

the old sound of ¿, into the present sound of Spanish j,. 

The characters of Group 3 obviously stood for sounds 

which differed from those of the Spanish language in a way 

that all writers found difficult to explain.  It is quite 

certain that those sounds were ejective (using Daniel Jones' 

terminology) or glottalized (as is usually said, though 

ambiguously).  In this instance, the etymologic correspondences 

observed between Hodern Yucatec elective sounds and the ejec- 

tive sounds of other Ivlaya languages enables us to infer with 

a high degree of confidence what was the case in Old Yucatec. 



In the development of the present Maya languages from their 

common ancestor or ancestors, I have observed only one ex- 

ception to the rule that ejective articulation has remained 

ejective; and this exception can justifiably be explained as 

a case of assimilation. I refer to the word for 'blood', 

which has two ejectives in some languages, and only one in 

others.  In the languages and dialects in which I have heard 

it, this word is as follows: 

Modern Yucatec .......  k'ik' 

Lacandon    k'ik'-el 

Mopan (British Plonduras)   .   .    k'ik' 

Tzeltal  (Eachajon variant)   .    tf'itf' 

Quiche kik' 

Cakchiquel kik' 

Tzutuhil kik' 

Quekchi kik' 

Pokomam    (Mixco .variant)   .   .     kik'-el 

" (Chinautla,  Palin).     kjek' 

Mam ifik* 

Solomec tfik' 

Aguacatec siif' 

Huastec  (Veracruzano) • • •  J*itT' 

"    (Potosino)  ....  /its' 

The etymologic correspondences show definitely that the 

sounds represented by the characters of Group 3 were ejective, 
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and indicate besides that it is far more probable than im- 

probable that some were plosive and others fricative, as 

they are now supposed to have been. That they were voice- 

less is implied by saying that they were ejective. 

With respect to the vowels which compose the last group 

of characters tabulated above, wé shall raise no question. 

But something should be said concerning the combinations 

aa, ee, ii, oo, uu. In Part 4 we describe the sounds for 

which the double vowels stand in this description of Modern 

Yucatec.  The words which in the Motul dic+ionary are 

written with double vowel followed by one or more consonants 

have double vowel in Modern Yucatec. But in nearly all 

cases in which no consonant follows the double vowel, as 

the words are written in that dictionary, Modern Yucatec 

has a. single vowel followed by a glottal stop. For example, 

haa, water, is now pronounced ha9; and cii, firewood, is 

now si*?. So far as I know, the first instance in which a 

writer has alluded to the glottal stop in Yucatec is found 

in Pio Perez' dictionary. Under the first entry in the 

dictionary he discusses the pronunciation of the vowel a 

in these terms: "Esta vocal se pronuncia de dos manerasj 

una suave que puede ser larga o breve, y otra fuerte en la 

que como que se contiene el aliento o sonido repentinamente 

al mismo tiempo de emitirlo: como en na, casa y na, madre; 

el primero tiene el sonido suave y el segundo fuerte." 
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Those words are now pronounced thus: na, house, na?, mother. 

Thus, whet Pio Perez considers to be a difference of vocalic 

quality is clearly a difference consisting of ending or not 

ending the vowel with a glottal stop. He calls what is now 

a9 "the Maya a", and whenever he says that a word is to be 

pronounced with Maya a, or Maya i, or o, etc., we find at 

present a glottal stopj and in the Motul dictionary we find 

the word written with double vowel.  It is quite certain 

that Old Yucatec had a glottal stop in those words.  That 

can be inferred with the highest degree of probability per- 

missible in historical linguistics. Hundreds of words which 

have a final glottal stop in Modern Yucatec have a final 

glottal stop also in other languages, however else they may 

differ. We give below three sets of examples from the 

languages whose sounds we have investigated. We use IPA 

notations except for Old Yucatec. 

water metate firewood 

Old Yucatec haa caá cu 

Mod. Yucatec ha' ka? si? 

Lacandon ha-? ka? si? 

Mopan ha*? ka? si? 

Quekchi xa? ka? si? 

Quiche xa? ka? si? 

Cakchiquel ja? ka? si? 

Tzutuhil Ja? ka? si? 



ka? si? 

ka? si? 

ka? si? 

ka, ka? si, si? 

tsa? 9i? 

Aguacatec a? 

Solóme c a?-ex 

Pokomam ha? 

Mam a? 

Huastec (Potosino)    lia? 

The Mam words ka? (metate, grinding stone for maize) and 

si? occur in at least two localities: Tacana and San Pedro 

Uecta (Guatemala), ka and si occur in Ostuncalco, Palestina, 

and San Pedro Sacatepequez.  Taking account of only two 

possibilities (glottal stop, and no glottal stop) so that 

the estimate may be extremely conservative, and taking ac- 

count of the number of languages and the number of words in 

which correspondences like the above are observed, we esti- 

mate that the chances that there was a glottal stop in Old 

Yucatec are more than 3,000 to 1. But that degree of proba- 

bility does not hold for the supposition that those words 

did not have, two vowels besides the glottal stop. That is 

to say, the combination aa, for example, could possibly have 

stood for a?, or for a?a, or for aa?. iTor have we studied 

the matter sufficiently to decide whether in other than 

final position the aa, ee, ii, etc. of the Old Yucatec or- 

thography stood for a9a, e?e, i?i, etc.  In emphatic speech 

they are so pronounced at present. 

4. It seems that the only evidence that a so-called 



"Peten" or "Itza" dialect is spoken in El Peten i3 tlie 

material collected there in 1866-67 "by Dr. Hermann Berendt. 

We observe that all but five of the words of this question- 

able dialect are found in Yucatec dictionaries or occur in 

our field notes on the Mopan spoken in San Antonio, British 

Honduras. Needless to say, we cannot assert that those five 

words do not occur in-Mopan, particularly since we have 

studied only the Mopan spoken in San Antonio. Especially 

curious is the fact that in some instances Berendt seems to 

give the Yucatec and the Mopan words as alternative terms 

of the dialect he claimed to have discovered. For example, 

'white' is said to be sac or sok. The former is Yucatec, 

and the latter could very well be the way in which the Mopan 

word sek sounds to one acquainted with German sounds and 

unacquainted with phonetics. 

The work which has been most influential in adding the 

name "Peten" or "Itza" to the list of Maya dialects is Otto 

Stoll's Zur Ethnographle der Republik Guatemala, Zurich, 1884. 

Nearly 200 of tl.e words of Berendt* s vocabulary are included 

there in the parallel lists of words of a number of Maya 

languages.  Those lists should not be listed in deciding 

to what extent this "Peten" or "Itza" differs from Yucatec, 

for there are several instances like the following. ' Under 

the word for 'nothing', Stoll has mabal for Yucatec and 

mixbaal for "Peten". But mixbaal happens to be one of the 



common words for 'nothing1 in Modern Yucatec. These observa- 

tions are in accord with the objections made by J. Eric 

Thompson in his monograph Ethnology of the Mavas of Southern 

and Central British Honduras, 1930, p.38. Thompson says: 

"He [Berendt] groups a number of villages as speaking the 

dialect, which he calls Peten.  This group includes the 

villages of San Jose, Dolores, San Luis, Yaxche, San Toribio, 

Santa Barbara Poctun, and Santa Ana... Now San Jose certainly 

speaks a different dialect to that spoken in 3an Luis, Dolores, 

and San Toribio. I*urthermore the vocabulary and few sentences, 

that Dr. Berendt gives, show that he has obtained a mixture 

of the two dialects. All the phrases with one exception are 

San Jose Maya, and not the Maya of San Antonio. On the other 

hand a few of the words are definitely San Antonio Llaya. The 

manuscript was apparently written in Sacluc, and possibly the 

vocabulary and phrases were obtained there too. Sacluc, 

which lies northwest of Plores, is right outside Mopan terri- 

tory. Possibly Dr. Berendt obtained some of his information 

in some villages of the Mopan-Pasion divide, and the greater 

part in the village of Sacluc. Hence the confusion." 

Of course, we do not know whether since 1866 whatever 

differences there may have been between the speech of those 

localities and that of Yucatan have been obliterated, leav- 

ing no decisive evidence of the dialect in question. However, 

so far as Berendt*s material shows, it could hardly have been 



more than a local variant of Yucatec. At any rate, the in- 

formation available does not seem to justify the inclusion 

of the name "Peten" or "Itza" in the list of Haya languages 

or dialects. The number of dialects in the present list 

could easily be doubled if one chose to include as a newly 

discovered dialect the vernacular of every locality or group 

of villages differing appreciably from that of others. 

5. The following remarks concerning description may 

render more understandable the discussion of the devices 

dealt with in this note. 

A summary of what authoritative dictionaries say about 

describing is to the effect that we describe something by 

stating what are its "characteristics", and a "characteristic" 

is said to be a "distinctive feature". Needless to say, 

none of the definitions of the words 'distinctive' and 

'feature' gives any clue as to how much information about 

that which is described should be included in its description* 

The term 'feature' seems to be applicable to almost any con- 

stituent, property, or phase, of whatever one chooses to de- 

scribe.  If "distinctive features" are those feature's which 

suffice to distinguish that which is described from every- 

thing else of its kind, then either the lexicographer's 

definition of the term 'description' does not conform to 

common usage, or most descriptions are superfluously informa- 



tive. On the other hand, if the "distinctive features" in- 

clude all the respects in which a given object differs from 

any other object of its kind, who can claim to have ever 

described anything on earth? 

Guided by what is usually done, rather than by what is 

said about it, we come to the following conclusions.  It 

seems to be generally true that a description i3 not expected 

to tell us how that which is described came to be what it is, 

nor why it is where it happens to be, nor why it is there at 

the time it happens to be there. Aside from that, a descrip- 

tion of x, regardless of what we let'x'stand for, is expected 

to inform us about x to an extent that may be adequate to our 

needs or aim* in describing x.  It is true that when x is 

something of academic interest, academic conventions and 

traditional habits may determine the kind and amount of in- 

formation expected, but insofar as such conventions and habits 

are not aimless the preceding statement takes account of them. 

Usage is extremely erratic with respect to what can or cannot 

be properly said to be describable, but it is clear at least 

that it does not confine the application of the expression 

'to describe' to that which is visible.  Indeed, even emotions 

are not infrequently spoken of as being describable.  To speak 

of describing language, as some of us do at present, seems 

rationally justifiable. 

We shall try now to indicate what sort of description we 
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will say, for lack of a better term, to "be statistical.  For 

convenience, let us call an item, that which we choose to de- 

scribe in a given instance. The task of describing two itema 

.can be accomplished by describing each separately. Or, if 

the two items have something in common, a single description 

can serve for both, if we are not concerned with their dif- 

ferences. But even if we are concerned with their differences, 

the statements which hold for both items can be supplemented 

by statements dealing with their differences to whatever ex- 

tent may be feasible and desirable. Stippose now that we have 

to describe a million items. "Needless to say, it might be 

neither feasible nor desirable to give one million separate 

descriptions, nor is it likely to be feasible or desirable 

to supplement an^account of what a million items have in 

common by adding detailed information on the differences 

between each and the rest. The larger the number of items, 

the more is one compelled to resort to a common-sense pro- 

cedure which is essentially like, or roughly like, the method 

of sampling in statistical investigation.  That is our excuse 

for calling the result a statistical description. The pro- 

cedure is quite familiar: a number of items termed samplings 

are studied. It is found that certain statements can be made 

which hold for them, and it is assumed that with some degree 

of probability those statements will hold also for all other 

items concerned in the investigation, or for a certain per- 



centage of them. Of course, the more detailed the informa- 

tion, the less likely it is that the description can consist 

entirely of statements which hold for all the items to which 

the description is expected to apply. Hence, when detailed 

information is needed, the description may have to contain 

statements which are not expected to apply to all the items 

concerned.  In such a case it is desirable to he able to 

specify to what sort of items such statements are more likely 

to apply, and to what sort they are less likely to apply. 

The foregoing is assumed to account for the use of the 

operational devices we proceed to explain. Let us call a 
i 

speech-community the population whose language or dialect 

or vernacular a given investigator proposes to describe. 

A section of a speech-community will he  said to be any por- 

tion of   it  that may be adequately del imitable with respect 

to locality,   or age,   or  occupation,   or  speech,   or in any 

other way.     The number of sections  into which it  is desirable 

that  a given speech-community be  divided by the  investigator 

depends both on the variability of  speech and on how detailed 

an account the  investigator plans to give  in his description. 

The  speech of a section of a speech-community will be   called 

a speech-type. 

The  description of  a language  or dialect  as spoken by a 

given speech-community could consist of  separate descriptions 

of the speech-types  into which it is divided by a given in- 
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vestigator. However, due to the numerous repetitions that 

would be made, such a plan is not economical. A more con- 

venient plan is to describe one of the speech-types, and to 

specify the deviaiiris of the other speech-types from it. 

The speech-type with reference to which, the deviations are 

specified will he called Type A.  The other speech-types can 

be labeled Type B, Type C., etc. Por obvious reasons, it is 

generally preferable to choose for Type A the speech of 

whatever section of the speech-community includes more 

population than any other, but technical considerations msy 

make it more desirable in some cases to do otherwise. Any 

choice is compatible with this method of procedure, provided • 

the investigator specifies to a desirable extent what por-* 

tion of the population is included in each of the sections 

into which he divides the speech-community. If such speci- 

fications are adequate, the facts would not be misrepresented 

even if the speech labeled 'Type A1 were avowedly that of 

one, and only one, individual. 

It may be evident that the distinction between the two 

Yucatec speech-types labeled 'Type A1 and 'Type B' rests on 

the distribution of variants. Variants which are common in 

Type A and not common in Type B are referred to as 'A-variants'. 

Similarly, those common in Type B and not in Type A are 

called 'B-variants'. Variants which are not classed either, 

as A-variants or as B-variants are called 'X-variants'. A 
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variant whose occurrence in one of the speech-types is said 

to be common satisfies these conditions: (l) the total number 

of its occurrences in our samplings is at least 100$ (2) it 

has occurred in the samplings from at least three mutually- 

distant localities; (3) it has occurred only in the samplings 

of the speech-type in which it is said to be common, or the 

number of its occurrences in those samplings is at least 9<yfo 

of the total number of its occurrences. We class as an 

X-variant any variant which does not satisfy those three 

conditions. Some of the X-variants which have occurred less 

than 100 times are found only in the samplings of Type A. 

This and other observations concerning X-variants are men- 

tioned in the text at the various places where the deviations 

from Type A are dealt with. 

6. Some of the city residents of Yucatan seem to believe 

that there are localities in the peninsula where "pure Maya" 

is still spoken. A few of them hold that this "pure Maya" 

is a language like that known to them through the literature 

of previous centuries, while others claim simply that it is 

Yucatec with no Spanish admixture. These reports generally 

disagree as to the places where this "pure" language is 

still spoken, and, so far as I recall, the ones who propagate 

these reports have never been in the places they recommend. 

Accompanied by a native of Sotuta who gave credence to these 



rumors, we visited some of the localities which had "been 

most frequently mentioned.  In each of the localities visited, 

inquiries were made as to the speech of the surrounding 

region, and occasionally we were able to test the speech of 

transients from places not covered by this survey. 

So far as Spanish admixture is concerned, the reports 

proved not to be entirely groundless, particularly with 

regard to the speech of the villages of Chemax and Chaczinkin, 

State of Yucatan, and Lunkini in the State of Campeche, Use 

of antiquated speech to an extent worthy of note was observed 

chiefly in Chemax, but only among the oldest members of this 

community.  The speech of the main body of the population 

hardly differs from that of other parts of the peninsula in 

this respect. ' 

Some data on speech-differences were obtained through the 

kindness of Professor Fernando Ximiello, superintendent of 

the federal schools in Yucatan, whose office needed some in- 

formation of this sort.  The writer was given the privilege 

of preparing a questionnaire based on previous observations, 

and this was sent officially to the teachers of the rural 

schools with detailed instructions for selecting informants 

and securing the desired information.  The answers were ob- 

tained from at least two of the members of each community to 

which the questionnaire was sent. Each of the individuals 

selected as prescribed in the instructions was to be inter- 



viewed separately, and tLis answers were listed separately 

under the name of the informant. The aim of the questions 

was to disclose the various respects in which the speech of 

the localities known to the informant differed from the 

speech of his native place. The answers showed that either 

the teachers or those who helped them could use fairly con- 

sistently a certain orthography prevalent at present in 

Yucatan, and known to most literate individuals at least 

from its use in writing family names, and place names, most 

of which are Yucatec throughout the rural districts. As a 

rule, the teachers were natives of Yucatan and spoke Yucatec. 

Particularly reliable were the instances in which the in- 

formation given in one locality was supported by that given 

in another. For example, from a given locality it is re- 

ported that xectaba is the way to say 'sit down' in another, 

and from the latter it is reported that culen is the way to 

say 'sit down1 in the former. In other cases the reports of 

two localities agree in that a certain expression is used in 

a third}  53$ of the answers were comparable in this manner, 

and 79$ of the pairs thus comparable were not contradictory. 



.7.  In contemporary writings on language, the terms 

'tense' and 'aspect' are used to refer to at least two kinds 

of items. Formerly, the word 'tense' seems to have been 

used most commonly as the name of a set of discoursive 

devioes, rather than as the name of the items signified 

by the discoursive devices. It was taken for granted, 

either explicitly or implioitly, that the non-discoursive 

items signified by those disooursive devioes were time 

items such as present, past, or future time. Such was the 

situation until some linguists pointed out that the dis- 

coursive devices which had been called 'tense»' did not 

stand exclusively for time items of the present-past-future 

sort. It was said that they stood also for other kinds of 

items. We will call them 'X-items' to facilitate further 

remarks. If the word 'tense' were still understood to be 

the name of certain discoursive devioes, it would be quite 

proper to say that the tenses stand for X-items as well as 

for items of the present-past-future sort. That way of put- 

ting it is unintelligible at present. The reason is that 

the time items of the present-past-future sort are now called 

:ter.nsB' . That is to say, the name of the symbols has come 

to be the name of what the symbols stand for. The X-items 



have been oalled Aktlonsarten by German writers, and 'aspeóte' 

by English writers.  In some statements it is difficult to 

decide whether the writers refer by the word 'aspect' to the 

X-items, or to the discoursive devices, or to both. But it 

is rather clear that when a linguist says, for example, 'In 

this language, tense and aspeot are expressed by means of 

suffixes', the words'tense' and 'aspect' do not stand for 

discoursive devioes. In such cases, the writer evidently 

refers to the items for which the suffixes stand, if he 

refers to anything at all. 

Let us now see what sorts of items, other than discoursive 

devices, have been called 'aspects' by various linguists. 

According to Sarcir (Language.p. 114) those items are "the 

lapse of action, its nature from the standpoint of con- 

tinuity." This, of oourse, is just an incidental remark 

of the loose sort frequently made in footnotes. It is not 

intended, I think, to cover the whole range of Sapir's 

application of the term 'aspeot'. As evidenoe of this, we 

notioe that among the various "aspects" he mentions in 

that footnote there is one he calls "resuitative", and whioh 

he exemplifies by the expression "to wear a coat". We presume 

that it is oalled "resultative" in consideration of the cir- 

cumstance that in order to wear a coat one must first put 

it on. This example is preceded by "to put on a coat", 

apparently to contrast the «resultative" with the "momentaneous" 

aspect. Without stopping to consider the matter carefully, 

one may see that "lapse of action" has something or other to 



do with the comparatively short time it takes to put on a 

coat; but a considerable degree of tolerance must be granted 

in order to admit that "lapse of action" or "continuity" 

have anything to do with the circumstance that having a ooat 

on is a result of putting it on. According to Sapir and many 

other linguists, another "aspect" (the "iterative" or "rep- 

etitive") is demonstrated by doing something repeatedly; 

and still another (the "inceptive" or "inchoative") is ex- 

emplified by beginning to do something. This may be suf- 

ficient to illustrate how diverse are the items which have 

been called 'aspects'. What have they in common? If we 

do not know what they have in common, and in what respects 

they differ from the items which should not be oailed 

•aspects', how oan we determine whether or not the term is 

applicable to such items as rapidity, acceleration, reaction, 

cause, aim, and whatever else rosy  pertain to action or have 

something to do with it? Should someone assert that all 

these items can be called 'aspects' if a given language 

has a special kind of devices to refer to them, then this 

question seems pertinent: What must those devioes be like? 

That is to say, muet they be prefixes, or suffixes, or re- 

duplications, or speoial words? Must they preoede, or follow, 

specifiable devioes — speoifiable in such a way that they 

can be identified in whatever language they may occur? We 

suspect that it is a futile to try to define "aspects" in 

terms of linguistic devices, as it is to attempt to define 

them in terms of what the X-ltems have in common. With 



regard to defining the X-items, Bloorafield Bays: "... the 

definer, after stating the main principles, cannot do better 

than to resort to a demonstration by means of examples." (Language. 

1953, p. 380). We agree that demonstration would have to be 

resorted to, but we wonder whether it is feasible to state 

any main principles which can account for classing as "aspects'1 

all the items which have been so called. 

8, This may be taken to be a mere convention in the use 

of our notations, or it can be defended on the ground that 

't, -t2' stands for the time during which the hands of a 

dock are on certain lines painted on the fact of the 

dock. Even if the thickness of those lines were one 

millionth of an inoh, some time would be "occupied" by 

the motion of the hands across them, or while they are "at" 

those lines. That is to say, we have proceeded on the 

assumption that if it is asserted that the oocurrenoe of 

something, x, "occupies" no time, the assertion implies 

that £ is nothing at all. 

\0.  It is quite probably that the tan which is a component 

of construction tan-»- IKAL is etymologically identioal with 

the phonologioally identical tan which signifies 'in the pres- 

ence of, 'about the middle of, 'in the midst of. One 

of the entries in the Motul dictionary is "tan a beelel: 

en medio de tu camino, or de tu caminar," which, as we 

•-/ 



understand it, signifies approximately 'when you are about 

half way (to a certain place)'. In Old Yucateo we find 

tan used occasionally in a way which has some analogy to 

its present usage in- construction tan+ IKAL, particularly^ 

Usage A; but other constructions were then employed in 

most of the references in which tan+ IKAL is now oommonly 

found. Pio Perez apparently attempted to define the Modern 

Yucatec usage when he says in his dictionary (1866 -77) that 

the impersonal verb tan signifies "el acto o capaoided de 

hacer or ejeoutar." This definition can hardly serve to 

distinguish the uses of this verb from those of many others, 

since it is applicable to most verbs; but his example "tan 

u tal, está viniendo* ('He is ooming') conforms to present 

Yucatec usage even to the extent that in the construction 

u tal the verb tal, to come, is not talel. as it was in Old 

Yucatec and is still at present in some expressions in 

speech of Type A. 

//. When confronted with the difficulty mentioned in the 

text, the expert in the sort of mythical grammar we have 

all been taught is expected to repeat what he has been 

trained to say; namely, that when I assert that I have 

done something I speak of something that stands completed 

or perfected at the time I speak of it. Let us oonsider an 



instanoe of a rather common sort. A friend of mine who is 

looking for his child asks me "Have you seen Johnny?" And 

I reply "I saw him in the yard a while ago." According to 

the traditional grammatical myth, my friend asked me whether 

a certain "action" stood completed or perfected.i If my 

answer had been "I have seen him" or simply "I have", I 

would have said something about the completion or oerfection 

I am supposed to have been asked about. But as I chose to 

include in my answer some information about where and when 

I saw Johnny, it seems that I was compelled by the rules of 

the language to say nothing as to whether the "action" stood 

completed or perfected, although, according to the grammarian, 

that was precisely what my friend asked me. It need soarcely 

be said that this is a piece of folklore and of a rather dull 

sort. If when I say 'I have done it' I assert that a certain 

action stands completed or perfected at the time I say it, then 

$hat is also what I assert when I say 'I did it'. Por it is 

obvious (1) that I did whatever I have done; (2) that whatever 

I have done was done by me, and hence I did it; and (3) that 

whatever I did is done. Obviously, it is not what I did, or 

how I did it, or where or when I did it, that determines 

whether I should say 'I did it1 or 'I have done it'. Those 

who speak at present about "aspects of action" seem to claim that 

in 'I have done it» I talk about a certain "aspect" of the action. 

Presumably, the action I refer to when I say 'I did it' has the 

same "aspect" but I do not talk about it in that sentence. We 
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do not know what evidence oan be adduced in support of that 

claim, but we will assume for the sake of argument that 

the olaim is valid, and procede to ask this question: Is 

the speaker always a$ liberty to refer to any "aspect" of a 

given action, or must he refer to one "aspect" of it in some 

oases, and to another "aspect" in others, if he conforms to 

the linguistic habits of his speech-community? If there are 

no linguistic restrictions of that sort, the question of what 

determines the choice falls within the field of some discipline 

other than linguistics. But if it happens to be the case that 

there are such linguistic restrictions, then it is pertinent 

to ask further: Under what conditions do the English habits 

of speech require that the speaker talk about a certain 

"aspect" of a given aotion, and not about another "aspect" 

of it? If this question cannot be answered, what have we 

gained by calling "aspects" and "tenses" what were formerly 

called "tenses"? We notice that it does not conform to 

prevalent habits of speech to say, for example, 'I have seen 

him yesterday'. That is obviously a restriction of a linguistic 

sort. If I saw him yesterday, any "aspect" of the "action" 

of seeing him was an "aspect" of an "aotion" that occurred 

yesterday. But apparently I must not allude to the "perfeotive 

aspect" of that "action" in a sentence in which I say that the 

action occurred yesterday. On the other hand, it is proper 

to say »I have seen him several times', referring to the fact 

that 1 saw him yesterday and on several other ocoasions. 
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9. The term "equipollent" Í8 borrowed from logic. In 

The Logical Syntax of Language, Oarnap explains its use 

as follows: 

"We call sentences or classes of sentences having the 

same content equipollent. Two sentences are obviously 

equipollent when and only when each of them is a consequence 

of the other». The use of this term in the description of 

natural languages is similar but not identical.  Carnap's 

use of the term is possible because in his artificially 

constructed language of science all terms are defined, 

and therefore always occur with the same designation, with 

no context to modify it.  In its present use the word 

refers to discourses asserting identical occurrents with 

the same declarative values and space-time specifications. 

"I hit him" and «He was hit by me» are equipollent in 

this sense. It is not asserted that the communications 

made by these devices do not differ in some resoect.  To 

what extent the communications made by the use of equipol- 

lent sentences can be said to be alike would depend on the 

degree to which our description abstracts from what we have 

called «topical distinction" (4.8;. 



/2. There are words and other devices In many languages, if 

not in all, which could be oalled contextual definitives^. We 

•would call a given symbol, 8, a contextual definitive if and 

when 8 satisfies these three conditions: 

1. In different communications, 8 can refer to 

different items (persons, or non-persons). 

2. In each instance in which 8 is used, it refers 

to a particular item, or to certain particular 

items, and no others. 

3. What particular item or items 8 refers to in 

each instance can be inferred only from the 

circumstantial or disooursive context, or 

partially from both sorts of contexts. 

English expressions which satisfy those conditions in many 

instances are: the demonstratives 'this', 'that', 'those'; 

the "adverbs" 'here', 'there', 'now', 'then', 'today', 'yesterday', 

•nffxt year'; the personal pronouns 'I', 'you', 'he', etc. It 

is obvious, for example, that the word 'this' can refer in 

one instance to one thing and in another instance to something 

else; but in each instance it refers to a particular item, 

and no other. What particular item it refers to in each 

instance has to be inferred from what is said before it, Oí 

after it, or both, or from the circumstance that the speaker 

is pointing to something, or that he holds it in his hand, or 

some other circumstance or circumstances. When I said «now' 



last week I referred to a certain time; and I can say 'now 

at this moment to refer to another time. In each instance 

a oertain period contemporary with the communication, and 

no other, can "be referred to by the word «now'; what period 

is referred to is readily inferred from the discoursive and 

circumstantial context, a constant contextual item being the 

very time occupied by the utterance. 

13. Suspecting that Usage E of bin was determined by 

what the speaker chose to communicate, rather than by any 

constructional requirements, we experimented in this in- 

stance as follows. When the informant finished dictating 

the story, the text was read to him omitting the word bin 

in every instance in which it had been used as a sign of 

declarative value. The informant objected to this omission, 

but his corrections agreed only in part with what he had orig- 

inally diotated; for he asked us to insert bin in a number of 

sentences in which it had not been used when the story was 

dictated. At one point he sternly objected that if bin 

was omitted, those who would read his account would think 

that he knew that all that he related had actually happened. 

His reply to our question as to whether he thought such things 

could have happened was hesitantly in the affirmative, but he 

repeated that he did not know whether they had happened in 

the particular instance referred to in the story. 
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